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Abstract:
Deliverable D2.1 ‘Current Practices Characteristics
and Issues in Research Collaboration’ aims at investigating and presenting
the current situation as regards international transport research cooperation
vis-a-vis the countries / regions of interest to this project. It also contains some
first conclusions and preliminary recommendations regarding the 8 issues of
priority interest to this project which are Themes and Topics of priority interest
to the various regions, for international cooperation work, Programming and
governance issues in target regions, including joint programming experiences,
Research infrastructures and their networking possibilities, Information and
data sharing issues, Research training and human resource issues – mobility of
researchers and networking, Institutional cultures and research governance
regimes, Pre-standardization activities and harmonizing approaches and
practices and Intellectual Property regimes and follow-up actions.

This document should be cited as:
EUTRAIN Deliverable 2.1 (2012): “Current Practices, Characteristics and Issues in Research
Collaboration” within the research project EUTRAIN (European Transport Research Area
International Cooperation Activities) funded under the 7th framework program of the
European Commission. Project co-ordinator: ECTRI.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction Contents of the
report

The main objective of this EUTRAIN Deliverable 2.1 is to investigate and
present the current situation as regards international transport research
cooperation vis-a-vis the countries / regions of interest to this project. It
also contains some first conclusions and preliminary recommendations
regarding the 8 issues of priority interest to this project (see below). The
main results and recommendations will be presented in the
forthcoming project Deliverables, namely:
 Deliverable 3.1: Research Topics, capabilities, and future
priorities for international transport research cooperation, and
 Deliverable 4.1: Towards a Framework for international transport
Research cooperation.
The 8 priority issues of interest to the EUTRAIN project are:
1. Themes and Topics of priority interest to the various regions, for
international cooperation work;
2. Programming and governance issues in target regions, including
joint programming experiences;
3. Research infrastructures and their networking possibilities ;
4. Information and data sharing issues;
5. Research training and human resource issues – mobility of
researchers and networking;
6. Institutional cultures and research governance regimes;
7. Pre-standardization activities and harmonizing approaches and
practices;
8. Intellectual Property regimes and follow-up actions.
The report contains 10 chapters that more or less correspond to these 8
issues:
1. Introduction
2. Organization and execution of bilateral meetings
3. Organization and execution of the regional workshops
4. Results and recommendations of previous projects and best
practice reports
5. Programming and governance issues
6. Research Infrastructures and their networking
7. Research training and human resource issues
8. Differences in Institutional cultures and research governance
regimes
9. Pre-standardization and means of harmonizing approaches and
practices
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10. Intellectual Property regimes and
International cooperation research.

their

application

in

Methodology
and first year
project
activities

The work performed during the 1st year of the EUTRAIN project involved
the following activities:
 data and information collection activities on all issues of priority
interest;
 Examination of results from previous relevant projects;
 Examination of best practices in international cooperation;
 Focused exchanges with the Network of Associated Entities;
 Local visits to a select number of 10 countries1 for interviewing
relevant stakeholders and for data collection. These visits
resulted in the corresponding “country reports” included in this
report.
 Organisation of four regional workshops in: Athens - focused on
the Mediterranean countries region, Beijing - focused on the
Asia and Pacific Region, Moscow - focused on Russia and the
CIS / Black sea countries, and Sao Paolo - focused on the Latin
American countries2. The objective of these workshops was to
complement the country reports and give the opportunity for
data, opinions, and information collection from the wider
number of countries within the corresponding regions.

Findings of the
bilateral
meetings and
local workshops
(Chapter 2 & 3)

In all of the 10 countries visited considerable international cooperation
activities take place today, and these are of the following types:
 Technical visits and information exchanges (in some cases also
data exchanges),
 Participation in international committees and Conferences,
 Participation in internationally funded research projects planned
and administered by the international funding source (usually
the EU Commission, the US/DoT, and National research
programmes of major research providing countries).
 Participation in jointly funded research in the framework of
bilateral country agreements.
 International synthesis studies (e.g. those sponsored by the
OECD),
 Use of R&D facilities by foreign researchers.

The following countries were covered by this type of face to face local workshop
and data extraction: USA / Tunisia / Egypt / Ukraine / Turkey / China / Russia / India /
South Africa / Japan.
2 This current report contains the results of the first 2 of these workshops i.e. the ones in
Athens and Beijing. The other two will be reported in an Addendum as they are held
at later stages.
1
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Collaborative research activities between the “advanced” - in terms of
research funding - countries or regions, such as the US, Europe, etc, are
now on the rise as the benefits from pulling of resources and commonly
addressing the major issues and challenges in the transport field, seem
to outweigh the traditional “competitive” positions taken by such
countries and push towards more cooperation. This trend should be
strengthened in the future by pursuing, at first, more easily achievable
tasks (i.e. the “low-hanging fruit”) such as multi-year technical
personnel exchanges, agreements to further the exchanges of critical
transport data, and so on. In the case of these countries it is important
to try and incentivize the private sector to contribute to international
cooperative programmes and projects and compensate for existing
funding restrictions and legislation for as long as these exist. Successes
in collaboration should lead to larger projects and more extensive
collaborative frameworks. These “advanced” research supporting
countries should also explore in a more medium to long term horizon,
more advanced models of international cooperation such as joint
programming and funding of research, as well as use of more state-ofthe-art technologies for new publications and advanced modes of
communication (Twitter, Facebook, etc) that would highlight some
existing best practices and success stories3.
In the countries with “lesser research capabilities”, for example African
countries or the BRICS, there was a considerable divergence of
attitudes found towards international cooperation policies. Firstly, the
factors hindering such cooperation were primarily stated as: lack of
timely information, lack of networking capabilities, as well as the
substantial level of bureaucratic and cumbersome procedures and
paper work that is associated with establishing international
cooperative proposals.
Secondly, the attitudes were generally in favour of increasing the
“reciprocity” in any future collaborative research programme, i.e. in
terms of:
 collaboratively setting of the research content i.e. to be of
interest of both sides,

For example, it is suggested that a Twitter account could be developed that would
allow thousands of transportation researchers to be informed in real time about
collaboration opportunities, including fellowships, etc. Another such example would
be to develop (in association with appropriate entities such as e.g. with the Discovery
Channel or the National Geographic Channel) videos that could cover multiple
collaborative examples. Also, shorter videos could be posted on YouTube, Facebook,
etc.
3
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 collaboratively leading the research effort i.e. existence of at
least one “leading” research and academic institution per side and these “leaders” must be identified and supported to “lead”,
and
 a joint outreach to significant funding sources and foundations
to support sustainable (i.e. long term) ways of funding
international collaborative transport research.
The notion of “leaders” applies to countries too in the sense that within
a certain region there are countries that “lead” in promoting and
sustaining international collaborative research projects within their
region.
Thirdly, there are a number of “critical” hindering factors which restrict
researchers and research organisations in “lesser developed” countries
to mobilise and benefit from international cooperative research
programmes. These are – in summary - the following:
 Lack of open, timely and reliable information about the various
calls and networking with partners and teams from EU member
countries.
 Too cumbersome and complex administrative procedures.
 High co-funding percentages.
 Lengthy turnaround times (proposals – evaluation – contract
signature).
 Need for capacity development for appropriate research
personnel.
As regards the themes and specific interests for research topics, a
number of interesting themes and research priorities were derived from
the discussions and these are extensively presented in the EUTRAIN
Deliverable D3.1. A short summary list of the most often recurring
research themes in the meetings that took place is:
Asia-Pacific region:
 social aspects of transport (infrastructure and service provision),
 efficient and sustainable mass public transport services,
 traffic safety with emphasis on information exchange and
prevention,
 Energy and environmental aspects of transport,
 Vehicle maintenance technologies,
Mediterranean region:
 Transport infrastructure development and maintenance,
 Institutional (re-) organization of the transport sector,
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 Urban mobility,
 Public Transport and demand management issues.
Other recommendations from the bilateral meetings:
A.
Establishing an effective and multi-channel communication
process among the research communities internationally. Establishing
effective and multi-channel communication processes has been
stated as the key factor that will measurably enhance collaboration
between developed and lesser developed countries internationally.
This top-down approach will make the framework under which the
interested researchers, through a more rigorous bottom-up approach
will explore and exploit the benefits of a more close and
institutionalized international cooperation in transport research
B.
More simplicity, regarding the administrative process of
participation and financial reporting is also regarded as a significant
enabler. Administrative work and financial reporting in FP7 were often
mentioned as a key barrier. Time spent on administrative work
sometimes is perceived as more than the time spent on research itself.
C.
Relevance of research to the country’s problems and policies. It
is felt that some of the joint research programmes offered for
international transport research cooperation are not of equal interest
and importance to both sides and that they simply express the interests
of the “funding donor” countries.
D.
Observe “equal” standing as regards the focus and work
programmes of international cooperation programmes and projects. In
other words the content of the calls as well as the criteria for selection
and evaluation must not be seen as simply aiming to promote the
technologies, standards and even commercial products of the
“funding donor” countries.
E.
Promote joint programming as a source of international
Cooperation programme funding i.e. join forces between major
research funder countries in order to provide greater funding
opportunities and economies of scale.
F.
Support the formation of International Cooperation Promotion
Centers – ICPC, organised and run by the research community itself
and fostering international cooperation actions and human capacity
building focusing on major global transport related problems and
issues.
For more details, the reader is referred to the individual country reports
in Chapter 2 in order to see the details referring to each individual
country visited, and to chapter 3 for the conclusions of each regional
December 2012
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workshop for the regional perspectives and attitudes towards
international cooperation.
Consolidation
of previous
work success stories
(Chapter 4)

A number of past studies and projects as well as success case stories of
international cooperation have been studied. Projects DETRA, CETTRA,
HERMES, SIMBA I & II, and others are examined, as well as international
cooperation success stories such as the ECTRI-TRB MoU, the FEHRLFHWA MoU, the COST programme, the OECD-ITF’s Joint transport
Research centre, and other.
The summary of the results of this systematic examination of previous
work done, presents particular interest. In the following paragraphs, we
summarise the results under the headings of 4 major EUTRAIN areas
focus:
On the area of Pre-standardization issues and means of harmonizing
approaches and practices there is relatively little work done so far.
There is, generally speaking, lack of uniformity in the laws applicable in
the various countries regarding the legal status in scientific research
and its results’ implementation. This state of affairs creates obstacles to
international research cooperation through:
 additional complexity and uncertainty in conducting crossborder research;
 unnecessary transaction costs and lack of transparency;
 impeding the development of common technology transfer
policies and guidelines;
 impeding the free movement of researchers and technology
transfer professionals.
By contrast, as regards Intellectual Property Regimes (IPR), we found
that there are three regimes of intellectual property that have been
studied and applied in the past:
 Statutory – patents, copyright, trade-mark, industrial designs
(aesthetic value rather than function);
 Common law – non-registered trade-marks, trade secrets,
misappropriation of facts, appropriation of personality,
contracts;
 Norms based regimes – academic plagiarism (copying, citing
without attribution).
There seems to exist a general preference, in past work on this area,
towards a decentralized IPR management and scientific result
securing, that is inclusive of communities’ ownership and access rights
and the main suggestions are:
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Include Local Conventions in norms and legislative policies;
Encourage the definition of indicators and sharing
methodological approaches;
Define monitoring and evaluation mechanisms.

of

As regards institutional cultures and research governance regimes a
diversity of regimes exist (see also further down summary of chapter 8)
with significant differences in institutional cultures and structures.
Institutions should work to improve their understanding of each other’s
limitations and motivations, which would contribute to a clearer grasp
of the comparative advantage of each when drawing up mandates
and plans for cooperation.
Finally, on research training and human resource issues (mobility of
researchers and global networking) almost all of the past references
and projects, mention the need to synthesise valuable information for
the review of current training provision and standards and to identify
current needs, in research training and human resource management,
organised along the following domains of analysis:
 Current degrees of education in the transport sector – specific
degrees in Transportation (namely PhDs);
 How common and valued is the practice of training and
continuing education in the industry;
 How practitioners perceive the need for higher education and
training skills in the different domains of transport;
 Which elements can contribute to a better harmony between
education and training curricula versus current needs.
Research
governance
and
programming
issues
(Chapter 5)

Research system governance, and research programming, in most of
the countries surveyed, is entrusted to special bodies and/or Agencies
directly linked to the highest level of governmental authority – usually
the prime minister’s office. Overall programming and planning of
research is done “centrally” by one or more of research governing
bodies or Agencies. Sectoral research, e.g. in road, rail, maritime or air
transport, if done at all, is usually programmed and governed (as well
as funded) by the interested Ministries.
This overall structure exists in most countries irrespective of their status of
development. What changes, is the degree to which this structure is
evident and the degree of “central” planning as regards the
programming of research. One tendency that can be detected is the
one – mainly associated with the more advanced, economically,
countries or regions – to “disperse” the research governance to various
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Agencies or government departments and rely on such “independent”
Agencies and Organisations for research governance and funding
issues on their respective areas. Even, so, the overall research funding
and conducting policies are formed by centralized governmental
Agencies attached to the highest level of government authority (e.g.
the prime minister’s or the President’s office).
Research funding is awarded through a process of bidding in almost all
cases of countries surveyed. But here again, there are degrees to
which such procedures are implemented and this also applies to the
evaluation procedures that are followed. The distribution of the funds
to the various sectors or agencies is almost invariably done through a
block-funding mechanism, with decisions taken at the highest level of
decision making. This is usually a complicated procedure that appears
as not very rational but it is reflecting – presumably – the National
policies and priorities.
With the exception of a few developed economies, there does not
exist a specific framework for International S&T cooperation in most of
the countries surveyed. The funding for such activities is usually very low
if it exists at all. Most of the international cooperation work in the lesser
developed economies is funded through participation in research
programmes formed and funded by the more developed ones.
Indeed, one of the major international cooperation activities that take
place now is the postgraduate level scholarships given to students for
studying in countries abroad, and the TEMPUS type of programmes.
Bilateral agreements for scientific and research cooperation exist
almost everywhere but their results and actual impact on international
cooperation is hard to evaluate.
A relatively new development is the emerging new impetus and
interest for RD&I cooperation between developed economies. Europe
is becoming now the primary science and technology partner for the
USA while similar trends are most evident between Russia and the EU,
and our interviews and workshops confirm this trend.
Research
infrastructures
(Chapter 6)

Research infrastructures include large scale laboratories that can be
used collaboratively (hard infrastructures), as well as libraries and data
bases (soft infrastructures). The following information has been
collected for the different countries (through previous work as well as
within the EUTRAIN project – for: USA, Japan, Tunisia, Egypt, Ukraine,
China, Russia, India, Australia and South Africa) and is presented in the
report:
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1. The current situation per region in relation to RI concerning
international cooperation.
2. Existing RIs with international cooperation status.
3. Data sharing issues (Examples of how they have been solved, and
description of already existing exchange of project documents and
data).
4. Networking around RIs (National legislations and practices that
could be an obstacle or a benefit, drivers for networking).
It is also to be noted that the information available tends to be biased
toward road infrastructure. More information from the rail and aviation
transport sectors is necessary in order to obtain a more general picture
of the current situation regarding international cooperation related to
research infrastructures and their networking in the transport sector.
In order to address the obstacles and facilitate fruitful international
cooperation one needs to work systematically on three levels:
1. Finding the appropriate partners (i.e. owners of RIs and their
potential users - Awareness creation).
2. Sharing knowledge and experience (Knowledge Sharing).
3. Linking through to Research Infrastructures (Formal Cooperation).
It seems like additional experience is needed concerning cooperation
on level 1 and 2, before more extensive cooperation on level 3, can be
performed.
Finally, the drivers for international cooperation around Research
Infrastructure are likely to be:
 The Grand Challenges – i.e. the need for large-scale unique RI’s
used as a hub-facility to solve our common global challenges;
 Financing – sharing the economic risk;
 High quality of RI – i.e. high quality RI that are necessary to perform
high-level research, but not affordable to have in every single
country;
 Creating more Innovation – i.e. the need for cooperation to create
new ideas and innovation through the common use and
cooperation around RI;
 Scientific excellence – attracting the best researchers to worldclass RI;
 Creating the next generation of researchers – the possibility to work
with high-quality RI will help to create a more specialised and
motivated next generation of researchers.
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Training and
human
resource issues
(Chapter 7)

Training and human resource issues aimed at transport researchers with
a distinct international cooperation sense have been examined in the
light of previous work and experience in this field4. Main findings
include:
1: Recruiting new researchers competent in international work
The recruitment of new researchers has to overcome certain image as
well as real income problems. A blueprint for the training of researchers
would therefore need to include approaches to increase the
attractiveness of the sector through focusing on some specific
dimensions of the training aimed at:
 “Sandwich training” – e.g. combining training and work;
 Strengthening the cross border / international dimension;
 Rigorous advertising by means of websites and exhibitions, etc.
2: Utilising University programs
The bulk of the efforts aimed at researcher training lie in utilising
University Transport programs. A concerted effort towards such
programmes should aim, therefore, at:
 More international transport research specialisation in the
standard curricula.
 Specialization courses in research provision.
 More attention to educational needs of research Organisations’
personnel training.

The European Commission has assigned several projects and consultations aiming at
understanding the current and future needs of education and training in general. For
example, the Rail sector alone, several research projects dedicated to educational
issues can be mentioned:
 EURNEX - European Rail Research Network of Excellence, 2004-2007, 6th
Framework Programme. IST partner in Pole 10 - Training and Education,
 FUTURAIL - Job Opportunities for the Railway Community of Tomorrow, 20082010, 7th Framework Programme. IST is the project leader,
 SKILLRAIL - Education and Training Actions for high skilled job opportunities in
the railway sector, 2009-2011, 7th Framework Programme. IST is the project
leader.
 TRAINER - System for Driver Training and Assessment using Interactive
Evaluation Tools and Reliable Methodologies, 5th Framework Programme,
 RRTC - Regional Railway Transport research and training Centre foundation,
6th Framework Programme,
 2TRAIN - Training of Train Drivers in safety relevant issues with validated and
integrated computer-based technology, 6th Framework Programme.
 PORTAL - Promotion Of Results in Transport Research and Learning, 5tf RTD
Framework Programme.
These recommendations draw to a substantial part by the previous work of the EC
granted project EURNEX (FP6 2004-2008) where educational courses of EURNEX
partners have been identified and analyzed.
4
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Acquisition of General knowledge as well as Transport specific
one.

Naturally, the content of the university courses has to be aligned with
industry needs:
 Qualified and experienced lecturers should be involved;
 Teaching material should be up-to-date with a market value;
 Practical relevance should be established;
 Group work and seminar papers should be due on a regular
basis and made public;
 Admission restrictions to the courses (numerus clausus,
examinations, etc);
 “Sandwich training” – combining school and work;
 E-Learning is also a possibility.
3: Financing
Regarding the financing of the training there are two possibilities – it is
either financed by the employers or the participants themselves.
Financing the training on their own could influence people who would
have chosen a career path in the transport research sector to pick
another path if the costs are too high. On the other hand the
education is very expensive and especially new and small research
entities might not be able to raise the resources to finance the training
of new staff.
Another approach could be to organise cooperatively the training
courses by a number of research performing Organisations and “lease”
the trainers to the training centres as a contribution to the common
effort (in kind contribution). This has been done by the three
Associations: ECTRI, FEHRL, FERSI in their Young Researcher Seminars
and could in the future be a task for the newly created European
Transport Research Alliance (ETRA) organisation5.
4: Training vs lifelong learning
In this light it is of interest to note that using the concepts of
competence and knowledge, and analyzing them from two
perspectives: industry (demand) and educational institutions (supply),
an assessment framework can be presented for covering the gaps
identified in training and lifelong learning, i.e. :
 Gap 1 - Competence Gap - Gap between the competencies
that the employees need and the actual competencies of the
5

www.etralliance.eu
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researchers (i.e. to what extent are the researcher's
competencies actually useful in their working daily activities?);
Gap 2 - Gap between the knowledge that the companies
expect to receive and the actual proficiency the employers
perceive on the employee (i.e. to what extent do the
employees' competencies actually fit in the companies'
requirements?)
Gap 3 - Gap between the knowledge that the universities
generate and the actual competencies of the students (i.e. is
the knowledge generated in the research transferred in the
courses?)
Gap 4 - Gap between the knowledge the companies need and
the knowledge the universities have (i.e. is the universities'
research and teaching activities of relevance for the
companies?).

5. Preparing the appropriate training material
Training of transport researchers will require compilation of appropriate
training material which will feed the curricula and make the courses
attractive and valuable. Such material will be largely based on
experience from past research projects clustered around thematic
areas, in order to shed light on the current availability and distribution
of information and knowledge. Transport research is a future-oriented
industry and is striving to offer innovation as a key success factor for the
European and international Transport supply industry.
Institutional
cultures and
governance
regimes
(Chapter 8)

The Table below summarizes the main characteristics of the institutional
cultures and governance regimes as found in the countries examined
within the EUTRAIN project.
The current situation (as already presented before) shows a highly
diverse situation. Also Transport research is an area in transition in many
countries. As such, the institutional cultures and governance regimes
are evolving, offering new risks and opportunities for collaboration with
the EU. Any future EU strategy should consider how it can influence
these transition processes, favouring the consolidation of more
strategic institutional cultures and more flexible, network-oriented
governance regimes in partnership countries, while being able to
interact with the existing multiplicity of governance frameworks in the
world.
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INSTITUTIONAL
CULTURES
Strategic
Pragmatic
Flexible

GOVERNANCE REGIMES
Hierarchical
Market
CN; IN; SA
EG

US
TU

Network
UE
UA

In spite of this complexity, the EU has some winning cards to succeed:
1. A major asset of the EU institutional culture and governance
regime is its high flexibility and the maturity of the network system
already established; a system that has proven to be effective in
interacting with the research systems of its member states and
those of the countries associated to the EU research
programme.
2. The EU prevailing strategic approach, with a focus on global
challenges is particularly suited for international cooperation
projects and programmes. Whereas most technological issues
may be better addressed at the national or regional level, and
may raise relevant competition and IPR concerns, global
challenges are primarily focusing on shared concerns, with a
critical influence on national transport policies. Subsequently,
global challenges also help to identify those technological
areas better suited to international cooperation.
The current lack of priority to transport within the overall research
policies that was found evident in many of the countries surveyed
(normally it is the “weak” in terms of research effort and resources
countries that give priority to other research areas rather than
transport) may prove to be a major barrier for international
cooperation in transport research.
On its own, the EU initiatives cannot substitute the necessary national
leadership, and prioritisation necessary for bilateral or multilateral
collaboration on transport research which in order to flourish needs
solid national research networks and governance structures. A way
forward to overcome this barrier could be the integration of the
research dimension within existing transport policy dialogs at the
regional and bilateral level. This is particularly the case for countries
within the ENP, as transport policy is already a key element of both,
multilateral and bilateral dialogs.
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Prestandardization
issues and
harmonization
of approaches
and practices
(Chapter 9)

Different issues need to be considered to enable and strengthen the
opportunities for harmonising approaches and practices in precompetitive research for the development of common methodologies
and standards for the transformation of research results to marketable
products. These issues can and should influence the overall research
governance and legislation in the different countries so as to achieve
better and quicker deployment of research results, and can be
summarised as follows:
A. Information sharing
In international collaborative research it is important to create an
open-minded atmosphere where trust and curiosity is nurtured. The
challenge is that the experience level could differ dramatically
between the participators, e.g. mature research organizations in fully
industrialised transport cultures to collaborate with just started research
organizations in emerging countries that experience a rapid
development. It is a great challenge to create a win-win situation in by
knowledge and information sharing as well as trust development at all
levels. This is normally done throughout the life of the project.
B. Post-project cooperation and knowledge development
Since collaborative research is normally based on a signed Consortium
Agreement which regulates the exchange of information and
dialogue among the partners until the end of the research project,
care should be taken for this agreement to extend beyond the end of
the project.
Existing background knowledge about current relevant products and
services, and stating and respecting intellectual property rights as well
as observing standards would be the starting point for such extension. It
is by this stage important to also develop strategic national and
international networks for the exploitation of the project results
according to the Triple Helix model, i.e.: “Industry - Authorities –
Academia”. This would secure both vertical and horizontal relations
between and within all relevant stakeholders. Exchange activities will
be required to enable experts and researchers to meet and work
together.
C. Create post-project harmonisation activities through coordinated
calls for proposals
Research funding is normally directed towards original research or
demonstration activities. However, it is even more important to drive
the collaborative objectives in the joint collaborative research
programmes towards deployment activities. By considering the results
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from several projects in a post - collaborative research result
harmonisation activity research results may go way beyond the
individual project contribution. In this type of activities the public
funding is very important to enable the academia and industrial
participants to participate and contribute.
Well-coordinated international research programmes are of particular
value in this respect as they can leverage national research
programmes with international efforts and focus more on
implementation and harmonisation of research results at the
international level.
D. Promoting collaboration in the Innovation process from research
through to deployment
The research phase is the natural beginning to increase the
understanding and identification of the specific issues and topics. The
advantages of an international collaborative environment are quite
obvious in developing truly innovative research products as the
possibilities to utilize different disciplines, experiences and
competences are greater. The demonstration and field trials
possibilities are of key importance to link the research activities, the
concept development and the users’ response to enable future
deployment, and here too international cooperation can be of
outmost value and importance. It will demonstrate the end results in
the collaborative environment to enable that all levels of the
international community are aware and jointly contribute to bring the
results into the final deployment stage.
Intellectual
property
regimes
(Chapter 10)

As regards Intellectual Property Regimes (IPR) the views and
experiences identified in response to the EUTRAIN survey and
consultation with IP experts outside Europe, are summarised in the
report for China, Egypt, India, South Africa, Tunisia, Ukraine and the USA
(please refer to chapter 10 for details).
Overall, there were some key issues that were identified. These are
poised in the form of basic questions and answers as in the following:
Impact of IP protection on innovation generally
Does the increasing amount of patenting represent a threat or
opportunity for poorer countries? Are there examples of “patent
thickets” that have impeded innovation in transport?
The answer is: Possibly, because of increased internationalisation,
national public funders of research are seeking to increase patenting
by universities and publicly funded institutes.
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Collaboration between commercial enterprises
As greater technological complexity and more fragmented patent
landscapes have increased the need for collaboration, is there scope
for creative policy thinking on how best to incentivize the licensing or
sharing of patent rights? Collaboration in basic R&D and for precompetitive trials seems to work well – we have identified in the report
some good examples (success stories) of Vertical collaboration (e.g.
Tier 1 – OEM) and Horizontal (i.e. OEM-OEM) collaboration.
Collaboration between Public Research Institutes and the private sector
How best to encourage technology transfer and the development of
industry-university collaboration? This has traditionally been the role of
intermediaries such as Technology Transfer Offices at Research
Institutes. The best ownership model for IP generated from public funds
is yet to be found and more work needs to be devoted to this end.
The IP barrier in International Research Collaborations
Probably the most pertinent question is: when collaborating
internationally, under what circumstances does an IP barrier exist? and
is the current EU used “model contract” approach sufficient?
The answer lies in finding how should ownership of IP be divided or
shared between stakeholders in international research collaborations.
Since the stakeholders include national/regional governments or other
public bodies providing financial support a special form of IP should be
provided which facilitates the commercial use of the results by the
appropriate bodies using (if necessary) part of the IP held by
government entities). National Governments and patent offices must
show considerable independent flexibility over these issues.
Potential areas for IP Development
There is a need to create a single unified patent system within Europe
to be used by innovative firms attempting to operate in the European
market compared with the unified markets of the US, India and China.
For example an initiative like the international Patent Cooperation
Treaty (PCT) could be useful overall (and not only to high-income
developed countries). This could provide a means of making a single
patent application which can then progress into patents in up to 142
different contracting states.
In the IPR issue there are a number of remarks made in the main report
and these are worth to repeat here:
1. IPR are complex issues and there is a dearth of research
concerning the consequences of the different approaches.
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2. The appropriateness of an approach also depends specifically
on the technology area and the specific market dynamics
associated with the products or services involved in
collaborative R&D.
3. The relevant IPR issues need to be discussed in workshops and
with broader stakeholders. It is recommended, where possible,
that specific examples are sought to support the points being
made in this chapter.
4. Following the remaining workshops and analysis of
questionnaires, it may be possible to refine some of the issues
raised above and to draw some tentative conclusions as a
contribution to international R&D frameworks.
5. Governments are key stakeholders and funders of research. The
ultimate outcome of this research could also include a series of
recommendations for national and regional government action.
More details on the results and recommendations of the work done
during this first year of the EUTRAIN project work (which was a fact
finding and current situation definition phase) will be given in
Deliverables 3.1 and 4.1 to follow.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
1.1. Scope of EUTRAIN project and work plan

In the field of Transport research, international cooperation is pursued as a
deliberate policy in order to address common problems and issues in a more
resource efficient way. This stems from the fact that the European Union as
well as other major national, federal or regional entities of “global”
importance such as the U.S., Russia, the Mediterranean countries, Korea,
Japan, Australia, South America, India, China, and others, are buffeted by
common transport related problems and challenges. International
Cooperation in Transport research is therefore becoming an increasing priority
aiming, primarily, at creating “critical mass” in moving collaboratively to solve
critical 21st century transportation challenges. The European Union as part of
its current 7 year research programme (FP7) and in support of its policy to
create a unified research space among all its member countries which in the
field of Transport is referred to as the European Transport Research Area (ERAT), is enacting and fostering international research collaboration at all levels
and with many means.
The main scope of the EUTRAIN project is to look at and analyse the issues
concerned with promoting more cooperation in the field of transport
research between the EU and the rest of the world and to provide a
concerted framework to promote such International Cooperation. The scope
of the project is wide both as regards the content (from achieving the free
circulation of specialized knowledge, innovation, best practice experiences
and know how to forming joint research programmes to face common
transport problems and challenges and create through collaboration the
conditions for more “breakthrough” research and achievements that would
otherwise require more time and resources if faced individually and
separately), as well as regarding its geographic scope (practically all main
regions of the world).
The consortium that carries out the work consists of 5 partners (ECTRI, ERTICO,
FEHRL, EURNEX and VOLVO) and several third parties (member Organisations
of the above). In association with these partners there is a so called Network
of Associated Entities (NAE) which consists of 13 Organisations from all regions
of the world that act as Associated to the consortium and participate in some
of the work. In addition, a wider Network of “Related” Entities (NRE) which
consists of some 100 Organisations around the world that are simply kept
informed of the progress of the work.
Chapter 1: Introduction
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The project builds upon existing experience and know-how in this field, its own
data gathering and concentration activities, and recommends actions and
policies that will be “ripe” for implementation. The work is organized in five
“work packages” (WPs) as follows:
 WP1: Project Management
 WP2: Current status, characteristics and issues in international transport
research cooperation
 WP3: Research topics, capabilities, investment and future priorities
 WP4: Synthesis of recommendations – towards a framework for
International Cooperation in Transport Research
 WP5: Consensus building and Dissemination actions.
This present Deliverable reports mainly the outcome of the work in WP2
above.

1.2. Project objectives and main issues
The main objectives of the EUTRAIN project and the work that is being carried
out within it can be summarized as follows:
 To contribute towards the establishment of a framework for
international transport research cooperation.
 To investigate (transport) research capabilities, investment, future
priorities and potential for cooperation with specific countries / regions
of importance to the ERA-T6.
 To consider, discuss and provide a common understanding of current
practices for research governance and management as well as
barriers, gaps, and diversions for international transport research
cooperation.
 To assess the benefits or added value, as well as the prospective
synergies from such closer international cooperation.
 To investigate alternative models and tools for carrying out such
cooperation in the most effective and productive way

6

An indicative distinction – classification of these regions is the following:
a. Regions of immediate proximity and/or interaction with the ERA-T: mainly
the so called “Eastern European Neighbourhood” and other eastern
European cooperation countries.
b. Regions of wider interest and importance: China, India, Korea, South
Africa.
c. Other regions, e.g. Japan, Australia, Latin America (Brazil / Argentina /
Chile), Canada.

Chapter 1: Introduction
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To disseminate, in the course of doing the above activities, European
know how and practices in transport research administration and
management.

The project activities have been planned and are taking place in terms of
desk research, workshops, bilateral meetings, questionnaires completion, an end of project- Conference, internet based (electronic) exchanges of data
and information, etc.
All project work and activities focus on a number of 8 specific issues or
“Themes” that have been found by previous work as of primary importance
for the further promotion and proliferation of international cooperation in the
future. These issues are:
1. Themes and Topics of priority interest to the various regions, for
international cooperation work (vis-a-vis the EU);
2. Programming and governance issues in target regions, including joint
programming experiences;
3. Research infrastructures and their networking possibilities ;
4. Information and data sharing issues;
5. Research training and human resource issues – mobility of researchers
and networking;
6. Institutional cultures and research governance regimes;
7. Pre-standardization activities and interoperability (of research results) –
Harmonizing approaches and practices for the take up of research
results ;
8. Intellectual Property regimes and follow-up actions.

1.3. Brief description of WP2
WP2 seeks to investigate and present in a concise way the current
experience, practices and status as regards international transport research
cooperation vis-a-vis the countries / regions of interest to this project.
The work focuses on the 8 specific “fields of interest” or “issues” that are
mentioned in the previous section as being of primary importance for
international cooperation, and was carried out through specific data
collection and information activities which included the following:
 Summaries and results utilization from existing projects or reports.
 Focused exchanges with the Network of Associated Entities through email (initially) and common meetings.

Chapter 1: Introduction
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Local visits/workshops for interviewing relevant stakeholders and for
completing a specific EUTRAIN questionnaire.
Holding of four regional workshops: Athens for the Mediterranean
countries region, Beijing for the South Asia and Pacific Region, Moscow
for Russia and the CIS – Black sea countries, and Sao Paolo for the Latin
American countries7. In each of these workshops the project partners
had the opportunity to interact and focus on the problems in the
respective regions.

The work was divided in 9 Tasks as follows:
1. Organization and execution of bilateral meetings - Questionnaire
preparation - coordination of bilateral meetings with third countries
2. Organization and execution of 4 regional workshops (2 have been
carried out at the time of submitting this Deliverable while the rest 2 are
to be carried out within the coming 3 months)
3. Extraction of the results and recommendations of previous projects and
reports
4. Programming and governance issues in target countries, including joint
programming
5. Research infrastructures and their networking - Information and data
sharing issues
6. Research training and human resource issues – mobility and networking
7. Differences in Institutional cultures and research governance regimes
8. Pre-standardization and means of harmonizing approaches and
practices
9. Intellectual Property regimes and their application in transport research
The overall structure of the present Deliverable report follows the structure of
these 9 Tasks.
The main objectives of Deliverable 2.1 are therefore to:
 Establish a concise picture of the current situation per region of interest,
as regards the status of international cooperation for transport research
i.e. the topics of interest, the priorities and capabilities for quality
research, the barriers / gaps / diversions and so on.
 Utilize and present the results of relevant work that has been done in
the past on this field.

This version of the deliverable contains the results of the 2 of these workshops i.e. the
ones in Athens and Beijing. The other two will be reported in an Addendum as they
are held at later stages.
7
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 Define the common elements, the differences and the divergences
between the (transport) research regimes in the various countries and
regions.
 Put forward some main results and conclusions regarding the existing
situation and findings on the 8 issues of priority interest mentioned
under 1.2 above.
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2.

THE EUTRAIN BILATERAL MEETINGS
2.1. Introduction

Bilateral fact finding meetings and interviews were prepared and executed
with the cooperation of all EUTRAIN partners using a common questionnaire
as a guide. The most relevant persons were contacted either being individual
researchers or representatives of Organizations located in the countries of
interest. In all cases the persons that participated in the local workshops and
interviews had international cooperative work experience and their
Organisations had been or were being “players” in International Transport
Research.
The following countries were covered by this type of face to face data
extraction:
1. USA
2. Two Mediterranean cooperation countries (Tunisia and Egypt)
3. Two “Europe neighbourhood cooperation countries” (Ukraine and
Turkey)
4. China
5. Russia
6. India
7. South Africa, and
8. Japan.
A Questionnaire was set up to be used during these bilateral meetings aimed
at obtaining a basic understanding of the views of those interviewed, their
attitudes, and experiences as regards international transport research
cooperation, and collect recommendations from the responsible “players” in
each of the regions of interest (Annex I).
The Questionnaire was intended to be completed by persons in the
governmental administrations (or equivalent) that deal with research policy
formulation, and / or research governance at National or Federal level. These
administrations have the responsibility for issuing calls for funding research
projects through specific research programmes or frameworks, and /or are
responsible for international scientific and research cooperation agreements
and liaisons.
The completion of the questionnaire took place with a person to person
interview and it was sent in advance to the relevant Administration(s) in order
Chapter 2: The EUTRAIN bilateral meetings
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to provide some idea of the scope and nature of the requested information.
It was then completed after all appropriate information and explanations
were given (by project representatives during the local workshops).
The “local” workshops were organised by gathering the relevant persons in
half-day or whole day meetings, during which all information concerning the
project EUTRAIN, as well as the questionnaire, were provided and a free
exchange of views and discussion followed. In these meetings a wider circle
of participants (e.g. representatives from key research providing
Organisations, the transport industry, etc.) was also invited. Then the
completion of the questionnaire followed with one or two relevant persons in
the (research governing) Administration.
The Questionnaire was structured in a way that it allowed it to be completed
by the concerned Administration also without the presence of an interviewer.
The procedure for the questionnaire completion was the following:
 The appropriate Organization / person were first contacted by e-mail,
phone, or mail and a first understanding of the project and its
objectives was given. Once an agreement to cooperate and a
contact person or a contact list had been established, the
questionnaire was sent by e-mail.
 The necessary arrangements were made for the “local” workshop in
which besides the relevant persons of the research governing
Organisation other relevant stakeholders were also invited (research
providers - Universities, research Institutes, etc. – as well as the transport
industry). During the workshop a presentation of the EU’s main research
programmes and structures was made and an overview of the
EUTRAIN project and the broad structure of the questionnaire were
presented. Then discussion and a general exchange of information
were allowed for.
 Immediately after the seminar, at another arranged time, the physical
meeting took place for the completion of the questionnaire.
Besides the interviews that were conducted in person, a web-based surveying
tool was setup in the project’s web site. The tool enabled the on-line
completion of the questionnaire by the appropriate person in each
Organization, following initial contact with the EUTRAIN consortium for the
purpose of developing a better understanding of the project and its
objectives.
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2.2. Conclusions and recommendations from the
bilateral meetings
The overall objective of the bilateral meetings that took place was to obtain
a basic understanding of the views, attitudes and experiences as regards
international transport research cooperation from the responsible “players” in
each of the countries and regions of interest.
There were several important issues regarding current practices and
characteristics in research collaboration with the countries of interest that
were brought into light, the most important of which are summarized below.
For the country specific results and recommendations the reader is referred to
the country reports that were compiled for each of the country “surveyed” in
this way. These are shown in the ANNEXES of this Deliverable.
The main international cooperation activities that take place today in the
countries visited are mainly:
 Technical visits and information (in some cases also data) exchanges,
 Participation in international committees and Conferences,
 Participation in internationally funded research projects planned and
administered by the international funding source (usually these are in
the frame of research programmes of major research funding
governments or Organisations e.g. the EU Commission, the US/DoT,
etc). These programmes normally foresee some “own” participation in
the funding, but the administration and rule setting is that of the
international funding source.
 Participation in jointly funded research in the framework of bilateral
country agreements.
 International synthesis studies (e.g. those sponsored by the OECD),
 Use of R&D facilities by foreign researchers.
As it is to be expected there is a considerable divergence of country attitudes
and policies towards international cooperation in transport research – as it is
in research cooperation in general. A significant part of the developed
countries or regions has seen international cooperation in the past in the light
of their own National interests for know-how transfer and technology
proliferation but with no more significant value to be gained from such
collaboration. These countries have enjoyed relatively robust transportation
research program funding and as a result there has been a certain level of
scepticism about what these countries can learn from other countries and
their researchers. Nowadays, this attitude is fast changing and most major
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research supporting countries and Organisations see International
Cooperation as a major alternative to augmenting their dwindling funding
capabilities through pulling of resources and commonly utilising expensive
research infrastructures.
Today, the lack of any substantial level of funding and the bureaucratic and
cumbersome procedures and paper work associated with establishing
international cooperative networks are often mentioned as the main
constraints to a higher degree of international transport collaboration on the
part of the countries on the “receiving end”.
Collaborative transportation research activities between the main
technologically “competing” areas (the EU included) have been very limited.
This attitude seems, however, to be rapidly changing and there are now
increasing international cooperation activities that are being planned most
notably between the US transportation research agencies with the EU and
other leading world transport research players.
There are now new and significant efforts to establish relationships between
the research organizations of developed countries and other international
organizations, but the critical test will be if these agreements will result in longterm scientific collaboration that will produce significant innovations and will
include mechanisms on how to share intellectual property and royalties from
licenses.
As steps that could help towards more international transport research
cooperation among the countries with mature research capacity the
following suggestions are particularly noted:
As a first step, such cooperation should concentrate on low-hanging fruit such
as multi-year technical personnel exchanges, agreements to further the
exchange of critical transport data, and low-hanging technologies (e.g.
natural gas conversions) that would incentivize the private sector to
compensate for existing funding restrictions and legislation for as long as these
exist. Successes in collaboration should lead to larger projects and more
extensive collaborative frameworks.
These countries should also explore the use of existing models of international
exchanges between e.g. the U.S. and Europe such as Fulbright and NATO
Fellowships as ways as to encourage technical two-way exchanges.
Related to the prior point, it is of critical importance that Transportation
organizations on the cooperating sides develop new publications and
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advanced modes of communication (Twitter, Facebook) that highlight some
existing best practices and success stories8.
Collaborative leadership must emanate in these cooperating sides through
special research and academic institutions and these “leaders” must be
identified and supported to “lead”. Within this framework, a more systematic
collaborative effort should be expected from these “leaders” which could
include the organization of common research dissemination activities,
workshops and discussion fora, and gradually a joint outreach to significant
funding sources and foundations to support ways to fund international
collaborative research work in the transportation field.
In all cases, one key success factor regarding greater international
collaboration in transportation R&D is always more extensive communications
and information dissemination both between the researcher community and
between the public, legislative, bodies.
Within the group of the countries with not so mature research capacity, there
is generally ample and positive predisposition for international cooperative
work but a number of barriers are still at work, such as:
 The lack of open, timely and reliable information about the various
calls and networking with partners and teams from EU member
countries.
 Too cumbersome and complex administrative procedures.
 Too lengthy turnaround times (proposals – evaluation – contract
signature).
 Capacity development that is necessary to be made especially with
regard to human capital.
Within the group of these - not so well developed countries – there are some
who take a leading position and have the best potential to lead fruitful
research cooperation (with the EU and other countries) for the whole of their
region. In Africa, for example, South Africa can and already plays this role.
Most of the so called BRICS countries undertake now such “regional leader”
roles too.

8 For example, a Twitter account could be developed that would allow thousands of
transportation researchers to be informed in real time about collaboration
opportunities, including fellowships, etc. Another such example would be to develop
(in association with appropriate entities such as e.g. with the Discovery Channel or
the National Geographic Channel) videos that could cover multiple collaborative
examples. Also, shorter videos could be posted on YouTube, Facebook, etc.
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The specific interests of these countries (the BRICS), in the field of transport
research, are of interest to the EU and must form the basis for a more rigorous
and widespread cooperation in the future. Their research priorities (as derived
from the country visits in South Africa and China) can be summed up in the
three areas;
 social aspects of transport infrastructure and service provision,
 provision of efficient and sustainable mass public transport services,
and
 traffic safety with emphasis on information exchange and prevention.
For the lesser developed technologically countries the transport research
priorities mentioned include:







Energy and environmental aspects of transport,
Vehicle maintenance technologies,
Road infrastructure development and maintenance,
Institutional (re-) organization of the transport sector,
Urban mobility,
Public Transport and demand management issues.

From the recommendations made in the various local (i.e. at country level)
workshops and meetings that the EUTRAIN project established in the course of
the first year of its work, the following ones can be stated as enjoying a more
widespread acceptance:
A. Establishing an effective and multi-channel communication process
among the research communities internationally. Establishing effective
and multi-channel communication processes has been stated as the key
factor that will measurably enhance collaboration between developed
and lesser developed countries internationally. This top-down approach
will make the framework under which the interested researchers, through
a more rigorous bottom-up approach will explore and exploit the benefits
of a more close and institutionalized international cooperation in transport
research
B. More simplicity, regarding the administrative process of participation and
financial reporting is also regarded as a significant enabler. Administrative
work and financial reporting in FP7 were often mentioned as a key barrier.
Time spent on administrative work sometimes is perceived as more than
the time spent on research itself.
C. Relevance of research to the country’s problems and policies. It is felt that
some of the joint research programmes offered for international transport
research cooperation are not of equal interest and importance to both
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sides and that they simply express the interests of the “funding donor”
countries.
D. Observe “equal” standing as regards the focus and work programmes of
international cooperation programmes and projects. In other words the
content of the calls as well as the criteria for selection and evaluation must
not be seen as simply aiming to promote the technologies, standards and
even commercial products of the “funding donor” countries.
E. Promote joint programming as a source of international Cooperation
programme funding i.e. join forces between major research funder
countries in order to provide greater funding opportunities and economies
of scale.
F. Support the formation of International Cooperation Promotion Centers –
ICPC, organised and run by the research community itself and fostering
international cooperation actions and human capacity building focusing
on major global transport related problems and issues.
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2.3. Presentation of the ‘Country Reports’
2.3.1. USA
2.3.1.1.
Introduction
The information contained herein has been supplied by key United States
data sources, including the United States Department of Transportation (DoT),
and its primary modal organizations: The Research and Innovative
Technology Administration (RITA), Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), the
Federal Railroad Administration (FRA), the Federal Transit Administration (FTA),
the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMSCA), the Federal Maritime
Administration (MARAD), and the Federal Aviation Administration.9 In addition,
information was gathered from the National Science Foundation (NSF), the
Transportation Research Board of the National Academies of Science and
from testimony provided before key Congressional committees involved with
transportation.10 Interviews with transportation researchers located in research
organizations affiliated with the U.S. Department of Transportation (DoT) were
also important sources of information for this report. Additional information is
provided in Annex II.
2.3.1.2.
General statistics about research and innovation funding in the
United States
The general statistics presented below are indicative of the intensity of the
R&D effort in the US11:
 Overall R&D performed in the United States in 2009 totalled an estimated
$400 billion (current dollars)—somewhat below the $403 billion level in
2008, but well above the $377 billion in 2007. Adjusted for inflation, the
2009 estimate represents a $6 billion or 1.7% decline from 2008.
 Foreign operations of U.S. businesses performed $61.5 billion in R&D outside
the United States, based on a 2008 BRDIS (Business R&D and Innovation
Survey) pilot survey. Of this performance abroad, $56.9 billion was paid by
the own company and $4.6 billion was paid by others outside of the
owning. By far, the industry that performed the most R&D outside of the
United States was the pharmaceuticals and medicines industry ($10.9
billion), based on BRDIS data. Other industries with high levels of R&D

Information was supplied via a EUTRAIN questionnaire that polled the various
transportation modal organizations located within the U.S. Department of
Transportation.
10 As well as through the Congressional Research Service (CRS) via Congressional
request.
11 Source: National Science Foundation, Science and Engineering Indicators 2012
Arlington, VA (NSB 12-01) (January 2012)
9
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performed abroad were automobiles, automobile bodies, trailers, and
parts manufacturers ($8.4 billion), semiconductor and other electronic
components manufacturers ($7.1 billion), and software publishers ($6.3
billion).
In 2009, the U.S. R&D/GDP ratio was nearly 2.9%, rising from around 2.8% in
2008 and 2.7% in 2007. The ratio has ranged from 1.4% in 1953 to a high of
nearly 2.9% in 1964 and has fluctuated in the range of 2.1% to 2.8% in the
subsequent years. The business sector performed an estimated $282 billion
of R&D in 2009, or 71% of the U.S. total, drawing on business, federal
sources, and other sources of R&D support. The business sector itself
provided an estimated $247 billion of funding for R&D in 2009, or 62% of
the U.S. total.
Recent Occupational Employment Statists (OES)12 employment estimates
for workers in Science and Engineering (S&E) occupations indicate that
the S&E workforce has remained steady while the total workforce has
declined. The OES estimate was 5.5 million in May 2010, compared to 5.6
million in May 2007. The total workforce declined from 134 million to 127
million in this time frame. The broader Science, Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics (STEM)13 employment aggregate (including technicians,
S&E managers, etc.) also remained relatively steady at 7.4 million in May
2010, compared to 7.6 million in May 2007. The OES projections for 2008 to
2018 are that S&E occupations will grow at a faster rate than the total
workforce.
In the U.S., the approximate split of public to private funding in all research
is: 60% public (government), 20% private, 20% international sources.
Worldwide R&D expenditures totalled an estimated $1.107 trillion in 2007
(the latest year for which data are available). The United States
accounted for about 33% of this total, while the 27 nations of the
European Union (EU-27) accounted for about 24% of global R&D. R&D by
the EU-27 grew at an average annual constant dollar rate of 3.3%
between 1997 and 2007. By comparison, the U.S. pace of growth, on the
same basis, also averaged 3.3%. Japan, the third-largest performer,
accounted for about 13%.
The relative amount of Transportation obligations for R&D is relatively small
compared to other Federal Agencies (see Table 1 below). It ranks ninth
behind the Department of Defence, Department of Health and Human
Services, Department of Energy, National Science Foundation, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Department of Agriculture,
Department of Commerce, and Department of Homeland Security which
also absorbed some government operations from Transportation. To put

Source: United States Department of Labor, Occupational Statistics Division, 2012.
Source: United States Department of Commerce, Economics and Statistics Division
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the amount of Transport R&D in perspective, it represents about 12% of the
funding provided to the National Science Foundation.
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Table 1: Federal obligations for R&D and R&D plant, by agency and performer: FY 2009-2011
(Millions of dollars)14
Total by performers
R&D
R&D
Intramural
%
of
Agency
Total
R&D
R&D
plant
plant
and FFRDCs
total
All agencies
136,996.5 133,349.0 3,647.5
8,714.1
1,367.8
42,954.7
31.4
Department of Defense
68,230.2
68,113.0
117.2
184.2
0.0
18,695.1
27.4
Department of Health and Human
35,735.9
35,584.0
151.9
4,889.0
49.7
7,546.7
21.1
Services
Department of Energy
11,562.2
9,889.9
1,672.3
1,393.4
813.2
8,853.3
76.6
National Science Foundation
6,924.8
6,095.2
829.6
1,807.6
388.5
303.8
4.4
National Aeronautics and Space
5,937.1
5,937.0
0.1
314.7
0.0
1,958.1
33.0
Administration
Department of Agriculture
2,347.2
2,269.7
77.5
0.4
11.0
1,576.9
67.2
Department of Commerce
1,533.3
1,146.9
386.4
46.0
98.7
1,181.4
77.0
Department of Homeland Security
983.6
672.5
311.1
0.0
0.0
596.5
60.6
Department of Transportation
846.3
826.0
20.3
0.0
0.0
280.5
33.2
Department of the Interior
738.8
732.4
6.4
59.6
0.0
602.5
81.6
Environmental Protection Agency
552.8
552.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
414.1
74.9
Department of Veterans Affairs
510.0
510.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
510.0
100.0
Department of Education
322.4
322.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
15.6
4.8
Smithsonian Institution
226.7
152.0
74.7
0.0
6.7
226.7
100.0
Agency
for
International
160.1
160.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
10.6
6.6
Development
All other agencies
385.1
385.1
0.0
19.2
0.0
183.0
47.5

Extramural
performers
94,041.8
49,535.1

%
of
total
68.6
72.6

28,189.2

78.9

2,709.0
6,618.2

23.4
95.6

3,979.0

67.0

770.3
351.9
387.0
565.7
136.3
138.8
0.0
306.7
0.0

32.8
23.0
39.3
66.8
18.4
25.1
0.0
95.2
0.0

149.5

93.4

204.9

53.2

FFRDC = Federally funded research and development center Source: Science and Engineering Indicators 2012
14 Source: National Science Foundation, National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics, Federal Funds for Research and
Development (FY 2009–11). See appendix table 4-31.
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 R&D performed by the U.S federal government includes the activities of
agency intramural research laboratories and Federally Funded Research
and Development Centers (FFRDCs). The figures for intramural R&D also
include expenditures for agency planning and administration of both
intramural and extramural R&D projects. Federal agencies' intramural R&D
performance is funded entirely by the federal government. FFRDCs are
R&D-performing organizations that are exclusively or substantially financed
by the federal government15. An FFRDC is operated to provide R&D
capability to serve agency mission objectives or, in some cases, to provide
major facilities at universities for research and associated training
purposes.
 Each FFRDC is administered by an industrial firm, a university, a non-profit
institution, or a consortium. R&D spending by federal intramural labs and
FFRDCs was $46.2 billion in 2009, about 12% of all U.S. R&D. Of this amount,
$30.9 billion (8% of all U.S. R&D) was intramural and $15.3 billion (4%) was
R&D by FFRDCs. 3.3%.
 Federal agencies participated in more than 7,000 formal Cooperative
Research and Development Agreements in 2007 and more than 9,000 less
formally structured collaborative R&D relationships. Federal agencies
issued more than 1,400 patents in 2007 and held more than 10,000 active
licenses based on their total stock of intellectual property. Not,
unexpectedly, the number of cooperative agreements and less formal
R&D agreements consummated by the Department of Transportation is a
very small percentage of this figure.
Transportation research in the US is performed by the following entities:
1. Not- for-profit institutions such as the American Association of State and
Highway and Transportation Officials (ASSHTO), the Transportation
Research Board (National Academies of Science), and the American
Public Transportation Association (APTA), which are major players in the
promotion and implementation of transportation R&D.
2. Small business companies, which also play a significant role in
providing research support to Federal, State, and local research
organizations on a competitive basis. Typically, these small firms will
have specific scientific and modelling capabilities needed by the DoT
and its modes.
3. Dedicated research centers, which have fewer federal employees
than FFRDCs and are funded by the transportation modes such as
FAA’s William J. Hughes Research Centre in Atlanta, New Jersey and
the FHWA’s Turner-Fairbanks Highway Research Centre located in

To qualify as an FFRDC a certain minimum number of Federal employees have to
be employed by the FFRDC.
15
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4.

5.

6.

7.

McLean, Virginia, etc. These, also perform significant R&D work. In
some research centers, the primary R&D is provided by contractors;
however in other research centers there still remain significant numbers
of Federal employees that perform scientific work rather than
specifically or primarily administer contracts.
A significant portion of transportation R&D is performed at University
Transportation Centers (UTCs). In 2012, the Research and Innovative
Technology Administration (RITA) announced grants to 22 University
Transportation Centers (UTCs) to advance research and education
programs that address the critical transportation challenges facing our
nation.
a. Research at UTC-based programs directly supports DoT priorities,
and the participating universities are a critical part of the U.S.
national transportation R&D strategy. From congestion relief to safer
driving and more durable infrastructure, research is done by both
students and faculty.
b. The proposals awarded grants in 2012 involve research into a wide
range of transportation-related issues including distracted driving,
shared rail corridors, innovations in multimodal freight and
infrastructure, bridge inspection methods, and reducing roadway
fatalities and injuries.
c. Recently, an award premium has been put on collaboration by
encouraging each UTC to form a consortium with at least one other
school. Altogether, 121 colleges and universities participate in UTC
research. The program also leverages federal funds effectively by
requiring that UTCs match the $3.5 million grants with non-federal
money.
Individual contracts with private research institutions are frequently
associated with State Governments such as exemplified by the
relationship between the University of California, Berkeley and the
California Department of Transportation. The relationship between the
California DoT and the University of California, Berkeley is made
somewhat easier by the fact that both are part of California State
Government.
Private sector contracts with various public and private research
organizations, which often include universities and colleges such as
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the University of California,
Berkeley, are often used to fund international researchers that may be
ordinarily prohibited from receiving government funds.
Significant funding from other Cabinet-level departments and
agencies such as the U.S. Department of Energy and the
Environmental Protection Agency often fill gaps in research funding for
research entities primarily associated with the U.S. Department of
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Transportation. For instance, the Maritime Administration within the
Department of Transportation does not have specific R&D funds;
however, it has been able to work with the U.S. EPA to secure funds for
particular R&D maritime R&T transport projects. In general, on research
projects that promise a significant Return on Investment (RoI), the
private sector has been willing to step in and provide the R&D funding
to make things happen when Federal and State funds are not
available.
2.3.1.3.
Major programs and stakeholders
Transportation research in the U.S. is a complicated, robust, and
decentralized series of programs each promoted and protected by
entrenched stakeholders. The U.S. transportation system, includes local,
regional, state and federal operators and agencies, and involves many
stakeholders – e.g. the U.S. Congress and Department of Transportation (U.S.
DoT), State Departments of Transportation, local and regional governments
and planning agencies, Universities, private firms, Associations and users of
the systems. The multiple and interrelated components of the United States
Transportation research effort that are supported with federal surface
transportation funds include the following:
1. Federal research and technology transfer carried out directly by the U.S.
DoT, including research directed by the Secretary’s Policy Office, as well as by
the modal agencies -- the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), Federal
Transit Administration (FTA), National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA), Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA), Federal
Railroad Administration (FRA), and the Research and Innovative Technology
Administration (RITA). Through the federal program, the U.S. DoT tackles highpriority national research needs and shares new technologies and practices
with the individual states.
2. Research conducted by each State department of Transportation,
managed by the individual state DoT members of AASHTO’s Research
Advisory Committee, coordinated with national research programs and
funded using either federal funds or directly by the states themselves. The
majority of the funding for this research comes from the federal State Planning
and Research (SPR) Programs, which is the nation’s cornerstone state
research program.
3. Various cooperative research programs managed by the Transportation
Research Board (TRB), including the National Highway Cooperative Research
Program (NCHRP), Transit Cooperative Research Program (TCRP), the National
Cooperative Freight Research Program (NCFRP), the new National
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Cooperative Rail Research Program (NCRRP), the Airport Cooperative
Research Program (ACRP), and the Hazardous Materials Cooperative
Research Program. Most of these programs determine their research agenda
on an annual basis. The largest of these programs – NCHRP – is funded
through an annual voluntary contribution of state SPR funds and has been
carried out since the early 1960s. NCHRP pools the voluntary research dollars
to find solutions to transportation challenges identified as critical by the states.
4. Policy research undertaken and managed directly by TRB. TRB conducts
policy studies at the request of the U.S. Congress, executive branch agencies,
states, and other sponsors examining complex and controversial
transportation issues. Studies cover all modes of transportation and a variety
of safety, economic, environmental, and research policy issues.
5. Special research authorized by Congress, such as the second-generation,
Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP2), which is focusing on four
critical issues in transportation – safety, infrastructure renewal, travel-time
reliability, and capacity needs.
6. The University Transportation Centers (UTC) Program carried out by University
Transportation Research Centers typically housed within a consortia of
Universities across the country.
Each of these private and public components plays a vital role in the overall
research effort and, while the efforts are independent, there is considerable
collaboration and communication that exists between these research
programs to ensure the development of cohesive, complementary, and
significant research.16 As expected, the system is also internally competitive
with private and public sources competing between themselves to obtain
finite research funds. Many times public and private organizations will align
with each other to compete again other public and private combinations.
From the outsider, it can seem to be a rather complicated and even chaotic
process. Culturally, it has always had a decided bias in favour of internal
alliances rather coalitions that include (on a broad scale) international
interests. Of course, this bias is incrementally giving way to a more
international combination of interests especially as globalism, to some an
unstoppable juggernaut moves to integrate economies across the world.
Indeed, during the later years of the first decade of the 21st century

16 Mr. John Halikowski, Director, Arizona Department of Transportation; Chair,
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials, Standing
Committee on Research, testimony before the Subcommittee on Technology and
Innovation | 2318 Rayburn HOB Washington, DC 20515 , Jun 14, 2011
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international car manufacturing (e.g., Hyundai) companies were particularly
concerned that a collapse of the U.S. automobile manufacturing system
would jeopardize the availability of key parts for foreign manufactures of
vehicles in the United States. Not only are these parts manufactures key
sources of parts, they are critical technological innovators and hold numerous
patents and licenses.
2.3.1.4.
Major transport policy and research themes
The general research, development and technology priorities of the US
Department of Transportation as they have been set forth by the U.S. DoT
Secretary Mr. LaHood:
 Safety –the U.S. DoT number one priority;
 State of Good Repair – optimal condition and performance of US
Transportation infrastructure;
 Economic Competitiveness – targeted investments to better serve the
travelling public and facilitate freight movement, while supporting
American jobs and exports;
 Livable Communities – increasing travel choice and providing access
to affordable transportation; and
 Environmental Sustainability – addressing transportation’s impacts on
air, water and natural ecosystems.
Furthermore, Transport R&D priorities are expressed through authorization
legislation and annual appropriations as set forth through the R&D planning
authorities of each mode. The following is a partial listing of these priority
research activities17:
 Data driven decision-making
 Congestion modelling and reduction
 Economic analysis
 Energy sustainability
 Human factors
 Infrastructure and materials
 Improved algorithms
 Livability
 Risk-based analysis to address safety issues
 Finite modelling and simulation
 Multimodal intelligent transportation systems
 Policy analysis methods

Statement of Peter H. Appel Administrator, Research and Innovative Technology
Administration. U.S. Department of Transportation before the Subcommittee on
Technology and Innovation Committee on Science, Space and Technology, U.S.
House of Representatives, June 14, 2011.
17
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Positioning, navigation and timing (PNT)
System resilience and global logistics
Transportation implications for an aging population and those with
special needs
Travel behaviour
Understanding crash causation, including the role of sleep apnea
Countermeasure development
Evaluation methods
Data and data collection technologies
Non-destructive evaluation of transportation facilities
Models for rolling resistance for road infrastructure asset management
systems
Asphalt aging and embrittlement
Long-term bridge performance
Optimizing passenger transport information to support sustainable
mobility
street car systems18
sustainable cities (sustainability – livability – mobility)19
personal rapid transit20
global freight transport21
ITS standardization22

2.3.1.5.
Major factors affecting international transport research
cooperative work
Positive Factors
 All DoT operating Administrations have implied authority to conduct
international transportation research collaborations, as limited by
national security, technology transfer, intellectual property, funding
source, and similar restrictions (49 CFR 1.4, 1.2323). Several agencies

Source: EUTRAIN EU-US DOT bilateral meeting, January 2012, Washington DC
Source: EUTRAIN EU-US DOT bilateral meeting, January 2012, Washington DC
20 Source: EUTRAIN EU-US DOT bilateral meeting, January 2012, Washington DC
21 Source: EUTRAIN EU-US DOT bilateral meeting, January 2012, Washington DC
22 Source: EUTRAIN EU-US DOT bilateral meeting, January 2012, Washington DC
23 The Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) annual edition is the codification of the
general and permanent rules published in the Federal Register by the departments
and agencies of the Federal Government. It is divided into 50 titles that represent
broad areas subject to Federal regulation. The 50 subject matter titles contain one or
more individual volumes, which are updated once each calendar year, on a
staggered basis. The annual update cycle is as follows: titles 1-16 are revised as of
January 1; titles 17-27 are revised as of April 1; titles 28-41 are revised as of July 1; and
titles 42-50 are revised as of October 1. Each title is divided into chapters, which
usually bear the name of the issuing agency. Each chapter is further subdivided into
parts that cover specific regulatory areas. Large parts may be subdivided into
18
19
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have specific enabling legislation (e.g., FHWA’s International Highway
Transportation Outreach Program (23 U.S.C 506) and the Department
of Energy’s Studies and Agreements by the Secretary of Energy on a
multinational or International basis concerning spent fuel storage
facilities and transportation systems (22 USC § 322a24).
 The DoT -funded research and technology research is already seeing
inter-modal R&D results come to commercialization. This could help
encourage greater U.S.-European collaboration25. Examples of such
commercialized R&D results:
1. A Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) project resulted in “Solar
Roadways,” the unique concept to make roads out of recyclable
solar panels. Solar Roadways won the first GE Ecomagination
Challenge, and a Phase II SBIR project in this area is being funded.
2. The Northwestern University Transportation Center is using innovative
analytical methods to determine the best locations in the Chicago
area for electric vehicle charging stations. These innovations are
already being applied in other regions to support electric vehicle
deployment.
3. The Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA) Hughes Technical
Center tested the engineered material arresting systems that safely
stop aircraft that overshoot the runway end. It is deployed at over
50 runway ends at over 35 major airports, and has prevented seven
major accidents.
4. Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) research has brought many
improvements to daily transportation operations – traffic
management centers, improved work zone safety, transit customer
information services (like NextBus), electronic payment systems (like
EZPass), and traveller information systems.
 Another positive factor is the sheer size of the U.S. transportation R&D
system. The size and institutional robustness of U.S. Transportation R&D
system which includes Universities, federal research centers, state-

subparts. All parts are organized in sections, and most citations to the CFR refer to
material at the section level.
24 The Code of Laws of the United States of America (variously abbreviated to Code of
Laws of the United States, United States Code, U.S. Code, or U.S.C.) is a compilation
and codification of the general and permanent federal laws of the United States. It
contains 51 titles (along with a further 4 proposed titles). The main edition is published
every six years by the Office of the Law Revision Counsel of the House of
Representatives, and cumulative supplements are published annually. The current
edition of the code was published in 2006, and according to the US Government
Printing Office, is over 200,000 pages long
25 The thesis is that as the U.S. DOT improves its inter-modal cooperative R&D, this will
also have a positive effect on encouraging greater collaborative research between
the U.S. and the international community, especially the EU.
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funded R&D programs, and, of course, the private sector (both small
and large companies) is a positive pre-condition for more international
collaborative work in the future.
RITA has recently begun to collect data on international research
coordination funding which will facilitate planning international R&D
collaboration in the future.
The DoT is developing a greater awareness of the benefits of
collaboration from the research and experiences of its EU international
transportation colleagues. The benefits of collaborative research
require documentation and this documentation has to be provided to
Congress, the public, and the U.S. DoT.
The individual DoT modes and associated transportation research
organizations are undertaking several long-term research collaboration
projects and instituted scanning arrangements on high-priority topics of
interest. Each of these cooperative arrangements requires individual
Memoranda of Cooperation, Memoranda of Agreement, and other
implementing documents to be negotiated between the U.S. and
international parties. These agreements, once institutionalized, will
become frameworks for future collaboration of mutual benefit. There
appears to be a recent increase in the number of international
collaborative agreements pursued by certain modes such as the
Federal Highway Administration.26
Some DoT modes are issuing technology licenses to international
transportation technology development companies. For example on
March 11, 2012, the Federal Aviation Administration signed a patent
license renewal with Fire Testing Technologies, a corporation based in
Great Britain. The license covers a flammability tester that measures
heat release rates from micro samples of material, such as seat
covering fibers27.
International companies are taking advantage of the open-source
algorithms that have been developed through U.S. funds to improve
travel modelling. This is a positive enabler for international research
cooperation since it indirectly brings together researchers interested in
the relevant field of the algorithms.
Many U.S. DoT modes have state-of-the-art testing facilities. The
existence of these facilities has encouraged the development of
collaborative R&D relationships between the U.S. and the rest of the

Information supplied to EUTRAIN via a survey responded to by the Federal Highway
Administration.
27 Information supplied by FAA via the EUTRAIN survey and discussions with
stakeholders.
26
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world. Virtually every region of the world has made use of these testing
facilities at one time or another15.
Negative Factors
 Each operating administration receives different authorization and
appropriations guidance from their unique set of Congressional
Committees; each Committee has set limits on collaboration based on
programmatic priorities and mandates. These restrictions can limit
international research collaboration as well as inter-modal
collaboration within the United States.
 While both international and inter-modal cooperation and
collaboration is improving, there are long-standing difficulties in both
providing international innovation research funding, and in convincing
the stakeholders (government, industry) to implement collaborative
research results. Closer cooperation between government, academia,
and industry and both sides of the Atlantic is desirable to address
needs and accelerate implementation of novel technologies into
practice28;
 Contracts issued by the DoT and its modes often limit the amount and
nature of funding for international collaborative transportation
research.29
 The lack of a centralized authority in the US Department of
Transportation that will deal with all transport-related research can be
a significant barrier to international collaborative research in
transportation. RITA is the closest organization in the Department of
Transportation that can provide overall cross-cutting, intermodal
direction, and coordination. However, RITA does not have the authority
to direct changes in the modal operating administrations and to
prioritize RD&T activities, including entering into international
collaborative agreements. Nor does RITA appear to have its own
funding for international collaboration projects.30

It should be noted that this is not necessarily the case with the implementation of
innovations in road design and construction. Good communication between
researchers, consulting engineers, producers, civil contractors and road owners
through assemblies such as the Road Pavements Fora enable innovations to be
piloted and implemented in practice within a relatively short period of time.
29
This information was frequently reported from researchers conducting
transportation R&D.
30 Government Accounting Office, Report to the Chairman, Committee on
Transportation and Infrastructure, House
of Representatives, Intermodal
Transportation: “DOT Could Take Further Actions to Address Intermodal Barriers (GAO07-718: 2007); “ Also, it is based on information provided to Congressman Roscoe
Bartlett by the Congressional Research Service (CRS: March 2012).
28
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 There does not exist (in the US like in the EU) a basic framework for
cooperation
through bilateral
or
multilateral
governmental
agreements or even organization-to-organization agreements or
laboratory-to-laboratory
agreements.
Nevertheless,
individual
Organizations have taken initiatives for advancing collaborative
research with two notable examples the FHWA, and the TRB. For
example, the FHWA’s Advanced Research Program has made
significant progress in developing and standardizing processes and
procedures for collaboration. As noted above, the FHWA is also
moving forward on other fronts to put in place frameworks that will
enable greater R&D cooperation.
 Different modes (aviation, highways, and railways) have different
authorization and appropriation mechanisms that change from one
authorization bill to the next. Individual, non-governmental researchers
frequently complain for these restrictions and this lack of certainty
makes it difficult about transport research organizations to fund
international collaborative research.
 While both international and inter-modal cooperation and
collaboration is improving, there are long-standing difficulties in both
providing international research and innovation funding, and in
convincing the stakeholders (government, industry) to implement
collaborative research results. Closer cooperation between
government, academia, and industry on both sides of the Atlantic is
desirable to address needs and accelerate implementation of novel
technologies into practice31;
 The costs of filing a foreign patent application by the U.S. DoT or one of
its modes is generally seen as cost prohibitive. Moreover, the U.S. DoT
lacks a centralized policy regarding patents and intellectual property
(IP). IP policy development and implementation is left to the individual
transportation modes.
 Different IP regimes between Europe and the United States are not a
major issue as reflected in the charts at the end of this report. The issue
is whether the U.S. DoT lacks a policy that stresses the protection of IP.
For example, when asked in Question 2.4 to rate factors that may
affect the size or frequency of your organization’s or country’s
involvement or in interest in international research (where 1=minimum
and 5=maximum relevance) only one DoT organization rated other
legal frameworks (e.g., concerning intellectual property) a five. Four
It should be noted that this is not necessarily the case with the implementation of
innovations in road design and construction. Good communication between
researchers, consulting engineers, producers, civil contractors and road owners
through assemblies such as the Road Pavements Fora enable innovations to be
piloted and implemented in practice within a relatively short period of time.
31
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out of the six organizations polled responded with the number rating of
2 or less. The average rating score for Question 2.4 by the responding
DoT modes was 2.5 out of a maximum of 532.
 As required by grants law and the Office of Management and Budget,
University Transportation Centers (UTCs) may not co-fund projects with
international partners. With explicit approval, UTCs may expend funds
on international travel for collaboration and information-sharing
purposes, and may conduct shared projects where there is no comingling of funds with an international partner. This is a severe obstacle
to greater collaboration between EU and U.S. Universities.
 There is a lack of clear-cut data and case studies that illustrate the
benefits of international collaboration. Both the EU and the United
States have not been very effective, so far, in promoting the benefits of
collaborative R&D.
2.3.1.6.
Types of international cooperative work experienced and best
practice examples
The following types of international cooperative work do not appear to have
been supported so far by the US Federal Government:

Patent Attorneys are the critical component of the U.S. patent application and
licensing process. An indicator of how much weight a particular agency gives to the
development of intellectual property is the number of IP attorneys that are directly
employed or are under contract to the organization. The lack of USPTO-approved
attorneys in the U.S. Department of Transportation suggests a lack of emphasis on IP.
Only Patent Attorneys can practice before the USPTO and that includes filing
provisional patent applications. Moreover, the patent attorney has to have sufficient
expertise in a particular scientific or technical subject to be of significant use to an
agency. For instance, the National Institutes of Health require patent attorneys that
have a strong biological or biochemistry background. You cannot become a patent
attorney in the United States without a science or engineering undergraduate
degrees. While part of the problem has been a lack of investment in attorneys within
the different DOT modes with the credentials to support the development of
intellectual property. The other factor stems from a DOT culture which emphasizes the
“open-source” development of technology without regard to its return on investment
(ROI). Whether an “open-source” approach will work with regard to international
transport collaboration remains an empirical question. This is particularly true as IP
becomes a point of focus within the U.S. Congress and issues related to the
protection of IP continue to be a growing point of aggravation between the United
States and China. Large agencies like the National Institutes of Health (NIH) have
moved towards a system wherein scientists and paralegals can do most of the work
related to licensing, etc. In this situation these non-patent lawyer professionals rely
heavily on templates and they also have access to multiple patent attorneys
whenever they are engaged in an unusual set of negotiations with national and
international private parties. The use of non-lawyers is a product of a long-standing
technology transfer process based on Intellectual Property (IP). The DOT simply is not
there given the historical culture of the organization.
32
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Organized, centralized and institutionally-driven collaborative research;
Investing in the research programs of other countries or funding
international researchers;
Jointly funding procurement of research;
Procurement of specific research programs jointly funded and
administered with other countries (joint programming);
Creating a unified environment for research and development involving
many countries and research agencies through a multilateral agreement
providing a common legal and research framework and common
funding.

The most common forms of international transport research cooperation
practiced to date are:
 Technical fellowship exchanges through Department of Transportation
approved agreements;
 Sharing of networking on research structures;
 Information exchange through technology assistance programmes and
conferences;
 Direct scientist to scientist one-way or two-way exchanges through
scanning, conferences, or other fact finding missions;
 Exchange of transportation statistics through hard (physical) or soft
(databases);
 Use of private sector funds to support or augment transportation projects
that cannot be supported through the use of Federal funds;
 Recently there has been intensified interest in pursuing Memoranda of
Cooperation between U.S. DoT modes and international partners.
2.3.1.7.
Examples of international collaboration - Best practices
organized by U.S. DoT modal research organizations
Bureau of Transportation Statistics33
The North American Transportation Statistics Interchange (NATS) program has
provided relevant, timely, and comparable transportation indicators for North
America (Canada, the United States, and Mexico). The main project is the
North American Transportation Statistics Online Database (NATS-OD). The
project highlights the importance of various modes of transportation involved
in the movement of goods between Canada, Mexico, and the United States,
and presents statistics indicating the relationships among transportation,
international trade, economy, security, energy, and the environment. The U.S.
/ BTS also provide data for the Common Questionnaire to the United Nations
Economic Commission of Europe, Eurostat, and International Transport Forum.

33

Information supplied to EUTRAIN via the EUTRAIN survey.
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Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)/EUROCONTROL Memorandum of
Cooperation34
The FAA and its international counterparts have been leaders in the
development of international transportation R&D. Part of this leadership is the
direct result of the international nature of this mode of transport.
The Presidential Request in FY 2012 of $190 million is essentially unchanged
from the FY 2010 enacted level. This request supports FAA’s continued
international cooperative R&D work in both NextGen and other research
areas such as: fire research and safety, propulsion and fuel systems,
advanced materials research, and aging aircraft.
The NextGen portfolio is $77 million, a $5 million increase from the FY 2010
enacted budget and supports research to enable the use of alternative and
renewable fuels for general aviation aircraft to lessen aviation environmental
impacts while reinforcing American leadership in clean technologies.
FAA must meet the growing need for Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS). The
FAA continues to support this critical area, providing $3.5 million to develop
minimum performance requirements for Ground Control Stations and to revise
standards and guidance that address UAS crew resource management and
training for both pilots and crew members.
The Environment and Energy program (including NextGen) is funded at $35.8
million. This program supports a range of research activities, from improved
science and modelling capabilities to characterize and quantify aviation’s
environmental impacts to maturing certifiable clean and quiet aircraft
technologies and developing sustainable fuels. The program also supports
enhanced NextGen environmental research via the Continuous Low Energy,
Emission and Noise (CLEEN) program and other vehicles.
A number of international collaborative activities have resulted from these
programs:
 The first Memorandum of Co-operation (MoC) between EUROCONTROL
and the American Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) was established
in 1986, followed by an update signed in 1992, and the latest update in
2004. The aim of the revised MoC is mentioned to be:
 Articulate a clear and simple structure to properly cover the Action
Plans;
 Improve the administration of the co-operative efforts;
 Enlarge the scope of the co-operation between the two organizations,
i.e. to cover also activities which are no longer pure research but

34

Information supplied to EUTRAIN via the EUTRAIN survey.
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36

which are in the field of preparation of implementation or to harmonize
aspects of current operations.
The structure of the revised MoC includes 5 Annexes focused on particular
aspects of the co-operation: ATM Research, Strategic ATM Analysis,
Technical Harmonization, Operational Harmonization, and harmonization
of environmental and safety factors.
The FAA/EUROCONTROL Memorandum of Cooperation Action Plan 29.
Under this Action Plan the following activities were conducted in
2010/2011 (this is just a small sample of the joint activities between FAA
and EUROCONTROL and its European aviation partners):
a. Coordinate and participate with the CAA35-Netherlands to conduct
R&D in the area of aviation system safety/causal modelling. A
technical report will be conducted that contains (a) determination
how the flight crew error rate is influenced by abnormal conditions
such as aircraft system failures and warnings, and (b) an analysis of air
safety data to estimate the occurrence rate of abnormal conditions,
including system failures, TCAS- and TAWS warnings, and other
abnormal conditions like smoke, unusual (loud) noise, etc. Future
meetings and consultation between both parties are slated for 2012 in
Amsterdam.
b. Collaborate with EUROCONTROL on developing cooperative
interoperability between NextGen and SESAR (Single European Sky
ATM Research, see: http://eurocontrol.int/content/sesar-and research) systems in support of MoC Action Plan 29. Presentation of U.S.
positions at the FAA/EUROCONTROL Technical Interchange Meeting
(TIM) was held in November 2011 in Brussels, Belgium.
c. Continue work on NextGen 4-D Weather Functional Analysis in
collaboration with SESAR authorities, to define performance
requirements for meteorological services. Presented U.S. positions at
the FAA/ EUROCONTROL Technical Interchange Meeting (TIM) was
held in November 2011 in Brussels, Belgium.
d. Lead and/or participate in the ANS-related subgroups, committees
and task forces of the European North Atlantic Systems Planning Group
(NATSPG) and European Air Navigation Planning Group (EANPG) to
advocate the adoption of U.S. technologies, processes and
procedures throughout the region.
e. Collaborate with EUROCONTROL to develop a strategic plan to
update ICAO Annex 3 for NextGen/SESAR36 compatibility in support of
MOC Action Plan 29. Plan is expected to be completed by 4th QTR
FY2012.

Civil Aviation Authority
The US and the EU systems of air traffic control respectively.
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Federal Highway Administration37
The Federal Highway Administration is involved in a number of international
collaborative research projects:
 The Nondestructive Evaluation (NDE) Testing Facility at Turner-Fairbanks
Highway Research Center has entered into several partnerships and
cooperative agreements with European Countries. For example, The US
National Research Council is partnered with the NDE (Non Destructive
Evaluation) Center, including a research program that provides a
research fellow from the Federal Institute for Materials Research and
Testing (BAM) in Germany. The NDE Center and BAM have worked to
deploy an NDE compendium of technologies and applications to aid
in the dissemination of information on NDE techniques. Also, NDE is
partnered with the Laboratoire Central des Ponts et Chaussées in
France.
 The FHWA is cooperating with the IFSTARR in several research activities
such as Ultra-High Performance Concrete, Hydraulic Loading
Modelling for soil erosion tests, and condition monitoring and autopsies
for infrastructure utilizing sensor technology.
 The FHWA is cooperating with ERA-NET Road on climate change and
adaption.
 The FHWA has signed a MoU with the FEHRL (Forum of European
National Highway Research Laboratories). Under this MoU ten FHWAFunded Exploratory Advanced Research (EAR) projects contribute to
FEHRL’s Forever Open Roads (Adaptable Road---3 projects,
Automated Road---4 projects, and Resilient Road---3 projects).
 FHWA has over a decade of consecutively hosting an Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS) Fellow from Japan’s Ministry of Land,
Infrastructure, and Transport (MLIT).
 The FHWA is currently working with FEHRL – the Forum of European
National Highway Research Laboratories and the European
Commission to develop a jointly funded transportation research
program. The development of jointly funded projects would be a
significant breakthrough in the field of international collaborative
research.
Federal Transit Administration38
Authorized in June 1998 by the Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century
(TEA-21), the FTA International Public Transportation Program (IPTP) helps the
U.S. transit industry access international markets and furthers the improvement

37
38

Information supplied through FHWA to EUTRAIN Survey
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of U.S. transit by highlighting overseas innovations. Priority activities of the IPTP
are:
 Trade Promotion. To improve U.S. transit industry global competitiveness,
the IPTP partners with the transit industry and conducts trade missions,
reverse trade missions and market research.
 International Public Transit Tenders. To inform U.S. transit manufacturers
and suppliers about current international contract opportunities, the IPTP
compiles and publishes its International Public Transit Tenders List twice a
month.
 Technology Transfer. To create a two-way exchange of knowledge, best
practices and innovations between the U.S. and abroad, the IPTP
participates in international conferences, technical workshops and
standards working groups.
 Tokyo Metro fare Human Capacity Building. To share global knowledge,
experience and best practices that improve efficiency and service quality
here and abroad, the IPTP coordinates training programs for U.S. and
foreign transit professionals.
The International Public Transportation Program (IPTP) engages in the
exchange of innovative U.S. and foreign technologies through international
conferences and workshops that have the potential to increase U.S. global
market share and further improvements of U.S. transit operations.
Topics of recent international cooperative efforts of the FTA include:
 Advanced Propulsion Vehicles – The IPTP works with foreign countries to
develop the next generation of vehicles powered by hydrogen fuel cells,
battery-electric, hybrid-electric and other alternative energy technologies.
 Standards – The IPTP works to promote adoption of U.S. standards abroad.
Harmonization of standards holds important benefits not only for
increasing global market share but also for operational efficiency, safety,
and security.
 Accessibility and Mobility - Since the passage of the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) and subsequent legislation, the U.S. has become a
global leader on accessibility issues. The IPTP shares this expertise with the
international community and assists in improving mobility for persons with
disabilities abroad.
 Sustainability and Climate Change – The IPTP surveys and evaluates
international policies and best practices related the role of transit in
lessening environmental impacts and promoting land use strategies that
encourage public transit use.
Examples of Recent FTA Technology and Information Exchange best
practices:
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U.S. – France Workshop on Livable and Sustainable Communities. In January
2011, the IPTP conducted a two-day Workshop in Washington, DC with the
French Ministry of Energy, Ecology, and Sustainable Development. A
distinguished group of French officials met with high level DoT, APTA and other
transportation leaders. The meeting comes as a result of a Memorandum of
Cooperation (MOC) signed in December 2009 by Secretary LaHood and his
French counterpart Mr. Dominique Bussereau calling for the exchange of
information and technology on topics such as congestion mitigation, climate
change, livable communities, advanced vehicle technology, and improved
ITS applications. The Workshop brought the experts together to formulate
plans and develop strategies for cooperation in these areas.
Selected U.S. and Chinese Cities, Research Institutes and Universities
cooperate on Urban Transport Issues. FTA’s IPTP was instrumental in bringing
together U.S. and Chinese cities and research institutes under the U.S. – China
Transportation Forum. At a signing ceremony officiated by Deputy Secretary
Porcari and Vice Minister Weng in December 2010 in Shenzhen, China,
cooperative agreements were signed by pairs of U.S. and China city
transportation agencies with similar characteristics including Los Angeles and
Beijing, San Francisco and Shenzhen, and New York City and Beijing.
Agreements were also established between pairs of transportation research
centers universities including the Mineta Transportation Institute and the China
Academy of Transportation Sciences, the University of South Florida (USF) and
the China Academy of Transportation Sciences (CATS).
FTA works with China on the development of standards in Transit. FTA hosted
representatives from the Ministry of Transport of the People’s Republic of
China in a series of standards meetings in New Orleans in April 2010. The
meetings included: (a) Technical Committee 204, “Public Transportation and
Emergency Services” of the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO); (b) Symposium on Standardization of Mobile Phones; and (c) ITS Best
Practices Workshop: Electric Payment Systems. At the ISO meetings,
concurrence was received from Korea, Japan, South Africa, Canada and the
European Union partners and now with the Chinese involved, it is hoped that
the Chinese will also concur. The development of common standards is seen
(as it is the case for the EU too) as helping provide U.S. businesses with access
to overseas markets.
FTA and Swedish Transport Agency initiate cooperation on Personal Rapid
Transport (PRT) Concepts. In January 2011, the DoT hosted a delegation from
Swedish Ministry of Enterprise, Energy and Communications and the Swedish
Transport Administration, to discuss cooperation in the areas of high speed
rail, livability and sustainability, personal rapid transit and road safety. FTA
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conducted a break-out session on personal rapid transit (PRT) i.e. a public
transportation system that uses small, automated vehicles on a network of
specially-built guideways or on roadways. Based on the discussions the U.S.
and Sweden discussed sharing studies and plans, convening a workshop with
key stakeholders, and conducting a technical scan of PRT practices, among
other cooperative efforts.
FTA hosts Russian Delegation for Technology Scan of Best Practices in Mobility.
The City of Moscow is embarking on a program to make its public transit
system free from barriers and accessible for all persons. A delegation from
Moscow contacted the IPTP to arrange a technology scan to learn more
about U.S. accessibility and mobility technologies and best practices. The
scan included visits to Boston, MA and New York, NY. The IPTP is now working
with the City of Moscow to develop transit accessibility guidelines.
U.S./Japan Workshop 2008 – In October 2008, the FTA hosted the U.S./Japan
Workshop on Public Transportation during the APTA Annual Meeting and Expo
in San Diego, CA. Delegates from both the U.S. and Japan made
presentations and shared information on a host of topics including high speed
rail standards, bus rapid transit, and hybrid electric and fuel cell vehicle
technology.
Workshop on Public Transportation in Russia 2007 - In May 2007, FTA organized
the 5th International Workshop on Public Transportation in Moscow Russia. The
workshop, which was co-sponsored by the Ministry of Transportation of the
Russian Federation and the City of Moscow, provided a forum through which
U.S. and Russian transportation officials could share information and
experiences in the areas of transit planning and congestion management,
safety and security, accessible services for the mobility impaired, and training
tomorrow’s transit workforce.
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration39
The International Border Program of the FMCSA is researching Intelligent
Transport Systems (ITS) applications to support variable toll pricing, advanced
traveller information systems, electronic screening, and other technologies
that improve safety and mobility, reduce emissions, and improve security at
our Nation’s borders. The vision for the research on International Border
Program is to enable the implementation of innovative ITS solutions for a binational border system that ultimately improve safety and mobility, reduce
emissions, and facilitate trade and travel without compromising the vital
mission of securing America’s borders.
39
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The International Border Program is joint modal initiative between the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) and the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration (FMCSA) that involves federal, state and local stakeholders in
border regions as well as stakeholders in Canada and Mexico. The project
advances the ITS Joint Program Office strategic goal areas of safety and
mobility and is divided in two parts:
The Southern Border centers on the planned Otay Mesa East border crossing
in the San Diego and Tijuana. At the planned Otay Mesa East location, the
project includes planning, detailed design and very extensive stakeholder
consultation to support the objective of implementing a bi-national
(US/Mexico) tolling and payment system that accommodates dynamic
(variable) pricing at the border for congestion management and
idle/emissions reduction. The comprehensive ITS strategy for Otay Mesa East
will also include a detailed plan for implementing the International Border
Crossing - Electronic Screening System (IBC E-Screening) for trucks and buses.
The IBC E-Screening is an alert-based system that expedites the safe and legal
flow of freight and passengers across northern and southern U.S. borders while
targeting unsafe operations.
The Northern Border will involve a location at the US/Canada border that is to
be determined. At the US/Canada border location the project will center on
the implementation of IBC E-Screening and other commercial vehicle safety
management ITS applications. The IBC E-screening project at a northern
border crossing will be implemented to reduce the potential for large truck
crashes by providing an automated tool to:
 Electronically identify the carrier, truck, trailer and driver associated with
commercial truck trips entering the US at land ports, using RFID
transponders already on 90% of the trucks entering the US from Mexico
and Canada;
 Electronically screen each component of that trip for factors of interest to
State and FMCSA inspectors, providing for full safety and compliance
verification of carriers, trucks, trailers, and drivers, each time they enter the
US;
 Display the screening results to State and FMCSA enforcement officers
and inspectors to assist them in making more informed inspection
selection decisions in fixed and mobile operations, and mainline and ramp
settings, significantly increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of their
operations; and
 Enable data monitoring / reporting by States and FMCSA to better position
each organization to fulfil its mission.
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The research goals and outcomes include:
 The deliverables and results of the research will contribute to the
overall ITS-driven model for safer, smarter, and more environmentallyfriendly border crossing systems.
 Plans for what may be the best technology/ITS solutions for a binational (US/Mexico) tolling and payment system that accommodates
dynamic (variable) pricing at the border for congestion management
and idle /emissions reduction?
 A successful test of a radio frequency identification (RFID) technologybased solution that could yield significant time savings and safety
benefits in international border crossing regions (US/Canada).
At a U.S.-Mexican border site, the Department will collaborate on and support
the development of a plan for a tolling system that can accommodate
dynamic pricing at the border. Currently, Caltrans, the San Diego Association
of Governments (SANDAG), and Mexican agencies are planning a third
border crossing to reduce delays caused by traffic congestion, better
accommodate projected trade and travel demand, and increase economic
growth and job opportunities on both sides of the border without sacrificing
border safety and security. This opportunity allows all parties involved to plan
a holistic approach to ITS at the new border crossing that enables a “Clean,
Green, and Smart Border.” The ITS components/areas included in this
research are: electronic toll collection systems, border wait-time monitoring
systems, variable pricing of tolls to reduce wait times, enhanced border
security systems, and advanced traveller information systems. It will be the first
North American international land border crossing project that proposes the
use of non-traditional transportation project financing to improve capacity
and operation of an international land border crossing.
A key aspect of this research initiative is to examine and develop marketing
strategies such as discounting for lower-emission trucks (promoting a green
border) and advance toll payment (pre-payment discounting). It will also
focus on prioritizing the discounting or pricing for guaranteed usage and on
determining what ITS and technology is needed to implement these
strategies. If this research is not undertaken, no model will exist to encourage
other border crossing regions to consider innovative financing and solutions to
border infrastructure and operations issues. At a U.S.-Canadian border site,
the U.S. DoT will support the development of a detailed plan for implementing
the International Border Crossing - Electronic Screening System (IBC EScreening) for trucks, motor coaches, and buses. IBC E-Screening is an alertbased system expediting the safe and legal flow of freight and passengers
across northern and southern U.S. borders while targeting unsafe operations.
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The IBC E-Screening component of this project leverages investment in the
FMCSA Query Central-to-Customs and Border Protection’s Automated
Commercial Environment/ International Trade Data System (QC-ACE/ITDS) to
provide an automated, data-driven approach to selection of vehicles for
inspection at the border.
This system enables uniform and consistent application of policies and
procedures related to safety and compliance assurance of cross-border
commercial traffic. The data will be augmented to include verification of
more than 20 additional screening factors, and enable identification and full
safety/compliance verification of carriers, trucks, trailers and drivers
electronically, within three seconds or less of a truck’s presentation at the
processing point rather than the current 15 minute manual process.
Additionally, at this second site, research will center on the implementation of
IBC E-Screening to assess the feasibility of reducing large truck crashes using
an automated tool. This tool has several functions:
 Electronically identifies the carrier, truck, trailer and driver data
associated with commercial truck trips entering the U.S. at land ports
through the use of radio frequency identification (RFID) which exists on
approximately 90% of trucks
 Electronically screens each trip component for factors of interest to
State and FMCSA inspectors, providing for full safety and compliance
verification of carriers, trucks, trailers, and drivers, each time they enter
the U.S.
 Displays screening results to State and FMCSA enforcement officers
and inspectors to assist them in making more informed inspection
selection decisions in fixed and mobile operations, and mainline and
ramp settings, significantly increasing the efficiency and effectiveness
of their operations.
 Enables data monitoring/reporting by States and FMCSA to better
position each organization to fulfil its mission.
At both sites, FHWA and FMCSA will research the use of DSRC (5.9 GHz)
technologies and determine how implementation might maximize
opportunities to work with Canada and Mexico on the potential to improve
safety and operations in border regions.
Maritime Administration: National Maritime Enhancement Institutes (NMEIS)
The U.S. DoT Maritime Administration has designated seven institutions
throughout the U.S. as National Maritime Enhancement Institutes (NMEIs). The
purpose of the NMEIs is to create a research-oriented atmosphere that lends
itself to providing effective input for addressing maritime issues. The institutes
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selected as NMEIs are capable of researching inter-disciplinary, intermodal
issues, and have access to a broad spectrum of resources enabling them to
address National problems within the individual program areas. Some
US/NMEIs have specialized in collaborative research with a number of
European countries and some have use non-governmental financial vehicles
to fund cooperative research.
As a “best practice” in this area, we mention the Great Lakes Maritime
Research Institute (GLMRI) which was established in 2004 to pursue research
efforts in marine transportation, logistics, economics, engineering,
environmental planning, and port management. The US Maritime
Administration designated GLMRI as a National Maritime Enhancement
Institute (MARAD) on June 1, 2005.40
The GLMRI represents a consortium of the: University of Wisconsin-Superior
Transportation and Logistics Research Center and the University of Minnesota
Duluth Swenson College of Science and Engineering and Labovitz School of
Business and Economics. Under this vehicle the U.S. DoT Maritime
Administration has initiated cooperation with Norway (on natural gas
powered vessels) and other European countries.
Federal Railroad Agency41
Under contract to the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA), the
Transportation Technology Center, Inc. (TTCI is a wholly owned subsidiary of
the American Association of Railroads) conducts a variety of Federal, State,
academic, proprietary, and international research and development
activities focused on improving the efficiency, security, and safety of railroad
operations. The facility has evolved into a world-class international testing
center under joint oversight by the Federal Railroad Agency and the
American Association of Railroads.
The Transportation Technology Center manages the Federal Railroad
Administration's (FRA) Transportation Technology Center (TTC), located 21
miles northeast of Pueblo, Colorado. This 52-square mile, secure and remote
site operates with a vast array of specialized laboratories and track. TTC
enables isolated testing for all categories of freight and passenger rolling
stock, vehicle and track components, and safety devices on of railroads.
The institutional structure of this facility is rather unique in that it does not
precisely fit the Government Owned, Contractor Operated (GOCO)
Interview with Dr. Richard D Stewart, Director, Transportation and Logistics Research
Center, Professor, Business and Economics Department, March, 2010. See
http://www.uwsuper.edu/news/great-lakes-maritime-research-institute-to-lead-studyof-fuel-for-great-lakes-steamships-_article1374238.
41 TTCI Annual Report-2012 ; see http://www.aar.com/
40
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framework that is rather common in the United States and typically used in by
U.S. Department of Energy owned national laboratories. Much of the work
done at this facility is under the auspices of the American Association of
Railroads and may not have a direct Federal connection. However, because
of its international connections, TTCI offers FRA the opportunity for expanding
its international research collaboration.
2.3.1.8.
Conclusions and recommendations
In the United States, international transportation cooperation is progressing
with DoT agencies, including the Federal Highway Administration, leading the
facilitation of the legal and policy frameworks necessary for actual
collaborative R&D to take place. The process of adopting truly collaborative
regimes between the United States and the EU is limited by long-standing
institutional impediments wherein transportation funding has been viewed
primarily as a mechanism for domestic growth.
The current domestic controversy over “ear-marks,”42 the restrictions on how
University Transportation Centre (UTC) funding can be used, and growing
long-term debt problems have also worked against international
collaboration.
The main international cooperation activities that the US transportation
research agencies have been engaged in the past has been mainly:
 technical and data exchanges,
 international committees,
 synthesis studies (e.g. those sponsored by the OECD),
 periodic visits on both sides to view new technologies and processes
(scans), and,
 the use of U.S. R&D facilities by foreign researchers.
A significant part of the problem in the past has not been statutory as might
be expected, but a generalized perception that there isn’t significant value
to be gained for the US from international collaboration. One theory is that
because the U.S. has enjoyed a relatively robust transportation research
program, there is a certain level of scepticism about what the United States
can learn from other country researchers relative to the investment in
collaborative research. Ironically, similar ideas may have restricted EU
attitudes in the past too.

An “earmark” is a designation in funding legislation that directs that a specific level
of funding be directed specifically to a program or institution.
42
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While a lack of travel budgets and the paper work associated with
establishing cooperative budgets are often mentioned by Agency
representatives as constraints to international transport collaboration, these
factors are largely proximate or immediate causes. The antecedent causal
factors that limit collaboration are more likely related to the function and
purpose of transportation research in the United States which is to “prime the
pump” for economic growth as well as to support the electoral objectives of
legislators. This is one reason that the number of UTCs and associated
institutions have continued to expand to many more universities and colleges
located in more states and jurisdictions.
Granted there are new efforts to establish relationships between the US DoT
research Organizations, namely FHWA with FEHRL, and other international
organizations, the critical test will be if these agreements result in long-term
scientific collaboration that produces significant innovations.
Accordingly, these agreements will have to include mechanisms on how to
share intellectual property and royalties from licenses. Other U.S. agencies
have worked out these issues and there is no inherent reason while similar
arrangements cannot be worked out by the Department of Transportation
and its modes and its prospective international partner.
If we look across the entire Federal Government, the relatively low level of
international transportation collaboration (at least in terms of government-togovernment and government-to-private sector) activities is exceptional. The
National Institutes of Health (NIH) is a leader in developing agreements with
international organizations (private and public) to develop innovative drugs
on a whole host of fronts. Moreover, even in the area of space exploration
the United States and the former Soviet Union (Russia) have been exemplars
of cooperation when it has come to the operation of the International Space
Station. The lesson to be drawn is that as the benefits of collaborative
international transportation research begin to be documented by the DoT
modes, RITA, and the EU, there should be a long-term concomitant increase
in the level policy support and funding for collaborative research. However,
there may critical changes in up-coming authorization legislation to enable
greater collaboration between the U.S. and the EU.
Despite the challenges to rapid growth in international collaborative
transportation research between the United States and the EU, both43 the

Interview with Dr. Richard D Stewart, Director, Transportation and Logistics Research
Center, Professor, Business and Economics Department, March, 2010. See
43
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United States and the EU have significantly large programs wherein various
“work-around” can be found to facilitate international scientific
collaboration. The example of using the private sector to pay the costs of
Norwegian experts in the field of retro-fitting ferries with natural gas burning
engines is one case in point. For the Europe and the United States transport
research collaboration to flourish one must finally note that the private sector
must be brought in as a partner more heavily as up to now. This realization
becomes more critical if one considers the significant U.S. budget deficits,
long-term debt, and the need to repair critical transportation infrastructure
which are challenges that may very well limit international R&D cooperation
in the near future to a constrained set of activities namely, data and
researcher exchanges, technical conferences, and scanning-type
operations.
Nevertheless, there is another possible future that must be seriously
considered, severe resource constraints could promote greater collaboration
between the United States and the European Union over the mid to long-term
so that finite R&D resources can be maximized. The likelihood of this reality
depends on how well EU-related organizations, the Transportation Research
Board, and AASHTO can communicate the financial and technological
benefits of international collaboration.
One possible facilitation would come if the U.S. DoT and its individual modes
should reach out to other Federal research agencies that may have funding
and fewer restrictions on international transportation collaboration. These
other programs can be a source of funding for international collaborative
transportation projects, e.g. the Environmental Protection Agency has been a
source of funds for transportation-related projects.
Equally, the EU must now open up competition for research funds to
researchers also from the United States.
As a first step, the EU and the United States researchers should concentrate
on low-hanging fruit such as multi-year technical personnel exchanges,
agreements to further the exchange of critical transport data, and lowhanging technologies (such as natural gas conversions) that would incentivize
the private sector to compensate for funding restrictions in EU and Federal
authorization and appropriation legislation for as long as these exist.
Successes in collaboration should lead to larger projects and more extensive
collaborative frameworks.

http://www.uwsuper.edu/news/great-lakes-maritime-research-institute-to-lead-studyof-fuel-for-great-lakes-steamships-_article1374238.
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The EU and the United States should also explore the use of existing models of
international exchange between the U.S. and Europe such as Fulbright and
NATO Fellowships as ways to encourage technical two-way exchanges.
Mechanisms developed during the post-WWII period may have a new use
with a little “tweaking.”
The EU’s office in Washington, D.C., could be instrumental in lobbying for
international cooperation between the EU and the US in the field of transport.
More collaboration with the U.S. DoT and the TRB are the two obvious first
priorities to explore.
Within this framework, the EU and the TRB must begin a more systematic
collaborative effort which could include the organization of common
research dissemination activities, Workshops and discussion fora, and
gradually a joint outreach to significant U.S. and European foundations to
support ways to fund collaborative transportation R&D (e.g. towards the PEW
and Gates foundations, etc.).
Related to the prior point, it is of critical importance for EU and U.S.
Transportation organizations to develop new publications and advanced
modes of communication (Twitter, Facebook) that highlight best practices
and success stories regarding collaborative R&D between the EU and the
United States. This should also be a priority project of the EU and the United
States.
Collaborative leadership will also emanate in the U.S. through special
research institutions and academic institutions. The EU must identify these
leaders and outreach to them on a regular basis.
Finally, one key success factor regarding greater international collaboration in
transportation R&D is more extensive communications and information
dissemination both between the researcher community and with the public,
the legislative bodies i.e. Congress or the European Parliament, and the
Executive Branch.
Without sustained and clear communications, researchers and decisionmakers will not receive real-time, transparent information on how to maximize
funding levels, evaluate the degree of value added; nor will researchers and
decision-makers have the information necessary to articulate clear goals and
objectives. Moreover, to overcome specific policy biases against
collaboration requires the effective communication of the intrinsic
advantages of collaboration and how collaboration can result to a net
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addition of jobs. Information of this type is necessary if legislators and policymakers are to craft authorizing legislation that encourages greater
collaboration. For specific barriers to be removed, requires the more effective
transfer of information through multiple channels within and beyond the
transportation research communities on both sides of the Atlantic. Better
communication is essential to funding research infrastructures that are shared,
to understand the true technology and know-how value that can be gained
through collaboration, how particular projects will allow the maximization of
the value of particular projects, etc.
Along the above lines it can be proposed here to initiate the development of
an effective communications process which should begin as a joint project
between the EU and the U.S. DoT (or the TRB) that establishes an international
scientific collaboration website with these components44:
i.
The ability to provide on-going best practices and case studies of
collaborative projects that are currently in place.
ii.
Upcoming research topics or RFPs (private/public) that would not only
allow but encourage collaboration.
iii.
Programs and calls that allow and encourage international
collaboration
iv.
A list of major transportation researchers across the country that would
receive timely information on collaboration opportunities.
v.
Videos of projects that illustrate the benefits of collaboration.
vi.
Specific collaborative research reports that can be downloaded and
presented to agency and Congressional staff.
vii.
Opportunities for funding research work from EU, or US/ federal and
state entities as well as private sector organizations.
viii.
On-line newsletter published in multiple languages.
ix.
Capacity for researchers to “blog” on technical and policy topics.
Another next step would be to develop (in association with appropriate
entities such as e.g. with the Discovery Channel or the National Geographic
Channel) videos that could cover multiple collaborative examples. Also,
shorter videos could be posted on YouTube, Facebook, etc.
Similarly, a Twitter account could be developed that would allow thousands
of transportation researchers to be informed in real time about collaboration
opportunities, including fellowships, etc.
Other ideas to improve communications would be:

A suggestion along these lines, i.e. concerning the importance of information
dissemination about best practices and opportunities for research, was made in the
International Cooperation Strategic Session organized in the TRA 2012 Conference in
Athens (April 23-26, 2012)
44
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 to approach key Foundations for additional support funding,
 to offer a yearly prize for the best collaborative research proposal. This
prize would further the intended collaborative research.
Establishing an effective and multi-channel communication process is the key
factor that will measurably enhance collaboration between the EU and the
United States as well as internationally. This top-down approach will make the
framework under which the interested researchers, through a more rigorous
bottom-up approach will explore and exploit the benefits of a more close
and institutionalized international cooperation in transport research. More will
be said on this issue under conclusions specifically related to the data tables
from our questionnaire survey with US transport research agencies in the
Annex II below.
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2.3.2. South Africa
2.3.2.1.
Introduction
The information on South Africa in this chapter is based on the bilateral
meetings and interviews held in Pretoria and Cape Town during the week of
February 27th – March 5th 2012. A record of all meetings and meeting
participants is provided in Annex III.









2.3.2.2.
General statistics about research and innovation production in
South Africa (2008 - 2011)45
Percentage of research expenditure to GDP: approx. 0.95%
Approximate split of public to private funding in research: 60% public
(government), 20% private, 20% international sources.
Percentage of South African enterprises engaged in innovation (product,
process, marketing, or organisational): 65.4%.
Approximately 48% of innovative South African enterprises introduced new
or significantly improved products to the market in 2008.
Transport research funding estimated to approximately 5-8% of total
research funding. The South African Department of Transport (SA/DoT) is a
small contributor to transport research. Major governmental funding
through the Department of Science and Technology (DST).
Transport research is performed by:
a. A small number of research Organisations performing in a wide number
of fields (as compared to transport), but who have transport research
teams, with primary example the CSIR (Council for Scientific and
Industrial Research);
b. A small number of dedicated research and study Organisations in the
field of Transport, as for example the SANRAL (South African National
Roads Agency Limited) for road transport related research; and
c. Several independent research teams associated with major Universities
(we interacted – during this survey – with the teams from the Universities
of: Pretoria, Cape Town and Stellenbosch).

2.3.2.3.
Major transport policy and research themes
The field of Transport is of major interest to the country and the government’s
policy is expressed towards more sustainability and promotion of
environmentally friendly modes such as rail transport.
A major renovation of rolling stock in the railways is under preparation which is
expected to improve service levels and increase the attractiveness of rail for
Sources: South African Innovation Survey, Department of Science and Technology
South African Republic, 2008 / and data provided during the EUTRAIN interviews.
45
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passenger transport. Freight transport and logistics is a major field of policy
development with a primary focus area the development of ports and their
inland connections by rail and road. Also of major concern for the transport
policy makers seems to be (road) traffic safety and public transport
improvement in urban areas with emphasis on the issues of “inclusion” and
provision of reliable transport service while serving the strong social and
labour market sensitivities of the country.
The main fields of interest for research, stated during the discussions as being
of interest to the South African research community, are the following:
 Public transport in urban areas;
 Traffic safety (road primarily);
 Efficient and integrated transport infrastructure network (inclusive of
rural areas);
 Interoperability and harmonisation of transport infrastructures (also visà-vis neighbouring countries;
 Transport modelling (general and freight related);
 Port efficiency (improving efficiency and capacity);
 Greening of Transport (all aspects of transport related environmental
impacts);
 Electric vehicles and less energy intensive technologies;
 Moving freight from road to rail;
 Asset management in the field of transport;
 Transport economics (implementation of the user pays principle, and
so on);
 Transport and economic development;
 Labour enhanced construction of transport infrastructure;
 Pavement engineering.
It is difficult to rank the above themes in terms of their importance and / or
policy weight. However, their mentioning in the list above is a clear indication
that those interviewed do assess them as important and likely to provide
value added when performed in the frame of international research
cooperative projects. It is suggested that they are taken as indicative of the
major current pre-occupations of transport research policy makers as well as
providers in the country.
2.3.2.4.
Major factors affecting international transport research
cooperative work
Positive factors
Existence of basic framework for cooperation through bilateral or multilateral
governmental or Organisation to Organisation agreements;
 Existence of tangible possibility to attract funding;
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 Convergence of individual (researcher) interests;
 Interest of key stakeholders.
Negative factors
 Funding requirements, i.e. the requirements for co-funding (as in EU
funded programmes), innovation funding in general;
 Complicated reporting, and auditing procedures, too much “red
tape”;
 Inability to share and network large research infrastructures46 with other
countries on the continent;
 Difficulties in innovation funding, and in convincing the stakeholders
(government, industry) to implement research results. More close
cooperation between government, academia, and industry is
desirable to address needs and accelerate implementation of novel
technologies in practice47;
 Differences in IP regimes and securing IP rights (especially as regards
cooperation with certain Asian countries).
2.3.2.5.
Types of international cooperative work experienced, and best
practice examples
All types of international cooperative work have been exploited by South
African research Organisations except the more advanced forms of:
 “Investing in research programmes in other countries”,
 “Jointly funding procurement of research (Joint programming or
“common pot”), and
 Twinning of projects (or programmes). For this last type of cooperation,
however, there was considerable optimism in the South African DST that it
could materialise in the near future
The most common forms of international research cooperation that do take
place are the more traditional ones, namely:
 “Organised,
institutionally
driven
research
under
international
governmental agreements”,
 “Information exchange through technology assistance programmes”, and
In the African context, research infrastructure is often not available north of the
borders of South Africa. As a result South Africa has developed, unilaterally, large
transport research infrastructures such as wind tunnels, geotechnical centrifuge,
accelerated pavement testing facilities, port modeling center, high performance
computing facilities, etc.
47 It should be noted that this is not necessarily the case with the implementation of
innovations in road design and construction. Good communication between
researchers, consulting engineers, producers, civil contractors and road owners
through assemblies such as the Road Pavements Forum enable innovations to be
piloted and implemented in practice within a relatively short period of time.
46
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 “Direct scientist to scientist one-way or two-way exchanges through
scanning or other fact finding missions”.
Considerable international networks of research cooperation exist and are
exploited by South African research Organisations. Among the most
significant ones mentioned, are the following:
 A considerable number of bilateral and multilateral research
cooperation between the South African government (DST) and other
countries.
 WAITRO (World Association of Industrial and Technological Research
Organisations).
 IBSA (India-Brazil-South Africa Dialogue Forum), the three-country
alignment that includes cooperation in research and innovation.
 The African Union.
 SADC (Southern African Development Community, a successor to the
Southern African Development Coordination Conference - SADCC).
 NEPAD (The New Partnership for Africa's Development - an economic
development programme of the African Union.)
 Research cooperation agreement with the EU. It exists since the mid
‘90s and experience so far is positive.
In the field of Transport and in addition to the above, CSIR is a member of
FEHRL, the HVS International Alliance, PIARC, PIANC, ASANRA (Association of
Southern African National Road Authorities), IRF, and several TRB Committees.
The more frequent international research cooperation between South African
teams and other countries / regions in the past 5 years has taken place with:
 EU member countries
 USA
 Namibia,
 China,
 Saudi Arabia.
2.3.2.6.
Best practices in international transport research cooperation
A) Finite Element Modelling of Pavement Layers – Transfer of Technology and
knowhow (models) from The Netherlands (Technical University of Delft) to
South Africa (University of Stellenbosch & Pretoria/CSIR) for local adaptation,
in return refinements made to models in South Africa, will be passed back to
the Netherlands – Technical University of Delft and University of
Stellenbosch/University of Pretoria – Period of reference 2011/12. The reasons
for this being “best practice” are mentioned as:
No complicated legal arrangements required since no transfer of funding
occurring between countries. Only technical knowledge being exchanged
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between researchers with a common interest. The research models are also
international transferrable and not limited by materials and climate.
B) Transfer of Accelerated Pavement Technology (APT) from South Africa to
the University of California at Berkeley and Davis, and joint collaboration on
research programmes in road pavement engineering. Since 1994, the CSIR
has been actively involved in the research agenda of the California
Department of Transportation (Caltrans) as a member of the Partnered
Pavement Research Centre (PPRC).
A PPRC Strategic Plan is drawn up every three to four years and, after
approval by Caltrans, executed by the members of the PPRC. The
programme is mutually beneficial to South Africa and California in that best
practices in road pavement design and construction are shared, and new
research questions are answered through this partnership. The programme
also makes provision for South African students to complete their Masters and
PhD studies at the University of California while contributing to RDI projects for
Caltrans.
The CSIR also assisted with the start-up of an APT programme for the Central
Road Research Institute in India. Their programme started in 2009 and
successful technology transfer has led to a fully productive APT programme in
India.
2.3.2.7.
Recommendations and position vis-à-vis cooperation with the
EU
The Science and Technology agreement between the Republic of South
Africa and the EU is one of the first signed by South Africa. It took place during
the FP4 (early ‘90s). In 2007, the South African Department of Science and
Technology (DST) signed an agreement of cooperation on Surface Transport
research with the relevant Direction of DG RTD (Directorate for SST, director
Mr. A. Siegler). This was a “generic” agreement which established a policy
dialogue with a view to progress the cooperation between the two sides to
other levels including joint programming and joint financing of research. The
priorities on the South African side for such cooperation were stated as ICT (ITS
for the field of Transport), and space science.
The DST stated that it looks forward to continuation of this cooperation in the
Horizon 2020 programme.
Current problems and hindrances for the further development of the
cooperation:
 Complicated and cumbersome procedures. More simplicity desired.
 Too lengthy turnaround times (proposals – evaluation – contract
signature).
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 Capacity development especially with regard to human capital.
As regards the possibility for twinning of projects or even joint programmes
and calls, the South African side seemed interested but the main difficulties to
implementing such initiatives are seen related to the need to have
“equivalent” teams working in parallel at both sides. So, it is again a problem
of capacity building. A most favourable position was taken as regards the
SICAs (Strategic Interest Cooperation Initiatives). These were judged as
particularly valuable “tools” for getting the researchers of different countries
together and acting as a springboard for further research cooperation. The
SA/DST also had a positive assessment of the Marie-Curie programme,
especially its short term mobility programmes.
As regards implementation of research results and connecting them to the
market, the DST mentioned that this is always a major objective of them, and
they stated interest in exploring new ways to proceed. Actually, since 2002
the South African government had announced the creation of an Agency to
work towards promoting this connection, and in 2007, the “Technology
Innovation Agency” was created with a specific task (among others) to look
at innovations that were not developed further and explore ways to bring
them to “see the light of day”.
2.3.2.8.
Conclusions
The overall conclusion of the “country investigation” for South Africa is that this
is a country representing the best potential for fruitful research cooperation
with the EU for the whole of its continent (i.e. Africa) and one with
considerable global potential too. Its transport research capacity, although
fragmented among several smaller teams in Universities and research
Institutes that have wider research interests and agendas, remains of good
international calibre. The human resources (i.e. the number of high quality
scientists which would staff research teams) have been stated as modest, but
the main teams are there and can form the basis of valuable and value
adding research projects in cooperation with EU member states teams. These
teams seem to have excellent potential to increase in numbers and be
strengthened should new research work be assigned to them.
The country has already a number of success stories as regards research
infrastructures in the field of Transport. Among them the wind tunnel, the port
modelling, and the Heavy Vehicle Simulator facilities at the CSIR, which are
world class infrastructures.
The specific circumstances and special interests of South Africa in the field of
transport research are of interest to the EU and can form the basis for a more
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rigorous and widespread cooperation in the future. These “special” themes
can be summed up in the following three areas (without reducing the interest
and importance attached to all other “themes” mentioned in the relevant
section above):
A. Social aspects of transport infrastructure and service provision and most
notably: social acceptability and inclusion in transport provision, labour
enhanced transport infrastructure development48, and human capital
development in transport service provision.
B. Provision of efficient and sustainable mass public transport services to serve
the needs of the lower income urban residents, and
C. Traffic safety with emphasis on information – education actions especially for
the “vulnerable” road users (young, old, educationally underprivileged, and
handicapped people).

A major stumbling block for more international cooperation seems to be the
lack of open, timely, and reliable information concerning the various calls
and the difficulties of networking with partners and teams from EU member
countries. A “special purpose tool” like an internet based platform or similar,
directly aimed at international teams for their information and better inclusion
into EU proclaimed calls and consequently consortia, has been suggested by
several South African researchers during our meetings. This is perhaps
something that the EU could explore by way of priority.
Last, but not least, the close cooperation and leading position of South Africa
within the African Continent and furthermore its position in the so called BRICS
should merit special attention and creates added importance and value for
the EU. Cooperation between South African research Organisations and
Brazilian, Indian, and Chinese similar Organisations is increasing and already
some interesting success stories exist. The potential future EU – South African
cooperation in transport research should build upon these success stories and
proceed further in securing – through South Africa – links and connections
between the EU and these other countries (African and BRICS).

There is also a Presidential Commission on infrastructure development with a view to
enhancing provision of jobs.
48
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2.3.3. Egypt
2.3.3.1.
Introduction
The information contained in this chapter on Egypt is based on the bilateral
meetings and interviews which were held in Cairo, Egypt on Saturday 19th
and Sunday 20th May, 2012 at the Faculty of Engineering, Cairo University. A
record of the meeting and meeting participants is provided in Annex IV.
2.3.3.2.
General statistics about research and innovation production in
Egypt 49
The following are basic statistics of research provision in the country of Egypt.
These figures refer to the situation before the recent political changes in the
country.
 Percentage of research expenditure to GDP: approx. 0.3 %.
 Approximate split of public to private funding in research: 85 % public
(government), 15 % private, (including 5 % from international sources).
 Approximate percentage of share of research expenditure per sector (as
per salaries paid for research personnel in each sector): 49 % Agriculture,
Medicine 17 %, Engineering 11 %, Science 7 %, Social sciences 4 %,
Humanities 4 %.
 Data for research in the Transport sector are not available.
 Transport research is performed through:
a. A small number of research teams performing mainly in Engineering
(civil Engineering – Mechanical Engineering) at some of the more
than 50 Egyptian Universities.
b. A number of studies in the field of Transport funded by the Ministry
of Transport.
Today, Egypt is going through a transition phase in which the major
governmental institutions and related policies are expected to change.
However, as this survey and the analysis that follows is based on the views and
experiences of relevant “research stakeholders” that are likely to continue
playing a key role in the research implementation, research governance, and
research execution in the country in the future, the results and
recommendations expressed here can be generally considered as
representative of the situation in the country.

Sources: EUTRAIN Questionnaire and data supplied by interviews with workshop
participants and the two prime contact persons Dr Y. Elshayeb and Prof. A. Huzayyin
49
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Also, some notable initiatives of the past may well be considered as indicative
of the weight and importance that is attached to research and innovation
production in Egypt. In a major research re-organisation effort that was
introduced in 2006 /2007, the S&T governance and management model in
Egypt, was restructured and two research governing bodies were
established50: the Higher Council for Science and Technology (HCST), and the
Science and Technological Development Fund (STDF)51. Since 2007, the STDF
has funded specific research programmes through National and International
Grants. The National grants provided research funding for: Basic & Applied
research, young researcher research, reintegration, targeted research,
innovation production, Faculty for factory grants. Also international grants
were introduced (though at a modest scale) for co-financing research with
other countries (Mainly US, Germany, France and Japan).
Egypt has launched in 2007 a Science and Technology Decade initiative
under which, each year, a Science and Technology cooperation and
networking year is announced. In 2007 the focus was Germany, in 2008
Japan, in 2009 Italy, in 2010 France, in 2011 USA, and in 2012 the EU.
Egypt participates quite actively in EU funded research through most of the
Egyptian Universities and the Ministry of Research that participate in different
funding schemes and mechanisms. In FP7, Egyptian research teams
participated in some 200 FP7 projects so far. Egypt has already an S&T
agreement with the EU signed in 2005, and the Ministry for Scientific Research
hosts the “Research, Development and Innovation programme (RDI)”
(through a joint financing agreement between Egypt and the EU) since 2008.
Other programmes with strong Egyptian participation in EU funding are: the
TEMPUS, and the ERASMUS MUNDUS programs, in addition to various cofunded programs provided in bilateral agreements.
The countries with which Egypt has the most frequent and pronounced
research cooperation are: USA, Germany, France, Japan, Canada, Italy, and
the UK.
2.3.3.3.
Major transport policy and research themes
From the EUTRAIN survey a number of themes for transport research, were
stated as being of particular interest and priority to the Egyptian research
community. These were the following (not listed in priority order):
Again, under the current transition period, the characteristics or even existence of
these bodies may change.
51 See
http://www.stdf.org.eg/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=94&Itemid
=14
50
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Energy efficient truck freight transport (Urban and National level);
Low cost vehicle maintenance technologies;
Investigation of the barriers of PPP in the road sector;
Improving national and urban intermodal freight transport;
Intermediate technologies in pavement recycling;
R & D in improving non-paved rural roads in farm lands;
Urban mobility and modal shift to environmentally friendly modes;
Innovative “out of the fare box” transit financing mechanisms;
Innovative low cost travel demand management;
Measuring emission factors of trucks in Greater Cairo;
Transport vehicles’ greenhouse gas and emission pollutants modelling
in Greater Cairo;
Dispersion models of greenhouse gas and pollutants emissions in Grater
Cairo;
Transport Infrastructure Management;
Energy Control of Electric Trains;
Transport Policy Management;
Institutional Organization.

It is difficult to rank the above themes in terms of their importance and / or
policy weight. However, their mentioning in the list above is an indication that
those interviewed do assess them as important and likely to provide value
added when performed in the frame of international research cooperative
projects. It is suggested that they are taken as indicative of the major current
pre-occupations of transport research policy makers as well as providers in
the country.
2.3.3.4.
Major factors affecting international research cooperation
Many factors affecting international research cooperative work (in the field of
transport as well as in all other fields) were defined during the EUTRAIN survey.
On the positive side, i.e. the factors affecting positively international
cooperative research work, the main factor mentioned is the fact that Egypt
has an active research community with scientific interests and capacities
conducive of international cooperation. Many Egyptian scientific personnel
are currently on temporary or permanent academic positions abroad,
working among major research teams at international level (mostly in the US
and EU Universities and in research Organisations). This creates a positive precondition for international cooperative work which in many cases follows a
spontaneous bottom – up approach.
Since the 2006 re-organisation of the research governance structure in Egypt,
other positive factors also exist although still in a developing and shaping
phase. These factors include:
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 Existence of some basic frameworks for cooperation through bilateral
or multilateral governmental or Organisation to Organisation
agreements;
 Existence of tangible possibilities to attract funding through
participation in International cooperative programmes among which
the EU FP7 is generally seen as the most important source for such
funding;
 Convergence of individual researcher interests between Egyptian and
other researchers abroad;
 Interest of all key stakeholders in increasing international research
cooperation.
On the negative side, i.e. the factors affecting negatively international
cooperative work, there is still much that can be mentioned. Generally, i.e.
applicable to all types of research (not only transport), the following sum up
the primary problems and limitations:
1. Meeting the co- funding requirement. This issue refers to the need to find
co-funding for most of the research in EU FP7 and other funded projects.
2. Research funding in general is still a big problem. Also innovation
(meaning primarily basic research) funding.
3. Salaries for researchers are quite lower than those for consulting, leaving a
gap that repulses people from research work.
4. Complicated reporting, and auditing procedures, too much “red tape”;
5. Difficulties in networking and sharing especially large research
infrastructures4 with other countries;
6. Difficulties in innovation funding, and in convincing the stakeholders from
industry to implement research results.
7. More close cooperation between government, academia, and industry is
desirable to address needs and accelerate implementation of novel
technologies in practice;
8. Differences in IP regimes and securing IP rights.
Coming now to the field of Transport more specifically, the following
additional factors that hinder cooperation with other countries can be
mentioned as follow:
 Transport Research is not included in the Egyptian national research
priority list, which currently includes Health, Water and Energy.
 Senior transport researchers are interested in consulting more than
research in order to make up for the low salary scheme that exists for
researchers. Consequently, there is a lack of appropriately qualified young
researchers in the fields of transport research due to low payment scale.
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 There is a lack of exposure to state of the art subjects in transport, so
researchers find it difficult to compete with researchers in other countries.
 Shortage of exposure of local transport researchers to the international
Universities and research institutions interested in transport research.
 Difficulty to demonstrate specific attainable objectives and applicable
solutions from transport research.
 Lack of good knowledge of the local Egyptian transport research topics
and needs from the international research entities proposing the
cooperation.
Going into more detail in the principal factors that are perceived as
negatively affecting the international research cooperative work in Egypt,
and the reasons given for this, we note the following:
A. Lack of properly funded (international) research programmes
 Highly Competitive International Cooperation Programs
 Shortage on local matching funds.
B. Difficulties in Information and data sharing between countries/organizations
 Administrative barriers
 Mind-set (awareness, partnership spirit, etc.)
 Data availability
 Cost of collection of certain data types
 Difficulty to unify data items definitions and collection methods
between cooperating countries
 Lack of data updates
 Low accuracy in many data items
 Data transparency
 Field surveys cost.
C. Scarcity of “Global” (i.e. commonly useable) research infrastructures
 Research Infrastructures scattered and sometimes obsolete
 Labs not updated due to cost
 Labs lack of maintenance and spare parts
 In some cases lab equipment is duplicated
 Lack of good cooperation between different labs in similar fields.
D. Problems with the interoperability and transferability of research results –
solving the various pre-standardization issues.
 Market not interested in research results
 Lack of dissemination of research results
 Research topics not applicable or not suitable
 Lack of facilitator entity between research and industry
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E. Differences in Institutional cultures and research governance regimes
 Mind-set (awareness, partnership spirit, etc.)
 Bureaucracy constraints.
F. Difficulties in exploitation of research results (transferring the results of
research to market exploitation and uptake).
 Research topics not suitable to local application and needs
 Lack of R&D culture and its potential impact on future expansion and
more gains to the industry
 Egyptian industry finds it easier to buy international technologies and
solutions instead of sponsoring local research to reach solutions
 Non-readiness of industry, and Infrastructure for “Research – Industry”
cooperation
 Lack of absorption capacity in industry.
G. Differences in Intellectual Property Regimes
 No clear rules
 Awareness among many researchers is not enough.
H. Conditions of disparity in human resources (training, work conditions,
‘culture)’
 Non-specialized decision making on research issues
 Lack of awareness of the need for multi-disciplinary research
cooperation
 Capacity Building and Training problems especially for young
researchers.
2.3.3.5.
Types of international cooperative work experienced, and best
practice examples
The Egyptian international research cooperative work is conducted primarily
via organized, centralized and institutionally-driven collaborative research
(usually through bilateral or multilateral agreements). Currently bilateral
research agreements have been concluded with the following countries:
USA, Germany, France, South Africa, Spain, Syria, Tunisia, and Japan. In
addition, many research “projects” are being conducted between
academics from Egypt and various peers from universities / research centers
around the world.
With the EU there is an agreement of cooperation signed in 2007 – the
Research Development and Innovation Programme (RDI 1) and in 2011 the
RDI 2. The General Terms of Cooperation of this agreement are followed up in
a yearly meeting of a joint committee. In addition Egypt participates in
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multilateral research fora like the: FP7 ERA AFRICA, the Collaborative
Research Projects with Nile Basin Countries, the cooperation with the COMESA
(Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa) countries, the UN-ESCWA
(Economic and Social Commission for Western Africa) countries, and the
League of Arab States (LAS).
Scientist-to-scientist exchanges or similar “individual researcher driven”
collaborative activities are conducted with Germany (GESP programme),
France (IMHOTEP programme), the USA (Young Students Fellowships), and
researcher exchanges with Italy. Also, several technology transfer and
networking initiatives are being conducted in Egypt either centrally or through
universities and teams of researchers. Few international Information
exchanges through Technology Assistance Programs also exist but none has
been specifically mentioned.
Some of the above international cooperation programmes include research
in the field of Transport. Examples of recent international cooperative
research projects in the field of Transport are the following:
 FP7, the Open Air project (IP),
 FP7, the XNOISE EV NoE,
 The “Mediterranean and Trans-European Networks for Transport”, MEDA
TEN-T, project, coordinated by NESTEAR (Nouveaux Espaces de Transport
en Europe Application de Recherche), France, undertaken from Egypt
side by the Transportation Programme, Development Research and
Technological Planning Center, ( DRTPC), Cairo University (2003-2005).
 The “Research Study on Urban Mobility in Greater Cairo, Trends and
Prospects”, in the Plan Bleu, France; undertaken by the Transportation
Programme, Development Research and Technological Planning Center,
( DRTPC), Cairo University. (2008-2009)
2.3.3.6.
Best practices in international research cooperation (including
Transport Research)
Best practice no.1
The establishment and operation of the GERF (German Egyptian Research
Fund). There are 6 priority areas in this cooperative research programme
between Egypt and Germany: Water, Energy, Health, Biotechnology, ICT,
Social Sciences and Humanities. The programme is funded by 2 Million Euros /
year (1 Million Euro from each country) and funds research projects in the
above 6 areas.
As reasons for the success of this initiative were mentioned the following:
 The model of Joint co-funding that creates equal responsibilities and
prospects.
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 Joint administration, evaluation and monitoring of the projects that
increases efficiency and good practice transfer.
 Existence of extensive networks of scholars between the two countries to
support the initiative.
Best practice no. 2
US-Egypt Cooperation Agreement.
Under this Agreement joint research projects are funded as well as young
researchers’ visits and mobility. The reasons for considering this as a successful
practice are that both sides are co-funding, the existence of a joint
administration along well defined principles, and the fact that there are good
and internationally trained researchers to execute the research and support
the initiative.
Best practice no.3
The STDF – IRD, (Science and Technology Development Fund - Institut de
Recherche pour le Développement), a joint research programme between
Egypt and France. This programme, of a level of funding of 1.8 Million Euro /
year (900K Euro from each country), has been going on since 2009.
The success of this initiative is due to similar factors as the ones mentioned
above for practice no. 2.
Best practice no.4
The “Mediterranean and Trans-European Networks for Transport, MEDA TEN-T”
research Project. This was a major research effort funded by the European
Commission and coordinated by NESTEAR (Nouveaux Espaces de Transport
en Europe Application de Recherche), France. From the Egyptian side the
organisation that participated was the Transportation Programme, of the
Development Research and Technological Planning Center, DRTPC, Cairo
University. The project was performed in the period 2003-2005 and aimed at
investigating new corridors and networks for transport between south and
north shores of the Mediterranean Sea. It also performed typologies on the
characteristics and the assessments of the suggested corridors.
As the main factors for the success of this practice are mentioned the
following:
 There was a very good coherence and mutual understanding within
the research team especially between the international coordinator
and the rest of the experts. The project coordinator responded
positively to the suggestions made by the Egyptian research team to
“enhance” the methodology.
 The project team was carefully selected with highly competent senior
researchers on all sides.
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 Participation of carefully selected young researchers in the support
team.
Best practice no.5
Research Study on: “Urban Mobility in Greater Cairo, Trends and Prospects”.
This research study was performed within the Plan Bleu, programme of
cooperation between Egypt and France in the period 2008-2009. The
programme was carried out by the Transportation Programme of the
Development Research and Technological Planning Centre, DRTPC, Cairo
University.
The project aimed at investigating the evolution of urban transport, urban
development and related energy and CO2 and pollution emissions from
transport in the Greater Cairo area over 30 years. The research reflected on
the impact of the metro and its related energy, cost and CO2 savings, etc. It
also addressed the different policies related to the subject, transferable
lessons, etc.
The main reasons for the success of this case were:
 Sponsors agreed to the proposal of this research as suggested by the
project team of researchers including the project objectives and the
methodology as set out by the local team.
 The sponsors agreed fully to the original proposal for the work as it was
suggested by the project team without major alterations.
 The sponsors agreed to budget increases that were found necessary
by the researchers in order to carry out the final programme of
research.
 The sponsors were confident of the appropriateness and
understanding of the local situation by the local experts and supported
their work and recommendations.
 Good cooperation and mutual understanding between the research
team members.
 Carefully selected good senior research team
 Carefully selected young researchers support team
Best practice no.6
The research project “Survey of Light Rail Systems in Cairo and Alexandria”,
aimed at investigating the evolution of the tram lines in Cairo and Alexandria
and their operation characteristics in order to evaluate the problems facing
light rail in cities of the world. This project was carried out by the
Transportation Programme, Development Research and Technological
Planning Centre, DRTPC, Cairo University, under contract with the Transport
Research Laboratory TRL, UK in the period 1991-1992.
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The main reasons for the success of this practice were mentioned as:
 Mutual understanding with the experts of the sponsoring institution
(TRL).
 Sponsors agreed to the proposal of this research as suggested by the
project team of researchers including its budget.
 Carefully selected good senior research team
 Carefully selected young researchers support team
 Good cooperation and mutual understanding between the team
members.
Best practice no.7
The research project “Characteristics of Phase I of Cairo Regional Metro Line
Helwan/Moubarak, and analysis of mode choice on the Helwan/Ramsis
Corridor”. The project aimed at investigating the operation characteristics of
the first phase of Greater Cairo Metro, Phase 1, Line 1 and the analysis of its
use, cost of operation, revenue, users characteristics and other competitive
modes on the same corridor as well mode choice aspects. This project was
carried out by the Transportation Programme, Development, Research and
Technological Planning Center (DRTPC), Cairo University, jointly with the
INRETS (now IFSTTAR) France, in the period 1988-1990.
The main reasons for the success of this practice were mentioned as:
 Good cooperation and understanding with the experts from the
sponsoring institution (INRETS).
 Appropriate research budget as specified in the proposal by the team
of researchers.
 Carefully selected good senior research team
 Carefully selected young researchers support team
Best practice no.8
Joint Master programme between Kassel University, Germany and Cairo
University. The aim of this joint Master programme was to establish a Master of
Science program on renewable energy and energy efficiency. The proposal
for the degree was funded by the German technical assistance Organisation
DAAD. The project started in 2008 with developing the curricula and
preparing the necessary operating regulations of the degree. It involved from
the Egyptian side a new Ministerial Decree for the new master. The effort was
funded for five years. Students get a dual degree, one from the Cairo
University and another from Kassel University. There are already two (yearly)
series of students that have graduated.
The main reasons for the success of this practice were mentioned as:
 Addressing a critical topic that is beneficial for both sides.
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 Cairo University’s support for international cooperation.
 Scholarships offered by the DAAD.
 New lab equipment purchased supports research at the Faculty of
Engineering, Cairo University.
 Careful selection of the team (staff members and students).
 Mutual understanding between team members.
Best practice no.9
The TEMPUS programme (Trans European Mobility Scheme for University
Studies).
The aim of this EU programme is to develop University studies (on all levels, in
addition to Capacity Building and Life Long Learning in 27 countries outside
the EU. Egypt is part of the programme since 2002. The programme is funded
through the ENPI financing instrument and is managed by the EU Executive
Agency on Culture, Education, and Audiovisuals (EACEA). All Egyptian
Universities have participated in the programme and many success stories
and new programs have been developed through this scheme. Only to
mention few programs: The Creation of a New Postgraduate Degree on Risk
Management, the Creation of a Joint Masters on Euro Mediterranean Studies,
or the creation of a New Graduate Programme on Mechatronics
The main reasons for the success of this practice were mentioned as:
 Addressing the real needs of Egyptian Universities through a Bottom
Top Approach
 The programme covers all costs of development of the project /
degree in a comprehensive way.
 Mutual understanding between team EU and EG teams of projects.
2.3.3.7.
Recommendations and position vis-à-vis cooperation with the
EU
With the EU there is an agreement of cooperation signed in 2007 – the
Research Development and Innovation Programme (RDI 1) and in 2011 the
RDI 2. The General Terms of Cooperation of this agreement are followed up in
a yearly meeting of a joint committee.
Egyptian participations in FP7 projects are more than 200. There are also
participations in the People programme and the Erasmus Mundus
programme with the main scientific areas being attended: Engineering
sciences, Medicine, and basic sciences. Topics in the Transport field that have
not been considered in current EU funded research with Egyptian
participation are:
 R & D in improving non-paved roads with local material
 Untraditional public transport financing mechanisms
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Efficient truck freight transport
Low cost/applicable travel demand management
Intermediate technologies in pavement recycling
Road maintenance technology
Barriers to PPP in the road sector (construction and maintenance)
ITS applicable to developing economies
Institutional Organization.

Other topics of Egyptian interest (in current EU funded projects) were the
following52:
 Health (Medical and Pharmacy)
 Nanotechnology
 Capacities (Research and Infrastructure)
 People programme
 Food, Agriculture. Fisheries and Biotechnology
 Water resources
 Energy
 Environment (Including Climate Change)
 Education
 ICT
From the Egyptian side, the main interest exists for focus on the following types
of research cooperative work and funding:
1. Joint Research programs (e.g. Specific calls targeting Euro
Mediterranean Research Priorities)
2. Creation or support of regional Centres of Excellence
3. Mobility (of researchers) Programs
4. Enhancement of Research Infrastructures.
2.3.3.8.
Conclusions
The overall conclusion of the “country investigation” for Egypt is that this is a
country with a very good potential to develop fruitful research cooperation
with the EU. Its research execution capacity, although fragmented among
several smaller teams in Universities and research Institutes that have wider
research interests and agendas, remains of good international calibre. In the
field of transport too, this is true although to a degree that could not be
assessed clearly. The human resources (i.e. the number of high quality
scientists which would staff research teams) have been stated as of high
quality, with the possibility of valuable and value adding research. These
teams seem to have excellent potential to increase in numbers and be

These are topics of research projects with Egyptian participation in current FP7
participations.
52
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strengthened should new research work be assigned to them (and with
somewhat upgraded financial support).
The country has already a number of success stories as regards international
collaborative research in the field of Transport. The specific circumstances
and special interests of Egypt in the field of transport research could be of
interest to the EU, and may form the basis for a more rigorous and widespread
cooperation in the future. These themes have been presented in the previous
pages but can be summed up as follows:
A. Energy and environmental aspects of Transport: especially freight transport
vehicles, greenhouse gas and emission pollutants and dispersion models in
Greater Cairo, energy and control of electric vehicles.
B. Vehicle maintenance technologies: Low cost vehicle maintenance.
C. Road infrastructure development and maintenance: improving nonpaved rural roads in farm lands, Investigation of the barriers of PPP in the
road sector, Transport Infrastructure Management.
D. Institutional (re-) organisation of the transport sector.
E. Traffic and Public Transport: Innovative “out of the fare box” transit
financing mechanisms, low cost travel demand management. - Provision
of efficient and sustainable public transport services
F. Urban mobility and demand management issues.
Of particular interest to the Egyptian researchers seem to be the following
types of international research cooperation programmes:
1. Joint Research programs (e.g. Specific calls targeting Euro
Mediterranean Research Priorities)
2. Creation or support of regional Centres of Excellence
3. Mobility (of researchers) Programs
4. Enhancement of Research Infrastructures.
Finally, all participants in the special workshop held in Cairo expressed their
willingness to cooperate and promote international cooperation provided
that there is a minimum of institutional backing, respectable funding
conditions, and – above all - open, timely, and reliable information
concerning the various calls and possibilities that exist.
The specific success stories mentioned provide already a framework on which
to build the future and proceed further in securing links and connections
between the EU and Egyptian researchers.
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2.3.4. India
2.3.4.1.
Introduction
The information contained in this chapter is based on the EUTRAIN organised
bilateral meeting and local workshop which was held in New Delhi, India on
4thMay 2012. A record of the meeting and meeting participants is provided in
Annex V.








2.3.4.2.
General statistics about research and innovation production in
India 53
The total R&D gross expenditure in 2009 in India was 6.863 billion € and it
has increased to 29.13 billion € in 2011
Percentage of research expenditure to GDP: approx. 1%
National funds for R&D are from 5 sources: government, business
enterprise, higher education, private non-profit and from abroad
Main sources of R&D funding: 68% public (government), business
enterprise 30%
Transport research funding estimated to approximately 1% of total
research funding.
Transport research is performed by:
a. Central Road Research Institute (CRRI)
CRRI is the premier national research organization for highways traffic
and transport planning and all other allied aspects. It carries out R&D in
the areas of road and road transportation
b. Indian Institutes of Technology (IITs)
IITs are a group of autonomous engineering and technology-oriented
institutes of higher education. The IITs specialising in transport research
are IIT Delhi, Bombay, Madras, Kharagpur, Roorkee
c. National Institutes of Technology (NITs)
NITs are a group of higher education institutes. The NITs specialising in
transport research are NIT Warangal, Surat, Calicut, Suratkal

Structure of the research system54

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transport_in_India
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_research_and_development_spendi
ng
http://www.worldbank.org.in/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/COUNTRIES/SOUTHASIAEXT/INDIAEXTN
/0,,contentMDK:22927125~menuPK:50003484~pagePK:2865066~piPK:2865079~theSite
PK:295584,00.html
54http://erawatch.jrc.ec.europa.eu/erawatch/opencms/information/country_pages/i
n/country?section=Overview&subsection=StrResearchSystem
53
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The top level research policy formulation, planning, coordination and
advisory role in Science and Technology (S&T) from a long term perspective is
carried out by three major actors:
 The Planning Commission
 Ministry of Science and Technology including the Department of
Science and Technology
 Principal Scientific Advisor, the Science Advisory Council to the Prime
Minister
The overall structure of the research system of India is constituted by four main
actors:
 Public research system under government and public enterprises
This is the main and largest segment of India’s research system
structured under central ministries and state level ministries. Under the
central ministries there are about 7 departments and under these are
placed science agencies or councils
 Academic research system and universities
There are over 400 universities and 18000 affiliated colleges including
specialised Indian Institutes of Technology, Indian Institutes of
Management and Indian Institutes of Information Technology etc.
financed both by the government and private enterprises. While the
universities are administered under the University Grants Commission,
the specialised institutes are administered by All Indian Council for
Technical Education. The current Indian (11th) Five Year Plan has given
very high importance to this sector almost doubling its budget and
embarking on a major expansion.
 Private research laboratories under business enterprises
In the last decade this has become an important actor of the Indian
research system which now accounts for almost 30% of the national
R&D expenditure. This actor includes various Indian business enterprises
and Transnational National Corporations (about 200 of the Fortune 500
companies) which have set-up R&D centres and units in India
 Non-governmental research institutions aided by both public and
private sources
This sector plays a very important role representing the civil society.
Over the past few years the sector has begun to undertake substantial
policy oriented research relating to science and technology issues. The
sector has also come to influence policy decision making in the
country. They are involved in environment, ecology, energy, rural
development, women and gender, grass root innovations and small
technologies research including cottage and micro enterprises.
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2.3.4.3.
Major transport policy and research themes55
The National Innovation Council was set up by the Indian government in 2010
to develop a vision and a road map for promoting innovation in all aspects of
industry, society and economy. This was in parallel to the declaration by the
President of India, of making the years 2010 – 2020, the decade of innovation.
A Science Advisory Council to the Prime Minister also issued a vision
document to make India a global leader in science in the coming decade.
To take forward the “2010-2020 decade of Innovation” goal, 14 national
innovation universities will be established in India.
The innovation agenda is being applied to various sectors. For example,
across the road transport & highways sector, a Sectorial Innovation Council
was set up to prepare a roadmap for the sector on the following:
i.
Map opportunities for innovations in the sector;
ii.
Help create innovation echo-systems in the sector;
iii.
Encourage young talent and local universities, colleges, industries and
R&D Institutes;
iv.
Identify and reward talent in innovation and disseminate success
stories;
v.
Organize seminars, lectures, workshops on innovation;
vi.
Provide support to promote innovation in the sector;
vii.
Encourage innovations in public service delivery in the sector.
Though India’s network of roads, railways and ports is one of the largest in the
world a huge increase in demand requires more investment in the transport
sector.
Over the last 50 years, the growth of this network and the demand for
transport services has been enormous. The volume of railway freight has
increased five-fold, the length of surfaced roads has multiplied by nine-fold
and the tonnage of freight handled by the nations expanding system of
major and minor ports has grown more than 16 fold.
Considering the developing nature of the country and the deficiencies in its
transport system, a larger proportion of resources will need to be invested in
improvements to the transport infrastructure. This is already being done.
Examples are:
 In 1998 the Ministry of Road, Transport and Highways embarked on a
project (National Highways Development Project) to upgrade, rehabilitate
and widen major highways in India to a higher standard. The project is

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dedicated_Freight_Corridor_Corporation_of_India
http://dfccil.org/wps/portal/DFCCPortal
http://indiatransportportal.com/event/surface-transport-2012/
55
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managed by the National Highways Authority of India. The main focus is
to:
1. Upgrade National Highway System (60,000 km)
2. Connect 5 mega-cities through expressway system (13,000 km)
Under the Eleventh Five Year Plan of India (2007–2012), Ministry of Railways
is constructing a new Dedicated Freight Corridor (DFC) covering about
2762 route km long two routes - the Eastern Corridor and the Western
Corridor. The DFC program will enable the country to create one of the
largest freight operations in the world. The DFC will reduce GHG emissions
by 2.25 times over a 30 year period.

The main fields of interest for research, stated during the EUTRAIN meeting
discussions as being of interest to the Indian research community, are the
following:
 Intelligent Transport System
 Multimodal transport system
 Pavement management system
 Roadway capacity estimation
 Transport economics
 Intelligent signalling system
 City mobility planning
 Bus rapid transport system
 Mass rapid transport system
 Asset management
 Traffic capacity
2.3.4.4.
Major factors affecting international transport research
cooperative work
According to the participants of the meeting, the key factors to participate in
international research activities are:
 Maximising the levels of funding available
 Existence of clearly articulated goals and objectives
 Existence of some simple ground rules (e.g. MoU)
 Existence of clear value added for Indian industry or research
community
 Interest of key stakeholders
Some of the problems faced so far in engaging in international cooperation
are as follows:
 Difficulties in exploitation of research results (transferring the results of
research to market exploitation and uptake)
 Difficulties in information and data sharing (language barriers, high cost
of participation in international events)
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Differences in institutional cultures and research governance regimes
Conditions of disparity in human resources (training, work conditions,
“culture”)
Lack of properly funded (international) research programmes

2.3.4.5.
Types of international cooperative work experienced, and best
practice examples
The most common forms of international research cooperation that takes
place are:
 Organised, centralized and institutionally driven research under
international governmental agreements,
 Scientist-to-scientist exchanges as well as individual researcher driven
collaborative activities
The most frequent international research cooperation between India and
other countries/ regions in the past 5 years has taken place with:
 EU member countries
 USA
 Canada
 Australia
 Japan
2.3.4.6.
Best practices in international transport research cooperation
A) SIMBA II - Strengthening road transport research cooperation between
Europe and emerging international markets; FP7 project, 2008 - 2010
Partners:
ERTICO (EU); POLIS (EU); FEHRL (EU); ITSC (China); SIAM (India);
AEA
(Brazil); CSIR (South Africa);
PIARP (Russia); TJU (China); CRRI (India)
Info from http://www.simbaproject.org;
The SIMBA II project aimed to increase RTD cooperation between the EU and
the emerging markets of China, India, Brazil and South Africa. It brought
together European Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) and infrastructure
practitioners and technology providers with their counterparts in China, India,
Brazil, Russia and South Africa in order to establish a cooperation network that
discussed how to increase road safety, mobility and transport efficiency in
these countries through the exchange of technological know-how and closer
cooperation.
The projects focused on how the EU and ICPC could jointly:
 Increase road safety
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Support the strategic objectives of the research programme, to
prepare, support and facilitate the rapid adoption and transfer of
technologies and research results
Create joint R&D activities
Define R&D priorities and cooperation areas
Define key stakeholders and create networks
Make recommendations for new innovative road research activities to
be launched locally and in the EU
Define future priority cooperation projects
Increase the visibility of the European industry and support the industry
to respond to emerging business opportunities
Support consortia of experts from the industry, research sector, and
public authorities
Map political, environmental, and infrastructural development trends

B) STADIUM - Smart Transport Applications Designed for large events with
Impacts on Urban Mobility; FP7 project, 2009 - 2013
Partners: Impacts, ERTICO - ITS Europe, TfL, Atac, NEA, Thetis, Mizar, Pluservice,
Polis, TUB, MMIV, SAHA, SIAM, Indivelop, Ashok Leyland, CSIR
Info from www.stadium-project.eu;
The STADIUM project aims to improve the performance of transport systems
made available to a wide and differentiated range of users in the framework
of large events hosted by big cities. The term "performance" is used here as
covering several dimensions, including the efficiency of the transport services
(frequency, punctuality, reliability etc.), their comfort, affordability and ease
of use, their safety and security, as well as their impact on the broader
community of involved citizens in areas such as congestion, air quality,
accident risk which affect both users and non-users of transport services.
Hosting a large event for a city is both a challenge and a big opportunity. The
latter because it is an occasion to improve the infrastructures, beyond the
dedicated ones, and services in order to bring the city to a higher level of
efficiency after the events. The challenges come from the exceptional rise of
resource allocation in a limited time due to the superimposition of the event’s
connected impacts over the normal city functions.
Transport is one of the most complex, critical and sensitive sectors in the
hosting of large events, regardless of the size and level of development of the
Host City. Most of its complexity derives from the obligations set by the
International Bodies (i.e. IOC, CGF, FIFA, UEFA, BIE) over the Local Organizing
Committee (LOC), responsible in full for the harmonisation of the event’s
functional transport services with the transport system under the responsibility
of the Local Authorities.
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The specific aims of the project are:
 The identification, design and implementation of demonstrators in
selected sites (India, South Africa, London) where large events are
planned within the timeframe of the project. These demonstrators will
concentrate on specific applications, involving the innovative use of
advanced technologies and solutions that are expected to contribute
to increasing the level of performance of transport services in all or
most of the targeted performance dimensions.
 The design, production and testing of an integrated handbook to
support all players involved in the organisation and implementation of
transport services for large events.
2.3.4.7.
Recommendations and position vis-à-vis cooperation with the
EU56
Formal collaboration in Science and Technology (S&T) with India started with
the signature of the European Community-India Science and Technology
Cooperation Agreement on 23 November 2001. This has been followed up
with joint statements underlining the importance of a strong science and
knowledge base as a major prerequisite for competitiveness, and the strong
role of international S&T collaboration. Both sides recognized that important
“windows of opportunity” existed for a significant increase in the breadth and
depth of EU-India S&T cooperation, especially through the EU’s Seventh
Framework Programme (FP7) for Research and Technological Development
2007-2013 and India’s 11th Five Year Plan.
At the recently concluded 12thEU - India summit (New Delhi, 10 February 2012)
– Joint declaration on research and innovation cooperation – it was decided
that there was the need to move up a gear in the cooperation towards
building an "Indo-European Research and Innovation Partnership", which
would contain elements such as:
 Increasing the scale, scope and impact of the cooperation through
reinforcing EU-India collaborative research activities, promoting
networking and synergies between research organisations and ongoing
initiatives in areas of common interest using a variety of instruments on a
multiannual basis such as coordinated calls, networking and twinning of
projects and programmes;
 Increasing focus on innovation with mobilisation of industrial partners in EU–
India cooperation, defining policies and measures to create favourable
framework conditions (e.g. standards, regulations, public procurement) for

56http://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/india/eu_india/science_and_technology/index_

en.htm
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the deployment of innovative products and processes focusing in
particular on societal challenges of common interest;
Streamlining the governance of Indo-European cooperation by facilitating
the alignment of funding mechanisms, improving the coherence of
cooperation rules and principles on issues such as ownership and access
right to results of collaborative research, movement of material and
equipment across borders, reciprocal access to facilities, conditions of
mobility of researchers, improved (simpler and faster procedures)
organisation of interactions with stakeholders, and setting up of regular
Senior Official meetings involving India, the EU and its Member States to
review the state of play and implementation of cooperation;
Developing EU-India cooperation to define common objectives and
coordinate positions in international fora on global issues such as
guidelines on sharing of and access to research infrastructures;
Reinforcing EU-India research and innovation cooperation as a pivotal
part of Europe's and India’s overall relationships towards the realisation of
their broader objectives.

While much is already going on, as stated above, there are a number of
issues that need to be addressed for further development of the cooperation
between India and the EU. Some of them are:
 Administrative issues: the requirements of the EC regarding administrative
issues are too complicated
 Relevance of research: it is felt that some of the joint research being done
are not of much interest to the country i.e. research cooperation topics
should be of clear value to India
 Funding: inadequate funding to cover the “Indian” part of research
projects
2.3.4.8.
Conclusions
India and the EU have being steadily increasing their cooperation over the
past 10 years. For example, Indian researchers are very active in the 7th
Framework Programme – where there are around 135 projects on-going with
Indian researchers participating. It is clear that both sides (from the policy
makers to the researchers) see the mutual benefit to build on this
cooperation. This was clearly stated in the Joint Declaration of the 12th EU India summit which called on both sides to "move up a gear" in their
cooperation towards an "Indo-European Research and Innovation
Partnership". This has already started as was evident in the organisation of the
“Indo-European Research and Innovation Partnership Conference” which
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took place on 31st May and 1st June 2012 in Brussels57. The conference was
organised by the European Commission DG Research and Innovation, the EU
Member States Strategic Forum for International S&T Cooperation (SFIC) and
the Indian Department of Science & Technology.
In her closing speech at the conference, EC Commissioner GeogheganQuinn, stated her desire to see some progress, among others, in the following
areas:
– agreement on the joint strategic agenda between India, the EU and its
Member States.
– setting up a regular meeting of senior officials from India and the EU, with
the first one being held in Brussels in the first half of 2013 as a way to
oversee the cooperation, keep it on track and up to speed, and identify
opportunities and challenges along the way. The senior officials will have
the responsibility of reporting on progress at the highest level – to the EU /
India Summit meetings.
It is hoped that the top level meetings of senior officials from both sides will
address some of the issues hindering cooperation, as mentioned above, and
provide more and better avenues for joint research initiatives.

COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, 12th EU - India summit, New Delhi, 10 February
2012
57
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2.3.5. Ukraine
2.3.5.1.
Introduction
This report is based on the local workshop and bilateral meetings which was
held in Kiev, Ukraine on 23rd March 2012. A record of the meeting and
meeting participants is provided in Annex VI.
2.3.5.2.
General statistics about research and innovation production in
Ukraine
 The total R&D expenditure in 2010 in Ukraine was 817 000 000 €
 Percentage of research expenditure to GDP: approx. 0.86%
 Approximate split of public to private funding in research: 41,1 % public
(government), 33,2 % private, 25,7 % international sources.
 The main government funding body is the Ministry of Education and
Science, Youth and Sport
 The main channel of funding for public research organisations comes
from block grants
 As at 1 October 2011, the total number of researchers in the country
was 73413. More than 45 % of researchers work in the field of
engineering which reflects the traditional direction of Ukrainian
science.
2.3.5.3.
Major transport policy and research themes
Ukraine is currently going through a complex development process of its
transport networks (international transport corridors, motorways, express
railways, sea and airports).
This issue is complicated by the fact that the entire transport infrastructure is
state-owned, requires substantial investment and largely relies on finance
from state and local budgets. Taking into account the lack of budgetary
financial means, cooperation is needed between public and private sectors,
and new forms of financing need to be explored. It is stated by the
Government of Ukraine that the next transport policy principles will pertain to
the attraction of investments for infrastructure development. The main policy
directions related to transport infrastructure investments are:
 Increase in transport network capacity;
 Introduction of high speed railway passenger services, primarily day trains;
 Development of the road network, primarily in relation to express ways
and relief roads;
 Development of the sea ports’ capacities;
 Development of transport links and rail and road access routes to sea
ports;
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Development of the network of crossing points on the State Border of
Ukraine;
Development of airport network, primarily that coming within the
framework of preparation for Euro 2012;
Creation of the state system for utilisation by the aviation area of Ukraine;
Improvement and development of the public transport network;
Increasing the transport network capacity in the capital and oblast
centres;
Further construction, building and urgent overhaul of bridges;
Creation of a network of logistic centres and dry ports;
Improvement of the network of transport information and communication
technologies;

The main fields of interest for research, stated during the discussions as being
of interest to the Ukrainian research community, are the following:
 Road traffic safety
 Durable and effective road materials and technologies
 Reliability and durability of bridges
 Road ecology
 Road financing
 Pavement engineering
 Asset management
 Intelligent traffic management strategies
 Low cost and rapid maintenance strategies.
2.3.5.4.
Major factors affecting international transport research
cooperative work
The overall impression given by Ukrainian researchers towards international
cooperation is very positive. According to the participants of the meeting, the
key factors for them to participate in international research activities are:
 Maximising the levels of funding available
 Convergence of individual (researcher or research organisation)
interest
 Interest of key stakeholders
 Existence of transnational networks that serve as enablers
 Existence of clear value added for Ukrainian industry or research
community.
Some of the problems faced so far in engaging in international cooperation
are as follows:
 Difficulties in information and data sharing (language barriers, high cost
of participation in international events)
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Problems with the interoperability and transferability of research results
(difference in research methods, non-harmonized normative and
methodological basis)
Lack of properly funded (international) research programmes (lack of
national funding to cover costs of participation)
Differences in institutional cultures and governance regimes (lack of
long-term research strategy in Ukraine, lack of a clear system of
cooperation between research organisations)
Conditions of disparity in human resources (shortage of research
assistants due to lack of funds

2.3.5.5.
Types of international cooperative work experienced, and best
practice examples
The most common forms of international research cooperation that take
place are:
 Organised, centralized and institutionally driven research under
international governmental agreements,
 Scientist-to-scientist exchanges through scanning tours which leads to
e.g., organisation of joint scientific conferences, assisting in adaptation
of Ukrainian norms to European standards),
 Collaboration with several countries involving a number of
governmental entities,
 International information exchange through technology assistance
programmes.
No experiences were recorded in the following:
 Investing in research programmes in other countries,
 Joint programming,
 Sharing of research infrastructures
 International Information Exchange through Technology Assistance
Programs
In the field of Transport, the Shulgin State Road Research Institute (DNDI) is a
member of FEHRL since 2007. It is also a member of the Joint Transport
Research Centre of OECD within the International Transport Forum (ITF).
In total, Ukraine has bilateral agreements for co-operation in S&T and
education with 50 countries. The more frequent international research
cooperation between Ukrainian teams and other countries / regions in the
past 5 years has taken place with:
 EU member countries
 CIS countries (especially Russia)
 Asian
 China,
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 Saudi Arabia.
2.3.5.6.
Best practices in international transport research cooperation
A) Long-Life Surfaces for Busy Roads (Joint OECD/ITF Transport Research
Centre); 2008
Partners: DNDI (Ukraine); TRL (UK); Turner Fairbank Highway Research Centre
(USA); DRI (Denmark); LCPC (France); BASt (Germany); IBDiM (Poland)
The Long-Life Surfaces for Busy Roads project was a two-year project by a
group of expert researchers in the field of road pavements from many OECD
and ITF countries.
In most countries, the road network constitutes one of the largest community
assets and is predominately government-owned. Road administrations must
maintain, operate, improve, replace and preserve this asset while, at the
same time, carefully managing the scarce financial and human resources
needed to achieve these objectives.
Maintaining safe, comfortable and durable surfaces on heavily trafficked
motorways and major roads has long been a major challenge to road owners
and the operational units responsible for managing the construction and
maintenance of their roads.
The issue of prolonged service life of road pavements has been a key
concern for road professionals for more than a decade, heralded by the
appearance of the term “long life pavements” as distinct from the term
“durable” pavements, which has carried the notion of satisfactory pavement
performance for many years.
“Long life pavements” are seen as particularly desirable on heavily trafficked
roads to avoid the costs of road maintenance works, including the delays
they inflict on road users, particularly in congested traffic conditions.
Since long life properties are considered achievable for the structural,
unexposed layers of pavements, the study focused on the surface or wearing
courses of road pavements. The objective was to strengthen knowledge
about the potential and the limitations of the two prospective candidate
materials that were identified in earlier in the project for further research as
possible innovative long life wearing courses i.e.: epoxy asphalt and high
performance cementitious materials.
The activity was successful because research results could easily be applied
by road administrations.
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B) Pedestrian safety, urban space and health (ITF/OECD/JTRC/PIET/M), Years
2008 - 2011.
Partners: DNDI (Ukraine), OECD/ITF (France), University College London (UK),
Polytechnic University of Madrid Architecture School (Spain), Road and Bridge
Research Institute (Poland), Norwegian Public Roads Administration (Norway),
Centre for Transport & Navigation (Netherlands), ministry of transport (Latvia),
University of Brescia (Italy), National Technical University of Athens (Greece),
Gesamtverband der Deutschen Versicherungswirtschafte.V. (Germany),
Institut National de recherches sur les Transports et leur Sécurité (France).
Walking is the most natural form of mobility; however cities have not always
evolved to accommodate the needs of pedestrians and walking has in many
cases been neglected in the development of transport systems. Improving
the pedestrian environment can contribute significantly to meeting the
challenges of climate change, air pollution and health.
This project aims to present decision-makers with hard evidence on the
important place of walking in transport policies and provide guidelines for
developing a safe environment conducive to walking. This is an essential
contribution to creating liveable cities. Every single trip begins and ends by
walking.
C) Central European Research in Transport Infrastructure - CERTAIN (2008 2010)
Partners: FEHRL (Belgium), ZAG (Slovenia), IBDiM (Poland), CDV (Czech
Republic). -(with experts from DNDI)
The European project CERTAIN facilitated integration of the EU New Member
States (NMS) and other Central and Eastern European countries (CEEC) into
the established research and development community of the European
Union. The main objectives of the project were to create a platform for
exchanging future technologies of the road infrastructure industry, particularly
those dedicated to the New Member States: SPENS on pavements and
ARCHES on highway structures. CERTAIN reinforced links with stakeholders in
NMS and CEEC by organising workshops and providing project deliverables in
multiple languages, as well as organising training courses for research project
managers, promoting more efficient incorporation of partner’s in future
European research.
The main contributions from CERTAIN consist of the Project Management
courses, provided by experienced project and industry leaders to train and
better prepare NMS and CEEC country institutes to lead research projects.
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Participants were therefore primarily from the NMS and CEEC. These courses
encouraged the joint development of proposals with peers from Western
European countries and accelerate integration into European RTD activities.
Language poses an additional obstacle for efficient transferring and
dissemination of European research results. CERTAIN condensed this barrier by
providing workshops in Estonian, Slovenian, Ukrainian, Czech, and Polish;
attracting interested end-users from these countries. A multi-lingual internet
platform to foster and organise clustering and knowledge sharing was
prepared to support cohesion and promote excellence. From this platform,
the FEHRLopedia was developed to support this objective by providing a
common place for dissemination and exploitation of results of clustered
projects in many different languages.
2.3.5.7.
Recommendations for international cooperation and position
vis-à-vis cooperation with the EU
The policy drive for the EU-Ukraine science and technology co-operation
includes the following:
 European Neighbourhood Policy
 EU-Ukraine Association Agenda to prepare and facilitate the
implementation of the Association Agreement
 National Indicative Programme 2011-2013
The current legal basis of the EU-Ukraine relations is laid down by “The
Partnership and Co-Operation Agreement between the European
Communities and Their Member States and Ukraine” from 14 June 1994 (in
force since 1 March 1998), which initiated the cooperation on political,
economic and trade, and humanitarian issues.
The Law of Ukraine "On Ratification of the Agreement by Exchange of Notes
on Renewal of the Agreement on Scientific and Technological Cooperation
between the European Community and Ukraine" was adopted in November
2011. The agreement renews the Agreement of July 4, 2002 signed in
Copenhagen, which confirms importance of science and technology for the
economic and social development of both Parties.
The EU-Ukraine Association Agenda to prepare and facilitate the
implementation of the Association Agreement includes the part related to
science and technology which provides for the following:
 renew and activate the EC-Ukraine S&T cooperation agreement, in order
to enhance the participation of Ukrainian research entities in FP7 projects;
 use the available tools (S&T agreement, INCO-Nets) in order to prepare for
a possible association of Ukraine to the Research Framework Programme;
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Ukraine to promote the activities of the ICT National Contact Points and
involve the private sector in the research cooperation through
participation in the ICT Theme of the 7th Framework Programme for
Research.

Recommendations for further EU-Ukraine cooperation:
 Cooperation should center on research leading to harmonization of
norms, standards etc
 Creation of a centralized board in Ukraine to coordinate international
cooperation with the EU on transport research activities and to provide
information to Ukrainian research institutes on potential EU research
projects
 Simplification of visa issuing procedures for researchers
 Reduction of participation costs for Ukrainian researchers to facilitate their
participation in European forums, congresses, conferences, etc.
 More opportunities should be created for joint research on road
infrastructure topics.
2.3.5.8.
Conclusions
Ukraine, as one of the largest neighbours of the EU, with a population of more
than 46 million, is part of the ENP process and the EU/Ukraine action plan
foresees the preparation of Ukraine’s integration into the ERA, “develop
Ukraine’s research and technological development capabilities in the service
of the economy and the society and reinforce the exchange of research
personnel within joint projects and promote the participation of Ukrainian
scientists in international fora and debates”. To foster S&T cooperation, an
agreement on cooperation in science and technology between the
European Communities and Ukraine was signed in 2002. One of the areas of
co-operative activities proposed in the agreement is transportation.
Most recently the procedures for the prolongation of the EU-Ukraine Science
and Technology Cooperation Agreement for an additional four years, to 2014
were completed in 2011. Since then, both the EU and Ukraine have shared
information on priorities in health, ICT and nanotechnology/materials
research, and it was agreed to enhance cooperation in areas of mutual
interest through the Ukrainian funding programmes and the EU Framework
Programmes. It is worth mentioning that Ukraine’s participation in the 7th
Research Framework Programme (FP7) is increasing with more successful
proposals. Ukraine is the seventh most active international partner country
participating in the programme. To date, 112 Ukrainian research organisations
are involved in 150 FP7 projects, receiving an EU contribution of over EUR 14.1
million. Ukraine continued to strengthen the network of FP7 Contact Points,
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which should greatly assist increasing Ukrainian participation in the final calls
to be launched under FP7.
Ukraine is an important transit country with a number of International Transport
Corridors on its territory. These are:
- Pan-European transport corridors № 3, 5, 7, 9;
- Rail Co-Operation Corridors (ORC) № 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10 and
- European Transport Corridors - Caucasus - Asia (TRACECA) and Europe
- Asia
The country has a strategic role for Europe in facilitating its connections to the
East. It is obvious that both policy makers and the research community have
recognised the importance of closer cooperation between the EU and
Ukraine. Much progress has been achieved over the past decade though
much more could be done if the issues identified above are tackled.
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2.3.6. China
2.3.6.1.
Introduction
The information contained herein is based on the local workshop and
bilateral meetings held in Beijing, China between the 9th and the 11th of May
2012. A record of the meetings and meetings’ participants is provided in
Annex VII.
2.3.6.2.
Overview of the country’s profile
China is the world’s most populous country, with a population of over 1.3
billion. It covers approximately 9.6 million square kilometres. It exercises
jurisdiction over 22 provinces, five autonomous regions, four directly controlled
municipalities (Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai and Chongqing), and two selfgoverning special administrative regions (Hong Kong and Macau).
In recent years, China has become one of the world’s fastest growing
economies. From 1989 until 2012, China GDP annual growth rate average was
9.27%. The following figure shows China’s GDP growth from 2008 to 2012.

Figure 1: China GDP Annual Growth rate by Month: 2008 - 2012
The fast growing GDP results in the fact that as of 2012, China has the world’s
second-largest economy in terms of nominal GDP, totalling approximately US
$7,298 trillion according to the International Monetary Fund (IMF).
Overview of the transport infrastructure in China
 Road Transport
Transportation has been developed intensely since the late 1990s. The
national road network has been significantly expanded through the creation
of a network of highways, known as the National Trunk Highway Systems
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(NTHS). By the end of 2011, China’s highway network has reached a total
length of 74,000 km, second only to the network of the United States.
Private car ownership is growing rapidly in China, which overtook the United
States as the world’s largest automobile market in 2009, with total car sales
over 13.6 million. It is forecast that annual sales in China may rise as high as 40
million by 2020.
 Rail Transport
In China, long-distance transportation remains dominated by railways.
Railways are the vital carrier in China. Railways are monopolised by the state,
divided into various railway bureaus in different regions. Due to high demand,
the railway system is regularly subject to overcrowding, particularly during
holiday seasons, i.e. during the Chinese New Year period. The Chinese rail
network carried an estimated 1.68 billion passengers in 2010.
Development of high speed railway lines was one of the country’s priorities
since 2000. After 10 years of intensive construction, China now possesses the
world’s largest high-speed rail network, with approximately 10,000 km of
service routes. Of these, 3,515 km can serve trains with a speed of 300 km/h. In
2011, China unveiled a prototype train capable of reaching speeds of 500
km/h, which is the first high speed train developed solely by China domestic
railway industry. China had a plan to operate approximately 16,000 km of
high-speed railway lines by 2020. However, an accident in July 2011 had a
negative impact on the development of high speed railway. The accident,
which killed 40 people and injured 200 people, was due to design flaws and
negligent management. After the crash, there was a call for reviewing the
current policy of the development of high speed railway. It is expected that
the expansion of high speed railway networks will be on hold for the next few
years.
 Air Transport
As a result of the rapidly expanding civil aviation industry, by 2007 China had
around 500 airports of all types and sizes in operation, about 400 of which had
paved runways and about 100 of which had runways of 3,047 m or shorter.
There also were 35 heliports in 2007, an increasingly used type of facility. With
the additional airports came a proliferation of airlines.
China is served both by numerous major international flights to most countries
of the world and a host of domestic regional airlines. Air traffic within
mainland China is often connected through Beijing, Shanghai or Guangzhou.
They are, respectively, the main hubs for Air China, China Eastern Airlines and
China Southern Airlines. In 2003 China's civil aviation sector carried nearly 2.2
million tons of freight and 126.3 trillion passenger-kilometres.
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 Waterborne Transport
China has 18,000 km coastline in the mainland and 14,000 km coastline in its
islands. China has more than 5000 rivers and 900 lakes whose coverage is
larger than 100 m2. Within in China, waterborne transport only carries 1.1% of
total passengers but 12% of total cargo. The Yangtze River, which is the
longest river in Asia and third longest in the world, has been the busiest inland
river since 2007. In 2010, the Yangtze River, where there are 4026 ports, carries
1660 million tonne cargo, which is a new world record for inland rivers.
China has the world busiest container port by cargo tonnage, the Port of
Shanghai. The Port of Shanghai comprises a deep-sea port and a river port. It
overtook Singapore in 2010 to be the busiest container port in the world. In
2011, the Port of Shanghai handled 30 million TEUs. Of the top 10 busiest port
by cargo tonnage, 6 of them are located in mainland China. Except
Shanghai, they are: Tianjin (4th), Ningbo (5th), Guangzhou (6th), Qingdao
(7th) and Qinhuandao (8th).
Key ministries responsible for transport
Ministry of Transport
In early March 2008, the 2008 National People’s Congress announced the
establishment of a “super ministry” for road, air and water transport. The
ministry of Communications, Civil Aviation Administration and the State Postal
Bureau were merged into the new Ministry of Transport (MoT). This still excludes
rail transport which is still administered solely by the Ministry of Railways.
Ministry of Railways
Railway in China is owned by the state. The Ministry of Railways is responsible
for railways’ and train stations’ management, development, construction, as
well as R&D related to railway infrastructure and train technologies. It is also
responsible for communication in railway management.
Ministry of Housing, Urban and Rural Development
Development of roads in urban and rural areas and improvement of city
network management are an important task of the Ministry of Housing, Urban
and Rural Development. The ministry funds projects to establish or improve
urban traffic control centres in many cities. The ministry also has funding for
construction of new infrastructure related to urban and rural development.
Ministry of Industry and Information Technology
Meanwhile, regulation of vehicle telematics systems is governed by the
Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT). MIIT is responsible for
regulation and development of the postal service, Internet, wireless,
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broadcasting, communications, production of electronic and information
goods, software industry and the promotion of the national knowledge
economy. It is also a major player in public transport planning and
development.
Ministry of Science and Technology
Many ITS projects in China are funded by Ministry of Science and Technology
(MOST). The minister of MOST, Dr. WANG Gang, is also honorary Chairman of
ITS China. ITS projects funded by MOST cover all type of transport modes.
The following figure shows responsibilities of these ministries.

Figure 2: Key Government Agencies & Their Responsibilities
2.3.6.3.
Planning and Main Policy for Transportation: the 12th five year
plan for transportation
Overview of the 12th Five-Year Plan
The five-year plans of China are a series of social and economic
development initiatives. The economy was shaped by the Communist Party of
China through the plenary sessions of the central committee and national
congresses. The plans map strategies for economic development, set growth
targets and launch reforms. The first five year plan covered the years 1953 to
1957. Planning is a key characteristic of centralised communist economies,
and one plan established for the entire country normally contains detailed
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economic development guidelines for all its regions. In order to distinguish the
current socialist market economy from Soviet-style planned economy, the
name of the 11th five-year program was changed to ‘guideline’ instead of
‘plan’.
The current five-year plan is the 12th plan, covering the period from 2011 to
2015. Some highlights of the plan are summarised below:
 Urbanisation rate reaching 51.5%
 Value-added output of emerging strategic industries accounting for
8% of GDP
 Inviting of foreign investment in modern agriculture, high-tech, and
environment protection industries
 Moving coastal regions from being the "world's factory" to hubs of
research and development, high-end manufacturing, and the service
sector
 More efficient development of nuclear power under the precondition
of ensured safety
 Increased momentum for large-scale hydropower plants in southwest
China
 Length of high-speed railways reaching 45,000 km
 Length of highway networks reaching 83,000 km
 A new airport being built in Beijing
 36 million new affordable apartments for low-income people
The 12th Five-Year Plan for transportation
The transportation and logistics sector touches every individual and every
industry in China. In the 12th Five-Year Plan, targets of infrastructure
development and transportation growth are set. It also defines the priorities of
research and development in the transport sector.
Overall, the transportation and logistics sector is not one of the seven
strategic investment areas highlighted in the 12th Five- Year Plan. However,
the transport and logistics sector is expected to play a role in helping to
reduce carbon emissions; the continued shift of business and development in
western China will change transport demand; the planned infrastructure and
housing improvements will impact movement of raw materials, and the switch
of focus to domestic consumption, together with the emphasis on the hi-tech
and service sectors, will affect the pattern of movement of people and
goods.
Below a summary of targets set for each transport modes is shown:
Road transport
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In the 12th Five-Year Plan, China will continue extending its road network:
 To reach the total length of motorway to 85,000 km (currently having
74,000 km)
 To upgrade 9 arterial roads (75 segments and total length of 2000 km)
 To build more rural roads and the total length of rural roads to 300,000 km;
by 2015, all townships and 90% of villages are accessible by vehicles.
Rail transport
China is giving high priority to its railway network. Its plans for passenger rail
include:
– Extending its high speed rail network to 45,000 km by 2015
– Connecting every city with a population of at least 500,000
– Investing RMB 700 billion annually in rail projects
Rail freight transportation is an attractive low-carbon option, and it is likely
that the key theme of sustainability in the 12th Five-Year Plan will provide a
further boost to rail freight.
Civil Aviation
As of 2012, China is the world’s largest constructor of new airports, and the
government has begun a US $250 billion five-year project (the 12th five-year
plan) to expand and modernize domestic air travel. The 12th five-year plan
(2011 – 2015) is a following up project of the 11th five-year plan (2005 – 2010).
During the 11th five-year plan, number of air passengers increased 14.1%
every year by average. There was a 12.5% of annual growth in air cargo
transport during the period.
The following table shows the main objectives of the 12th five-year plan for
development of civil aviation.
Table 1: Objectives of the 12th Five-Year Plan for Civil Aviation Development
Objectives of the 12th five-year plan: Civil Aviation Development
Type
Index
Year 2010 Year 2015 Average
(objective) annual
growth
The scale of
Total air traffic
53,8
99.0
13%
business
(billion tone kilo)
Total passenger number
268
450
11%
(million)
Total air cargo
5.63
9.00
10%
(million tone)
Total general aviation
0.14
0.30
16%
operation ( million hours)
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Quality of the
development

Support
capability

Accident rate (per million
flight hours)
Flight on time
Carriage rate
Fleet
day
usage
(hour/day)
Fuel Efficiency ( kilo
petrol /km)
Number of civil airports
Cargo fleet (number of
planes)
General fleet (number of
planes)
Aviation
fuel
(million
tone)
Number of pilots

0.05

<0.20

N/A

81,5%
71,6%
9.4

>80%
>70%
≥9.6

N/A
N/A
N/A

0.306

0.294

N/A

175
1597

>235
2750

N/A
11%

1010

>2000

16

28.5

12%

24,000

40,000

11%

Waterborne
The focus on development of cities and business in western China is likely to
continue to boost transportation via inland waterways, especially along the
Yangtze River. The central government will continue to focus on improvement
of inner river transportation infrastructure.
2.3.6.4.
Transport Research & Development
Overview of R&D funding
China has been significantly increasing its investment in R&D. Below it shows
the percent of GDP for R&D in China and other countries or regions:
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Figure 3: R&D expenditures as a share of economic output of selected
regions/countries: 1996 – 200958
Some statistics of R&D in China are:
 The total R&D expenditure in 2010 in China is 91,469 million Euros.
 Percentage of R&D expenditure to GDP: 1.76% in 2010, increased by 21.7%
compared to the number in 2009.
 Its spending on R&D has increased steadily from about 0.6% of GDP in 1995
to about 1.6% in 2011 as shown in the following figure.
 Approximate split of public to private funding in research: 73.4% from
industry,
 16.8% from government and 8.5% from Universities.
 The main government funding body is the Ministry of Science and
Technologies (MOST).

Source: Organisation for Economics Co-operation and Development (OECD), Main
Science and Technology Indicators (2011-1 and previous years), Statistics from Ministry
of Science and Technology of China
58
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Figure 4: China’ R&D spending since 2001
The 12th Five-Year Plan on Scientific and Technological Development
On 13 July 2011, the National 12th Five-Year Plan on scientific and
technological development was released by the Ministry of Science and
Technology. According to the Five-Year Plan, science and technology
development during the period of 2011 – 2015 will focus on pushing China
forward toward the goal of an innovative nation, by significantly boosting the
nation’s innovation capacity and international competitiveness in high-tech
sectors and achieving breakthroughs in priority and key technical fields.
In the five year period, a sound system that runs efficiently while allowing
positive interaction in support of innovation is to be established in China. More
specific targets include an advance in global ranking of national innovation
capacity from 21st to 18th, and contribution rate of scientific and
technological progress improved to 55%.
Some other targets under the 12th Five-Year Plan on scientific and
technological development are shown in the table below.
Table 2: R&D Objectives set in the 12th Five-Year Plan
Targets
2010
2015
R&D expenditure as
1.75%
2.20%
percentage of GDP
R&D resources per 10,000
33 man-year
43 man-year
workers per year
Ranking of citations in
8th
5th
international science papers
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Invention patent ownership
per 10,000 persons
R&D personnel’s invention
patent applications
Total contract deals in
domestic technology market
High-tech value added as
percentage of
manufacturing sector value
added
Percentage of civic scientific
literacy in the population

1.7 pieces

3.3 pieces

10 /hundred man-year

12/hundred man-year

390.6 billion Yuan

800 billion Yuan

13%

18%

3.27%

5%

Major R&D funding schemes in China
The main R&D programs in China in the past and currently are:
• National Key Technologies R&D programme (1982 - 2002)
• Mega-projects of Science Research for the 10th Five-Year Plan (2002 – 2007)
• National High-tech R&D program or 863 Program (1986 - now)
• National Basic Research Program or 973 Program (1997 - now)
• R&D Infrastructure and Facility Development
• The Creating of an enabling environment for S&T industries
Key Technologies R&D Program
The Key Technologies R&D Program is the first national S&T program in China.
It aims to address major S&T issues in national economic construction and
social development. Initiated in 1982 and implemented through 4 Five-year
Plans, the Program has made remarkable contributions to the technical
renovation and upgrading of traditional industries and the formation of new
industries. It has also boosted the sustainable development of the society and
enhanced the national S&T strength and innovation capacity.
Mega-projects of Science Research for the 10th Five-Year Plan
To meet new challenges and demands after China’s WTO accession, and to
cater for domestic strategic economic restructuring, the Ministry of Science
and Technology, with the approval of the 10th session of the State Science
and Education Steering Group, decided to organise and implement 12
mega-projects of science research based on the 863 Program and the
National Key Technologies R&D Program. Through the implementation of
dedicated projects, the Ministry hoped to take favourable positions in the
science frontier in the 21st century and achieve significant technical
breakthroughs, leading to industrialisation in major fields related to national
socio-economic development, all within 3 to 5 years.
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During the 10th Five-year Plan period, the 12 mega-projects will be granted a
total investment of approximately RMB 20 billion (USD 2.4 billion).
National High-tech R&D program or 863 Program
National high-tech R&D program or 863 Program or State High-Tech
Development Plan is a program funded and administered by the government
intended to stimulate the development of advanced technologies in a wide
range of fields for the purpose of rendering China independent of financial
obligations for foreign technologies. Named after its date of establishment
(March 1986), the 863 Program was proposed in a letter to the Chinese
government by several Chinese scientists. After its implementation during the
7th Five-Year Plan, the program continued to operate through the two fiveyear plans that followed, with state financing of around 11 billion RMB and
output of around 200 patents (national and international).
When it was established, the program initially focused on seven key
technological fields:

Biotechnology

Space

Information technology

Laser technology

Automation

Energy

New materials
Two more fields have been added under the umbrella of the program:

Telecommunications (1992)

Marine technology (1996)
The 863 Program encouraged international cooperation. Special funds were
earmarked to facilitate the integration of the 863 Program with the “Program
on Major International Cooperation Projects”, and support and encourage
the implementation of international cooperative projects within the
framework of the 863 Program.
National Basic Research Program or 973 program
973 Program or National Basic Research Program is a China’ on-going
national major basic research program. The program was named after the
date of its established, i.e. March, 1997. The 973 program is organised and
implemented by the Ministry of Science and Technology. The 973 Program is
created on the basis of existing research activities and deployments made by
the National Nature Science Foundation and dedicated pre-studies to meet
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the national needs of R&D. The program aims at building up a solid science
and technology foundation for the sustainable socio-economic development
of China. The program launches innovative studies of scientific issues relating
to sustainable development such as:

Agriculture

Energy

Information

Resources and environment

Population and health

Materials

Synthesis and frontier science
Projects under the 973 Program adopt a system in which chief scientist and
team leader take responsibilities. The budget management consists of total
amount sub-contracts budgeting, process control and total cost accounting.
The combination realises an organic combination of the management system
and the budget pattern for the creation of a sound and innovation-friendly
environment.
Initially, each project under the 973 Program was a five year project.
Recently, it changed to a “2+3” management pattern. After two years of
operation, a project receives a mid-term evaluation to determine its
development plan for the following three years. Advisory groups of specific
fields are put in place to follow and manage the project advancement while
providing advice and suggestion to the Ministry of Science and Technology.
This will facilitate the smooth realisation of prescribed goals. On average,
each project receives about 20 – 30 million RMB funding.
National R&D Infrastructure and Facility Development Program
Initiated in the 10th Five-year Plan period, the “R&D Infrastructure and Facility
Development Program” served as a major component of the national S&T
planning system to adjust, enrich, and strengthen the S&T capacity of
national S&T research bases of different kinds. It will also rationalise the
distribution of and efforts to build up S&T capacity. It conducts basic S&T
activities involving basic data and national standards, resource specimens,
etc. The program also provides shared resources and conditions for scientific
research and technical development, and gives powerful support to national
S&T development.
The program contents include the following sub-programs:

State Key Laboratories Development Program

National Key Science Projects Program
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National Engineering Technology Research Centers Development
Program
S&T Basic Work Program
Program on Research for Public Good
Program on Key International S&T Cooperative Projects.

Major tasks for this Program are to strengthen activities involving basic S&T
and public interests and to promote international S&T cooperation along with
national S&T bases construction.
The Creation of An Enabling Environment for S&T Industries
The Creation of An Enabling Environment for S&T Industries was a major
component of the national S&T plan, imitated in the 10th Five-year Plan
period. It aims to strengthen policy for environment construction, promote
regional economic development, enhance technical services and
exchanges, stimulate development of small and medium-sized S&T enterprises
(S&T SMEs), vigorously develop S&T intermediaries, and create a sound
environment for the commercialisation of S&T findings and the their
industrialisation.
A number of S&T programs, such as the Spark Program, Torch Program, and
National Science and Technology Achievements Outreach Program, have
shifted their orientation from project implementation to creation of an
enabling environment for development of S&T SMEs. Meanwhile, efforts are
also being made to stimulate the development of national key new products,
promote trade through S&T, provide innovation fund for small technology
based firms, fund for application of agricultural S&T finding, and productivity
promotion centers, university S&T parks, and agricultural S&T parks.
Transport Research
Since transport research covers a wide range of topics and different sectors, it
is difficult to estimate the total transport research funding. According to
estimation done by staff in MOST, transport research funding accounts for
approximately 5-10% of total R&D funding in China.
The main funding body is MOST. Other R&D funding comes from Ministry of
Transport (MOT), Ministry of Housing, Urban and Rural Development
(MOHURD) and Ministry of Information Industry and Technologies (MIIT). China
has numerous research institutes and universities that carry out research in
transport sector. Each ministry has its own research institutes. A very small
number of examples of research institutes are shown in the following table:
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Ministry
Ministry of
Transport

Ministry of
Railway

Ministry of
Housing,
urban and
rural
development

Table 3: Examples of transport research institutes
Name of Research
Main research focuses
institute
Research Institute of
Highway and bridge infrastructure;
Highways (RIOH)
vehicle technology; ITS; Highway
management; road safety; Tolling
technologies and standardisation
China Academy of
Transport planning (mainly for road);
Transportation
urban transport management;
Science
transport & environment; energy
efficiency; standardisation
Transport planning
Transport planning for road, aviation
and research institute and waterborne transport; transport
policy study
China Academy of
Train technology including high speed
Railway Science
train engine development, power
system, control system; railway
infrastructure; railway signalling control;
railway operation and management
Railway Academy of High speed railway planning; Feasibility
Economic Study and study; policy study;
Planning
China Academy of
Public transport planning; public
Urban Planning &
transport operation and management;
Design
parking; urban traffic management

2.3.6.5.
Major transport policy and research themes
Key Topics
The transport sector is one of the 10 priorities of national R&D funding. For
transport, the following areas have been identified as priorities by the meeting
attendees and interviewees:
 Infrastructure, e.g. bridge and motorway construction, geotechnical
technologies for metro construction etc.
 High-speed train, e.g. development of next generation of high-speed
train
 Engine, power system and control systems of maritime transport,
surface transport vehicles and airplanes
 E-Mobility, particularly battery technology including manufacturing
and recycling batteries
 Congestion reduction in mega cities
 Mitigation of environmental pollution from road traffic
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General Opinions on current transport research
Since 2008, the Chinese government has been continually investing heavily in
new infrastructure including motorways, bridges, roads in rural areas, transport
hubs and interchanges and high speed railways. Many of these infrastructure
projects are strategically important. Some R&D funds are specifically
allocated for infrastructure research in order to make constructing
infrastructure safer, more efficient and more sustainable.
China has expended its high speed railway network at a rapid speed, and
has built an extensive high speed railway network nationwide. China
manufactures its own high speed train and is able to compete with other
countries, such as Germany, France, and Japan, within this area. Since 2011,
although the network expansion has been slowed down, R&D on high speed
train is still one of the key transport R&D subjects and received a large scale of
funding from MOST and other funding bodies. Many R&D projects focus on
safety of high speed trains, signal control of the network, the next generation
of locomotive and coaches.
At the national level, specific research areas for the megaproject grants from
various government funding agencies, ranging from tens to hundreds of
millions of Chinese Yuan, focus on improving industrial processes in
manufacture of the Chinese economy. Therefore, the megaproject grants
fund for research on design and manufacture of engine, power system and
control systems for cars, trucks, boats and airplanes.
China has considered itself as a leader in R&D in e-Mobility including battery
technologies. It may be worth to mention that the current minister of MOST,
Dr. WAN Gang, is a professor of automotive engineering and an expert in eMobility. Therefore, there is a significant amount of funding for e-Mobility. Ebicycle in China has been widely used in urban and rural areas. The use of ebicycle causes many traffic, social and environmental issues such as traffic
safety, usage of road space and pollution through battery waste, etc. There is
a growing number of traffic accidents involving e-bicycle since e-bicycles are
silent and can go fast. Moreover, there are no specific lanes for e-bicycles
and yet no traffic legislations concerning e-bicycles.
At the city level, reduction of congestion and improvement of air quality are
the two priorities for transport research. In China, megacities, such as Beijing
and Shanghai, suffer from severe traffic congestion and poor air quality,
resulting in negative health impacts and serious social issues.
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It is difficult to rank the above themes in terms of their importance and/ or
policy weight. Moreover, national governments and local governments have
very different opinions on priorities in research themes. National governments
fund research for economic growth and strength of competitiveness, while
Local governments are more concerned about local traffic issues and spend
research funding on solving such issues at a local level.
2.3.6.6.
Identified major negative factors affecting
cooperation on transport research
Overview of major factors affecting international cooperation

international

Interviewees agreed that overall, Chinese researchers are interested in
international cooperation in the of area transport. The key factors for them to
select cooperation partners and to participate in international cooperation
activities are:
 Strong competitiveness of a country’s industry in the area;
 Leadership of a country’s research in the area;
 Knowledge of individual (researcher or research Organisation) or
collective scientific interests between the collaborating sides
 Continuity of existing cooperation activities.
However, many Chinese researchers and policy makers have concerns
towards the current practice of international cooperation, mainly:
 Lack of equality
 Lack of concerns on local interests and issues
 Lack of common priorities
 Lack of continuity
 Limited funding opportunities
 Cultural and language barriers
Detailed descriptions of these factors are given below
Lack of equality
Some Chinese partners feel that it is often the case that such international
cooperation activities aim to introduce advanced technologies to China.
However, Chinese partners may not want to accept such technologies,
favouring to develop their own. Many foreign countries or regions including
the EU often use international cooperation projects as opportunities to
promote their own products, services or standards. Such projects funded by
foreign funding bodies often aim to strengthen the competitiveness of their
own countries. Such attitude is extremely unwelcome in China.
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Moreover, many foreign countries still think that they are more ‘advanced’ in
technologies without having much knowledge on state-of-the-art of such
technologies in China. Many international cooperation activities initiated in
foreign countries have a very little understanding of current research
capabilities and facilities.
Lack of concerns on local interests and issues
Some Chinese researchers feel that it is often the case that such international
cooperation activities aim to introduce good practices to China. However,
such practices do not take into account local aspects, resulting in either
unpractical or not fully utilised research products. In transport research, one
example of lack of concerns on local issues for Europeans is that researchers
from European countries often do not understand the scale of a Chinese city,
or road network, or number of users.
Moreover, China is a fast developing country. Many international
cooperation activities are too slow by comparison with Chinese
development. An example from the Viajeo project is that when the proposal
was submitted, one of the research activities was to operate information
services in Shanghai for Park & Ride (P&R). The proposal evaluation and
negotiation took about 1 year time. When the project officially launched,
information services for P&R in Shanghai were already implemented and in full
operation.
Lack of common priorities
Chinese priorities in transport research focus on improving the
competitiveness of its industry, particularly its manufacturing sector. However,
many European research projects often are related to demonstration of
existing products and services, policy studies, information exchanges and
networking, etc.
Moreover, Chinese researchers interviewed mentioned that there are too
many information exchange activities as international cooperation, e.g.
seminars, conferences, workshops but few cooperation research projects
actually focus on research itself.
Lack of continuity of such cooperation activities
International cooperation projects often are short projects, from 6 months to 3
years. There is often a lack of continuity of such cooperation activities after
the research projects are finished. During an international cooperation
project, a research relationship, common research methodology,
terminology, database or service platform have been built up. However after
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the project is finished, all those research outcomes may have not much use
neither for the Chinese researchers nor for the foreign partners.
Limited funding from international cooperation projects
There are very few opportunities for international cooperation projects from
both the EC and China. Due to these few opportunities, competition for such
funding is often very high. Due to the fast growth of R&D funding in China in
recent years, many Chinese researchers and research organisations focus on
utilising national and local funding without taking into account international
cooperation. In other words, international cooperation activities may not be
very attractive to Chinese researchers and researcher organisations.
Currently, international cooperation funding that is provided by the Ministry of
Science and Technology, is mainly for joint R&D for SME in China and other
countries in the sustainable development area (e.g. clear energy, etc.) in
order to strengthen the Chinese economy in this area. However, for major
funding schemes, e.g. 863 and 973, foreign partners cannot join any
consortium to take a part in such projects. 863 or 973 projects may have a
small amount of funding for international cooperation which is used for
Chinese researchers to undertake study tours in foreign countries or inviting
foreign experts to give lectures in China.
Cultural and language barriers
Chinese researchers are often surprised by how little knowledge on China or
Chinese research activities foreign partners have. This could create
misunderstanding and difficulties in cooperation. For example, a recent
research project funded by a European country was aimed at ‘introduction
of floating vehicle data to China’. The project has no knowledge that Beijing
has one of the biggest floating vehicle fleet to collect floating vehicle data.
Such a project has negative impacts on future international cooperation.
Language is also a barrier for international cooperation. Although many
Chinese researchers speak good English, it may not always easy for them to
work in English. On another hand, many researchers from European countries
speak English with strong accent which is difficult for Chinese researchers to
understand. Some joint research projects choose to translate all documents
into Chinese (this is not difficult since many research institutes in Europe
employ a large number of Chinese researchers). However, this may miss an
important point, i.e. one objective of Chinese researchers to participate in
international cooperation is to practice their English.
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2.3.6.7.
Types of international cooperative work and best practice
examples
There are many different types of international cooperation work in China.
The most common forms of international cooperation activities are:
 Direct scientist-to-scientist exchanges; one-way or two-way exchanges
 Cooperation research on one specific subject through bilateral
government agreements or other international agreements
 Procurement of research programmes jointly funded and administered
with other countries
Officials from Ministry of Science and Technology highlighted that they would
no longer fund knowledge-exchange-only projects for international
cooperation (i.e. no funding for seminars, conferences, etc.).
The more frequent international research cooperation between China and
other countries/regions in the past 5 years has taken place with:
 Germany
 Japan
 USA
 United Kingdom
 Israel
Germany is the country that works more with the Chinese research
organisation and industry in the recent years because of its leading position in
manufacturing and sustainable development technologies.
2.3.6.8.
Best practices in international transport research cooperation
A) Choose ESC
“Choose ESC” is a campaign initiated by eSafetyAware59, a membership
organisation. The campaign aims at promoting application of ESC (Electronic
Stability Control). The campaign has been supported by celebrities e.g.
Formula 1 drivers or actresses. eSafetyAware organised a number of events
and participated in many different types of industrial exhibitions in China. In
China, eSafetyAware has cooperated with NGOs, transport associations, and
research institutes, etc., such as Global Road Safety partnership, ITS China,
and Research Institute of Highways (RIOH) in order to show benefits of ESC to
the public. The cooperation results in a significant increase in market
penetration of ESC in the last few years.

eSafety Aware is a non-profit association, which promotes public awareness of
eSafety systems and their benefits. It is open to all with an interest in eSafety, and
includes members from industry, public authorities, motoring clubs and other
organisations. For more detail please visit: http://www.esafetyaware.eu/
59
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This practice is recommended by Ms. Jin from MOST. She highlighted that few
Chinese heard about ESC before the campaign started and ESC was only for
high-end cars. However, now even the low-end cars are equipped with ESC
and many car buyers specifically asked for ESC when purchasing a car.
B) METRASYS project
The project METRASYS – Sustainable Mobility for Mega Cities is one of ten
projects funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research
as part of the scientific program “Research for Sustainable Development of
the Mega Cities of Tomorrow – Energy and Climate Efficient Structures in
Urban Growth Centre". With the topic of mobility and transportation as its
focus, the project deals with mobility problems of current and future mega
cities and metropolitan regions.
The METRASYS project concentrates on Hefei, the capital of Anhui Province,
China. In close cooperation with the Chinese local partners, the German
project partners are going to analyse the current planning processes for the
city development and transportation. Regular workshops, presentations and
lectures provide a platform to develop a common understanding of the
current planning situation in Hefei. Furthermore, the cooperation of the
Chinese and German partners will be the basis for the development of a
traffic management system. The traffic management system will be one part
of a sustainable planning process including the Clean Development
Mechanism (CDM), a method of the emission trade, for the development of
sustainable mobility in Hefei.
This project introduced some new concepts from Germany to China, e.g.
sustainable city planning and ‘walking city’, etc., which make significant
impacts on the local city planning and development and beyond.
C) Viajeo project
The Viajeo project is a three-year project starting from 2009, co-funded by FP7
as a project for Specific International cooperation Actions (SICA). The project
has four demo sites including Beijing, where the project uses existing Floating
Car Data (FCD) for bus management and traveller information services. The
FCD is used to estimate current traffic situation, thus can better forecast travel
times of buses. Partners in Beijing include Beijing Public Transport Holdings
(BPT), Beijing Transportation Research Centre (BTRC) and RIOH.
The project provides a multi-modal journey planner service which is based on
real-time traffic situation and current status of bus operation. The data
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integration platform is provided by the German partner, PTV and the bus
management system is from Thetis, an Italian specialist in public transport. The
project also implemented European standard for passenger information
service and developed a traffic-environmental model in Shanghai. Except
research and technical activities, the Chinese partners in the Viajeo
consortium were impressed by the project management and gain substantial
experiences in project management with a complex consortium and
structure.
2.3.6.9.
Recommendations and position vis-ΰ-vis cooperation with the
EU
In recent years, most cooperation with the EC has been done through FP6
and FP7. MOST currently provides 100million Yuan in FP7 matching funding to
Chinese organisations that participate in FP7 projects. If a Chinese
organisation is in a consortium of a FP7 project and receives 50% or 75% of
budget as funding from the EC, the organisation can apply for a matching
funding from MOST.
MOST and the EU will have a meeting in September to discuss how to
cooperate with the EC in the Horizon 2020 programme.
Issues regarding current practices and schemes of EU-China cooperation:
 Lengthy turnaround times (proposals – evaluation – contract
signature): Chinese researchers often feel that the process of an ECfunded project is too long. It often takes one year from applying for the
fund to know the result, then another half year to one year to start the
project. China is experiencing fast development, thus research
priorities and interests change fast. Sometimes, when the project starts,
Chinese partners have lost their interest.
 Lack of equality: Current FP7 projects often aim to promote European
technologies, standards and even commercial products in China.
Chinese researchers feel that their interests often are ignored.
European and Chinese partners are not at an equal position.
Moreover, now China is still considered as a developing country and
many international cooperation activities aim at ‘introducing
technologies and good practices’ to China. However, China has
made significant progress in many areas of transport research. Chinese
researchers are willing to participate in joint research activities on an
equal basis.
 Limited funding: Within an EC funded project, only a small amount of
funding is for Chinese partners. Big research institutes and key
stakeholders that receive a large amount of research funding from
Chinese government bodies may not be willing to participate in EC
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cooperation projects. Small research institutes and SMEs are interested
in joining cooperation projects. However, they have neither the
experience nor the capability.
Recommendations for further EU-China cooperation:
 Shortening turnaround times (proposals – evaluation – contract
signature) to the fast development and research demand in China.
Ideally the period between when a proposal is submitted to when it is
official launched should be less than six months. Only in this way, the EU
countries can keep interests with Chinese stakeholders in cooperation.
 Specific “Call for Proposal”, which is drafted by both parties, for
Chinese and European Cooperation. European organisations receive
funding from EC as Chinese organisations receive from China. The total
funding for Chinese and European partners should be similar. The
project should be managed by the same management procedure as
other European projects.
 Cooperation should be more focused on fundamental studies rather
than demonstration or pilot projects. Since China has very different
social, political and economical context, demonstration and pilots
may be difficult to implement. Even after implementation, impacts are
difficult to be evaluated.
 Simplifying administration process of participation and financial
reporting. Administrative work and financial reporting in FP7 are often
too heavy for research institutes. Time was spent on administrative work
sometime may be more than time spent on research itself. The burden
must be reduced to have more positive results from the international
cooperation between China and EU.
 Reducing number of partners in a consortium. A small consortium is
easy to manage and communication among the consortium members
is also more efficient. Current FP7 international cooperation projects
are often involved more than one non-EU countries. With partners from
many countries around the world, cultural and language barriers make
the cooperation less efficient.
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2.3.7. Tunisia
2.3.7.1.
Introduction
The information contained herein is based on the local workshop and
bilateral meetings held in Sousse and Monastir, Tunisia from June 20th to June
24th, 2012. A record of the meetings and meetings’ participants is provided in
Annex VIII.
2.3.7.2.
Background information
Major difficulties in setting up the mission:
 The decision to organize a mission in Tunisia within EUTRAIN tasks was
taken in Washington last January and Ifsttar agreed to take it due to its
strong relationships with some Tunisian research institutes
 As to facilitate the enquiry, the EUTRAIN documents and questionnaire
were translated to French
 Contacts were made with Tunisian official representatives directly
during the Euro-Mediterranean Conference on R&D at Barcelona on
April 2012, and with the help of the French Embassy. The EUTRAIN stakes
were presented and the questionnaire was dispatched to every
Tunisian institution involved in R&D, transport, civil engineering.
o Nevertheless, no answer at the Tunisian national level was
received.
 It has been then decided to manage our mission with our contacts at
the regional level, who are mainly located in Sousse and Monastir (cf.
below)
Latest information about research and development (R&D) in Tunisia (most of
those “public” information have not been updated since the “Tunisian
revolution” and since the new Tunisian government took office, about one
year ago :
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Figure 5: Research resources and areas
On May 2012, the Tunisian National Constituent Assembly (NCA) raised the
budget for scientific research by ten per cent, to a total of €55 million (US$67.8
million).
This represents about 0.5 per cent of the country's gross domestic product
(GDP). But it is less than half of the budget allocated for science prior to the
revolution, when science funding represented about 1.25 per cent of GDP.
The following figures give the number of university institutions:
 193 institutions of higher education and research, among them 24
Higher Institutes of Technological Studies (ISET).
 163 institutions are under the supervision of the Ministry of Higher
Education and Scientific Research (MHESR), and 30 are under the cosupervision of the MHESR and other Ministries (Health; Communication
Technologies; Agriculture and Hydraulic Resources; Social Affairs,
Solidarity and Tunisians Abroad).
 13 Universities :
o Virtual University
o Ezzitouna University
o Manouba University
o Tunis University
o Tunis El Manar University
o Carthage University
o Jendouba University
o Sousse University
o Monastir University
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o Kairouan University
o Sfax University
o Gabes University
o Gafsa University
General Directorate of Technological Studies: 24 Higher Institutes of
Technological Studies.

Research university structures
From 1994 to 1998, a basic support has been brought to university research
teams, integrated into structures called Research teams (RT), thanks to a
budget provided for the General Direction of Scientific Research and
Technological Renovation (DGRSRT). This support is based on a formula
granting, directly and regularly, minimum funding to these teams on the basis
of their contribution to the graduate training in all disciplines.
In 1994, the formula Research Teams being new, it started off with a number
of 216 teams that have been identified thanks to a form established by the
DGRSRT to this effect. This number has reached more than 400 university
research teams and has been stabilised in the last two years (385 in 1997, 418
in 1998). The financing of this operation is done with funding from Title I of the
budget allocated to the Ministry of Higher Education.
Since 1999, the provisions of the orientation law n° 96-6, January 31th, 1996,
relating to scientific research and technological development, have been
increasingly introduced. This has permitted the structuring of research
activities within Research Units (RU) and Research Laboratories (RL).
Indeed, a first structuring operation has been carried out through a ministerial
order n°10/99, on February 19th, 1999, that has launched a call for
candidacies for Research Laboratories as well as for Research Units. This
operation has made possible the creation of 39 RL and 230 RU.
 Creation of Doctoral Schools (DS) aiming at developing training system, at
improving national capacities of supervision, at doubling academic
research through the grouping of human, authorized and additional
potentialities, around several fields of 3rd cycle studies and consequently
around several research teams (RL, RU).
 Doctoral Schools aim, also, at endowing research with a bigger capacity
of creativity and for inventiveness.
 The objectives of Doctoral Schools are :
o Apply the principle of partnership,
o Anchor the spirit of innovation,
o to keep abreast of scientific research,
o Raise itself at the level of the world technological progress,
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o Create excellent training poles through research.
Substantial and annual increase of financial means given to various
research structures according to the Presidential decision ordering to raise,
gradually, the budget dedicated to the scientific research to reach 1,25 %
of the GDP in 2009.
Substantial and annual increase of human resources by traditional
recruitment, by contract, or by detachment according to orientation law
n°96-6 of January 31st, 1996 and in particular of its article 10.

2.3.7.3.
Major transport policy and research themes
Without contacts at the National level, we collected our local host’s point of
view. It seems that “Transport” is not felt as a research priority, despite several
institutes are working in this field.
The mentioned priorities were:
- Medicine and health sciences
- Engineering (incl. civil engineering)
- Environmental sciences (incl. biotechnologies)
2.3.7.4.
Major factors affecting international transport research
cooperative work
As a positive feedback, Tunisian higher education and research institutions
have a long history of international cooperation. Main existing cooperation is
with other Northern African countries through networks as the Mediterranean
network for Engineering Schools.
Outside Africa, strong relationships are existing with French and Italian
partners, due to language facilities.
Some of the contacts we made within the EUTRAIN survey mentioned the
recent Universities’ reorganization (Universities deans are now elected by their
peers, for example) and the resulting difficulties for governance and
decisions.
This cooperation between laboratories and universities is based on teacher’s
exchanges, co-tutorships etc, but our contacts regret the lack of “middle
management” and trainers in research.
The Tunisian Government policy to support their participation in international
research projects is restrictive, as the “per diem” given to the researchers is
weak compared to other Mediterranean countries. This is why researchers
prefer a status as independent “consultant”, should they be involved in
international/European projects more than involving their institution.
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2.3.7.5.
Types of international cooperative work experienced, and best
practice examples
The types of international cooperation actions, such as mentioned, are:
 Direct scientist-to-scientist exchanges : study research in Europe for
Tunisian teaches/researchers, teaching “missions” in Tunisia for
European teachers/researchers
 Cooperation research on one specific subject through bilateral
agreements between universities/research units
 Tutorships/Co-tutorships, and training programmes
As mentioned above, the contacts made by the EUTRAIN project in Tunisia
are persons or Organisations mainly working with France and Italy in Europe.
Their involvement in some programmes such as Tempus is improving their
cooperation with other countries such as Spain and Sweden and Canada
outside Europe.
Despite of the restrictive per diem allowance, our contacts mentioned an
effective support from the Tunisian government (role of the Tunisian NCP60 for
European information and call for tenders dissemination, “Agence Nationale
de Promotion de la recherche en Tunisie” as Research programmation
institution).
2.3.7.6.
Best practices in international transport research cooperation
Most of the persons interviewed mentioned their cooperation with French
universities and research institutes in co-tutorship PhD, use of research
infrastructure (some Tunisian institutions are trying to gather their equipments).
They also indicate that cooperation with industrial partners is important.
For European projects, they mention good practices in Marie Curie and
Tempus projects, but few were linked with Transport research.
2.3.7.7.
Recommendations and position vis-à-vis cooperation with the
EU
The Tunisian research community are informed about the programmes and
call for tenders opened to Mediterranean countries, but they meet major
difficulties to involve themselves and their institutions officially as associated
partners:
- The conditions set by the Tunisian government for per diem and
financial rate of return are not attractive enough.

60

Ms Najla Romdhane
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-

-

English language, even improving, is still a difficulty to answer call for
tenders.
Most institutions are in lack of trainers, middle management and would
like to develop proper training programmes, common masters and
trainers’ training.
Visa policy is also mentioned as a growing difficulty.

Based on this feedback, their recommendations are:
- To set new participation rules which could be more favourable to
Tunisian research institutes and universities, concerted with the Tunisian
government
- To develop tools and programmes which could help training research
administrators and middle management, including foreign languages
education (despite of systematic translation for all call for projects or
tenders)
- To promote dissemination for European Community programmes and
calls in Tunisia through annual and large based conferences and other
media
- To discuss with the Tunisian Government specific programmes to
encourage researchers mobility (Tunisian as Europeans)
- To foster cooperation between research institutes, high education and
industries (competitiveness clusters) to gather prominent stakeholders
and researchers in some geographical and economical places.
2.3.7.8.
Conclusions
The country investigation in Tunisia has been an interesting and constructive
feedback, despite the absence of national contacts and point of view.
It is true that the political and economic context in Tunisia is not clarifying the
future of research, and more particularly transport research but the high level
of Tunisian institutions and their will to develop their intellectual investment
and their cooperation with major research institutions abroad is very positive.
Tunisia is trying to develop relations and partnerships with local industries to
face the decrease of public investment.
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2.3.8. Russia
2.3.8.1.
Introduction
Experience shows that research carried out in the field of transport in Russia
and the European Union is aimed to solve the same problems. These
problems are: congestion of the road network, formation of a single transport
area, development of innovative construction technologies, reliability and
quality of transport and logistics services, improvement of safety, reducing the
negative impact on the environment and others. With ongoing globalization,
the need for effective solutions to the above addressed problems can be
achieved through joint efforts of scientists from different countries, including
Russia and the European Union. Among other priorities one of the major areas
is the improvement of the Euro-Asian land bridge.
Definitely, a positive initiative of the European Commission is the financial
support to international research projects. The 48 Research Projects since 2003
concern the transport modes as follows: 29 - Aeronautics, 11 - Water, 5 - Rail, 3
-Road/Intermodal.
The first project with Russian participation was the project in FP6 called
“European rail research network of excellence (EURNEX)”. As a result of this
project it has been possible to build up a network of high-level scientific
research and to form an association of universities and research centers.
Through the activities of this association it was possible to realize the FP7project CETRRA and to start the FP7-projects SmartRail, EUTRAIN, NEAR2.
The project EUTRAIN is particularly interesting because it aims to contribute to
the creation of an effective framework for international cooperation in the
field of transport research between the European Research Area Transport
(ERA-T) and other regions of the world. Expected results of the EUTRAIN project
will include recommendations on sustainable policies and actions, as well as
the necessary conditions for the expansion of international scientific cooperation of transport area and cohesion.
This report is based on a bilateral meeting and interviews held in Moscow
during the days from 7th to 10th of July. Details of the meeting and the
interviews are provided in Annex ΙΧ.
2.3.8.2.
Current Situation of Transport Research in Russia
Overview of the country’s profile
Russia's population in 2012 was 143,030,106 people living in a territory of
17,098,246 km. Russia is ranked first in territory and ninth in terms of population.
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The country is divided into 83 administrative units, 46 are areas, 21 are
republics, nine are territories (Krai), two are federal cities, four are
autonomous areas and one is an autonomous region. Russia shares borders
with eighteen countries (the largest index in the world). Due to Russia's
position in northern Eurasia (the country's territory lies mostly north of 50° N) it
has arctic, subarctic, temperate and partly subtropical climate. The
predominant part of the territory is located in the temperate zone. Russia is an
industrial country with a pulsating economy. The GDP for the year 2011
amounts 2.376 billion U.S. dollars (about 16,700 U.S. dollars per capita). In this
respect Russia takes the sixth place in the world. The GDP growth rate was
4.2%61 .
Overview of transport infrastructure in Russia
General characteristics of the transport system of Russia
The transport system of Russia has a developed transport network, one of the
most extensive networks in the world. It includes:
 87 thousand km of railways,
 More than 750 thousand km of paved roads,
 More than 600 thousand kilometers of overhead power lines,
 70 thousand km of pipelines for oil and other products,
 More than 140 thousand km of gas pipelines,
 115 thousand km of river waterways and many sea routes.
The transport sector employs more than 3.2 million people, representing 4.6%
of the working population (respectively 6% of working population and 8% of
GDP 201162).
Huge space and harsh climate predetermine the priorities for Russia’s land
transport, rail and pipeline. Together they make up a large part of the freight
transportation. Water transport in Russia is much less important because of the
short shipping season. The role of road transport in total freight traffic is also
low due to the extremely small average distance in transportation, despite
the fact that they carry more than half of the cargo.
Table 4: The structure of the freight and passenger transportation Russia,
201163
Freight Transport
Passenger Transport
Mode of transport Share in %
Mode of transport Share in %

61 www.minfin.ru

Igor Levitin, former Minister of Transport of Russian Federation, Transport Strategy 21
Century, No16/2012.
63 www.mintrans.ru
62
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Railway
Pipeline
Maritime
River
Road

55,0
27,5
11,3
4,7
1,5

Railway
Air
Maritime
River
Road

33,2
18,6
0,7
14,5
33,0

An important characteristic of the Russian transport system is the fact that,
according to the Federal State Statistics Service, in the year 2011 in peak-off
season 10% of the population is effectively cut off from the rest of the country
(they do not have any access to the road network and / or do not have any
access to the railway stations or airports). Average mobility of the population
of Russia (2011) is about 6,300 km per person per year (in Western Europe - 1520 thousand km, in the U.S. and Canada - 25-30 thousand km per year). An
important factor that contributes to the territorial division of the country, is the
organization of the transportation system based upon the principle of the star
with its center in the capital.
In the transport area there is a set of independent organizations (the transport
operators) and intermediaries (with a predominance of less capital), which is
caused by the disintegration of the economy in the 90s of the 20th century.
The main public source for road financing in Russia since 2011 is the Federal
Road Fund; the planned volume for available investments in 2011 is 386.7
billion rubles (approximately € 9.7 billion).
Russia's transport system has a complex structure, it includes several subsystems (rail, road, sea, river, air and pipeline), and each consists of the
following elements: infrastructure, vehicles and management. The transport
system includes hubs and corridors, as well as industrial and public transport.
Infrastructure is usually designed in accordance with the related branch of
industry.
Currently a program is performed for the development of the transport system
of Russia until 2030. This program sets goals for the transport system of Russia
until 2030:
1. Formation of a single transport area in Russia on the basis of a balanced
and advanced development of an efficient transport infrastructure
2. Accessibility and quality of transport and logistics services for freight
transport in accordance to the needs of the country's economy
3. Accessibility and quality of transport services for the public
4. Integration into the global transport area to realize the transit potential of
the country
5. Increasing the safety level of the transport system
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6. Reducing the negative impact of the transport system on the
environment
Development of transport communications of Russia up to 2030 is given
below. The following map shows the existing and future transport ways of
intelligent transport systems which are planned.

Figure 6: Planning of Transport Communication network in Russia 2030
The goals and tasks for each mode of transport and for the transport sector in
general, are realized as governmental purpose programs, and as well on the
basis of public-private partnership. Thus, as a rule, business enterprises are
investing 0.4% of its revenue in R&D.
The figure below illustrates the development of the Russian transport system as
a factor of social and economic growth of the country.
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Figure 7: Relations in Russian Transport System
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Rail Transport
Rail transport is the most developed in Russia, it is the "backbone" of the
transportation system. This mode of transport carries 85% of the domestic
cargo. Russia is world´s second by the length of the railway lines (86 000 km,
half of which is electrified). By the length of electrified railways Russia takes 1st
place in the world. The railway system is of particular strategic importance for
Russia. It is the link of a single economic system, ensures the stable operation
of industrial enterprises, the in-time supply of essential goods to the most
remote corners of the country, and is the most reasonable transport for
millions of citizens. Railway Transport of Russia is divided into: public, nonpublic and technological. The European part of the country's railway network
has a radial structure, railways always converge on Moscow. The first major
railway line from St. Petersburg to Moscow went into operation in 1851. At the
same time the construction of a railway line from St. Petersburg to the south
started.
In the Asian part of the country the railway network has more a latitudinal
trend and also lower density. The major railway line is the Trans-Siberian. The
construction was started in 1892. Its traffic was opened in 1916. In the period
from 1992 to1999 in Russia new railway lines were built with a length of 218 km
and additionally 1,962 km of railway lines were electrified. In the period from
2000 to 2008 new railway lines of 899 km were built and 3,083 km of railway
lines were electrified. Moreover the volume of goods transported through the
territory of Finland (which has the same track width) and its ports was
expanded.
By spring 2012, the railway exists in 78 of the 83 parts of the Russian Federation.
No railways are only in the Altai Republic, the Republic of Tuva, Kamchatka,
Magadan region and Chukotka.
Currently the railway sector in Russia is operated by three groups of players.
The first group includes the holding company of JSC "Russian Railways (RZD)".
The second group - they are independent or quasi-independent of JSC RZD have own infrastructure (tracks, signaling equipment, etc.) and their own
rolling stock. The third group consists of companies that own only rolling stock.
The main player in the market is the JSC RZD.
Research in the Russian railways takes place according to the diagram shown
in the Figure below.
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Figure 8: Structure of the Scientific Research in Russian Railway Network
Strategic development of the company RZD is aimed to improve the global
competitiveness of the Russian railways and their integration into the Eurasian
transport system. Following this direction, JSC RZD has the following aims [5]:
 Increasing the share of Russian Railways in the international transport
market (be at the first place in the Eurasian transport);
 strengthening the competitive position of JSC "Russian Railways" in
relation to alternative modes of transport and foreign carriers;
 Involvement of the Russian railway network in transit traffic;
 Additional revenue and investment needed for the modernization and
development of the Russian railway network.
Russia, being a natural bridge between Europe and Asia, plays an important
role in increasing international rail traffic between the two continents.
The basis of the existing transit routes passing through the territory of Russia is
transportation of goods between the countries of Central Asia, Ukraine,
Belarus and the European Union. The basis of transit traffic in the near future
should be the transport of containers at key international transport corridors,
primarily transcontinental route "East - West", which is based on the TransSiberian Railway. In the projects of international organizations UNECE,
UNESCAP, OSZD Trans-Siberian Railway is always included as a priority route
between Europe and Asia. The most promising candidates to bring more
traffic on the corridor "East - West" are Europe, China, Korea and Japan.
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Strengthening the Euro-Asian relations largely depends on close interaction
between different modes of transport, building a multimodal logistics chain.
The strategy for the development of railway transport in Russia includes the
establishment of terminals and a core network of logistics centers in major
transportation hubs and industrial areas of the country.
Russia is a landlocked country located in the heart of the Eurasian continent.
In particular, JSC "Russian Railways" helps to create a competitive
environment for the Baltic and Black Sea ports for transportation of foreign
goods from countries in Central Asia.
Besides, JSC "Russian Railways" is working on an effective alignment of
cooperation with the customs authorities on the basis of single electronic
documents.
For faster settlement of ferry Ust-Luga - Baltiisk - German ports a RussianGerman Council of combined rail-road cargo-passenger ferry line "Ust-Luga Baltiisk - Sassnitz" was created.
At present JSC "Russian Railways" transports passengers in 20 countries in
Europe and Asia on 59 international routes, as well as in 8 CIS countries.
In 2009, the operation of a high-speed train on the route Moscow - St.
Petersburg – Moscow has started. Soon after, service on the line Moscow Nizhny Novgorod and Moscow - Helsinki shall follow.
The development of railways of Russia up to 2030 is given in the figure below.
The map shows the existing and future lines of railways.
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Figure 9: Planning of Railway network in Russia for the horizon 2030.
Road Transport
Total length of paved roads in Russia amounts to 754 thousand miles. By the
total length of roads Russia surpasses almost all European countries except
France, and takes the 7th place in the world. In 2008, road transport carried
6.9 billion tons of cargo, its turnover in the same year amounted to 216 billion
ton-kilometers. From 2000 to 2008, the volume of cargo transportation by road
transport increased by 17% at a turnover of 41%.
In relation to the population, density of paved roads in the Russian Federation
is about 5.3 km to 1 thousand, which is slightly higher than in Ukraine or
Kazakhstan (3.3 and 5.0, respectively), but lower than in some other countries:
for example, in Finland the figure is about 10 km in the U.S. - about 13 km,
France - 15.1 km per 1 thousand [4]. The total length of roads is 910 thousand
km, of which 745 thousand km are paved with asphalt and 45.4 thousand km
of federal highways. Total minimum length of roads is only estimated at 1.5 2.0 million kilometers. By 2011, 92% of the length of the federal road is a road
where the traffic is one lane in each direction, 29% of federal highways
running under overload (close to the capacity Limit). The poor condition of
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roads of the country entails a very low average speed of the commercial
goods vehicles - about 300 km a day (in Europe - close to 1,500 km per day).
The number of motor vehicles is already today more than 40 million units; the
forecast for 2015 is 48.4 million. Segment of market, associated with the
purchase of vehicles and their operation in 2006 reached 4.5 trillion. Rub (16%
of GDP). Included in this figure are costs of fuel and oil, spare parts, car
maintenance, car insurance. This market is comparable in volume to the
Russian export of crude oil, petroleum products and natural gas, which
accounts for 18.6% of GDP.
Waterborne Transport
 Maritime transport
This mode of transport has a major role in the interstate freight traffic of Russia.
The importance of maritime transport to Russia is defined by its position on the
banks of the three oceans and sea border length 42,000 kilometers.
Main ports:
- at the Black Sea - Novorossiysk, Tuapse;
- at the Azov Sea – Taganrog;
- at the Baltic Sea - St. Petersburg, Kaliningrad, Baltiisk, Vyborg;
- at the Barents Sea - Murmansk;
- at the White Sea - Arkhangelsk;
- at the Sea of Japan - Vanino, Vladivostok, Nakhodka, Vostochny.
 River transport
Inland river waterways of Russia are accounted for 80 thousand kilometers.
The share of inland waterway transport in the total turnover is 3.9%. The role of
river transport increased sharply in some regions of the North, Siberia and the
Far East.
In Russia, the primary one is the Volga-Kama River Basin, which accounts for
40% of the turnover of the river fleet. Thanks to the Volga-Baltic, White SeaBaltic and Volga-Don Canals, Volga became the core of a single water
system of the European part of Russia, and Moscow – named "port of five
seas".
Other important rivers of European Russia are the Northern Dvina and its
tributaries, Sukhona, Onega, Svir, Neva.
We should not forget that the river system of the European part of Russia is
part of the list of the European Agreement on Main Inland Waterways of
International Importance.
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In Siberia the main rivers are the Yenisey, Lena, Ob and its tributaries. All are
used for navigation and timber floating, transportation of food and
manufactured goods to out-lying regions. The meaning of the Siberian river
routes is significant, due to a lack of development of the railways (especially
in the north-south direction). Rivers are connecting southern Siberia with
Arctic. The river Ob and Irtysh transport oil from Tyumen. The Ob is navigable
for 3,600 kilometers, the Yenisei for 3300 km, Lena for 4000 km (navigation lasts
4-5 months). Ports downstream (Yenisei, Dudinka and Igarka) are available for
ships, following the Northern Sea Route. Major trans-shipment of goods from
the rivers to the railways happens at Krasnoyarsk, Bratsk and Ust-Kut.
Amur is the most important river for the Far East of Russia. Shipping is carried
out throughout the river.
The use of water transport in combination with other modes of transport
would greatly enhance the management of the process of transportation of
passengers and cargo. To achieve this goal it is necessary to increase the
investment for the attractiveness of the shipping business and modernize the
infrastructure of inland waterways.
Main indicators of the Russian budget for 2012
The allocation of the federal budget for 2011-2014 to different areas of the
public programs of the Russian Federation is shown in the following Table 64:
Table 5: Basic figures in the Russian Budget (Billion Rubles).
Total on government programs
(41 programs)
in %% of total expenditure
I New quality of life
(13 programs)

2011

2012

2013

2014

10 200,6

11 762,4

12 667,9

13 160,0

92,5

96,4

94,3

92,1

4 588,1

5 623,8

5 847,4

5 841,2

1 837,8

1 832,6

1 844,9

(15,62 %)

(14,47 %)

(14,02 %)

1 977,3

2 438,5

2 758,4

II Innovative development and 1 781,6
modernization of the economy
(17,46 %)
(17 programs)
III National security
(2 programs)

64

1 876,0

www.government.ru / www.economy.gov.ru
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IV
Balanced
regional
818,1
development (4 programs)

744,7

621,4

554,9

V Effective state (5 programs)

1 578,8

1 927,9

2 160,5

1 136,8

* Preliminary data and subject to confirmation in accordance with the
distribution of limiting amounts of budget appropriation to the classification of
budget expenditures.
Among the 17-innovative programs there are the development of transport,
aviation, shipbuilding, electronics and electronics industries, the program of
space activities (including GLONASS), the development of science and
technology, information society and others.
The analysis shows that the investment into R & D is on average about 15% of
the state budget or 2.8% of GDP (GDP in 2011).
2.3.8.3.
Identified major key performance indicators pushing or
affecting international cooperation on transport research
The socio-economic importance of transport for society, welfare & economic
growth as well as the need for tackling Grand Challenges in a globalizing
world is promoting Russian scientists and research community to foster cross
boarder transport and international cooperation. As a result of interviews,
consultations and lessons learned from past projects, telecons with EURNEX
members in Russia and stakeholders e.g. All Russian Railways, main key
performance indicators have been identified for good reasons, objectives
and constraints / barriers to overcome.
A common strategic and sustainable approach to increase the level of
international cooperation mainly in the areas of global & societal challenges
and resulting specificities, is essential to help providing an EU long-term
perspective burden and knowledge sharing to better match the common
problems.
The main driver for international cooperation in the transport research in
Russia are very similar to those if EU research, society & institutions
1. Global challenges, common problems
2. Cross-border interoperability
3. International standards and global system
4. Access to knowledge, access to markets
To stay competitive, enter new markets and keep pace or succeed with
developments taken place in other countries are incentives for international
cooperation and competition simultaneously and are key aspects to raise the
level of scientific excellence. To realistically tackling common problems the
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scientific world is building a trustful, long term & stable relation supporting the
logic chain form frontier through applied research and innovation to market
uptake. The essentials for such a productive cooperation environment are to
overcome existing barriers are:
- Mutual interest and benefit (win-win) and
- Equal level playing field operations
It was evident in many of the consultations that a number of reality obstacles
and mental concerns still exist and need a new culture of cooperation, where
research takes on the main responsibility of starting to overcome
fragmentation, foster knowledge sharing, harmonization and standardization.
Those barriers mentioned most need:
- acceptability & equality (e.g. robust, practical and high tech solutions
needed to be adaptable to regional differences)
- Setting priorities of thematic issues (e.g. need for research to focus on
improving Russian industries competiveness and providing research &
reengineering know-how to maintain and upgrade future solutions on
actual user oriented research to innovation projects)
- On both sides stable political framework and continuity in human and
financial resources in the individual phase from scientific to applied
research through innovation to market uptake
2.3.8.4.
Types of international cooperative work
Historically, transport research exchange and basis for international
collaboration was following the logic chain of personal contacts leading to
bilateral strategic institutional agreements and further on bilateral
government or international agreements with finally collaboration in of
research programs jointly funded and organized on a bi- or multinational
basis.
Based on the personal very intensive scientific exchange and personal
relations the most frequent international research cooperation between
Russia and other countries/regions in the past 5 years has taken place with
Germany, France, Finland, China and Slovakia.
In the recent years it is Germany to cooperate most with the Russian research
organization and industry because of its leading position in manufacturing
and sustainable development technologies.
Based on this and enlarging to an European level of collaboration the Grand
Challenges and globalization will create a potential of mutual interest topics
to solve common problems in the transport research area. Some to mention
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from latest discussion on EC/Russia level, Network of Excellence level (e.g.
EURNEX, HUMANIST) and from industry to industry level. Based on these holistic
aspects some of these thematic and cross cutting issues for collaboration at
mutual interest and at equal level playing field are identified as follows:
 New challenges of transcontinental transport projects such as EU-Asia
Land-bridge with a cooperation on a global level and need for
strategic reflection and decision of a higher order. And as a
prerequisite to agree on workgroup EU ASIA with involvement of
researchers at equal level playing field, e.g. NEAR²
 Intermodal corridors as seamless as possible
 Energy efficiency improvement in operations (e.g. ITS supported eco
driving)
 Information and communication technologies for intelligent transport,
to improve traffic management, operational performance and
productivity as well as better interconnectivity in advanced &
demanding logistic solutions and travel chains (pax and freight to
make rail transport operations more reliable & punctual).
 Socio- economic incl. strategy & economic issues (societal/ human
factor as drivers for user behavior and acceptance, new strategies/
financing methods / access charging / internationalization of the
negative impact of transport e.g. through taxation and pricing to
improve efficiency and quality of service.
 Services & operations: seamless and efficient services for pax and
freight transport, logistics & smart terminals (border points), integrated
(real time) travel and freight information and e-freight (paperless
border crossing)
 Infrastructure: safe, low maintenance, capacity slot optimization,
modal information & traffic management systems, demand
management, climate resilience
 Research & Innovation on logistics services & operations based on real
time data, GPS/GLONASS and Galileo & supportive sensors
2.3.8.5.
Best practices in international transport research cooperation
 Cooperation between Russian Transport Universities and the EU
Starting in 2004, scientists of Moscow State University of Railway Engineering
(MIIT) participated on the project the 6th Framework Programme of the
European Commission in the field of transport “European rail research network
of excellence (EURNEX)”. Contract № FP6-PLT-506513 TNE3-CT-2003506513_EURNEX. Coordinator was FAV-Berlin.
Upon completion of this project it has been able to achieve the following
strategic objectives:
1. Integrate the fragmented European research in the field of railway
transport in order to achieve leadership.
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2. Achieve to provide sufficient contribution of railways in a sustainable
transport policy.
3. Make recommendations to improve the competitiveness and economic
sustainability of the railway sector and industry through:
- The creation of a strong network of scientific research in the field of
railway transport, customer-oriented and its transformation into a
world-class player that implements research in commercial projects;
- Development of innovative technologies and the use of the stored
information;
- Using of information from the rail operators and the industry, including
small and medium-sized enterprises, compliance priorities ERRAC SRRA
2020 (Strategic Plan for Research 2020), and the main problemoriented perspective.
Work on the implementation of the goals is the first and best example of
cooperation between MIIT, as the Russian Transport University, with universities
and research institutes in the EU. Thanks to this project it has been achieved to
a better mutual understanding on what areas of transport research is carried
out in the EU and Russia. In addition, the understanding and using of features
in an international project management has become clear. As a result, the
participants of this project supported the continuation of cooperation after
the end of the project. All of the above, then allowed expanding the number
of Russian universities participating in later projects.
On November 29, 2007 after project completion EURNEX, Research Network
continues its future work in the form of association EURNEX (Assist. Prof., Dr.h.c.
Wolfgang H. Steinicke, CEO & Secretary General), which is registered in
Germany.
Following positive example of cooperation with the EU is Innovative project 6th
RTD FP “TRIMOTRANS – Development of New Intermodal Loading Units and
Dedicated Adaptors for the Trimodal Transport of Bulk Materials”. Project
Participants are HTW Dresden, University of Technology and Economics
Budapest, MIIT and 7 companies (Germany, Czech Republic, Hungary,
Austria, and Switzerland). Project was carried out in the period 01.10.2005 30.06.2008.
In 2008-2010, MIIT was the member of the project CETRRA (Contributions to
European Transport Rail Research Area) 7th Framework Programme. At the
initiative of MIIT the project participants are PGUPS (St. Petersburg), OmGUPS
(Omsk), SGUPS (Novosibirsk), UrGUPS (Yekaterinburg), IrGUPS (Irkutsk) , who
have expressed their desire to participate in the project. In total in this project
were employed 32 participants from Germany, Portugal, Czech Republic,
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Russia, China, Thailand, India, Austria, Great Britain, Italy, Ireland, and
Switzerland.
Participation of Russian transport universities in these projects should be
considered as useful for Russian and EU scientists. This interaction helped to
generate new ideas and R&D projects. It leads to new international
cooperation projects in FP7: SmartRail, EUTRAIN, NEAR2.
Very interesting and useful is also the experience of joint educational projects
TEMPUS.
The striking and positive example of this is project TEMPUS JEP-24200-2003
«Informatikcurriculum für eine Harmonisierung des Datenschutzes EU/RF.
Curriculum development and research materials for a Master degree in
information security for the harmonization of education in the EU and Russia”.
The project participants were Technical University of Dresden, Technical
University of Vienna, Matsarek University Brno (Czech Republic), MIIT, St.
Petersburg Transport University and the Ural Transport University. The project
was carried out four international conferences, including two conferences in
MIIT. As a result, training program for masters and developed the necessary
methodological support, including two multi-language dictionaries, which
were issued in Vienna of 2008. The funds the project was created the Centre
of Excellence "Data protection and Data security". According to this
international program in the past five years have been training 40 students in
an organized two-way exchange of students between the TU Dresden and
the MIIT.
Currently being implemented other TEMPUS project. This is project 517374TEMPUS-1-2011-1-RUTEMPUS-JPCR
“Communication
and
Information
Technology for Improvement Safety and Efficiency of Traffic Flows: EU-RU-UA
Master and PhD Programs in Intelligent Transport Systems (CITISET)”. Its
members are the 4 Russian transport universities, 4 Ukrainian transport
universities and 4 European universities.
International co-operation between companies by commercial contracts is
also of interest. Typically, this cooperation requires scientific support. Such
supports perform scientists of research institutes (All-Russian Scientific Research
Institute of Railway Transport and Research Institute of Automated Systems)
and universities. Therefore, the following examples of such cooperation are
also, in particular, examples of scientific and technological cooperation.


Cooperation RZD with European Commission
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The Commission and the JSC "Russian Railways" will continue to work on
improving transportation corridors.
President of JSC "Russian Railways" Vladimir Yakunin, and Vice President of the
European Commission, European Commissioner for Transport Siim Kallas on
the VII International Rail Business Forum "Strategic Partnership 1520" in Sochi,
signed a joint declaration of intent to improve transport links between Europe
and Asia. In accordance with this document, the two sides will continue the
exchange of information between experts on the possibilities to improve the
rail links on the Eurasian continent. Vice-President of European Commission
Siim Kallas praised the prospects for the development of intercontinental
transport corridor EU - Russia - Asia Pacific, and noted that more than 95% of
the container traffic between Europe and Asia moves by sea, while the ship
journey from Central Europe to the east coast of China twice exceeds the
distance and takes 2 times longer time than the train ride.
As part of this cooperation joint EU-Russia Rail Research Workshops are held.
They allow not only to exchange ideas, but also to find common goals and
objectives especially with the special subject of Eurasia Land bridge
improvement.
Europe and Asia have long commercial exchange experience and most
freight volumes are still shipped by sea. With the improvement of the Russian
Rail transport with focus Transib capacity the Eurasian Land Bridge is one of
the challenges of mutual interest of European and Russian transport policy.
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Figure 10: Far East Land Bridge
The 20,000 km distance between the two continents is covered in about 45
days on sea, but railway transport significantly reduces cargo travel times. For
example, using the European railway networks to the Trans-Siberian-China
region is the perfect alternative for freight exchange to Europe, China, Korea
and Japan: distances are shortened by half, transit time is 3 weeks
(compared to 6-7 weeks by sea transport), there is flexibility in the transport
process and the entire distance benefits from several terminals, including for
border stations (see also minutes of ITS SIS 50; EU/ Russia workshop, 16-18
October 2012, shown in Annex II).
2.3.8.6.
Recommendations and Conclusions for EU-Russia Cooperation
Issues regarding current practices, schemes and lessons learnt for EU-Russia
cooperation:
 Experiences from EU-Russia cooperation activities mainly are coming from
FP6 and FP7 projects. Furthermore, a large number of joint projects have
been performed on the basis of direct cooperation between transport
companies in Russia with transport companies in foreign countries.
 Areas of concern and barriers to overcome have been experienced by
 long lasting process form proposal submission to project Kick-off
 preparatory actions to define issues of mutual interest and
performance at equal level playing field being limited between call
and proposal deliverable (consequence thematic issues early in
advance)
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limited funding of Russian participant in EC funded project while
missing the co-financing budget by the Russian Government
 The barriers and areas of concern identified above have also been put
forward by the DETRA project colleagues in the Green Paper comments
by simplification of administrative process in the future framework
programme Horizon 2020 and for consideration.
 For future EU Russia Cooperation the following recommendations may
foster the interest, criticality and the success rate of mutually agreed
projects tackling common problems, e.g. Grand Challenges. This is
especially important to find practical solutions to cover areas of common
concern such as: the global aspects of climate change, zero emission
energy, ageing society, innovative smart and green transport solutions in
mega cities and safe & secure and integrated transport. New financing
models, education and training, Harmonization & Standardization
methods will be also thematic priorities in a framework agenda towards
future research cooperation.


Based on the above holistic aspects, some of major thematic and cross
cutting issues are proposed for collaboration, always at mutual interest and at
equal level playing field, as follows:
 Eurasian Land - bridge, Agree on workgroup EU ASIA with involvement of
researchers at equal level playing field
 Intermodal corridors as seamless as possible
 Energy efficiency improvement in operations (e.g. ITS supported eco
driving)
 Information and communication technologies for intelligent transport, to
improve traffic management, operational performance and productivity
as well as better interconnectivity in advanced & demanding logistic
solutions and travel chains (pax and freight to make rail transport
operations more reliable & punctual).
 Socio- economic issues including strategy & economic issues (societal/
human factor as drivers for user behaviour and acceptance, new
strategies/ financing methods / access charging / internationalization of
the negative impact of transport e.g. through taxation and pricing to
improve efficiency and quality of service.
 Services & operations: seamless and efficient services for pax and freight
transport, logistics & smart terminals (border points), integrated (real time)
travel and freight information and e-freight (paperless border crossing)
 Infrastructure: safe, low maintenance, capacity slot optimization, modal
information & traffic management systems, demand management,
climate resilience
 Research & Innovation on logistics services & operations based on real
time data, GPS/GLONASS and Galileo & supportive sensors.
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Generally and confirmed in recent project preparatory activities it is
recommended to follow the EUTRAIN findings and foster the achieved initial
framework, database and network in order to facilitate and enhance the
cooperation in the areas of mutual interest and tackling the Grand
challenges. Fostering this EU-Russian collaboration needs well-defined win-win,
mutually agreed and equal level playing field environment.
The appropriate way- recently experienced - to enter into cooperative
projects, maybe to identify and go for collaborative calls. The preliminary list
of holistic view objectives of thematic and cross cutting issues may give a start
up recommendation.
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2.3.9. Turkey
2.3.9.1.
Introduction
The information contained herein is based on the local workshop and
bilateral meetings and interviews held in Ankara on 29th June 2012. Additional
meetings with Turkish stakeholders were held in Brussels. Details of the Ankara
meetings and interviews are provided in Annex X.
2.3.9.2.
Background Information
Some general facts about research and development (R&D) in Turkey65:
 According to the results of R&D Activities Survey 2010 conducted by
TurkStat in public sector, foundation universities and business enterprise
sector and calculations based on higher education sector registers for
state universities, R&D Expenditures (GERD) in Turkey increased by
14.6% compared to the previous year and reached to 9.268 Billion TL
(4,070 Billion Euro) in 2010. The share of GERD in GDP was 0.84%,
 In 2010, 46.0% of R&D expenditure was performed by higher education
sector, 42.5% by business enterprise sector and 11.4% by government
sector.
 Analyzing the sectors financing R&D expenditure, 45.1% financed by
business enterprise sector, 30.8% by government sector, 19.6% by
higher education sector, 3.7% by other national sources and 0.8% by
foreign funds in 2010.
 The total number of full time equivalent (FTE) R&D personnel was 81,792
and FTE researchers were 64,341 in 2010. Therefore the total number of
FTE R&D personnel and researchers per ten thousand employed
persons was 36 and 28 respectively in 2010.
 The Scientific and technological Research Council of Turkey, TÜBİTAK is
responsible for promoting, developing, organizing, conducting and
coordinating research and development in line with national targets
and priorities. TÜBİTAK acts as an advisory agency to the Turkish
Government on science and research issues, and is the secretariat of
the Supreme Council for Science and Technology (SCST), the highest
S&T policy making body in Turkey.
 Turkey has been a full participant in EU Framework programmes since
FP6.
 There is no specific transport research programme although individual
agencies such as the Highway Directorate have their own.
 There are numerous research institutes and universities participating in
transport research.

65

Sources: Statistics from TurkStat, TÜBİTAK .
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2.3.9.3.
Major transport policy and research Agencies, and R&D priority
themes
The Ministry of Transport, Maritime and Communication is responsible for
transport, information and communication services. It comprises the following
agencies and directorates;
 Turkish State Railways (TCDD)
 General Directorate of Highways (TCK or KGM)
 Undersecretariat for Maritime Affairs
 Directorate General of Coastal Safety
 General Directorate of Turkish Post (PTT)
 General Directorate of State Airports Authority of Turkey (DHMİ)
 Directorate General of Civil Aviation
 Türk Telekom (TT)
 Turksat.
The railway sector is one priority with three main objectives; building new lines,
increasing the speed of the trains by rehabilitating the existing infrastructure
and restructuring the Railway Company, TCDD. The extension programme
includes the execution of the high-speed network (2,600 km of line by 2013
and 6,800 km by 2023), the construction of approx. 4,800 km of conventional
line (by 2023), and in addition 2,900 km of high-speed line and approx. 1,000
km of conventional lines could be built by 2035. The upgrading of road and
ports and their linkages is also a priority.
To support the development of expertise and knowledge for their plans, the
Ministry of Transport, Maritime and Communication is expected to create its
own transport university.
The General Directorate of Highway (KGM) is the main authority in Turkey
responsible for motorways, state highways and province roads. This has a
dedicated R&D Division which is national R&D projects and we have
launched a new R&D programme for the fostering the research and
innovation in road construction, design and maintenance.
This comprises three distinct elements:
a) Internal projects of the Road Directorate
b) Cooperative research projects
c) Suggestions for programme themes for TÜBİTAK funding
Some of the ongoing projects are warm mix asphalts, anti-icing materials for
snow fighting, road marking paints, the reuse of reclaimed asphalt pavement
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material in sub base course, the use of hydrated lime in asphalt. The priorities
for R&D are shown in the following table.
Table 6: Priorities for R&D
Area

Sub-Area

Priority
(H:High
M:Medium L:Low)
Environmental Environmentally Friendly Pavements
H
Recycling
H
Sustainable transport
H
environmental pollution
M
Noise Mitigation
M
Traffic, safety Intelligent Transport Systems
H
and
accident black spots
H
operation
automatic vehicle control systems and H
telematic applications
Traffic management
H
Tunnel traffic management and H
operation systems
Real time traffic management systems M
Vehicle surface interaction
M
Traffic planning
M
Traffic Demand Management
M
Planning and Retaining walls and support systems
H
design
Earthquake engineering
H
Drainage systems
H
alignment detection systems
H
Landslides and weak soils
H
Highway design
H
Road pavements
H
Soil/Rock Mechanics and Foundation H
engineering
Field
measurement,
topography, M
remote
sensing,
geographic
information systems
Capacity,
safety
and
financial M
modelling in geometric road standards
Geological,
geotechnical, M
geophysical
and
hydrogeological
investigations
Planning information systems
M
Sustainable and safe infrastructure M
planning
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Transportation system planning and
demand estimation
Post construction impact analysis
Construction, Maintenance
and
Rehabilitation
Maintenance, Systems
Rehabilitation Highway structures and tunnels
Construction
Road infrastructure
Materials
Road pavements
Surface treatments
Soil works and excavation techniques
Prefabrication
and
industrial
construction technologies
Non-destructive testing
Concrete and reinforced concrete
materials
Bituminous binders and bituminous
mixtures
Road paints
Traffic, maintenance and safety
materials
Patch materials
Aggregates, soil
Equipments for maintenance and
snow fighting
Binding agents (cement, lime etc.)
Additives
Geosynthetics
Devices,
Management systems
Equipments,
Device,
Equipment,
System,
Systems,
Measurement
and
Design
Measurement technologies,
and Design
Calibration
Measurement Methods
Information
Information systems
and
Decision support and management
communicati systems
on
Software
technologies
Communication systems

M
M
H
H
H
H
M
L
L
L
H
H
H
H
H
M
M
M
M
L
H
M

M
L
H
H
M
L

The Turkish Road Association (TRA) has been established in accordance with
the Act of "Republic of Turkey, The Council of Higher Education (YÖK)" under
the chairmanship of General Directorate of Highways (KGM) in collaboration
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with Middle East Technical University of Ankara and Technical University of
Istanbul. The aim is to bring together the members of universities, ministries and
private sector who are concerned with roads and road transport and to
support and strengthen the cooperation between them, and also to develop
the coordination with the international organizations. The Central Office of
TRA is located at the Headquarters of the General Directorate of Highways in
Ankara.
As far as TÜBİTAK is concerned, although the field of transport is not a distinct
priority for research, several areas of interest have been identified. These are;
 Vehicle Technologies
 Infrastructure Technologies, including materials for road infrastructure
 Interoperability in railway transport
 Increasing the capacity of rail freight transport
 Advanced boat and yacht design concepts
 Ship dismantling
 Ballast Water management in the ships and ports
 Flight control
 Airport operations, management and time efficiency
 Propulsion technologies
 Novel air transport vehicles
2.3.9.4.
Major factors
cooperative work

affecting

international

transport

research

Overall, Turkish research organisations are interested in international
cooperation in transport areas. However, many Turkish researchers and policy
makers have concerns towards current practice of international cooperation,
mainly:
 The perception that Brussels is a ‘closed shop’ with access to projects
(especially for industrial partners) controlled by networks and trade
associations. JTI/PPPs are considered to serve the needs of highly
competitive large-scale firms.
 Despite the geographic distance, cooperation with the USA is seen as
easier because many Turkish researchers conduct their PhDs in the USA
and Turkish Universities follow a US model.
 The relevance of the work programme is a critical issue, it is reported
that the FP7 Transport WP often includes irrelevant topics, such as
inland water transport that is not applicable for Turkey.
 Conversely, some subjects are more successfully in international
programmes than they are under domestic programmes. For example,
international cooperation in maritime research is well considered,
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especially with the UK because of the number of Turkish researchers
studying the topic in the UK.
The difficulty to compete in international collaborative programmes
compared to national funds results in a lack of enthusiasm to work as a
group in the international platform.
The language barrier cannot be ignored especially for administrative
staff that has to deal with EC bureaucracy. The financial and
bureaucratic complexity of the programmes requires simplification.
There is low network building capacity for SMEs
The priority of the companies is not R&D per see
In EUREKA-Eurostars Programme, the partner countries do not provide
sufficient funds for bilateral cooperation
The problems of obtaining visas at short notice or of the appropriate
length create a barrier to participation.
The lower travel allowances (combined with lower wages) can make it
a personal investment for many Turkish researchers to participate in
meetings in expensive western European cities.
It is considered that there is a prejudice to including Turkish scientists in
projects.
There are problems in custom clearance procedures for machinery
and equipment delivery.

2.3.9.5.
Types of international cooperative work experienced, and best
practice examples
Turkey has been a full member of the EU framework programme since FP6
and takes part in programme committees for all themes. In FP7, according to
the coordinators in the Cooperation programme; Germany, UK, Italy, France,
and Spain are more frequent in international cooperation projects. In bilateral
cooperation with individual countries, Germany, France, Italy, Bulgaria and
Korea are more common.
Turkey is taking place and funding a couple of ESFRI (European Strategy
Forum on Research Infrastructures) Projects where this idea is the core of the
projects (example: PRACE, EPOSS, etc). Moreover, nationally funded research
infrastructures are open for the use of foreign researchers on agreed terms.
Turkey is also an active participant in FP7, Era-Net, Era-Net+, EUREKA, EUREKA
Clusters.
2.3.9.6.

Best practices in international transport research cooperation
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Turkish researchers are active in more than 20 international transport research
projects each year. Below is a selection of some of them. In each case, the
main reasons for participation were access through a pre-existing network
connection.
 SuperGreen (Supporting EU’s Freight Transport Logistics Action Plan on
Green Corridors Issues)
 MAINLINE (MAINtenance, renewal and Improvement of rail transport
iNfrastructure to reduce Economic and environmental impacts)
 RESTRAIL(Reduction of suicides and trespasses on railway property)
 OSIRIS(Optimal Strategy to Innovate and Reduce energy consumption
In urban rail Systems)
 TEFLES (TEchnologies and scenarios For Low Emissions Shipping)
 TARGETS (Targeted Advanced Research for Global Efficiency of
Transportation Shipping)
 ALICIA (All Condition Operations and Innovative Cockpit Infrastructure)
 EUROTURBO 9 (Support to Ninth European Conference on
Turbomachinery – Fluid Dynamics and Thermodynamics, Istanbul,
Turkey, 21-25)
 SARISTU (Smart Intelligent Aircraft Structures), ARIADNA (Maritime
Assisted Volumetric Navigation System)
 POSMETRANS(POlicy measures for innovation in TRANSport sector with
special focus on Small- and Medium sized Enterprises)
 ESPOSA(Efficient Systems and Propulsion for Small Aircraft)
 LOCOMACHS(LOw COst Manufacturing and Assembly of Composite
and Hybrid Structures)
 HAIC(High Altitude Ice Crystals)
 CHANGE(Combined morphing assessment software using flight
envelope data and mission based morphing).
2.3.9.7.
Recommendations and position vis-à-vis int’l cooperation and
cooperation with the EU
In recent years, most cooperation with EC has been done through FP6 and
FP7 and naturally Turkey feels that the EU is its most important research
partner/network.
The following issues were considered as relevant to improve the current
practices and schemes of EU-Turkey cooperation:
 To develop more relevant topics. This could include launching calls for
regional; issues or those for associated countries. As far as TÜBİTAK is
concerned, several areas of interest have been identified. These are;
o Vehicle Technologies
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Infrastructure Technologies, including materials for road
infrastructure
o Interoperability in railway transport
o Increasing the capacity of rail freight transport
o Advanced boat and yacht design concepts
o Ship dismantling
o Ballast Water management in the ships and ports
o Flight control
o Airport operations, management and time efficiency
o Propulsion technologies
o Novel air transport vehicles
 Turkish researchers need to become – and be allowed to become –
more active in the relevant networks. It is felt that many networks are
closed to non-EU parties despite the fact that they are recognised as
legitimate parties to advise the EC on research priorities and then go to
form research consortia.
 Simplification of contracting arrangements for EU programmes needs
to be undertaken.
o

2.3.9.8.

Conclusions

Turkey has been a full member of the EU framework programmes since FP6
but feels that it is not fully accepted as a European partner in these
programmes. The country is investing considerably in both its transport and
research infrastructure as part of its development plans. One example of
where these elements join is in plans for a Transport University under the
auspices of the Ministry of Transport, Maritime and Communication.
Turkey intends to invest considerably in both domestic and international
research activities and, as well as FP7, contributes to Era-Net, Era-Net+ and JPI
activities. At the moment it feels that the needs of its domestic industries and
researchers are not well reflected in the work programme opportunities that
are published and that its researchers do not have access to the relevant
networks preparing consortia.
Those proposals that are developed are through Europe-based international
organisations (e.g. UIC) or through the contacts with Turkish researchers
based in other countries.
As a country that is still undergoing a period of massive development, Turkey
shares many research priorities of central and eastern countries as well as
those of neighbourhood policy and Mediterranean partner countries. All of
these countries are crucial (Western) Europe’s transport connections with the
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Eurasian landmass and strong and reliable transport systems and research
priorities could better reflect this.
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2.3.10.

Japan

2.3.10.1. Introduction
The information contained herein is based on a local workshop and bilateral
interviews held in Tokyo on the 4th of September 2012. Details of the Tokyo
meetings and interviews are provided in Annex XI.
2.3.10.2. Main issues and background information
The main subject of the Japan workshop and meetings was to establish a
concise picture of the current situation in Japan and the neighbouring region
of interest, as regards the status of international cooperation for transport
research and the development of recommendations for organizing future
collaboration. The participants agreed to concentrate and to start discussion
on experiences and objectives, to assess:
 Overview of the involvements and experienced gaps, constraints and
perspectives in the specific transport modes: rail, road, water & ITS
 Thematic issues and topics of interest, new ideas for research and
innovation in the multi-modal environment
The scientific excellences covering all modes of the transport sector met at
ITPS (Institute for Transport Policy Studies) premises to establish a concise
picture of the current situation taking lessons learned from experiences setting
the priorities and topics of mutual interest and developing a potential
roadmap for future collaboration.
The main questions discussed in the meeting were:
1. What is the understanding and expectation from an EU policy in
“International Cooperation” in the field of Transport?
2. Based on the existing experience from cooperative research in general
and international cooperative research in particular, what are the
main factors hindering such cooperation up to now (e.g. funding,
programming, research governance issues, lack of information on
existing opportunities, human resources, etc.)
3. What the suggestions on thematic priorities and agenda/framework
towards the future research cooperation activities with the EU are.
4. Any other relevant issues that each participant may like to raise.
The European framework programme is an interesting instrument but science
collaboration is uniquely helped by its international collaboration part.
However, we need to define jointly what will be the themes of the
cooperative topics. Examples of such topics were mentioned as being:
standardization, aeronautics (e.g. the Hypersonic project with Europe, Japan,
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Australia and Russia), and resilience building against natural disasters. Also the
global aspects of climate change, zero emission energy, ageing society,
innovative smart and green transport solutions in mega cities, safe, secure
and integrated transport, new financing models and education and training
will be thematic priorities in a framework agenda towards future research
cooperation.
At present a Japanese strategy for International Cooperation is being
developed, based on:
 Long term process needed towards trustful partnerships;
 Overcoming barriers and defining fields of cooperation;
 Careful study and adoption of the final EUTRAIN project
recommendations to improve international cooperation in the areas of
mutual interest.
2.3.10.3. Summary of recommendations for international cooperation
A summary of the recommendations, understandings and expectations for an
EU-Japan international cooperation, as well as hindering factors, and
suggestions on thematic priorities and topics for international Research
Cooperation that has resulted from the Japan EUTRAIN workshop is shown in
Table 1 below.
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Table 7: Recommendations thematic priorities and hindering factors related to Japan
Institution

Understanding and expectation
from an EU

Hindering factors

suggestions on thematic priorities , topics for
international Research Cooperation, agenda
framework for research cooperation

any other issues

Expert interview

Information on on-going projects

knowledge on project,

noise and vibrations reduction

targeted speed for high speed 360km/h

earthquakes

Radio Based Control Systems

weather conditions, resilience

learned from Selcat project (led by
IFSTTAR)

safety and reliability

cooperation: KRRE Korea, Cars China,
SNCF France

RTRI Tokyo, Mr Goto

information on White paper

Topics of added value

smart maintenance
human science

make reference to white paper

Low Carbon, Energy efficiency, ZeroCO2
ITST Japan, Mr
Akatsuka

research on global warming caused by Tourism

preparation for Aging Society

EC Delegation in
Tokyo, Mrs Dr. Rhode

Materials

Energy paper of Japan (maybe to build
on renewable energy)

harmonisation
Nihon University, Mr.
Fukada

learn from EC management of
highway and high-speed rail
networks

human resources and network,
funding

GHG emission, Low carbon

integration of local and regional
transport system to support
interregional activities

not many engineers with experiences in
Europe
how integrate in the EC projects

ageing society
Tokyo City University,
Prof Miyamoto

TCU: has strong leadership

Different characteristic of projects

PPP: Topics in PPP in Transport

Experiences with UK and WCTRS, Urban
Transport in Developing Countries

is this as project finding initiative?

institutional set-up

Document on Urban Land Use

need for comparative studies

Experiences
good practice
practice in risk analysis and management
Assessment of all types of PPP projects
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Institution

Understanding and expectation
from an EU

Hindering factors

Suggestions on thematic priorities , topics for
international Research Cooperation, agenda
framework for research cooperation

Any other issues

GRIPS, Prof. Morichi

Different transport policy in EU and
each Country

different interest of researchers

International comparison study on railway policy after
privatization

annual seminar with Korea and China
on interesting topics: e.g.

evaluation of the policies

lack of knowledge in that field

Transport policies in Asia (Urban Transport in Asian
Mega-Cities, High Speed Railway Policies)

high speed rail

international strategies for Asian
Transport

identification of purpose of research
8comrehensive / for each region

Transport safety policy

soft soil

PPP is difficult to get experience
with EC-Japan

Lack of financial sources

Evaluation of PPP policy and Projects

disasters
High way expressway construction

Intercity transport strategy

privatisation of UK
next generation of IST
Maglev
Free Gauge Train

Nihon University, Prof
Morisugi

Project evaluations (static spatial computable models,
SCGE) on Economic impact
statistic means of level of private capital stock
endogenous transport supply sector
Transport project evaluation by dynamic spatial
general equilibrium model
Value of time (VOT) using observable travel demand
Timesaving benefits measurement with endogenous
value of time

Hitotsubashi University,
Prof. Nemoto

OCDI, Dr. Shibasaki

need for a cooperative network

many research projects and
international framework (but lack of
information)

Common International Transport policies for
international and harmonised cross boarder
procedures

international cooperation with

Optimising Financial Resources for Transport to establish
acceptable principles (e.g. payment) with reliable
estimation of financial sources

VIT Sweden

Maritime Routes in the Arctic ocean

Maritime Transport models

e.g. projects on Share of Suez Chanel by
Region pair
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Institution

Understanding and
expectation from an EU

Hindering factors

Suggestions on thematic priorities , topics for
international Research Cooperation, agenda
framework for research cooperation

Any other issues

Tokyo Metropolitan
University, Prof. Shimizu

common knowledge database on
researchers, problems,
methodologies and projects in the
various countries

Human network initiated by foreign
alumni

IST service for travel demand

IST research

activation of research competition

info on potential experts and
researchers

quality of service in road network

activation of cross boarder
activities

Existence of academic society

travel demand and behaviour modelling

funding availability in preparatory
stage

traffic accident analysis

internationalisation in
governments/universities/institutes

motorcycle transportation

process management by steering
bodies
technological innovation in elements transport system
transportation policies in energy crisis
Business and policy innovation in public transport field
(e.g. EU)
Role of culture, tradition, identity in local transport
system
tourism and global warming (break down of CO2
emission)
University of Tokyo,
Prof. Suda

IST for road traffic and advanced automobile (energy
efficiency of automobile, IST for energy flow)

Advanced mobility research

Advanced Guide way system (promote modal shift, LRT
and concepts for eco-ride, Energy efficiency of highspeed rail and Maglev)

Development of Virtual Transport Space

Personal Mobility (promote small EV and human power,
robotic two wheels for stability and safety)

energy I TS project

Slides contains other examples for collaborative
research

I TS for anti-disaster and emergency

traffic simulation with human driver
signal control (road)
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Institution

Understanding and
expectation from an EU

Hindering factors

Suggestions on thematic priorities , topics for
international Research Cooperation, agenda
framework for research cooperation

Any other issues

Sagami Women`s
University, Yuguchi

experiences common rule making
in maritime, aviation and CO2
emission

school year starts in April (lectures),
academic meetings often organised
June; some unit does not allow to go
abroad during the terms

Aviation: introduction of GNSS in civil airlines,
institutional devices to put in ATC charging system,
beneficiary-paying "lighthouse in economics"

develop international cooperation
activities and the language

Research in the efficient
international logistic systems

prof available beg Mid March in April

ITPS: Prof. Sugiyama

international cooperation is of vital
importance, transport policy should
be the academic backbone

University Schedule to be taken into
consideration

young researchers framework to put into place

limits of funding and human
resources

international comparison of integrated transport policy

constant exchange of activities,
exchange to be reactivated

Standardization of statistical database between EU
and Japan
EC more supportive on the political
dimension for Transport policy in
developing countries

Better VFM in PFI or PPF

cost effective modal shift policy for PT
Transport and the climate change
Transport in ageing society
Transport policy in developing countries
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Institution

Understanding and
expectation from an EU

Hindering factors

Suggestions on thematic priorities , topics for
international Research Cooperation, agenda
framework for research cooperation

Any other issues

EURNEX, Prof.
Steinicke

practice to promote and
initiate discussions
(examples)

Barriers and constraints identified

Main drivers for international cooperation in transport
R&I are acknowledged to be:

Interests and thematic Issues for Inter-national
Cooperation UA-Europe (EU27)

•Education & Training

Transactional & procedural hurdles (length of
bureaucratic procedures: 1year form proposal
submission to contract sign & 1 year after exchange
to clear all paper after final cost statement)

Global challenges, common problems

High Speed Train / Infrastructure

•Rail

Differences in JP Regimes

Cross-border interoperability

- High Reliability, economics of high speed rail

•Road

High information cost

International standards and global systems

- Intelligent maintenance
(vehicle/infrastructure)

•Aviation

Cultural differences or scientific background

Access to knowledge, access to markets

- Wayside train monitoring

•Water

Conception of capacity to go it alone (n i h = not
invented here)

Freight & Logistics chain

•ITS

Old boys network & closed shop operations (FP7
ERRAC RoadMap call2/call3, partially call 4)

-”Sustrail”: The sustainable freight railway;
Designing the freight

National interest

examples for Rail

vehicle for higher delivered tonnage with
improved availability at

Institutional inertia and bureaucratic procedures

High speed train / infrastructure

reduced cost

Research labour differences

Freight & logistic chain

ERTMS European Traffic Management System

Employment permit regulations, salaries & regimes

Prevention of suicide accidents & consequences

- European Train Control System (ETCS)

Family constraints for exchange programmes

Urban Mobility / energy efficient Rail Systems

- GSM-R(ail) Communication System

Confidentially issues, access to data & information,
integration with rest of personnel

E-Mobility

Prevention of suicide accidents &
consequences

Airport traffic Management

- “Restrail”:Reduction of suicides & trespasses
on Railway properties

ITSmarket penetration

Urban Mobility / energy efficient Rail Systems
- TRAM
- Energy efficiency & green house gas emission
reduction for DC Rail
systems
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The experts were agreeable that a substantial international cooperation is
based on intense and trustful communication and research at an equal level
playing field with mutual interest covering the societal challenges.
The major areas of mutual interest and concern identified are the ones
tackling the grand challenges where transport is affected or can
considerably contribute.
With regard to the individual issues of concern to the EUTRAIN project the
following can be stated as results of the Japan local workshop:
Issue 1: Understanding and expectation from the cooperation with the EU:
 Different attitudes in transport related policies by the individual EU
member countries - need for a common “EU voice” toward the
international research community.
 Adjust research in the different international logistic systems;
 International cooperation is of vital importance, transport policy should
be the academic backbone of transport research;
 PPPs experience in the EU difficult to apply to Japan
 Interest to learn from EC management of highways and high-speed rail
networks;
 There is a strong request that the EC is more supportive on the political
dimension for Transport policy in developing countries;
 Interest for exchange of information on;
o on-going projects;
o the general policies;
o White paper activities;
o integration of local and regional transport system to support
interregional activities;
o international strategies for Asian Transport;
 Need for
o cooperative networks of transport research;
o common knowledge database on researchers, problems,
methodologies and projects in the various countries;
o Activation of more research competition;
o Activation of more cross border activities;
o Practice to promote and initiate discussions on best practice
examples.
 There is a lack of experiences common rulemaking in maritime,
aviation and CO2 emission.
Issue 2: Hindering factors:
- National interest;
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-

-

Differences in IP Regimes and Confidentially issues,
Difficulties to access data & information, integration with the rest of
personnel;
Cultural differences and scientific background;
Conception of capacity to go it alone (n i h = not invented here)
Old boys’ network & “closed shop” operations (e.g. FP7 ERRAC
Roadmap call2/call3, partially call 4);
Institutional inertia and bureaucratic procedures;
Research labour differences in structure and accessibility;
The Japanese University Schedule has to be taken into consideration:
school year starts in April (lectures), academic meetings often
organised June;
Employment permit regulations, salaries & regimes;
Family constraints for exchange programmes.

Issue 3: Suggestions on thematic priorities, topics for international Research
Cooperation, agenda framework for research cooperation:
 International comparison of integrated transport policy and Global
challenges, common problems;
 Standardization of statistical databases between the EU and Japan
and Common International Transport policies for international and
harmonized cross boarder procedures;
 Transport and the climate change, weather conditions, resilience;
 transportation policies in energy crisis: Low Carbon, Energy efficiency,
GHG emission- ZeroCO2;
 Role of culture, tradition, identity in local transport system;
 Transport in ageing society, human science;
 PPPs in Transport;
 New Materials in transportation;
 International standards and global systems;
 Access to knowledge, access to markets;
 Policy on transport safety and reliability, smart maintenance;
 Transport policies in Asia (Urban Transport in Asian Mega-Cities, High
Speed Railway Policies) and Transport policy in developing countries
 Intercity transport strategy;
Issue 4: Other issues
 Rail: targeted speed in Japan for high speed 360km/h;
 New Energy paper of Japan will be issued soon (maybe to build on
renewable energy);
 Next generation of ITS;
 International cooperation with Maritime Transport models ongoing e.g.
projects on Share of Suez Chanel by Region pair;
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Advanced mobility research ongoing e.g. Development of Virtual
Transport Space;
Energy ITS project and ITS for anti-disaster and emergency will be
developed.
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3.

THE EUTRAIN REGIONAL WORKSHOPS
3.1. Introduction

Within the framework of the EUTRAIN project, four regional workshops have
been planned while two of them have been organized by the writing of this
Deliverable. The aim of these Regional Workshops was to collect further data
and experiences related to the EUTRAIN project aims and objectives, and to
assess the needs and topics of interest and priorities for research cooperation
of the respective countries and region. Their rationale was based on the
premise that besides the “bilateral” meetings and “local” country based
workshops a wider opportunity to transport research stakeholders should be
given to express their views and interact with each other.
The Regional workshops planned are as follows:
 Workshop 1 – July 2012, Athens. Focus on the Mediterranean
cooperation countries.
 Workshop 2 – September 2012, Beijing. Focus on the South East Asia –
Pacific countries.
 Workshop 3 – December 2012, Moscow. Focus on Europe
Neighbourhood cooperation countries (Russia, Balkan countries, CIS,
and Black sea countries).
 Workshop 4 – March 2013, Sao Paolo, Brazil. Focus on Latin American
countries.
Each of the above 4 workshops is planned as a one or two day event with
similar structure and contents. An average attendance of 40 participants is
foreseen in each workshop coming from Academia, industry, and research
Institutions in the field of Transport.
In this Deliverable we include the reports and conclusions of the two first of
the above workshops. For the last two, an Addendum to this report will be
produced and delivered by April 2013.

3.2. Methodology for conducting the EUTRAIN
international workshops
To fulfil the above mentioned objectives of the regional workshops, the
specific methodology followed is summarized below:
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The first step was to identify the relevant organizations as well as individuals
that could provide the most relevant input necessary to fulfil the objectives of
the workshop. Typically, these were Organizations involved in research
funding and administering agencies (Ministries, other government entities), as
well as academics (professors, etc) involved in performing transport research
or even individual researchers in research Institutes or transport providing
organisations.
In all cases specific care was taken to combine the workshop with other
relevant events so as to maximize attendance. For example, the
Mediterranean workshop was combined with the summer meeting of the
US/Transportation Research Board’s International Activities Committee (the
TRB is also one of the “Associated” Organizations to the EUTRAIN project),
while the Asia and Asia-Pacific Regional Workshop took place in Beijing, in
conjunction with the Viajeo project Final Workshop.
The structure and contents of a regional EUTRAIN workshop Agenda typically
included:
 A short presentation by each participant of a short report on the
transport research situation in his/her country;
 One or two keynote speeches;
 A round table discussion among all participants on the subjects of
interest to the EUTRAIN project.
To help prepare the discussions and prior to the workshops, a set of relevant
questions were sent to all participants. The aim was to place the focus on this
set of issues (expressed by the questions), and help participants prepare for
the discussions during the workshop.
The minutes of each regional workshop were distributed to all participants for
comments before finalization.
As a follow up, and since in the case of the EUTRAIN project the regional
workshops apart from a tool to collect information on current situation in the
countries of the regions of interest, were also an instrument to facilitate
international cooperation, specific follow up actions were made to keep the
network of participants in the circle.
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3.3. Mediterranean Regional Workshop - Athens
The EUTRAIN Mediterranean Regional Workshop that took place in Athens on
July 16th, 2012 has discussed all the relevant issues of the EUTRAIN project in
the context of the Mediterranean region and summarized its findings in the
following 4 areas:
A. The need for international (transport) research cooperation in the
Mediterranean Region;
B. Difficulties and hindrances;
C. Priorities and themes for international cooperation;
D. Other issues.

3.3.1. The need for international research cooperation in the
Mediterranean area
The overwhelming common view of the workshop was that international
research cooperation among the countries of the Mediterranean region is a
very positive and value adding practice that needs to be strengthened
further both in terms of structure and funding. Transport research in particular
is a very vital part of such cooperation because Transport is seen as a major
facilitator of development and regional coherence. During the workshop
many views were expressed in support of the above general position and
answering the question “why we need international cooperation in transport
research”.
On the part of the Commission of the European Union, the EU representative
mentioned that International cooperation is now a vital part of the
Commission’s policies for a number of reasons and objectives among which,
the need to:
 work together with other international organizations to ensure market
opening, and common standard setting;
 promote worldwide standards on areas of common concern like: safety,
security, privacy and environmental impact;
 extend the reach and influence of EU policies to other areas especially to
the EU immediate neighbours
 open up transport markets to free competition and environmentally
sustainable solutions;
 establish robust research and innovation partnerships with international
partners.
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In the field of transport research there are a number of areas where
international cooperation would provide a much needed value added for
the EU member states by producing common approaches and
understanding in facing common transport related problems and issues such
as for example GHG emissions, oil dependency, traffic congestion, passenger
safety, transport security, etc; All these, are global challenges that call for
global solutions.
Furthermore, as most future transport growth is outside Europe, access to
knowledge and markets becomes very important, and global standards and
interoperability of systems are more necessary than ever.
Since transport is global, new competitors emerge, but also new opportunities
for collaboration arise, and therefore the economic and social dynamics
beyond Europe’s borders call for closer links and greater cooperation.
For the various representatives of Mediterranean countries that participated
in the workshop the concerns and expectations for international cooperation
in transport research, stressed out a number of related but clearly
differentiated issues which can be summarized in the following:
 International cooperation in transport research is seen as a lever of
development and a link between cultures in the whole Mediterranean
area. The very successful synthesis and interactions between the
participants in this workshop and the fruitful exchange of views and
ideas is a testament to this effect.
 International cooperation is also seen as a tool for capacity building:
training of experts, knowhow and technology transfer, mobility of
researchers, etc. These issues are seen as of great importance and
value for most of countries represented in the workshop.
 Reduction in the costs of carrying out research work and creating
research laboratories and infrastructures through sharing of the facilities
or creating new ones and maintaining the old ones.
 Scientific research collaboration can help in breaking down the sociopolitical barriers that exist in the Mediterranean region today and
create a more homogeneous space of prosperity with the
Mediterranean Sea uniting the countries around it.
 Provide better facilitation of research teams Interactions for the mutual
benefit of executing research.
 Better application of international research results in the country
context.

3.3.2. Difficulties and hindrances
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Many interesting examples of previous international transport research
cooperation were presented and discussed during the workshop thus
identifying difficulties for such cooperation.
One of the most common difficulties stated is the ‘Rigid ”bureaucracy” of EU
contribution’. There are complicated procedures to be followed and
numerous forms to be filled that require familiarity. As a result, proposals get
denied and authorities give up.
Furthermore, a number of other hindrances were mentioned but they were
inevitably related to the country context and in this respect they are
mentioned in relation to the country of the workshop participant who
mentioned them.
For Tunisia:
 The objectives of international cooperative work often are not very clear
and the priorities are chosen unilaterally (by the funding Organisation).
 There is low proportion of European funded projects that are of interest to
the southern shore of the Mediterranean.
 Misallocation of budgets i.e. project budgets that do not reflect the
magnitude and depth of the research topics.
 Local studies and research projects are often intermingled and made by
same experts.
 Local legislation is to a large extent not facilitating or conducive to
managing international cooperation funds.
For Israel:
 The unique procedures required by the EC both for submitting proposals
and for conducting a research project require specialized knowledge and
effort. Acquiring this knowledge is a long and costly process.
 The rigid policy of own contribution is a major barrier for authorities when
considering the participation in collaborative research projects.
 The sheer geographical distance involved in executing a joint research
project with central European teams creates additional problems and
specific measures are needed for bridging these distances with
acceptance of such measures as tele-presence, tele-working, etc.
 Obtaining advance and focused information on existing research
programme opportunities is not easy and requires substantial resources.
For Algeria:
 Need to promote human resources development, in order to overcome
insufficient number of researchers, lack of appropriate training (especially
for transport sector involvement), expertise development, etc.
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 Lack of relevant information & data availability.
 More effective research Governance.
For Jordan:
 Lack of relevant information (for programmes and opportunities).
 Excessive and complicated procedures for the conduct of research as
well as for preparing proposals.
 Lack of cohesive research frameworks and regulations.
 Lack of commonly agreed research priorities.
 Lack of funding and necessary research infrastructures in some countries
(mainly of the MENA region).
 Bureaucracy and lack of efficient, coordinated and comprehensive
policies regarding research governance and policies.
For Egypt:
 Lack of properly funded programs (research is generally underfunded).
 Difficulties in Information & data sharing.
 Scarcity of “Global” research infrastructures that would enable large scale
cooperative research projects.
 Lack of interoperability & transferability of results to the market or the
society.
 Differences in institutional cultures & research governance regimes create
sometimes insurmountable obstacles.
 Need to see more seriously the possibility for more exploitation of research
results.
 Differences in Intellectual Property Regimes.
 Conditions of disparity in human resources.

3.3.3. Priorities and themes for transport research
There were many discussions about the themes and priorities seen by the
participants as suitable for international transport research cooperation.
Again there were several differences in the views declared by the
participating experts from the different countries in the region.
In summarizing the discussion in this respect the following themes and topics
were defined as of interest as regards potential future international transport
research cooperation66.

These views on themes and priorities obviously expressed the particular experiences
of the persons participating in the workshop and may not be taken as “country”
positions. They must be seen in relation to the relevant positions also expressed during
the EUTRAIN bilateral meetings / workshops.
66
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TUNISIA:
 Road Safety
 Transport infrastructure (road, rail)
 Road traffic
 Environment and pollution
 Energy conservation
 Multimodal transport
ISRAEL:
 Active safety systems
 Advanced data collection techniques
 The role of social media in transportation
 Advanced methodologies and techniques for data warehouse, data
analytics and decision support systems
 Integration of advanced mobility services (DRT, Ride sharing, parking
reservation, soft modes etc.)
 Incentives as a mean for promoting sustainable mobility for people and
goods
ALGERIA:
 Transport security
 Road safety
 Transportation planning
 Transport management (Mobility in cities, Transport pricing, congestion,
promotion of public transport, etc)
 Intelligent Transport System ITS
 Air pollution from transport
 Legislation and regulation of transport (Dangerous goods )
 Logistics development
LEBANON:
 Studies and rules in respect to “constraints or disaster prone” areas
(Natural Hazards and water resources vulnerability)
 Geophysical and Geotechnical soil investigations for transport projects
 Monitoring of existing transport structures (e.g. bridges, railways, …)
EGYPT:
 Rehabilitation/maintenance of non-paved rural roads with local material
 None traditional public transport financing mechanisms
 Energy efficient truck freight transport
 Low cost applicable travel demand management
 Pavement recycling intermediate technology
 Improved road maintenance techniques
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 Barriers to PPP in the road sector
 ITS solutions applicable to developing countries
 Institutional organization development
MOROCCO:
 Modelling supply and demand of transport for an optimization of the use
of interurban networks of transport and consideration of a synergy
between competitive modes;
 Setting of a scientific and objective basis of the forecasts of traffic
passengers and freight by an adequate modelling of flows of exchanges
EU-UMA, taking a count their contrasted development, with a GDP from 1
to 12, a massive population from Maghreb living in Europe, goods
consisted with majority of finished products in N-S direction and bulk
products (raw materials, energetic and others) in S-N direction. This
contributes to the define of priorities of projects by programming their
implementation, and by planning their financing, according to the
evolution of needs of the traffic:
 Study on the road insecurity which constitutes a plague in Mediterranean
South countries by costing to the State 2,5 points of the GDP, the
homogenization of regulations of road transport and road marking
between States MEDA and EU-MEDA and optimization of the use of the
public transportation;
 Study on the improvement of logistics of transport to reduce costs of
approach, in favour of a better competitiveness of production companies
(total costs are estimated at 20 % of the GDP in Morocco , while they are
from 10 to 15 % in the EU and 15 in 17 % in emerging countries);
 Study of the impacts of the opening of the sky of Maghreb to the
European and Mediterranean companies,
 Study on the link of legislations and regulations in transport and
optimization of the exploitation of the harbour system;
 Study on the improvement and the modernization of agreements
governing road transports of people and goods, between EU and South
countries, following the example of the “Open Sky” agreement ;
 Study on the increase of the efficiency of each mode of transport
involved in costs and multimodal / intermodal routes ;
 Study on the rationalization of modalities of passage on borders, through
the simplification and the harmonization of administrative and custom
procedures, the implementation of measures of relevant international
agreements, the development of standards for the profession of
forwarders, the introduction of the system EED, the restructuring of public
companies, a more important priority in the MOS. The objective is more
fluidity of the traffic, in particular the RIT traffic;
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 Analysis of various international agreements and conventions of transport
to update them and make them easier to apply.

3.3.4. Other issues
Finally, several other important issues were discussed during the workshop and
suggestions for future research cooperation with the EU as well as future
expectations were mentioned. These are summarized below:
 Greater cooperation between the EU and the MENA region is
recommended since these countries, because of their proximity to the EU
member countries, have similar aspirations and common problems.
 Establishment of new, or improvement of existing, structures providing a
single – platform basis for international research cooperation opportunities.
An efficient network connecting scientific research opportunities, funding
opportunities, researchers, research institutions, and centres of research
excellence amongst all countries in the region.
 Better framework for coordination between governmental and private
institutions to fund priority research projects.
 Set commonly agreed research objectives and priorities - a unilateral
decision making does not offer credibility.
 We must try to utilize more, the skills of local experts especially as regards
local issues.
 Encouragement of young scholars and researchers to get involved in
international research projects and provision of special training for such
participation.
 Support research providing such training tools (such as software and
laboratory equipment).
 Exchanging experience and innovative initiatives to promote sustainable
mobility (technical, administrative, legal aspects etc.)
 Enhancement of interdisciplinary research and its realization towards
deployment.
 Networking with experienced partners since European research is getting
a specialization by its own.
 Mobilize those who are responsible for research policy in their countries to
participate in the dialog that will lead to recommendations to the EU.
The Athens workshop and international transport research cooperation event
was seen by all participants as a starting point for cooperation. It was stated
by almost all participants that it must be seen as the first step to bringing
together representatives from the Mediterranean countries and interacting
with them. It must be extended and enlarged in both participation and
content.
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As mentioned characteristically by many: a first channel of communication
has been developed with the Athens workshop. It is extremely important to
expand and strengthen this channel in the future.

3.4. Asia and Asia-Pacific Regional Workshop Beijing
The Asia and Asia-Pacific Regional Workshop that took place in Beijing on
September 6th, 2012 consisted of two sessions with presentations and a panel
discussion, to share experiences of international cooperation in speakers’ and
panellists’ work and identify a number of issues that relate to the future
practice in transport research.
The main conclusions can be summarized in the following 4 areas:
A. Main Drivers for international cooperation
B. Themes and Topics of interest
C. Mechanisms for International Cooperation
D. Other issues.

3.4.1. Main drivers for international cooperation in transport
research
In this area the representatives of governments, research organizations and
industry gave their views and pointed to the main influencing factors
answering – in fact – the question “why do we need Int’l cooperation”.
The EU representative mentioned four main drivers as follows:
 Global challenges: the societal and other challenges that we are
faced with are indeed global and thus we need approaches based
on global cooperation;
 The need to achieve greater interoperability of networks and systems;
 The need to promote global standards and harmonization of
procedures applicable to the global transport system; and
 The need to further facilitate the access to international knowledge
and to the markets.
The representative of the US Ministry of Transportation presented a number of
“strategic goals” or challenges which the US Department of Transportation
has placed as its goals for Years 2010 – 2016. These are the following, and for
all of them international cooperation is seen as an essential facilitator to
achieving them:
 Safety;
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State of good repair for the transport infrastructures;
Economic competitiveness of transport systems;
Liveable communities;
Environmental sustainability;
Organizational excellence.

In addition to the above, and as it was characteristically mentioned, a further
and perhaps most important driver for International cooperation is the
achievement of “better value for money”, by:
 going where the expertise is, and
 joining of financial resources to better fund research.
The representatives of the research organizations stressed a different set of
drivers which are also major success factors for international cooperation
ventures. These can be summarized as follows:
 Mutual benefits to be derived in the scientific field from knowledge
sharing and knowledge transferring;
 Better funding opportunities via joint funding;
 Assist a more viable economic operation of the research organizations
by achieving a more balanced portfolio of research infrastructures and
assets;
 Better handling of large scale scientific problems and issues;
 Developing and maintaining networks of professionals.
Finally, the industrial representative stressed that industry also (especially the
automotive industry) needs international cooperation and mentioned the
following as the main drivers for such cooperation:
 Information sharing;
 Leveraging of R&D resources for emerging technologies;
 Develop strategic networks of cooperation;
 Secure funding for all phases of the innovation cycle i.e.: research –
development – demonstrating new technology – deployment;
 Harmonization of international standards.

3.4.2. Themes and topics of interest
There were many suggestions as regards the themes and topics of interest for
a potential future international transport research cooperation initiatives of
the EU or other interested organizations the region, i.e. Asia Pacific and South
East Asia.
ARRB, Australia:
 Asset Management;
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 Bituminous surfacing;
 Network of operations / ITS;
 Freight Transport;
 Transport productivity issues.
Center for infrastructure and sustainable transportation and Urban Planning,
Indian Institute of Science:
 Smart Mobility for people (urban and interurban);
 Freight Transport;
 Increasing the share of Public Transport in urban areas;
 Innovative financing in the transport sector;
 Battling urban traffic congestion.
BTRC, China:
 Transport emergency response and evaluation system (special
weather, like snow, rain, special events)
 Public transport data analysis system, i.e. how to process at a major
interchange to deal with huge number of passengers or some special
conditions
 Congestion charging; particularly experiences from London and
Singapore;
 Sharing experiences in use of Traffic Performance Index;
 Development of common methodologies and standards to influence
legislations and regulation in different countries;
Public Works Research Institute, Japan:
 Transport infrastructure maintenance (bridges / tunnels / roads
especially winter roads);
 Application of ITS to traffic safety in tunnels
 Use of recycled materials for roads
 Winter road safety and influence of climate change to winter road
VOLVO Group, China:
 Road safety is the top priority;
 Electric vehicles including buses; good practices from applications of
electric buses in Shanghai may be ready to share with the world
including operation, bus driver training etc.
 Development of common methodologies and standards to influence
legislations and regulation in different countries;
Tongji University, China:
 Safety of railways;
 Energy saving;
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 Use of ITS for multimodal mobility and freight transport.

3.4.3. Mechanisms of international cooperation
Many interesting examples and success stories in international transport
research cooperation were presented and discussed during the workshop
thus providing interesting examples of successful mechanisms for such
cooperation.
One of the most common mechanism for international research cooperation
is the various intergovernmental agreements for bilateral or multilateral
research cooperation that provide frameworks for international cooperation.
However, it was stressed that from signing an agreement to having a fruitful
cooperation, may take long time and much effort.
So far, such bilateral or multilateral governmental frameworks have provided
the main mechanisms under which international research cooperation work
took place. The EU’s FP7 programme is one successful multilateral such
framework and some of the countries in the region (e.g. India, China) have
participated heavily.
Other mechanisms of international research cooperation were used, and
these were the following:
1. MoUs between interested organizations, providing the basis and the
terms of cooperation between these organizations. These have been
used quite often in the past but they are not legally binding forms of
agreements and they usually remain active for as long as their initiators
are active.
2. “Bottom-up” collaboration agreements (having the consent of the
governments but not directly governmental ones) between interested
organizations in order to achieve a specific task. A typical example of
this type of mechanism is the Heavy Vehicle Simulator International
Alliance (HVSIA) Agreement for sharing large scale simulators for heavy
vehicles. The Alliance was initiated by South Africa’s CSIR research
organization and is currently having member organizations from China,
Costa Rica, India, Indonesia, Sweden and the US. Also the sharing of
the accelerated Pavement Testing facility in Australia (in agreement
with research organizations from China and the US).
3. Exchange of researchers as an efficient way to maintain networks of
professionals and exchange knowledge of different organizations. For
example, some researchers from TRL, UK, spent 3 months in ARRB,
Australia, and participated in daily research work there.
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4. Joint ventures for soft or hard research infrastructure sharing and / or
exploiting. There are some success stories involving such ventures in the
Asia – pacific region. Examples were mentioned as follows:
 The Australian Rail Knowledge Bank;
 The India Road Survey Management joint venture between the
ARRB and Indian Organizations.

3.4.4. Other issues
A number of other important issues for the promotion and successful
execution of international transport research work were mentioned. These
issues are presented below:
 The cycle of innovation is different in the different regions of the world
so there may be different approaches and means to be applicable in
each case.
 Different cultures in research and project management do exist and
this may hamper international cooperation; for example, in the U.S the
MoT (Ministry of Transportation) RITA research funding mechanism is
mainly for research organizations and universities while European
research funding to almost all cases requires a research organization to
have industry partnership;
 Concerns on Intellectual Property (IP) rights; the concerns have two
aspects. One is that about the ownership of the IPR from an
international cooperation activity. Other concerns are that a partner
who joins international cooperation must be able to protect its own IPR
during the cooperation.
 Facilitating mobility of researchers, particularly young researchers;
active participation of young researchers or middle level researchers is
a key for success of the future cooperation. Young researchers should
have opportunities to receive education or training in an international
cooperation environment in order to understand the importance and
be able to contribute to the cooperation in the future.
 International cooperation should be a ‘two-way’ stream; the
cooperation should benefit all partners who are involved and learn
from each other. Currently, most of the international cooperation
between EU and emerging markets are one way practice, i.e.
introducing technologies and successful experiences to emerging
markets. However, there are good experiences EU can learn from
emerging markets and future cooperation should be a two way
practices.
 Existence of a “champion” organization in each country is necessary in
order to initiate and create the conditions for successful int’l
cooperation.
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4.

CONSOLIDATION OF RESULTS FROM
PREVIOUS WORK AND BEST PRACTICE
EXAMPLES
4.1. Introduction

This part of the report aims to identify and analyse findings, results, and
recommendations of other similar (to EUTRAIN) projects or reports. Such
projects include CETTRA, DETRA, SIMBA, SIMBA II, VIAJEO, and others. Also a
relevant previous study is the report produced by the ECTRI-TRB Working
Group report, as well as other relevant studies and reports.
In order to facilitate access to and the sharing of information regarding
initiatives related to the transportation research sector and the exchange of
experience and best practice and in order to discourage the fragmentation
and repetition of activities, the contents of this chapter reflect a consolidation
of the results of past EU funded projects as well as other relevant work in this
area.
In order to do this, use was made of the EURNEX Knowledge Management
System (KMS) set up within the scope of EURNEX participation in project
DETRA67.
The following sections reflect the results of using this database.

4.2. Consolidation of previous work results as
regards the basic EUTRAIN project areas of
interest
The EURNEX KMS is an Internet-based platform comprising key research institutes,
universities and transport operators and activities (public, private, research, and
projects) in the European Union. It serves as a searchable database where activities,
interventions, best practices, relevant statistics and indicators for transportation
researchers from all parts of the EU are available. It also provides a platform for
interaction between stakeholders in particular for person mobility, development of
skills and entering or re-entering the labour market. It has additional practical uses
such as deciding on new activities or building on existing ones, seeking partners and
setting up consortia to bid for projects and other. The Directory addresses all
stakeholders, categorised in groups of activity. It includes CVs, keywords
corresponding to the area of interest and expertise, current personal and professional
activities and past, present and forthcoming events related to the area of
transportation research.
67
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4.2.1. Achieving “global” research infrastructures
The strong potential for cooperation on issues related to global research
infrastructures, their interdependencies, and specific issues, can be based on
the following four areas:
 State of play of national roadmaps and priority setting;
 Overview of existing global projects and their issues;
 Identification of possible new areas of cooperation (“gap analysis”);
 Promotion of mutual use of existing research infrastructures.
Research Organisations estimate research progress in different ways, which
can lead to lengthy negotiations, misunderstandings and almost inevitable
parallel work done in trying to promote cooperation in common usage of
transport research infrastructures.
Achieving “global research infrastructures” (with a help of KMS and/or other
tools and research processes unifying) may avoid useless activities and
enable fully effective common research.

4.2.2. Pre-standardization issues and means of harmonizing
approaches and practices
There is lack of uniformity in the laws applicable in the various countries
regarding the legal status in scientific research and its results’ implementation.
It is difficult to escape the conclusion that this lack of uniformity and general
divergences in the different States' laws may impede international transport
research cooperation and create unnecessary obstacles to international
research cooperation such as:
 additional complexity and uncertainty in conducting cross-border
research;
 unnecessary transaction costs and lack of transparency
 impeding the development of common technology transfer policies
and guidelines;
 impeding the free movement of researchers and technology transfer
professionals.

4.2.3. Intellectual Property Regimes
There are three regimes of intellectual property that have been studied and
applied in the past:
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Statutory – patents, copyright, trade-mark, industrial designs (aesthetic
value rather than function);
Common law – non-registered trade-marks, trade secrets,
misappropriation of facts, appropriation of personality, contracts;
Norms based regimes – academic plagiarism (copying, citing without
attribution).

Recommendations for a decentralized IPR management and scientific result
securing, that is inclusive of communities’ ownership and access are:
 Include Local Conventions in norms and legislative policies;
 Encourage the definition of indicators and sharing of methodological
approaches;
 Define monitoring and evaluation mechanisms.

4.2.4. Differences in institutional
governance regimes

cultures and

research

Better coordination at the headquarters level, especially during the planning
stage, was considered to be desirable; however many participants doubted
whether the development of closely coordinated planning among the
relevant organizations was a realistic goal, given the significant differences in
institutional cultures and structures. Yet institutions could at least work to
improve their understanding of each other’s limitations and motivations,
which would contribute to a clearer grasp of the comparative advantage of
each when drawing up mandates, recognizing that comparative advantage
refers not only to the role each institution is best suited to play on the ground
but to other factors as well, such as rapidity of deployment, rapidity of access
to funds and operational flexibility. An optimal use of comparative
advantage and flexibility on the ground are only possible when there is
agreement among organizations as to the broader objectives of the mission.

4.2.5. Research training and human resource issues (mobility
of researchers and global networking)
Almost all of the past references and projects mentioned the need to
synthesise valuable information for the review of current training provision and
standards and to identify current needs, in research training and human
resource management, organised along the following domains of analysis:
 Current degree of education of employment in the transport sector;
 How common and valued is the practice of training and continuing
education in the industry;
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Detailed knowledge on competences required in the different
activities developed in the industry;
How practitioners perceive the need for higher education and training
skills in the different domains of intervention;
Which elements can contribute for a better fitness between education
and training curricula versus current needs.

It is has been recommended to prepare the ground for the organization of
educational seminars that will foster the interaction between researchers and
practitioners. Entailed in this work was also the harmonisation of activities
undertaken in short training course and visits and educational workshops as
well as the reporting back on the experiences obtained.

4.3. Past EU funded projects
Preconditions for international collaboration
 Evaluate progress towards the realisation of ERA in transport
 Identify strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats in transport
domain
 Evaluate the specific barriers impeding the realisation of ERA in the fields of
Mobility for researchers; World class research infrastructures; Strengthening
research institutions; Sharing knowledge; Optimising research programmes
and identifying priorities, and International cooperation
 Reduce fragmentation of effort between the different transport research
organisations involved in the project
 Building reliable, sustainable strategic partnership of SME with transport
industry, operators, authorities, and bodies,
 better use of resources (integration of researchers with expanded
knowledge basis, multidisciplinary cooperation),
 targeted benchmarking within the transport modes and other branches to
perform reasonable and efficient knowledge/technology transfer for the
transport sector
 strengthening of the competitiveness of involved SME as integral part of
international R&D partnership.
 key networks built up and expression of interest for joining expert working
groups on priority topics;
 awareness of European Commission initiative in emerging markets and the
possible deployment of European technologies;
 awareness of countries’ needs, priorities and context by EU stakeholders
(policy makers, road operators, industry, research, associations);
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 identification of strong demand from Europe and emerging markets to
cooperate within this domain and identification that there are mutually
beneficial outcomes;
 interfaces and interconnections between different modes, such as longdistance rail/ urban transport or air/rail;
 interfaces and interconnections between different types of services of the
same mode, such as long-distance rail services/regional rail services or
urban bus/express coach;
 interfaces and interconnections between high capacity mode and low
capacity, such as long-distance rail or coach/taxis, etc.
The following past EU funded projects were selected as representative of a
set of previous work items that include specific international cooperation
aspects or can be seen as examples of such cooperation.
Project name
DETRA (Developing the European Transport Research Alliance)
Project coordinator
FEHRL – Belgium
Project members
FERSI – Greece, EURNEX – Germany (International), Humanist – France, ECTRI,
ISN, NEARCTIS
Project Concept
The concept of DETRA derives from the Lyon Declaration in which the project
partners’ organisations committed themselves to work together on the
deepening of the European Research Area objectives in transport in order to
address the Grand Challenges.
From this commitment grew the objective to create a European Transport
Research Alliance (ETRA) that could strengthen the transport domain.
Key Priorities
Key priorities of this Alliance are to examine the strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats in the domain and develop common
understanding and approached to reducing fragmentation and overcoming
barriers.
The approach of the DETRA project is to build on an understanding of the
transport ERA to develop recommendations for the EC, member states and
other stakeholders as well as for the DETRA partners’ organisations themselves.
Project Structure
The project is based on consultations and inputs from main stakeholders and
experts in order to provide a series of key deliverables setting on the current
situation, the identified barriers and recommendations for the next generation
of the Transport ERA. It is recognised that each of the ERA themes must be
examined in detail but reflecting the need for greater integration between
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each element the main project deliverables will focus on more cross-cutting
aspects. For this reason, a project structure is proposed that reflects each ERA
theme in a separate Work Package. These are then integrated transversally
into five major DETRA outputs covering the main strategic issues to be
addressed in shaping a coherent Transport ERA programme to 2020. The
project will have seven Work Packages:
 WP1: Mobility for researchers (led by ECTRI)
 WP2: World-class transport research infrastructures (led by FEHRL)
 WP3: Strengthening research institutions (led by EURNEX)
 WP4: Sharing knowledge (led by HUMANIST)
 WP5: Optimising research programmes and identifying priorities (led by
CERTH)
 WP6: International cooperation (led by EURNEX)
 WP7: Coordination and communication (led by FEHRL)
Results
 Evaluate progress towards the realisation of ERA in transport
 Identify strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats in transport
domain
 Evaluate the specific barriers impeding the realisation of ERA in the
fields of Mobility for researchers; World class research infrastructures;
Strengthening research institutions; Sharing knowledge; Optimising
research programmes and identifying priorities, and International
cooperation
 Reduce fragmentation of effort between the different transport
research organisations involved in the project
 Provide a sound basis for the strengthening of the European Transport
Research Alliance which will in turn strengthen ERA progress
 Strengthen a cohesive influence of the DETRA partners on the various
stakeholder bodies with the Transport ERA such as ERTRAC, ERRAC and
others
 Work towards the creation of a structure based on the principles of the
METAFORON architecture
 Establish TRA as THE Transport research conference for Europeans and
the ERA

Project name
CETTRA (Contributing to a European Rail Research Area)
Project coordinator
TSB/FAV – Germany/EURNEX – International
Project members
IST – Instituto Superior Tèchnico, Lisbon; CVUT – Czech Technical University,
Prague; VNIIZhT – Russian Railway Research Institute, Moscow; VNIIAS – Ministry
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of Railways, Moscow; MIIT - Moscow State University of Railway Engineering,
Moscow; PGUPS – Petersburg State Transport University, St. Petersburg;
OmGUPS – Omsk State Transport University, Omsk; UrGUPS – Ural State
University of Railway Transport, Jekaterinenburg; SGUPS – Siberian Transport
University, Novosibirsk; IrIIT – Irkutsk State Transport University, Irkutsk; HKUST –
HKUST R and D Corporation Ltd, Hong Kong; ZAMI – Zhejiang Advanced
Manufacturing Institute of Hong Kong University of Science & Technology,
Hangzhou – Zhejiang; IRRT – Tongji University – Institute of Railway & Urban Rail
Transit, Shanghai; CARS – China Academy of Railway Sciences, Beijing; ETHZ –
Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zürich für Verkehrsplanung u.
Transportsysteme IVT, Zürich; KMITNB – King Monkut`s Institute of Technology
North, Bangkok; ANC, Anchorage, Bangalore; RTCA – Rail Technology Cluster
Austria, Vienna
Project Concept
Contributing to the European Research Area in surface transport to
strengthen the competitiveness of the European surface transport sector. This
will be achieved by using the excellent EURNEX competence to provide
research excellence capabilities to European Small and Medium Size
Enterprises (SMEs). Furthermore the cooperation with research excellencies
from non EU countries will stimulate research that is of mutual interest and
strengthen the European as well as non-European research excellencies.
Key Priorities
CETRRA project was dedicated to contribute to the European Research Area
in surface transport – to strengthen the competitiveness of the European
surface transport sector. This has been achieved by providing excellent
research capabilities from the EU and Asia to European Small and Medium
Sized Enterprises (SME) by EURNEX competence. Furthermore the cooperation
with research Excellencies from non-EU countries has been stimulate research
of mutual interest and strengthened the European as well as non-European
research Excellencies.
Project Structure
The work plan of CETRRA is divided into 3 different areas of activities –
integrating activities, collaboration activities, and management and
dissemination activities.
 Integrating activities
o WP 1 – Survey of competencies and experiences
o WP 2 – International Co-operation
o WP 3 – Encouraging of SMEs

 Collaboration activities
o
o
o

WP 4 – Product Qualification Methods
WP 5 – Identification of joint research topics and projects
WP 6 – Assessment of training courses and public awareness
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 Management and dissemination activities
o P 7 – Knowledge Management System and dissemination activities
o WP 8 – Administrative management
Results
Main conclusion for international cooperation are that integrating the SME,
the transport industries associations and researchers, sharing knowledge and
co-ordinating current research will be necessary through:








building reliable, sustainable strategic partnership of SME with transport
industry,
operators, authorities, and bodies,
better use of resources (integration of researchers with expanded knowledge
basis,
multidisciplinary cooperation),
targeted benchmarking within the transport modes and other branches to
perform
reasonable and efficient knowledge/technology transfer for the transport
sector
strengthening of the competitiveness of involved SME as integral part of
international R&D partnership.

Conclusions
The above listed results indicate that it is important to note the industry needs
and demands for courses/training are well identified. The course training
activities ideally should not interfere with the daily profession tasks. As a result,
sort courses and training methodologies should be explored and Educational
institutions own competences should meet the industry needs.

Project name
SIMBA (Strengthening Road Transport Research Cooperation Between Europe
And Emerging International Markets)
Project coordinator
European Road Transport Telematics Implementation Coordination
Organisation S.C.R.L. – Belgium
Project members
Forum des laboratoires nationaux europeens de recherche routiere; Tongji
university; Associacao brasileira de engenharia automotiva-aea; Society of
Indian automobile manufacturers; Council for scientific and industrial
research; Professional association in vehicle risk prevention; Research institute
of highway M.O.C; Polis – promotion of operational links with integrated
services, association internationale
Background & policy context
As emerging markets today are experiencing unprecedented economic
growth, their transport and mobility needs are increasing. Problems such as
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road accidents, congestion, and air pollution are faced worldwide. The
SIMBA project recognises that EU cooperation with emerging markets in
developing the technologies within the fields of Intelligent Transport Systems
(ITS), infrastructure and automotive development to improve road safety and
mobility is a pre-requisite to continued economic growth in all regions, as well
as betters the quality of life for citizens.
Objectives
SIMBA aims to increase road transport research cooperation between Europe
and the emerging markets of Brazil, China, India, and South Africa by
establishing a collaboration network that will bring together the key
stakeholders in the fields of Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS), infrastructure
and automotive development.
The objectives of SIMBA are to increase road safety, mobility and transport
efficiency through the exchange of technological know-how and best
practices. The project will map national and regional research activities,
policies and future requirements as well as organise regular events in order to
establish each country's priorities and define areas for future joint road
transport cooperation.
Methodology
The following activities will be undertaken as part of the project:
 mapping national and regional research activities, policies and future
requirements in emerging markets and the EU;
 organising regular events in order to establish each country's Research
and Development (R&D) priorities and define areas for future joint road
transport cooperation with the EU;
 making recommendations for new innovative road research activities
to be launched as EU-Region cooperation;
 creating networks and establishing strategic partnerships with
emerging markets.
Key results
The following exploitable results were generated:
 the definition of priority areas for cooperation where there is mutual
interest to cooperate and drive forward progress in SIMBA countries;
 key networks built up and expression of interest for joining expert
working groups on priority topics;
 awareness of European Commission initiative in emerging markets and
the possible deployment of European technologies;
 awareness of SIMBA countries’ needs, priorities and context by EU
stakeholders (policy makers, road operators, industry, research,
associations);
 identification of strong demand from Europe and emerging markets to
cooperate within this domain and identification that there are mutually
beneficial outcomes;
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input from broad stakeholders on key future actions.

Project name
SIMBA II (Strengthening Road Transport Research Cooperation Between
Europe And Emerging International Markets II)
Project coordinator
European Road Transport Telematics Implementation Coordination
Organisation S.C.R.L. – Belgium
Project members
Forum des laboratoires nationaux europeens de recherche routiere; Tongji
university; Associacao brasileira de engenharia automotiva-aea; Society of
Indian automobile manufacturers; Council for scientific and industrial
research; Professional association in vehicle risk prevention; Research institute
of highway M.O.C; Polis – promotion of operational links with integrated
services, association internationale
Background & policy context
The SIMBA II project will support emerging markets in their efforts to improve
transportation, while at the same time enhancing European industrial
competitiveness via transfer of technologies. Special attention will be paid to
mobility and road management, urban traffic issues and public transport. This
is to better assess and evaluate the development of new infrastructure and of
policy-led ITS solutions through sustainable urban transport planning.
Objectives
The SIMBA II project aims to increase RTD cooperation between the EU and
the ICPC of Brazil, China, India, Russia and South Africa. SIMBA II will look at
how the EU and ICPC can jointly increase road safety, mobility and transport
efficiency, improve road and transport network management and research
appropriate pavement design, while at the same time improving levels of
transport-related pollution.
ICPC could benefit in this respect from the latest experiences in the EU and
move forward in integrated transport network management, focusing on
policy solutions to tackle congestion and environmental challenges.
Methodology
The SIMBA II project will set up and run a series of expert groups to further work
on the priorities defined in the first SIMBA project. It will bring together
European and local ICPC organisations to engage in preparatory technical
work. This includes feasibility studies for the development and/or
implementation of new ITS and infrastructure technologies in the ICPC
(looking at adapting European technologies to local needs in an effort to
improve local transport conditions).
Results
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Definition of main Russian road and traffic problems, definition of priorities and
development needs, clarification of EU expert roles and R&D project interests.

Project name
HERMES (Efficient and Reliable arrangeMEnts for croSs-modal transport)
Project coordinator
Instituto Superior Técnico - Portugal
Project members
Transportforskningsgruppen i Borlänge AB SE, Universität Karlsruhe (TH) DE,
Universiteit Antwerpen BE, CENTER FOR RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY HELLAS
EL, University of the Aegean EL, Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique
FR, STRATA Gesellschaft für Daten- und Informationsmanagement mbH DE,
University of Genova IT, University of Pardubice CZ, Universidad Politécnica de
Madrid ES, Center for Research and Technology Hellas GR, University of the
Aegean GR
Project Concept
In the past, intermodality has mainly been understood as related to the
transfer of passengers between vehicles. Efforts have been undertaken in
order to develop an intermodal infrastructure like railway stations at airports
and transfer points with optimized transfer ways but a fully integrated
infrastructure has been an exception so far. The German AIRail (LH, DB,
Fraport) system or the French Thalys-Air France co-operation show that
integrated services are generally manageable.
On the demand side it is still unclear what level of intermodality has been
achieved. No proper measurement of intermodal behavior and no integrated
statistical demand database exist, which could identify intermodal trips on a
European level. This is mainly the outcome of the usually applied -modal view: transport statistics or surveys focus chiefly on single modes and do not
consider the underlying journeys that are often a combination of an access
mode, one or more long-distance modes and an egress mode. Thus, it must
be stated that the users' requirements in terms of intermodality have not so far
been fully identified. Even the integrated concept of level of service is not fully
matured and its implementation is hardly found.
Key Priorities
HERMES project was focused on enhancing cross-modal transport
arrangements aiming at exploring and thus developing prototypes of new
business models for interconnectivity. Therefore, this project aimed to analyse
the existing connections and further evaluate the level of interconnectivity in
the passenger terminals where short and long-distance transport networks
cross and where fluidity between crossing networks should ensure the
maintenance of the level of service when the passenger is transferred from
one to the other.
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The objective of HERMES was the development and analysis of new mobility
schemes and related organisational patterns at the interface and
interconnection between long distance transport networks and local/regional
transport networks of all modes. The aim of HERMES was to develop
prototypes (i.e. examples) of suitable business models for intermodal or
interconnecting services that will contribute to build sustainable mobility
solutions.
Project Structure
HERMES project work was structured in the following seven work packages:
 WP0.1 Overall management and quality control
 WP0.2 Dissemination and relation with stakeholders
 WP1 State of the art on cross-modal transport arrangements
 WP2 Cross-modal transport prototypes
 WP3 Regulatory and legal requirements
 WP4 Interoperability barriers
 WP5 Case studies (validation of prototypes)
 WP6 Good practices on cross-modal transport arrangements
Results
The impact of HERMES was very high on achieving fluid mobility chains with a
clear contribution to the quality perception of passengers.
The analyses embraced:
 interfaces and interconnections between different modes, such as longdistance rail/ urban transport or air/rail;
 interfaces and interconnections between different types of services of the
same mode, such as long-distance rail services/regional rail services or
urban bus/express coach;
 interfaces and interconnections between high capacity mode and low
capacity, such as long-distance rail or coach/taxis, etc.
A major impact was the preparation of a final handbook with good practices
that enabled the concrete dissemination of new knowledge achieved
through the development of case studies. Impact on industry and society at
large was also ensured through the participation and support of industry
members in the case studies and also on the advisory board.

Project name
EDGAR (The Emissions Database for Global Atmospheric Research)
Project coordinator
JRC - Joint Research Centre - Belgium
Project members
PBL - Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency, JRC - Joint Research Centre Belgium
Project Concept
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The Emissions Database for Global Atmospheric Research (EDGAR) provides global
past and present day anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases and air
pollutants by country and on spatial grid. The current development of EDGAR is a joint
project of the European Commission JRC Joint Research Centre and the Netherlands
Environmental Assessment Agency (PBL).
EDGARv4.0 (published in 2009) includes country- and sector-specific emissions of the
greenhouse gases: CO2, CH4, N2O, HFCs, PFCs and SF6. With a technology-based
approach this dataset combines scientific information and data from international
statistics on energy production and consumption, industrial manufacturing,
agricultural production, waste treatment and disposal and burning of biomass to
provide a complete historical emission trend from 1970 until 2005 for all countries in
the world in a comparable and consistent manner. The emissions are gridded for
each of the gases and all years.
Key Priorities
Monitoring the standard emissions sources defined using the IPCC source categories
and codes developed by the IPCC National Greenhouse Gas Inventories Programme
(Reporting guidelines in the revised 1996 IPCC guidelines). The first number identifies
the main source sector: Energy, Industrial processes, Solvents and other product use,
Agriculture, Land-Use Change and Forestry, Waste, and Other
Project Structure
Originally EDGAR (1992-2004) was developed by the National Institute for Public
Health and Environment (RIVM) [later, the environmental division involved was called
the Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency] and the Netherlands
Organization for Applied Scientific Research (TNO) with as driving forces Jos Olivier
(RIVM) and Jan Berdowski (TNO). In 2004, in order to facilitate continuation of EDGAR,
a new project team has been formed composed of the original EDGAR team
members of RIVM, now being part of the Netherlands Environmental Assessment
Agency, and the European Commission's Joint Research Centre.
A new database structure has been developed at JRC IES. This new database
structure allows calculating emissions by country, sector and includes specific
technologies for combustion/processing and emission abatement measures.
Furthermore, to facilitate both the use of EDGAR data in air pollution and climate
modelling on different scales the country emissions are allocated to a 0.1x0.1 grid
using newly developed 0.1 degree grid maps for a large variety of emission sources.
Results
The new version v4.2 of the Emission Database for Global Atmospheric Research
(EDGAR) provides independent estimates of the global anthropogenic emissions and
emission trends, based on publicly available statistics, for the use in atmospheric
models and policy evaluation. The EDGARv4.2 inventory covers the time period from
1970 to 2008 including the following chemical substances:
 Updated ‘Kyoto Protocol’ greenhouse gases : CO2, CH4, N2O, HFCs, PFCs, SF6,
CF6, NF3
 The air pollutants: CO, NOx, NMVOC, SO2 and NH3
 And in addition as aerosol: PM10
Data are presented for all countries, with emissions provided per main source
category, and spatially allocated on a 0.1°x0.1° grid over the globe.
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Project name
CONNECT - Co-ordination and stimulation of innovative ITS activities in Central
and Eastern European Countries
Project members
bmvit - Federal Ministry of Transport, Innovation and Technology (Austria);
AustriaTech - Federal Agency for Technological Measures Ltd (Austria);
Ministry of Transport (Czech Republic); Babtie (Czech Republic); BMVBS
(Germany); Senate Department for Urban Development (Germany); Poyry
(Germany); Ministry of Economy and Transport (Hungary); Interut XXI
(Hungary); Ministerio dei Trasporti (Italy); SINA (Italy); North Italy
Communications S.r.l. (Italy); GDDKIA (Poland); MDPT (Slovakia); VUD
(Slovakia); Ministry of Transport of the Republic of Slovenia (Slovenia); GENEA
d.o.o. (Slovenia)
Results
From the years 2004 to 2009, the EasyWay CONNECT project, together with
other Euro-regional projects, achieved successful results in improving road
safety, in implementing traffic information and management services, in
installing advanced traffic and weather monitoring systems and in promoting
new ICT and ITS technologies applications, which focus particularly on
tackling traffic problems in Eastern parts of Austria and Germany, Czech
Republic, Hungary, Italy, Poland, Slovakia, as well as Slovenia.
The continuous actual and expected road traffic increase will continue, even
if other transport modes are strongly fostered. As highlighted by the EasyWay
document, “roads remain by far the most relevant mode for transport in
Europe with international traffic and transport rising at a faster rate than
national traffic and ITS is continuing to play an important role on mitigating
the negative effects of the increasing role of road demand”. New elements
of the EasyWay programme, like quantitative and measurable results towards
objectives, integrated pan-European approach on network operations and a
supporting EasyWay secretariat function, have removed doubts from policy
and decision makers within the EC on the effectiveness of Intelligent Transport
Systems and Services (ITS) deployment.
The following ITS applications and services have been deployed in the
CONNECT area throughout its duration:
 SWIS - The Austrian Road Weather Information System
 eCall - pan-European in-vehicle emergency call system in the Czech
Republic
 VESUV - System for the visual monitoring of situation, accidentsand traffic
condition in Germany
 Implementation of a traffic control and information system using VMS on
a selected section of the motorway network in Hungary
 NewTownPass - contactless tolling on Italian Motorways
 Electronic Fee Collection in Slovenia
 Implementation of Public RDS-TMC service in Slovakia
 Fixed data capture stations and control systems in Poland
Due to the high number of deployments (and related preparatory work)
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performed in various domains, a selection was done just to mention major
ones. The presented projects vary from mature systems for traffic data
detection to an emergency Call pilot implementation or a roll-out of RDS-TMC
in order to provide European Travellers with language independent real-time
traffic information. Furthermore innovative approaches towards the set-up of
a road weather information system had been adopted within the consortium.
Technical implications
n/a
Policy implications
In June 2006, the White Paper midterm review document (“Keep Europe
moving”) was issued and reasserted the objective of road safety and
congestion reduction, plus the promotion of energy efficiency at EU level. In
addition, the concept of co-modality was introduced where each mode has
to play its own role. Important items at the heart of Europe’s renewed
transport policy are innovation and technology and setting Intelligent
Transport Systems.
For these reasons the EasyWay CONNECT project has to continue in the next
2007-2013 EU Programme, with the objective of completing and improving
the existing ITS infrastructures and applications, of identifying and
implementing new available technologies, of researching and experimenting
innovative tools and systems useful for road safety, and traffic management
and for the co-modality needs.

Project name
ETNA – European Transport NCP Alliance
Project members
Nemzeti Innovacios Hivatal; Ministerie van Economische Zaken, Landbouw en
Innovatie; Instytut Podstawowych Problemow Techniki Polskiej Akademii Nauk;
Agencia de Inovacao - Inovacao Empresarial e Transferencia de Tecnologia;
Europe Recherche Transport; Research Promotion Foundation; Matimop,
Israeli Industry Center for Research & Development; Agenzia per la
Promozione Della Ricerca Europea; Aerospace Valley; Foundation for
Research and Technology Hellas; Turkiye Bilimsel ve Teknolojik Arastirma
Kurumu; Centro Para el Desarrollo Tecnologico Industrial; Cliff Funnell
Associates
Results
The ETNA project has developed and implemented a coordination
mechanism for stimulating closer cooperation among National Contact Points
(NPCs) for the theme 'Transport' in FP7. In this way, ETNA has facilitated the
improvement of the overall quality of NCP services across Europe in the area
of transport. Furthermore, the project has increased the transparency of EU
research to ensure equal access for all.
Input in EU Transport White Paper 2011 targets
Innovating for the future (technology and behaviour): A European Transport
Research and Innovation Policy
Related Projects
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The European Transport Network Alliance ETNA PLUS is a coordination action,
starting in early 2013 that will build upon the activities and knowledge
acquired in ETNA project. The ETNA PLUS project will have a wider view,
reflecting the new political context and the priority given to Europe 2020 and
to the Horizon 2020 objectives. In addition, the ETNA PLUS project will take
advantage of the positive results in the TRANSNEW and MARKET-UP projects
(FP7).

4.4. Other FP7 INCO capacities projects
Specific international cooperation (INCO) projects were widely supported
under FP7. The main areas of focus (and types of project) were;
 INCO-NET - Bi-regional coordination of S&T cooperation including
priority setting and definition of S&T cooperation policies
 BILAT - Bilateral coordination for the enhancement and development
of S&T Partnerships
 ERA-NET - Supporting the coordination of national policies and
activities of Member States and Associated States on international S&T
 INCO-NCP project - INCONTACT network of the INCO-NCPs
 ACCESS4EU - Supporting the EU access to Third Country programmes
The most relevant areas for EUTRAIN were the INCO-NET and BILAT projects.
Several INCO-NET projects were selected from FP7 calls for proposals
published in 2006, 2009 and 2010. These projects cover different regions of the
world, i.e. Western Balkan Countries, Mediterranean Partner Countries, Eastern
Europe and Central Asia, South East Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa, Caribbean and
Pacific region, Arab Gulf Countries, Latin and Central America.
INCO-NET projects aimed at establishing coordination platforms, which:
 Bring together relevant policy makers, researchers, the private sector
and other stakeholders of the EU and of third countries that belong to
the targeted region, to identify S&T priorities and support the definition
of S&T cooperation orientations;
 Implement awareness and dissemination activities dedicated to the
strengthening of the participation of the targeted countries/regions in
the Framework Programme, including the support for information points
in third countries;
 Carry out strategic analysis of S&T trends and mapping research
capacities in the targeted region, including their links with
corresponding EU research counterparts;
 Systematically monitor and review cooperation activities in order to
provide feedback and updating of S&T policies and priorities.
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They looked for synergies with instruments of the Member States and of the
European Union that are designed to implement cooperation policies and
support EU external relations, such as the Instrument of Pre-accession
Assistance (IPA), the European Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument
(ENPI), the Development Cooperation and Economic Cooperation instrument
(DCECI), and the European Development Fund (EDF).
These projects involved research administrations, the research community,
industry and other stakeholders from both Member States and Third countries
to provide the Directorate for “International Cooperation” and the other
Research Directorates with the necessary inputs and evidence to support
future S&T cooperation policies and activities.
Table 8: INCO-NET projects
Caribbean

EUCARINET

Fostering European Union - Caribbean Research
and Innovation Networks

Central
America

ENLACE

Enhancing Scientific Cooperation between the
European Union and Central America

Eastern
Europe and
Central Asia

IncoNet EECA

S&T International Cooperation Network for
Eastern European and Central Asian Countries

Gulf
Countries

INCONET-GCC

Science
and
Technology
International
Cooperation Network for Gulf Cooperation
Countries aiming at the promotion of bi-regional
dialogue

Latin
America

EULARINET

European Union - Latin American Research and
Innovation NETworks

Mediterrane
an Partners

MIRA

Mediterranean
Innovation
Coordination Action

Pacific

PACE-Net

Pacific - EU Network for science and Technology

South
Caucasus
and Central
Asia

IncoNet CA/SC

International Cooperation Network for Central
Asian and South Caucasus countries

South
Asia

SEA-EU-NET

Facilitating the Bi-Regional EU-ASEAN Science
and Technology Dialog

CAAST-Net

Coordination and Advancement of sub-Saharan
Africa-EU Science & Technology Cooperation

East

Sub-Saharan
Africa

and

Research
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Network
Western
Balkan
Countries

WBC-INCO.NET

Western Balkan Countries INCO-NET

BILAT projects support the coordination for the enhancement and
development of S&T Partnerships and focus on:
 Improving the process of providing information on programs and
funding designed to promote cooperation of third countries in the
Framework Programme.
 Better identifying and demonstrating mutual interest and benefit in S&T
cooperation between the EU and specific third countries
 Sharing best practices via joint fora such as workshops and presenting
the state of the art and the prospects for cooperation in particular
fields.
These actions comprise information and awareness activities, the
establishment and reinforcement of information services such as a
liaison/promotion structure, a comprehensive website and a mailing
database, specialized thematic workshops or special high-level events both
at the scientific level in specific third countries and in Europe as well as at the
political and policy-making level. The activity is restricted to third countries,
which have signed an S&T cooperation agreement with the EC or are in the
process of signing such an agreement
Table 9: BILAT projects
Country

Project

Project description

Algeria

EARN

Euro-Algerian Research Networking

Argentina

ABEST II

Argentinean Bureau for Enhancing Cooperation with the
European Community in the Science, Technology and
Innovation Area. Phase II

Australia

FEED

FEAST Extension, Enhancement and Demonstration project

Brazil

BB.Bice

New Brazilian Bureau for Enhancing the International
Cooperation with European Union

Canada

ERA-CAN II

European Research Area - Canada Information and
Support Service -

Chile

CHIEP-II

Strengthen Chilean European Science and Technology
Partnerships
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China

BILAT SILK

Bilateral Support for the International Linkage with China

Egypt

ShERACA

Shaping Egypt's association to the European Research
Area and Cooperation Action

India

EUINEC

European Union and India Enhanced Cooperation
Framework for Improved Bilateral Dialogue in the Fields of
Science and Technology

Japan

J-BILAT

BILAT in Japan

Jordan

EUJordanNet

Enhancement of Jordan-European S&T Partnerships

Korea

KESTCAP

Korea-EU
Science
and
advancement Programme

Mexico

UEMEXCyT
II

Bureau for EU-Mexican
Cooperation – Step II

Morocco

M2ERA

Morocco To ERA

New
Zealand

FRENZ

Facilitating Research Co-operation between Europe and
New Zealand

Russia

BILAT-RUS

Enhancing the bilateral S&T Partnership with the Russian
Federation

South
Africa

ESASTAP2

Strengthening the European-South African Science and
Technology Advancement Programme

Tunisia

ETC

European Tunisian Cooperation

Ukraine

BILAT-UKR

Enhancing the bilateral S&T Partnership with Ukraine

USA

BILAT-USA

Bilateral Coordination for the Enhancement and
Development of S&T Partnerships between the European
Union and the United States of America

Technology
Science

and

Cooperation
Technology

For each of the actions the scope of the activities was broad and covered
many research areas. Transport research was usually, but not always covered.

4.5. The COST framework
4.5.1. Introduction
For the past 40 years, COST, the European Cooperation in Science and
Technology has been providing the means for trans-European networking of
nationally
funded
research
activities,
based
on
a
European
intergovernmental framework for cooperation in science and technology.
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COST provides to European researchers the possibilities to jointly develop their
own ideas and new initiatives across all scientific disciplines.

4.5.2. COST mission
The mission of COST is to enable break-through scientific developments that
will lead to new concepts and products. Through such developments, COST
aims to contribute to strengthening research and innovation capacities in
Europe.

4.5.3. COST features and results
Key features of COST are:
 inclusiveness of all fields of science and technology (including
interdisciplinary research and new and emerging fields), of all types of
partners (public and private), of all career stages (young and senior
researchers) and of all countries;
 capacity building by connecting high-quality scientific communities
throughout Europe and worldwide;
 providing networking opportunities for early career investigators;
 increasing the impact of research on policy makers, regulatory bodies
and national decision makers as well as the private sector.
As a result, COST allowed to:
 identify and achieve complementarities avoiding duplication of efforts;
 reduce isolation, build critical mass for joint research efforts and
develop common science and technology programmes addressing
societal challenges;
 enhance communication and sharing knowledge and ideas within the
ERA, paving the path to innovation.

4.5.4. COST financing 68
The EU total input contribution to COST is EUR 240 million from FP7,
corresponding to 0,48% of the total budget for FP7 (2007-2013). Since the
beginning of FP7, this contribution totaled 113,4 million €, making it possible for
COST to currently execute 240 Actions. These Actions engaged on average
6.310 officially nominated participants every year, corresponding to nationally
funded research inputs estimated to be at least 2,6 billion €, 650 million €
annually. Each COST Action has an average budget of about 100.000.

COST in the next FP for Research and Innovation "Horizon 2020" - COST Position
paper: “The COST Framework - A cornerstone of the ERA”, source:
http://www.parlament.gv.at
68
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4.5.5. COST achievements
COST, by ensuring openness and adaptability, takes into account the
unpredictable nature of scientific and technological efforts in terms of
research topics, network participation and work organisation. As a result, the
impacts of COST Actions are numerous:
 they are suitable for fields of research that are not yet fully established
(55% of COST Actions focus on emerging fields);
 they build bridges between disciplines (70% of COST Actions span
several disciplines);
 they are ideal to bring separate networks around the same table (22%
of Actions are estimated to be ‘networks of networks’);
 their openness allows non-academic stakeholders to participate
(about 20% of the Actions can be defined as mixed).

4.5.6. COST domains 69
Every COST Action has an objective, defined goals and clear deliverables.
These are described in a Memorandum of Understanding, signed by
participating COST Countries. There are currently more than 200 Actions
running in the 9 scientific Domains. In addition, Trans-Domain Proposals (TDP)
give the opportunity to cover several scientific Domains per proposal. The
Domains of COST are:
• Biomedicine and Molecular Biosciences (BMBS)
• Chemistry and Molecular Sciences and Technologies (CMST)
• Earth System Science and Environmental Management (ESSEM)
• Food and Agriculture (FA)
• Forests, their Products and Services (FPS)
• Individuals, Societies, Cultures and Health (ISCH)
• Information and Communication Technologies (ICT)
• Materials, Physics and Nanosciences (MPNS)
• Transport and Urban Development (TUD)
• Trans-Domain Proposals (TDP)
4.5.7.

Transport related research Actions in COST 70

The Transport and Urban Development Domain (TUD) fosters research
coordination in the fields of transport and the built environment. The Domain is
by definition cross-sectoral and multidisciplinary, encompassing a wide range
of scientific expertises within the transport and land use planning, design, and
management activities with a special emphasis on the strong
interrelationships among the relevant policy fields as well on all aspects

69
70

COST (European Cooperation in Science and Technology) website: www.cost.eu
COST (European Cooperation in Science and Technology) website: www.cost.eu
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related to sustainable development. The domain activities should be
innovative and complementary to other European programmes in the
relevant fields. The aim is to cover both basic and applied research activities
including technical and technological developments and their changeovers
that are relevant to policy and decision making processes. A significant
concern is devoted to activities exploring new research needs and
developments.
The TUD Domain deals with assessment, planning and management of
transport systems covering issues like safety and security, energy consumption,
environmental impacts, modal diversion and re-equilibrium, transport policies,
traffic management, market issues, and sustainable mobility. It focuses on
improving transportation structures by developing new design and
technologies both for infrastructures (materials, intuitive driving signals, etc.)
and vehicles (alternative fuels, Intelligent Transportation System, etc.),
enhancing human-machine interfaces and upgrading driving behaviour. The
Domain covers all aspects of urban development. These include land use
planning and management within or around urban areas, environmental
management, urban-rural relationships, safety and security, reconstruction,
rehabilitation and renovation, disaster management, logistics, and cultural
heritage. A large component of the Domain is related to engineering,
construction, and architecture of urban structures. These cover design
methods and technologies for construction, maintenance, operation,
rehabilitation and protection of buildings and infrastructure. Emphasis is given
to green structures and particularly to the energy efficiency of products,
processes, and organisation. The Domain involves scientists, practitioners,
decision-makers and industry in basic and applied research activities based
on integrated and interdisciplinary approaches. These lead to technical
developments, standards and policy recommendations. Currently, 121 COST
Actions are running under the TUD Domain.

4.6. The ECTRI-TRB Working Group report on “EUUS transport research collaboration”
A very successful attempt to foster international collaboration in transport
research was the special report of an international Working Group setup by
the US/TRB and ECTRI (the coordinator of project EUTRAIN) under the
framework of their Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) signed on January
2006.
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The mandate of the Group (whose report was submitted in 2010) was to
examine the issues of transport research collaboration between the EU and
the US but its final report and the recommendations have been considered
by many as “key recommendations” applicable to international transport
research cooperation in general71.
The main findings and recommendations of that working group report are as
follows:
Enacting a truly international (indeed even global) transportation research
regime today faces significant hurdles. First, the fluidity of political support for
research, and variable access to capital and human scientific and technical
talent worldwide are enduring barriers to implementing international
cooperative research. Second, it is likely that the globalization of
transportation research and development would threaten existing domestic
research and product development networks, thereby limiting government
and commercial support for this venture. Third, research cooperation on an
international scale is usually limited to those types of problems or questions
that are of a scale that no one nation has sufficient resources necessary to
investigate the phenomenon. Transportation research issues are to a large
extend “international” in this sense but are often divisible and can be
approached on a smaller scale too.
The following further barriers to effective international research collaboration
are mentioned in the report:
 High Information and data costs;
 Transactional Hurdles (because of the multiple organizations and
parties involved);

The ECTRI-TRB Working Group consisted of (names with asterisk denote main
authors):
Prof. George A. GIANNOPOULOS*, Head, Hellenic Institute of Transport, Greece and
Prof. Michael MEYERS, University of Atlanta, Georgia, US, as Co-chairs. Dr. O. A. (Sam)
ELRAHMAN*, New York DOT, New York, Mr. Jean – Pierre MEDEVIELLE*, Deputy Director
General, IFSTTAR, France, and Dr. John F. MUNRO*, then at FHWA, US/DOT, as coRapporteurs. Members :
 Mr. Angel APARICIO, CEDEX, Spain
 Ms Debra ELSTON, Director, FHWA/DOT, US
 Mrs. Maryvonne PLESSIS-FRAISSARD*, World Bank, US
 Prof. Barbara LENZ*, DLR, Germany
 Mr. Pekka LEVIAKANGAS*, VTT, Finland
 Mr. Wes LUM, California DOT, US
 Ms Martine MICOSSI, TRB International Activities Committee, US
 Mr. Neil PAULLEY*, TRL, UK
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Differences in Intellectual Property Regimes;
Cultural Differences;
Capacity to “Go it alone” (usually true for large countries);
Institutional Inertia and Differences in Institutional cultures;
Labour Issues.

To overcome these hurdles and barriers, there are a number of key
“ingredients” for the establishment of successful international research
collaboration partnerships:
 Strategic convergence of individual and collective interests among
partners that are focused on the particular scientific or technical issue
in question;
 Clearly defined goals and principles for collaboration;
 Clear “ground rules” for interaction among partners in the form of a
formal agreement or a Memorandum of Understanding, or other;
 Inclusion of key stakeholders;
 Existence of “champions” or advocates. These people are critical in
ensuring that the partnership is successfully launched and barriers
eliminated;
 An inclusive participatory decision-making process must be in place to
ensure that all partners feel they are owners of the process and have a
stake in the success of the partnership;
 Agreement on the initial sources of funds as well as on how the
partnership will be sustained over time;
 Clear pattern of distribution of benefits among partners;
 An organizational structure or procedures for the management and
operation of the partnership;
 A clearly defined way for evaluating results;
 A seamless, vertical as well as horizontal communication and
coordination linkage for the research partners.
 Transnational research networks that serve as enablers of international
research cooperation in order to build vital connections and create
communities of practice as well as to facilitate the strategic
convergence of individual and collective interests.
The institutional structures for such collaboration have been classified into the
following five types:
1. Ad hoc and informal collaborations between individuals;
2. Partnerships on a case by case basis, basically exploiting ‘special’
relations or situations between the cooperating research organizations;
3. Formal organizational partnerships between ‘umbrella’ organizations
who represent many “members”;
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4. Creation of new leading organizations for joint research and funding
coming from both sides from either public or private sources;
5. Specific internationally valid mechanisms that encourage cooperation
of research in support of particular topic areas and policies.
In spite successful examples so far, there seems to be an undeniable
realization that collaborative research and technological innovation at an
international scale, require new and innovative ‘enabling’ frameworks. Such
frameworks may not always depend on governments or the public sector but
must include private funding and market approved processes. The existence
as well, of specific “drivers” that will make them operationally viable, is also
important.
There are six models of international RTD collaboration studied in the report:
A. Organized, centralized, and institutionally driven RTD collaborative
research
In this model, government entities direct the collaboration by
identifying its objectives, strategic goals and agenda. They also
provide the means by which the agenda is accomplished. The Joint
OECD-ITF Transport Research Center (JTRC) is an example of this
model.
B. Foreign RTD investments by national level RTD programs
In this model, national level RTD programs hire foreign researchers to
conduct the research on the basis that this optimizes resources by
relying on researchers who have less costly rates, and allows widening
of the talent pool.
C. Spontaneous, dynamic, researcher to researcher collaborative
activities
This model occurs at a national or sub-national level where researchers
from multiple countries come together to share ideas and exchange
best practices.
D. Distributed collaborative involving several government entities and
utilizing a common management structure
This model combines a top-down as well as a bottom up approach.
Needs are identified from the bottom at the individual investigator
level, while strategic directions are identified at the top management
level.
E. One or two way information exchange on technologies and best
practices involving one or more host countries and an information
seeking technical delegation.
Technology scanning programs represent this model, which provides a
forum for the exchange of advanced information and for its
adaptation and adoption.
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F. International information exchange programs.
These are international technology exchange programmes that are
established at the state and national levels and create formal and
informal means of exchange of information. Twining is an example of
this model where “sister” type relationships are established between
agencies and organizations that have similar responsibilities.
Finding common grounds for compatibility in research governance and
financing at international level, was found to be a major “enabler” of
international transport research cooperative efforts. Such compatibility
requires a number of “breakthroughs” in a number of “fronts” where today
most of the barriers exist. These “fronts” were mentioned as:
 Facilitating the issuance of international research bids and their
evaluation;
 Finding ways of “merging” international sources of finance to create
funding for specific “common” international research programs;
 Common rules for research funds allocation and commitment;
 Finding common administration and monitoring procedures for
(international) research projects;
 Setting commonly acceptable evaluation procedures of research
results;
 Common rules relating to IPR and exploitation – implementation of
research results.
For international collaboration that is privately funded there must be also a
clear market advantage to all parties involved – that is, there must be
exploitable opportunities available to all. Parties should consider joint
ventures, partnerships and marketing agreements.
Finally, the report makes a number of final recommendations, and names
suggested “drivers” for international transport research cooperation, as
follows:
Creating enabling policies
In order for collaboration to be successful, national and sub-national policies
need to alleviate concerns over intellectual property rights, create standards
and common frameworks for the conduct of research and take into
consideration the role of the market in fostering innovations. Policies can also
target the provision of incentives to stimulate funding schemes for
cooperation. A top-down approach is needed to dismantle barriers to
cooperation especially those that involve prohibitive costs and conflicting
intellectual property rights. Enabling policies must also take into consideration
the mobility of scientists across borders.
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Mobilizing the human capital
In the area of human capital, there is a need to focus on generating new
scientists and strengthening the collaborative capacity of existing scientists.
Training and education should target governance and management as well
as thematic issues of global concern, such as climate change and
sustainability. Communication across cultures is an area of utmost importance
since collaboration ultimately involves human behavior and positive human
interaction. Cultural competency and sensitivity can lead to successful crosscultural collaboration.
Building collaboration mechanisms and joint programmes
At the top level, it is important to have clearly defined goals, processes that
lower the effects of barrier and enhance synergy, and fair partnerships using
credible champions and institutions, leading eventually to a joint
programming process of calls of proposals and work programmes. Existing
success stories could be guiding examples.
At the bottom level, professional networks have brought researchers in
contact with each other across national borders. Strengthening the capacity
of these networks and creating mechanisms that would cultivate new
productive collaboration is recommended.
Systematically addressing the main barriers
The main barriers to international transport research collaboration were
addressed above. There is a need to work systematically towards developing
and fostering cooperation policies and mechanisms that will overcome these
major barriers.
Improving data management and sharing
Improved data management and sharing is essential for successful
international collaboration. Developing the infrastructure for data
management and sharing is imperative. In particular it is critical to address
the issue of free access soft research infrastructures (libraries, data, and
knowledge). Creating common standards for technical documentation
would facilitate collaboration, as would also be establishing agreed
practices.
Laying the groundwork for joint programming and funding
This would entail:
o Intergovernmental decisions to collaborate towards facilitating the
issuance of international research calls for tenders, bids and their
evaluation;
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Finding ways of “merging” international sources of finance to create
funding for specific “common” international research programs;
Establishing common rules for the allocation and commitment of
research funding;
Laying common administration and monitoring procedures for
(international) research projects;
Setting commonly acceptable evaluation procedures of research
results;
Establishing common rules relating to IPR and exploitation –
implementation of research outcomes.

Facilitating education and training
Education and training are always critical elements. Three actions were
recommended here:
o Exchanges at the PhD and post-doctorate phases to train and
educate the new generation of scientists of (internationally oriented)
transport research.
o Development of well-trained research administrators or research
managers, ultimately in an internationally funded and supervised
Training academy for strategic and operational research governance,
and
o Development of common professional certification processes for
international research work.
The work of this working group – and its report – is widely considered as a
major contribution to fostering international cooperative research initiatives
which followed its submission and wide dissemination.

4.7. Case study: FEHRL cooperation with US
Department of Transport’s Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA)
4.7.1. Background
Since the launch of FEHRL in 1989, cooperation with the US has been a
recurrent issue. At the beginning, a clear focus concerned the European
response to the SHRP (Strategic Highway Research Program). Many FEHRL
members actively participated in that programme run by TRB for FHWA. The
cooperation with FHWA then continued through projects on issues such as
Superpave and especially Heavy vehicle infrastructure interaction many of
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which were conducted through OECD activities. From 2004 onwards,
cooperation in the framework of the second SHRP programme stimulated
further discussion on joint projects.
In October 2009, FHWA became an Associate of FEHRL. FHWA’s objectives of
becoming part of FEHRL were to formalise the cooperation and to enable the
organisation to more actively engage in FEHRL’s research prioritisation and
project proposal activities. One of the objectives was for FEHRL members and
FHWA to jointly define and conduct research projects including the cofunding of such work. To further stimulate this development, in 2011, FHWA
and FEHRL signed a Memorandum of Cooperation (MOC) in Washington DC
between Victor Mendez, FHWA’s Administrator and Joris Al, FEHRL President.
The Memorandum was set for a period of 6 years, and may be revised at any
time by mutual consent of the Participants. The Memorandum is expected to
be evaluated every two years. The Participants intend to decide whether to
extend the work in the identified areas of cooperation or modify the areas to
include new topics of interest. The legal authority to establish and carry out an
international research coordination and collaboration effort is provided to
FHWA undertake international outreach activities in 23 U.S.C. § 506. To
address issues such as IPR and settling of disputes, reference was made to the
U.S.-European Union Science and Technology Agreement, of December 5,
1997.
The MOC stated that the Participants (ie FHWA and FEHRL) intend to engage
in strategic management and measurement of the international partnership
in the following areas: research agenda setting, conduct of research,
development and deployment of innovation strategies in the effort to do the
right research, do it well and enable the delivery of value added results.

4.7.2. Scope of cooperation
The scope of the cooperation includes research, development or
deployment of technology and innovation activities in the following highway
transport areas: planning, environment, right of way, asset management,
materials, structures, hydraulics, traffic operations, traffic impacts, road user
behavior, economics, safety, and policy. The strategic management and
topics are to be reviewed periodically, with amendment or adjustment based
on mutual agreement. This may include expansion to other areas of
cooperation.
The MOC therefore has started to strengthen cooperation in mutually
understood areas in the following manner:
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a. Reference the FHWA Research and Technology Program Plans and
Roadmaps and the Strategic European Road Research Programme
(SERRP) to identify research, development or delivery projects that
would benefit from shared FHWA and FEHRL participation through
regular consultative processes and/or pooled funding;
b. Share national and international research infrastructure (e.g.,
laboratory, databases, etc.) capabilities to leverage technical
infrastructure and expertise to realize points of synergy;
c. Facilitate the temporary transfer of FHWA researchers to FEHRL
member laboratories and temporary transfers of FEHRL member
researchers to the FHWA Turner-Fairbank Highway Research Center to
provide needed expertise in the conduct of research, development or
deployment activity of shared interest; and
d. Facilitate strategic management of international
research,
development and deployment activities between the FHWA Associate
Administrator of Research, Development and Technology, and the
Director of Corporate Research, Technology and Innovation
Management with the FEHRL President and Secretary General through
the semi-annual meetings of the FEHRL General Assembly and of the
Research Coordinators respectively and the working groups thereof.

4.7.3. Establish the programme mechanism
To ensure the MOC’s effective and efficient implementation, two separate
mechanisms are being established to outline overarching and administrative
protocols to be followed. The first is for the US Government to receive funding
from FEHRL to apply towards projects where the Government is the lead and
will assume primary project leadership responsibilities. The second is a
Cooperative Agreement with FEHRL for projects that fill gaps or advance the
FHWA’s research objectives as determined through assessments of its
strategic goals and risk management processes.
The Cooperative Agreement CA) formalises the mechanisms for developing
common projects, allocating resources and enabling any financial transfers.
Before embarking on the CA, FEHRL was required to undertaken
administrative issue of registering in www.grants.Gov. In order to complete
that registration, FEHRL needed to obtain a Dunn and Bradstreet (DUNs)
number as well as register in the Central Contractor Registration. Information
on obtaining a DUNs number and registering in the CCR can be found at
https://www.unitedstatesbusinessregistration.us/?gclid=CIalzZX7gawCFZ6H5g
od-FhuNw.
The Cooperative Agreement DTFH61-12-RA-00006 “Support of Highway
Research, Development and Deployment Activities” proposes to meet the
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programme objectives through a research programme directed by ideas
from FHWA, European agencies, other FEHRL members and the European
Commission. Technical oversight of the programme will be managed by the
FEHRL Research Coordinators. Each Member of FEHRL appoints a Research
Coordinator, whose principal aim is to carry out the aims and objectives of
FEHRL. In particular, Research Coordinators will be the main focus for
identifying, planning, and carrying out research coordination and
cooperation. FEHRL Research Coordinators will work to a Terms of Reference
and hold meetings at least twice per year.
The technical leadership of the activities is the FEHRL Chairman of the
Research Coordinators who is an ex officio member of the FEHRL Executive
Committee. The Secretary-General of FEHRL is the administrator of the
Cooperative Agreement. FHWA and FEHRL meet regularly to define
forthcoming priorities for cooperative research under this Cooperative
Agreement. These priorities will be developed into proposals for individual
work plans that will be submitted by the Chairman to the Research
Coordinators for comment. Once agreed with all parties the SecretaryGeneral will implement the work plan.
The scope of the Cooperative Agreement includes activities to develop and
carry out a research program consisting of work plans for research,
development or deployment of technology and innovation activities from
among the following highway transport areas: planning, environment, right of
way, asset management, materials, structures, hydraulics, traffic operations,
traffic impacts, road user behaviour, economics, safety, and policy. These
research areas are expected to accomplish the following objectives:
 To reduce the number of fatalities attributable to infrastructure design
characteristics and work zones;
 To improve the safety and security of highway infrastructure;
 To improve the management of infrastructure assets and advance the
implementation of a performance-based program;
 To improve the ability of transportation agencies to deliver projects
that meet expectations for timeliness, quality and cost;
 To reduce user delay attributable to infrastructure system performance,
maintenance, rehabilitation and construction; and
 To improve highway condition and performance through increased
use of design, materials, construction, and maintenance innovations.
 To reduce the lifecycle environmental impacts of highway
infrastructure through innovations in design, construction, operation,
preservation, and maintenance;
 To study vulnerabilities of the transportation system to seismic activities
and extreme events and methods to reduce those vulnerabilities;
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To strengthen transportation planning and environmental decisionmaking to minimize the impact of surface transportation on the quality
of life;
To improve freight movement and increase productivity;
To assess policy and system financing alternatives; and
To determine emerging issues in the domestic and international
transportation community from a policy perspective.

Three types of work plans are envisaged under the Cooperative Agreement.
 Awards involving technical activities carried out by specified FEHRL
members and other agencies. In such cases, a detailed work plan will
be agreed between FHWA and the project team identified. The
agreed work plan will detail the principal investigator, the research
team, the technical objectives and outputs as well as the budget and
method of cost-sharing.
 Awards involving a call for proposals to third-parties. In this case, FHWA
and other FEHRL members and/or external agencies will agree a
technical objective for the research project(s) to be awarded,
establish a common budget and. FEHRL will invite proposals for the
project(s) from a close list of potential tenders or from an open public
call according to the specific objectives and requirements from the
joint funders. Successful tenders will be evaluated and projects
awarded and funded through FEHRL.
 Work plans for specific support actions by the Secretary-General’s
Office in support of FHWA and FEHRL objectives.
The FEHRL Secretary-General’s Office will take the lead on research projects,
and will team with researchers from FEHRL members, different agencies, the
European Commission and other universities and consultants as needed. The
Secretary-General’s Office will not normally conduct any technical work but
will award the work to sub-recipients identified under the respective work
plans and in agreement with FHWA.

4.7.4. Legislative authority
The legislative authority for FHWA to conduct this effort is derived from 23 USC
Section 506,
Surface Transportation Research, which states the following:
a) Establishment. - The Secretary may establish an international highway
transportation outreach program -
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(1) to inform the United States highway community of technological
innovations in foreign countries that could significantly improve highway
transportation in the United States;
(2) to promote United States highway transportation expertise, goods, and
services in foreign countries; and
(3) to increase transfers of United States highway transportation technology to
foreign countries.
(b) Activities. - Activities carried out under the program may include (1) the development, monitoring, assessment, and dissemination in the United
States of information about highway transportation innovations in foreign
countries that could significantly improve highway transportation in the United
States;
(2) research, development, demonstration, training, and other forms of
technology transfer and exchange;
(3) the provision to foreign countries, through participation in trade shows,
seminars, expositions, and other similar activities, of information relating to the
technical quality of
United States highway transportation goods and services;
(4) the offering of technical services of the Federal Highway Administration
that cannot be readily obtained from private sector firms in the United States
for incorporation into the proposals of those firms undertaking highway
transportation projects outside the United States, if the costs of the technical
services will be recovered under the terms of the project;
(5) the conduct of studies to assess the need for, or feasibility of, highway
transportation improvements in foreign countries; and
(6) the gathering and dissemination of information on foreign transportation
markets and industries.
(c) Cooperation. - The Secretary may carry out this section in cooperation
with any appropriate (1) Federal, State, or local agency;
(2) authority, association, institution, or organization;
(3) for-profit or nonprofit corporation;
(4) national or international entity;
(5) foreign country; or
(6) person.
The Statutory Authority to award a Cooperative Agreement is also derived
from 23 USC 502 (b)(3) as amended by P.L. 109-59 – August 10, 2005. Per
Section 5201 paragraph (c)(3) COOPERATION, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS.“The Secretary may carry out research, development, and technology
transfer activities related to transportation- … (C) by making grants to, and
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entering into contracts and cooperative agreements with one or more of the
following: the National Academy of Sciences, the American Association of
State Highway and Transportation Officials, any Federal laboratory, Federal
agency, State agency, authority, association, institution, for-profit, or nonprofit corporation, organization, foreign country, or any other person.”
To enable FHWA to establish the Agreement, a sole source justification was
completed for this effort. The basis for non-competing this requirement is
found in FHWA Order 4410.1 Section 11 (b)(4) entitled “Capabilities,” which
allows for award without competition if, “The applicant demonstrates a
unique capability to perform the activity successfully, based upon unique
equipment, proprietary data, technical expertise, location or other such
unique qualifications.”

4.7.5. Mutual definition of work plan proposals
FEHRL and FHWA meet periodically, at a minimum on an annual basis, to
review and discuss projects in support of the Agreement. Projects developed
are those of mutual interest and any FHWA funding made available is at least
matched by the other partners in the particular activity. The amount of cost
share will be determined for each individual work plan. The amount of cost
share is a minimum of 0 percent but no more than 50 percent of the total cost
of any individual work plan. The projects are initiated in the format of work
plans described below. The final work plan will be the preparation of a
comprehensive report of the activities conducted under the Agreement.
Performance under Cooperative Agreement will be initiated using mutually
agreed upon proposals for individual Work Plans in accordance with the
following three step procedure:
Step One –Issuance of Work Plan Proposal Request
Based upon topics discussed, the FHWA Agreement Officer or the Agreement
Officer’s Technical Representative will issue a formal Work Plan proposal
request to FEHRL. Each Work Plan proposal request shall contain at a
minimum the following information:
(a) Project Title/ Research Area;
(b) Project/Strategic Linkages (this will include the FHWA program name and
a brief description of the specific aspect(s) this effort will support. In addition,
this section will provide the Recipient’s research project name);
(c) Purpose/Goal of the Recipient’s Project;
(d) Mechanisms of Collaboration- Identify the expected means to effect
collaboration with the Recipient, (e.g., detail assignments, exchange of
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reports or study results, technical workshops, access to facilities, inviting
participant to use TFHRC facilities, etc.);
(e) Period of Performance- (Anticipated start and end dates as well as key
milestones);
(f) Anticipated Products /Results;
(g) Dollar amount of Government funding available;
(h) The amount of cost share required as a percentage of the total estimated
cost of the Work Plan.
Step Two- Submission of Work Plan Proposal
In the next phase, FEHRL will develop the Work Plan proposal based on the
agreed objectives. The proposal shall at a minimum include:
(a) Title of Work;
(b) Description of the project with a complete technical plan and budget.
The technical plan will describe the specific activity to be undertaken, its
objectives, measurements to be made, timeframes, evaluations, and interim
and final reporting requirements. For each year of the proposed Work Plan
the budget will contain, the proposed dollar cost by cost element for the
Government’s share and for the Recipient’s share;
(c) Proposed deliverable schedule;
Step Three- Work Plan Issuance
FHWA will then issue the written Work Plan which will incorporate the specific
agreement of the parties. Each Work Plan will specify the type and amount of
assistance to be provided and the work and goals to be accomplished. In
addition to the above, each Work Plan document will also at a minimum
include the following:
(a) Research Plan number;
(b) Title of Work;
(c) Total Cost in dollars of the Work Plan including the Federal share and the
Recipient share;
(d) Funding information;
(e) Description of the project with a work plan and budget;
(f) Completion date for the work plan;
(g) Work Plan deliverable schedule;
(g) Name, mailing address, e-mail address, and business telephone number
of the Recipient’s Principal Investigator;
(f) Signatures of the authorized representatives of the Government and the
Recipient indicating assignment and acceptance of the project undertaking.
The agreed upon Work Plans shall be incorporated into the overall
Cooperative Agreement by a bilaterally signed amendment.
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The development of this phased work plan process, illustrated the first of many
seemingly innocuous elements that were resolved through mutual
agreement. In this case, any work plan application exceeding a 25-page
limit, would require FHWA to consider only the first 25 pages of the
application. Because page sizes were determined according to the US
imperial (English) measures, a compromise was developed such as
researchers could develop documents according to the following format. The
format of the above application shall be as follows:
1. Applications shall be prepared suitably for printing on both 8 ½ x 11 inch
and A4 paper except for foldouts used for charts, tables, or figures, which
shall not exceed 11 x 17 inches or A3. Foldouts shall not be used for text,
and shall count as two pages.
2. A page is defined as one side of an 8 ½ x 11 inch paper or A4 with
appropriate margins. Therefore, a piece of paper with printing on both
sides is considered two pages.
3. Text shall be printed using a font size no less than 12 cpi.
4. Page margins shall be a minimum of 1 inch (254 mm) top, bottom and
each side. The total printed area of one page shall not exceed 6.25 x 9
inches (158mm x 228 mm).

4.7.6. Adapting to federal requirements
The Cooperative Agreement also required FEHRL (and any subsequent
beneficiaries) to take into account a number of Federal requirements.
The first of these requirements concern the A-133 Single Audit required from US
Federal contractors. This facilitates contractors from submitting to a single
audit which then can be accepted by all Federal agencies. At the start of the
Agreement it was concluded that FEHRL did not require such an audit
because Federal funding would not exceed 0.5 Million USD per year. FEHRL is
examining the possible undertaking of such an audit in the future and initially
this by looking at the aspects of EU audits that might be accepted by the
Federal Authorities. Further information on the Single Audit is given at
http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/omb/assets/a133/a133_revised
_2007.pdf)
The most difficult aspects of the Agreement to comply with were the
requirements to have an approved accounting system and the internal
controls in accordance with 49 CFR Part 19 “Uniform Administrative
Requirements for Grants and Agreements with Institutions of Higher Education,
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Hospitals,
and
other
Non-profit
Organizations.”
http://www.dot.gov/ost/m60/grant/49cfr19.htm];

[located

at:

The most challenging as aspects of these requirements concern the issues of
data protection, freedom of information and ‘Buy America’ provisions.
Section 19.36 Intangible property detailed the requirement that (a) The
Federal awarding agency(ies) reserve a royalty-free, nonexclusive and
irrevocable right to reproduce, publish, or otherwise use the work for Federal
purposes, and to authorize others to do so. FEHRL was concerned about this
requirement and requested an amendment. However this section was
accepted when the limitation of Federal purposes was explained and FHWA
issued additional assurances. It was concluded that Federal purposes for the
application of results was actually limited since FHWA does not commercialise
products and manages a very limited road network. Most highways are under
State control. The concern that FHWA might pass the results of jointly funded
work to domestic universities and contractors to continue that work was
recognised but because European funding agencies would have the same
ability, the FEHRL General Assembly concluded that the conditions for the US
FEHRL member should not be more restrictive that applied within Europe.
Another concerning aspect for FEHRL was the application of the US Freedom
of Information legislation. This stated that in response to a Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA) request for research data relating to published
research findings produced under an award that were used by the Federal
Government in developing an agency action that has the force and effect of
law, the Federal awarding agency shall request, and the recipient shall
provide, within a reasonable time, the research data so that they can be
made available to the public through the procedures established under the
FOIA. This raised concerns within FEHRL that FOIA requests could be passed
onto FEHRL members for research data that would cause additional work and
might not have been generated under the Federal Award. A specific case
was the MIRIAM project that was included under the CA. In this case,
considerable data has been generated in the course to European activities
on the understanding of the influence of road surfaces on rolling resistance
and then on fuel consumption. There was concern that any attempt to
implement US laws governing rolling resistance of road surfaces could
generate multiple FOIA requests. FHWA were able to assure FEHRL that the
requirements of FOIA were intended to ensure that US Federal Agencies were
open with their information and that in this respect no activities that might
cause FOIA requests could be launched by FHWA unless they already had all
of the necessary data already in their possession.
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One outstanding issue with the Cooperation Agreement are the Buy America
provisions. It was a Federal requirement under Section 165 of the STAA of
1982, as amended; Section 337 of the Surface Transportation and Uniform
Relocation Assistance Act (STURAA) of 1987, 49 U.S.C. 1601, Section 1048 of
the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991, and Section
9129 of the Aviation Safety and Capacity Expansion Act of 1990, 49 U.S.C.
app. 2226, impose Buy America requirements on the procurement of foreign
products and materials by all recipients of FHWA, FTA, and Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) funds. The specific issue where this was considered a
problem was the procurement of concrete and steel products that might be
purchases for use during, for example, the constriction of trial sites. Although
research activities can be exempted from Buy America, it was not possible to
obtain a general waiver and applications will be needed on a case by case
basis. Alternatively, any such purchase shall be performed outside of the parts
of a project covered by the Cooperative Agreement.
One specific issue also covered the requirement that travel and per diem
shall be reimbursed in accordance with the travel costs section of 2 CFR Part
230 (OMB Circular A-122), “Cost Principles for Non-Profit Institutions.” In this
case, FEHRL proposed that all travels undertaken as part of an agreed work
plan should be authorised. However the strict application of the regulation
required that only travels within Belgium (being FEHRL’s legal seat) could be
considered as pre-approved. Therefore US requirements meant that all travels
between European states should be specifically detailed and approved. This
requires an extra level of administration that could not be overcome.
Within the CA, FEHRL attempted to harmonise as much as possible with
existing EC Framework programme rules especially on financial arrangements.
There a specific clause was inserted to allow project partners to report their
costs in their domestic currency to FEHRL and then the subsequent claims for
reimbursement from FEHRL are reported to FHWA in US dollars based on the
exchange rate from Euro (EUR) on the basis of the rate applicable on the first
day of the month following the end of the reporting period. Where a portion
of those costs are incurred by sub-recipients whose currency is not EUR, those
costs shall be first converted to EUR using the applicable on the first day of the
month following the end of the reporting period. Daily exchange rates [for
conversion to EUR] are fixed by the European Central Bank (ECB) and may be
obtained
at
the
following
internet
address:
http://www.ecb.int/stats/eurofxref/. For the days where no daily exchange
rates have been published, (for instance Saturday, Sunday and New Year’s
Day) the rate on the next day of publication will be used.
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An additional requirement for FEHRL to consider was the Federal rule on the
reporting of the Total Compensation of Recipient Executives. Under this
requirement, all parties receiving funding must report total compensation for
each of their five most highly compensated executives for the preceding
completed fiscal year. However this requirement only applies if, in the
preceding year, the organisation concerned received 80 percent or more of
their annual gross revenues from US Government and that amounted to more
than $25,000,000. This condition does not apply to FEHRL itself and is only likely
to occur if US organisations are included as co-funded partners in a project.

4.7.7. Current activities
The first work plan to be developed under the Cooperation Agreement is the
project MIRIAM (Models for Rolling Resistance in Road infrastructure Asset
Management Systems). FHWA’s interests in collaboration on this project
include three primary areas; the investigation of the influence of pavement
characteristics on energy efficiency; the importance of rolling resistance on
the efficiency within life cycle analysis framework, and the
constraints/requirements to implementation including guidelines for
implementation of rolling resistance in asset management systems. The task
leader is the Danish Road Directorate.
Opportunities for a second work plan are expected to be focussed in the
road safety field.

4.7.8. Infravation
Innovation

-

An

ERA-NET

PLUS

for

Infrastructure

Through the Cooperative Agreement, it was recognised that the possibility for
US co-funding of European research might also be relevant for the FP7 ERANET Plus activities. These activities build on the existing ERA-NET actions which
support joint programming activities between national funding agencies.
ERA-NET plus actions enable national funding to be topped up by EC funding.
The principle adopted is that funding agencies provide 2/3 of the funding for
a joint call for proposals and the EC adds a further 1/3. One previous example
of an ERA-NET plus in transport is the Electro-mobility plus programme.
Several FEHRL members, being also funding agencies (and members of ERANET ROAD) realised with FHWA that the arrangement with FEHRL might
provide an instrument to facilitate US cooperation within EU programmes.
Previous obstacles to such cooperation included the difficulties for FHHA to
enter into European contracts (i.e. not based on US law). However, through
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the Cooperative Agreement, it is possible to FEHRL to become the partner of
the European funding agencies in order to facilitate the US participation.
Bring together European Road Authorities, Research funding agencies and
FEHRL representing FHWA’s interest, a proposal for an ERA-NET Plus focussed
on Infrastructure Innovation and known as Infravation was launched. The first
call of Infravation will be issued in 2014 and is expected to be supported
through the FP7 2013 Work Programme. This call will address the needs of
member states for joint research on road infrastructure. The funding for the
call will be based on a common pot enabling the best expertise to be used,
regardless of nationality and thereby minimising programme management
allow the maximum use of resources for pan-national research cooperation.
The topic of the Infravation 2014 call will be ‘Advanced Systems, Materials
and Techniques’ for road infrastructure. For design, inspection and
monitoring, advanced systems could include breakthrough sensing and
analysis technologies, including ‘manu-services’. The call will include the
development of advanced and novel materials based on nano-technology,
biomimicry etc. In the case of techniques for construction and maintenance,
aspects such as advanced robotics could be developed.
FHWA’s interest in the activity was the recognition that the type of research
anticipated through Infravation is the type of research that often cannot be
done within one country. Individual nations may not be able to supply or
justify the necessary resources in terms of funding and/or expertise to ensure a
good chance of success. Moreover the private sector may not be willing to
allocate their resources to projects where the interested market is limited. By
taking a supra-national approach, Infravation will ensure that the most
appropriate expertise is involved in project delivery and enhance the
chances of research implementation in all funding nations.
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5.

PROGRAMMING AND GOVERNANCE ISSUES
5.1. Introduction

This chapter contains a summary account of the current structures that are in
place in the various countries surveyed, for research programming and
governance and a synthesis attempt at producing general findings and
recommendations from this information. Most of the information comes from
the ERAWATCH site where the interested reader will find a lot more details
and information on the existing situation in each country.
The statements of emerging trends and the recommendations that are
presented in section 5.3 below, are the result of the analyses performed by
EUTRAIN partners and third parties and do not reflect the views of any official
EU body.
The countries are presented in alphabetical order and the summary
presentation of the existing situation in each country follows the same
structure, i.e. a short presentation of existing system / the sources of research
funding in the country / the practice in international research cooperation /
and at the end various relevant information and data.

5.2. A concise survey of research governance in
the countries of interest to this report
5.2.1. Algeria
Research system and governance structure
The National Council of Scientific and Technological Research is the supreme
administrative body in charge of planning and follow-up of the
implementation of national research policy. National research is managed
centrally by the Directorate General of Scientific Research and Technological
Development, assisted by Inter-sectoral Commissions and Research Agencies.
Strategic research policy evaluation is performed by the CNRST and the
Commissions.
Research Funders
Research activities are completely funded by the State, including both
personnel and equipment costs. Calls for research proposals are organized
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twice a year and an average funding rate per successfully evaluated project
is approximately 15.000€. Specific targeted calls for research proposals are
also executed by Ministries, on their own budget, according to individual
needs. Private sector funding does not exist. Participation in FP7 is relatively
low (16 projects in total72), mainly achieved as a result of Algerian researchers
established in European countries. Participation in research activities with
other countries, including neighbouring MED countries, is also minimal.
International S&T cooperation
International cooperation in scientific fields is low. The major cooperation
activity lies in the postgraduate level scholarships of the Algerian state for
students studying in France.
Algerian universities and research centres aim to increase scientific
cooperation through a coordinated development strategy, by tackling
existing constraints in multiple levels (research fields and priorities, partnerships,
geographical priorities, timing, financing and regulations). Currently, scientific
cooperation with France is dominating, while cooperation with Spain,
Belgium, Portugal, Italy and Germany is evolving during the last years.
EU – Algeria Bilateral Agreement
No bilateral agreement between the EU and Algeria exists.
National Policy and European Research Area
Participation of Algerian research entities in FP7 is relatively low (16 projects).
One Algerian research entity participates in ERA-NETs (ARIM-net), while there
is no participation of Algeria neither in European Technology Platforms nor in
Joint Technology Initiatives.

5.2.2. Australia
Research system and governance structure
Research policy decisions are taken at Cabinet level. Coordination between
the Commonwealth and State governments is provided by Commonwealth
States and Territories Advisory Council on Innovation, the Coordination
Committee on Innovation, which includes representatives of all government
departments and agencies that fund or perform research and facilitates
exchange of information, coordination and strategic planning and the Chief
Scientist, who advises the Government on major scientific issues. The key
department in research policy and funding is the Department of Innovation,
Industry, Science and Research, while other Departments (such as Health and
72
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Ageing, Defence, Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry) have also significant
research policy and management roles.
Science policy advice is provided by the Prime Minister’s Science Engineering
and Innovation Council, the Chief Scientist, Innovation Australia, Industry
Innovation Councils and by several Departments.
Research Funders
Besides general universities’ funding and funds provided by the Departments,
the direct research funding agencies are the Australian Research Council, the
National Health and Medical Research Council and the Flagship
Collaboration Fund. The majority of funds are provided through block grants
(based on performance assessments), followed by funds provided to the
industry, while the remainder is provided through competitive funding
schemes. The Cooperative Research Centres Programme has been
established to bring together universities, government organizations and the
private sector. The Education Investment Fund provides resources for research
infrastructures through competitive calls. Funds for research by third countries
are relatively low. Participation in FP7 is mainly focusing in Health, ICT and Bioeconomy, with Australian entities being involved in over 70 research projects.
International S&T cooperation
The lead agency for intergovernmental science and research is the
Department of Innovation, Industry, Science and Research, mainly providing
funding through its International Science Linkage Programme, which however
has been terminated recently (2010). The reason is that the support of
international cooperation is now achieved through the internationalisation of
the Australian Research Council’s research programmes (Discovery Projects,
Linkage Projects and the National Competitive Grant Programme).
Although for many years, international cooperation has mainly focused on
attracting foreign researchers to Australia, the Australian government has
recently explicitly expressed its objective to increase the international
cooperation in research73. Australia has been the first country to sign a
bilateral agreement with the EU in 1994. The Joint Science and Technology
Cooperation Committee established through the EU-Australia bilateral
agreement has recently agreed upon a Science and Technology
Cooperation Roadmap for 2010-2012. Strategic collaboration with the EU is
envisaged particularly in fields of shared global challenges, such as climate
change, energy efficiency and sustainable development. Cooperation with
USA, Japan, China, India and Korea are also important.
73
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EU – Australia Bilateral Agreement
The EU – Australia Bilateral Agreement was signed on the 22nd of July 1994
(L188/18). The objective of this agreement has been to encourage and
facilitate their cooperation in scientific and technological fields of common
interest and mutual benefit.
A Joint Science and Technology Cooperation Committee (JSTCC) has been
established, aiming to promote cooperation, authorize joint research
activities, provide advice towards enhanced cooperation and report
annually on the status, effectiveness and cooperative activities undertaken.
National Policy and European Research Area
Since the signing of the EU-Australia Bilateral Agreement, researchers from
both sides have collaborated in more than 300 research projects. The
continuing interest for increased cooperation has been expressed by the 2008
EU-Australia Partnership Framework and the joint support of the Forum for
European-Australian Science and Technology Cooperation. Substantial
collaboration has also been achieved through the participation of more than
80 Australian institutes through COST actions.

5.2.3. Brazil
Research system and governance structure
Research policy follows mainly a top-down approach and is centrally
coordinated by the Ministry of Science and Technology with the involvement
of other ministries (e.g. Education, Planning, Energy, Communications, Industry
and Foreign Trade etc) in the definition and execution of the annual research
budget. The Ministry of Science and Technology is responsible for science and
technology development, definition of national and sector research policies
and cooperation. Research and innovation policies and joint priorities setting
as well as resources planning are executed by the federal government and
the regions. The Strategic and Management Studies Centre links the
government, the academia and the private sector.
Research funding and management is implemented by the Science Council
of the Ministry of Science and Technology.
Research Funders
The main research funding sources are the Ministry of Science and
Technology and the Ministry of Education.
International S&T cooperation
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The Ministry of Science and Technology aims to increase and strengthen
international cooperation with the EU, USA, France, China and the Ukraine. A
bilateral agreement with the EU has been signed during 2005, while bilateral
research agreements with other countries and specific agencies already
exist, including several institutions from EU member states (e.g. UK, Germany,
Belgium, Spain, France, Italy and Portugal). Current international bilateral
cooperation comprises 42 joint projects with 24 countries. Cooperation with
the ERA does not exist so far.
EU – Brazil Bilateral Agreement
The EU – Brazil Bilateral Agreement has been signed on the 11th of November
2005 (L295/38). The objective of this agreement has been to encourage and
facilitate their cooperation in scientific and technological fields of common
interest and mutual benefit, to enable a reciprocal access to research and
technological development activities undertaken by each party, to
exchange information that may strengthen cooperation activities and to
protect IPRs.
National Policy and European Research Area
Although priorities for joint research activities have been identified in the
Science and Technology Chapter of the EU-Brazil Joint Action Plan, no
specific mention to ERA has been made.

5.2.4. China
Research system and governance structure
The Chinese research system is organized and controlled by the central
government. Education, research and innovation activities are coordinated
by the National Steering Group for Science and Technology in the State
Council, which is comprised by nine member ministries and agencies. The
State Science and Technology Commission is the leading ministry
coordinating science and technology activities, formulating and
implementing research policies. Policies can be proposed by individual
ministries or by several ministries jointly. Special groups of experts, mainly
comprised by members of the Chinese Academy of Sciences and by
universities, are set up for supporting the government in policy making by
providing policy recommendations.
Research Funders
Funds for research are mainly made available by the central government
and have quadrupled over the past eight years. Private research funding
goes mainly to the industry. Funding from foreign sources has also been
increasing.
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International S&T cooperation
The Science and Technology Scheme has been set up in 2009, supplementing
the 1998 bilateral agreement between EU and China. Individual bilateral
agreements with EU countries also exist (e.g. Germany, Switzerland, France
and the UK). The EU, the Pacific and the North Americas comprise the three
main actors for international research cooperation activities of China74.
International cooperation is supported through bilateral and multilateral
agreements.
EU – China Bilateral Agreement
On the 11th of January 2000, the People’s Republic of China and the
European Community agreed on joint scientific and technological activities
by signing a bilateral agreement (L6/40). The objective of this agreement has
been to encourage, develop and facilitate cooperative activities
cooperation in fields of common interest for research and development in
science and technology.
A Joint Declaration on the EU-China innovation cooperation dialogue has
been published on September 20th 2012, aiming to initiate a high-level EUChina Innovation Cooperation Dialogue and to create an official platform for
exchanges and cooperation between the two sides. The Dialogue proposed
is to be held annually and does not intend to replace or duplicate existing
cooperation mechanisms, but rather to complement and ensure synergies.
From the EU’s side, the Dialogue will be led by DG RI and from the side of
China by the Ministry of Science and Technology. Representatives from
enterprises, universities and research centres may also be invited to
participate.
National Policy and European Research Area
China is the third largest non-European partner of the EU in FP7, with projects
focusing in the themes of transport, ICT, environment, health and food,
agriculture and biotechnology. During the 9th Joint Steering Committee of EUChina S&T Cooperation Agreement in March 2011, both sides agreed to
address areas of common interest and mutual benefits for S&T collaboration
through setting up thematic task forces, in particular in the field of food,
agriculture and biotechnologies.

Frietsch, R., Hinze, S., & Tang, L. (2007) Bibliometric data study: Assessing the Current
Ranking of the People’s Republic of China in a Set of Research Fields. Report to the
European Commission. Fraunhofer Institute for Systems and Innovation Research,
Karlsruhe, Germany.
74
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5.2.5. Egypt
Research system and governance structure
The Higher Council for Science and Technology coordinates and monitors the
progress of research and innovation policies under the chairing of the
President of the Republic, the government, the related ministries (e.g. Trade
and Industry, ICT, Information etc), leading scientists and representatives of
the private sector. The main ministry responsible for research is the Ministry of
Higher Education and Scientific Research, consulted by the Academy for
Scientific Research and Technology and the Supreme Council of Universities.
Affiliate organizations and agencies are also involved in specific research
policy areas.
Research Funders
The majority of research funds is controlled and provided by the Ministry of
Higher Education and Scientific Research to universities and research centres.
In the framework of EU’s Neighbourhood Policy, the EU and Egypt have
agreed on supporting Egyptian initiatives in the research sector. In addition, a
cooperation agreement has been signed, in order to enhance the
participation of Egyptian organizations in specific activities of FP7. Bilateral
agreements with other countries, such as USA and Japan, provide additional
sources for research funding.
International S&T cooperation
EU and USA are the main two collaborators of Egyptian organizations in the
research and technology fields. Individual member states, such as Germany,
France, Sweden, Italy, Finland, invest also in research and innovation
development in Egypt. The World Bank is a main international organization
involved in the science and technology policy design and financing,
providing in addition also knowledge for improving the higher education
system.
The RDI Programme is the main instrument supporting the participation of
Egyptian organizations in the FP7 research activities. The implementation of
bilateral agreements with individual countries involves joint research funds
with Germany, France, Japan and Arab countries.
EU – Egypt Bilateral Agreement
On the 13th of July 2005, the Arab Republic of Egypt and the European
Community agreed on joint scientific and technological activities by signing a
bilateral agreement (L182/12). The objective of this agreement has been to
encourage, develop and facilitate cooperative activities cooperation in
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fields of common interest for research and development in science and
technology.
National Policy and European Research Area
Egypt shows a substantial participation in EU funded research activities,
including FP6 and FP7 research projects. The Ministry of Higher Education and
Scientific Research participates in one ERANET project and one INCONET
project. Egyptian organizations participate extensively also in EUREKA actions
(ITEA 2 cluster) as well as in the TEMPUS programme.

5.2.6. India
Research system and governance structure
Top level research policy formulation, planning, coordination and advisory is
carried out by: The Planning Commission, the Ministry of Science and
Technology including the Department of Science and Technology and the
Principal Scientific Advisor (the Science Advisory Council to the Prime
Minister). The Prime Minister’s Office has also constituted a National
Knowledge Commission in the advisory role. The overall structure of the
research system of the country is constituted by four main actors: Public
research system under government and public enterprises, Academic
research system and universities, Private research laboratories under business
enterprises, and Non-governmental research institutions aided by both public
and private sources. Policy setting of the research and development agenda
and the priorities for science and technology areas of research are initiated
through Five Year Plans.
Research Funders
Around 68% of total research funding is provided by the government, while
the remaining is provided by the private sector. Competitive, project based
research funding is provided for research networks, coordinated projects and
bottom-up projects.
International S&T cooperation
The Science and Technology International Cooperation Division of the Ministry
of Science and Technology deals with the International Scientific and
Technological Affairs including the negotiations and implementation of
Scientific and Technological Cooperation Agreements and responsibility for
scientific and technological aspects of activities of international
organizations. Cooperation is sought under bilateral, multilateral or regional
framework agreements, for facilitating and strengthening interactions among
governments, academia, institutions and industries in areas of mutual interest.
India has International Cooperation in science and technology with some 45
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countries around the world, focusing however mainly in collaborations with
EU, USA and Japan.
EU – India Bilateral Agreement
On the 9th of August 2002, the Government of the Republic of India and the
European Community agreed on joint scientific and technological activities
by signing a bilateral agreement (L213/30). The objective of this agreement
has been to encourage and facilitate their cooperation in scientific and
technological fields of common interest.
National Policy and European Research Area
In FP7, already more than 140 projects in Indian research organisations have
been selected for funding in over 90 projects so far in 201175. ERA has begun
to influence the research policies of India. Policy makers since 2008 have paid
attention to ERA as great opportunity for science and technology
cooperation.

5.2.7. Israel
Research system and governance structure
Israel's parliament (Knesset) determines the laws that govern research and
development and approves the budgets for this activity. The Knesset Science
and Technology Committee does not have a part in the budgeting process
of these activities. The main recipients of these budgets are the Council for
Higher Education's Planning and Budgeting Committee (Vatat), The Ministry
for Industry, Trade and Employment, the Science and Technology Ministry,
and some ministries. On the executive level of activity, the main players are
Vatat and the Office of the Chief Scientist. The former distributes funds to
universities through a block funding mechanism that awards a certain
proportion of funds to research, and to local and international competitive
research frameworks. The Office of the Chief Scientist operates a broad
framework of activities, the R&D Fund, which directly funds R&D in companies
in return for future royalties, the Magnet program that encourages researchuniversity collaboration in consortia, the Incubator Program, the FP7 bureau,
Matimop (which is in charge of international activities) and other
programmes.
Research Funders
Government provides the main sources of funding for higher education and
university based research. Block funding for research universities is distributed
on a percentage basis based on performance ratios as measured by a
75
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funding formula. Competitive funding from the Israel Science Foundation
follows a bottom up approach (there are no pre-defined themes and grants
are given purely on their academic merits as judged by local and
international peers). EU’s Framework Programmes have become a central
source of R&D funding, especially for universities. Actually, funding received
by FPs is higher in comparison to funding received by the Israel Science
Foundation. Israeli participation in FP7 is run by Iserd, the Israeli Directorate for
the European Union Framework Programme for Research and Development.
The chairman of the directorate is the Industry Ministry's Chief Scientist and
other participants are Vatat and the Ministry of Science and Technology.
Matimop, the Israeli agency in charge of international cooperation in R&D,
runs a network of 29 bilateral agreements with various countries. Some of
these are funded programmes, while others depend on mutual funding by
funding agencies in each country. Besides these programmes, Matimop is
also in charge of Israeli participation in EUREKA.
International S&T cooperation
Besides specific bilateral S&T agreements with ERA countries, Israel also has
bilateral agreements with Turkey, China, India, Taiwan, the state of Victoria in
Australia, the states of Maryland and Virginia in USA, Canada and Argentina.
Internationalization is perceived as an issue of great importance for the Israeli
research system. The EU is seen as the strategic partner, both because of the
research and business relationships and because it provides Israeli firms with
better access to the EU. However, in terms of total funds available for
research, investments from US entities are larger.
EU – Israel Bilateral Agreement
On the 21st of June 2003, the State of Israel and the European Community
agreed on scientific and technical cooperation by signing a bilateral
agreement (L154/80). The scope of that agreement had been to agree that
Israel will be associated in the sixth Framework Programme for research,
technological development and demonstration activities. On the 25th of
August 2007, the State of Israel and the European Community agreed on
scientific and technical cooperation by signing another bilateral agreement
(L220/5). The scope of that agreement had been to agree that Israel will be
associated in the seventh Framework Programme for research, technological
development and demonstration activities.
National Policy and European Research Area
Israeli institutes participate in a large number of FP7 projects and in 20
ERANETs.
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5.2.8. Japan
Research system and governance structure
Τhe Council for Science and Technology Policy of the Cabinet Office
coordinates research policy. Members of this Council are the Prime Minister,
other relevant Ministers (including those for the Ministry of Education, Culture,
Sports, Science and Technology, and the Ministry of Economy, Trade and
Industry), experts from the academia, including the Science Council of Japan
and experts from the industry. Annual research budgetary priorities are set
through an annually produced Action Plan. Programmes and policies are
developed by Ministries in accordance to this plan. Research in Japan is
mainly performed by the industry (80% of R&D expenditures), with other
research performers being the universities and national laboratories.
Research Funders
Research funding is provided by the government through the Council for
Science and Technology Policy, including both institutional and competitive
funds. Private sector research is mainly self-financed.
International S&T cooperation
International cooperation forms an important part in the Japanese science
and technological system. A large number of funding programmes and new
initiatives exist, in order to strengthen cooperation with overseas partners. One
of the major instruments to support international cooperation is the Strategic
International Cooperative Program, operated by the Japan Science and
Technology Agency. This programme supports bilateral programmes with
counterpart funding organisations overseas. This includes European
counterparts, and also the European Commission. A second major instrument
for international cooperation is the Core-to-Core programme. The Core to
Core Programme is implemented by the Japan Society for the Promotion of
Science, aiming to build and expand a cooperative international framework
in leading-edge fields of science among universities and research institutions
in Japan and with overseas counterparts.
EU – Japan Bilateral Agreement
No bilateral agreement between the EU and Japan exists. However, an
Action Plan for EU-Japan cooperation is under preparation.
National Policy and European Research Area
Due to lack of matching funding for collaborative projects between the EU
and Japan, the participation of Japanese institutions in the Framework
Programmes is lower than many other scientifically advanced countries.
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5.2.9. Jordan
Research system and governance structure
The Higher Council for Science and Technology coordinates, designs and
implements research and development policies. It has total financial and
administrative independence and has the right to draw up draft laws and
regulations as well as the power to ratify proposals to provide financial aid to
national scientific and technological projects and programmes. It also
supports incubators and entrepreneurship training. The Ministry of Higher
Education and Scientific Research is the second main player for setting
research policies and strategies.
Research Funders
Institutional funding is provided by the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of
Higher Education and Scientific Research. Jordanian research organizations
participate and receive funding also by the EU Framework Programmes, by
the Europe Aid funds and by the USAID funds.
International S&T cooperation
A bilateral cooperation agreement between EU and Jordan exists, based also
on the European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP) and EU strategy to strengthen
the relations with the neighbourhood countries. In addition, the country has
signed bilateral agreements with the USA and Brazil. The Ministry of Planning
and International Cooperation has signed Science and Technology
Agreements and MOUs with several European countries (e.g. Bulgaria,
Croatia, Greece, Cyprus, Belgium, Netherlands, UK, Denmark, Spain, Sweden,
Germany, France, Italy, Finland and others).
EU – Jordan Bilateral Agreement
On the 17th of June 2011, the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan and the
European Community agreed on joint scientific and technological activities
by signing a bilateral agreement (L159/108). The objective of this agreement
has been to encourage, develop and facilitate cooperative activities in
scientific and technological fields of common interest and mutual benefit.
National Policy and European Research Area
The participation of Jordan in the Framework Programmes is satisfactory,
considering the low number of inhabitants and researchers in comparison
with other Mediterranean Partner Countries.

5.2.10.

Republic of Korea

Research system and governance structure
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At administrative level, the key actors are the Senior Secretary to the President
for Education, Science and Culture within the Office of the President and the
Presidential Committee on Green Growth. The Presidential Advisory Council
on Education, Science and Technology is an advisory body chaired by the
President. At political level, the Select Committee for Education, Science and
Technology and the Select Committee for Knowledge Economy within the
National Assembly are related. At the operational level, several ministries are
involved.
Research Funders
The government and public sector funding accounts for 28% of all research
and development related expenditures, the private sector for 71% and
foreign funding sources for 0,1%.
International S&T cooperation
The Korean government aims to establish a global open innovation system
and to pursue strategic globalisation towards becoming a global science
and technology leader. Therefore, the government is increasing its global joint
research projects and actively participates in related international
organisations and multi-national programmes. The Korea-EU Science and
Technology Cooperation Advancement Programme is a bilateral programme
concluded with the twelve countries selected by the EU. The Programme aims
to develop sustainable cooperation strategies in the research sector,
disseminate information, promote cooperation and organise and support
cooperative events between Korea and EU. The Korean government aims
also to expand international cooperation networks through the participation
in various cooperation organizations such as UNESCO, OECD and others.
EU – Korea Bilateral Agreement
On the 24th of April 2004, the Government of the Republic of Korea and the
European Community agreed on joint scientific and technological activities
by signing a bilateral agreement (L106/44). The objective of this agreement
has been to encourage and facilitate their cooperation in scientific and
technological fields of common interest and mutual benefit.
National Policy and European Research Area
Korean research institutes have participated in 17 projects within FP6 and in
16 projects within FP7.

5.2.11.

Morocco

Research system and governance structure
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The Moroccan Government, the Permanent Inter-ministerial Committee for
Scientific Research and Technological Development and Hassan II Academy
of science and Technology elaborate the national research policy and
regulate this policy through a set of legislations and regulations, and through
coordination, orientation, planning, programming and financing research
activities. The Ministry of Higher Education, Professional Training and Scientific
Research (Directorate of Science and Directorate of Technology) and the
Ministry of Industry, Trade and New Technologies play a significant role in the
shaping and implementation of Research and Innovation policies.
Research Funders
During the last decade institutional funding was mainly dedicated to building
research infrastructures. Competitive funding is provided mainly by the
National Support Programme to Sectoral Research, by associated units of the
National Centre for Scientific and Technological Research, by the national
fund to support scientific research and technological development, by the
INNOV' ACT programme, by HASSAN II Academy of Sciences and Technology
call for proposals and by Competence Poles. Morocco is a very active
participant in the Framework Programmes with remarkable growth of the
participation in both number of projects and participants. From FP3 to FP6,
Moroccan teams have participated in 225 projects. Regarding participation
in FP7, 75 Moroccan entities have participated in 51 FP7 projects until 2010.
International S&T cooperation
In addition to bilateral agreements with the European Commission, Morocco
has signed several bilateral agreements with EU member states (France,
Spain, Germany, Italy, Portugal and others) as well as with non EU countries,
such as Tunisia, Egypt and USA.
EU – Morocco Bilateral Agreement
On the 10th of February 2004, the Kingdom of Morocco and the European
Community agreed on joint scientific and technological activities by signing a
bilateral agreement (L37/9). The objective of this agreement has been to
encourage, develop and facilitate cooperative scientific and technological
activities in fields of common interest.
National Policy and European Research Area
Besides the extensive participation in FP research projects, Moroccan teams
participate in COST actions, EUREKA networks and one ERANET project.

5.2.12.

Russian Federation

Research system and governance structure
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The Ministry of Education and Science is the main responsible entity for
research policy formulation and implementation. Several other ministries have
responsibilities for R&D and respective budgets (e.g. Ministry for Economic
Development, Ministry of Industry and Trade, Ministry of Energy, Ministry of
Information Technologies and Communication, Ministry of Defence).
Research policy is coordinated at the governmental level by the
Governmental Commission for Economic Development and Integration.
Research related advisory bodies to the President are the Council for Science,
Technologies and Education and the Council for Modernisation of the
Economy and Innovative Development of Russia.
Research Funders
Research funding is allocated either directly from the state budget to
research performing organisations, channelled through the involved ministries
or distributed via several agencies. Competitive R&D funding allocation is
handled by several ministries, the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, the
Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises, the State
Corporation for Nanotechnologies, the Russian Foundation for Humanities,
and the Russian Foundation for Technological Development. Research
activities in Russia are mainly funded by the public sector (federal budget),
but also from regional budgets or from publicly owned companies. Although
research funds are allocated mainly as Block Funds, competitive funding
schemes are promoted.
International S&T cooperation
The main partners and the focus of Russia’s research internationalisation
policy are the EU, its Member States and the Associated Countries to the FP7.
The European Research Area is an important concept for Russian research
policy. The current EU-Russia roadmap on scientific and technological
cooperation for the years 2011-13 covers thematic fields and subprogrammes of the FP. As a special tool the EU and Russia organise
coordinated calls for R&D projects in the frame of the FP7. Call topics are
agreed between the partners. The Russian side finances the participation of
its teams in projects selected for funding from own resources. It uses mainly
one action line of its Federal Targeted Programme R&D in Priority Fields of the
S&T Complex of Russia. Coordinated calls contribute to the implementation of
the EU-Russian strategic partnership in science and technology and were
agreed and implemented meanwhile in the following thematic areas:
aeronautics; energy; food, agriculture and biotechnology; health; ICT;
nanotechnology and new materials; nuclear fission. Involvement of Russia into
ERA is facilitated via strategic projects funded under FP6 and FP7, such as
Scope-East, Bilat-Rus, ACCESSRU, and especially the ERA.Net RUS project.
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EU – Russian Federation Bilateral Agreement
On the 28th of November 2000, the Government of the Russian Federation
and the European Community agreed on joint scientific and technological
activities by signing the initial bilateral agreement (L299/15). The objective of
this agreement has been to encourage and facilitate their cooperation in
scientific and technological fields of common interest and mutual benefit. This
bilateral agreement has been renewed.
National Policy and European Research Area
Russia has the highest participation of all third countries (countries not being
EU Member States or countries associated to the FP) in the past FP’s and the
current FP7. Russian scientists participate also in COST actions, EUREKA
initiatives and several ERANETs.

5.2.13.

South Africa

Research system and governance structure
The Parliament is the key actor at political level, which is advised by the
Portfolio Committee on Science and Technology. Accountability is overseen
by the Presidency (which appoints cabinet ministers) and is assisted by the
National Planning Commission (NPC) and the Department of Performance
Monitoring and Evaluation (DPME), which provide oversight for all policies
across all national government departments. At operational Level, the
Department of Science and Technology is the main government department,
which contains the National Research Foundation and the Technology
Innovation Agency. Other Government Departments with significant research
responsibilities are the Department of Higher Education and Training, the
Department of Trade and Industry, the Department of Energy, the
Department of Mineral Resources, the Department Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries, the Department of Environmental Affairs, the Department of Health,
the Department of Water Affairs.
Research Funders
Research funding is provided by the government (Department of Higher
Education and Training) through competitive and focused funds. The private
sector has also a significant share in the country’s total research related
expenditures (approximately 43%), while it is also the largest research
performer. South African research entities have also received substantial
funding through their participation in more than 500 EU FP projects.
International S&T cooperation
South Africa also has signed several bilateral agreements with ERA countries
including Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary,
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Italy, The Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain,
Turkey and United Kingdom. While South Africa research partnerships with the
EU are by far the most developed, strategically and within its broader
international research cooperation agreements with other African nations are
paramount. In addition, South Africa is increasing cooperation with other
emerging nations. An important multilateral partnership in this regard is the
India-Brazil-South Africa coordinating mechanism through which a tri-lateral
MOU on Science and Technology has been established. In April 2011, South
Africa also became an official member of the Brazil, Russia, India, China and
South Africa (BRICS) group of emerging countries.
EU – South Africa Bilateral Agreement
On the 15th of November 1997, the Republic of South Africa and the European
Community agreed on joint scientific and technological activities by signing a
bilateral agreement (L313/26). The objective of this agreement has been to
encourage and facilitate their cooperation in scientific and technological
fields of common interest and mutual benefit in order to advance science
and technology.
National Policy and European Research Area
South Africa has a strong partnership with the European Union for scientific
and technological cooperation, which began in 1996 when South Africa
signed an S&T co-operation agreement with the EU to support South Africa’s
participation in EU Framework Programmes. Following that initial agreement,
the Department of Science and Technology created numerous support
instruments for S&T cooperation with the EU. However, an important milestone
in South Africa’s S&T cooperation came in 2005 with the European - South
African S&T advancement programme (ESASTP), which established a
dedicated platform for the advancement of European - South African
scientific and technological (S&T) cooperation.

5.2.14.

Tunisia

Research system and governance structure
The Higher Council for Scientific Research and Technology (HCSRT) is the
responsible body, which determines and coordinates research policies in
Tunisia. Moreover, certain ministries (agriculture, telecommunication) also
have their own research policy unit (i.e. the Telecommunication Research
and Studies Centre, or the Institute for Scientific Research in Agriculture) that
prepare the research policy in the sector while coordinating and
implementing research activities.
Research Funders
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Research funding is provided by the government through competitive and
focused funds. The private sector has quite a small share in the country’s total
research related expenditures (approximately 20%). Egyptian research entities
have also received substantial funding through their participation in EU
projects, i.e. the overall number of participations in the FP7 for the period
2007-2011 reached 88 projects, corresponding to over €11m of requested EC
funding
International S&T cooperation
Egypt international S&T cooperation mainly focus on enhancing cooperation
with European countries, consolidating the cooperation with North-African
and Arab countries, exploring ways to strengthen cooperation with countries
that became strategic commercial and scientific partners, such as Japan,
the United States of America and South Korea and diversifying partnerships by
adopting a selective approach, to benefit from international competitive
advantages of certain countries (i.e. BRIC countries).
EU – Tunisia Bilateral Agreement
On the 10th of February 2004, the Republic of Tunisia and the European
Community agreed on joint scientific and technological activities by signing a
bilateral agreement (L37/17). The objective of this agreement has been to
encourage and facilitate their cooperation in scientific and technological
fields of common interest and mutual benefit in order to advance science
and technology.
National Policy and European Research Area
Tunisian entities apart from the successive FPs and Eumedis have also
participated in the Capacities' Programme: four ERAWIDE projects, five
REGPOT, as well as bilateral INCONET and People programmes, especially
IRSES. However, even if satisfactory participation appears in the thematic
priorities of health, biotechnology and environment, participation in ICT,
energy and nano- technologies is limited. Moreover, Tunisian PROs participate
to COST Programme as Non COST institutions.

5.2.15.

Turkey

Research system and governance structure
At political level the research system is led by the Supreme Council of Science
and Technology, a legally formalised body chaired by the prime minister. It
determines, directs and co-ordinates research and innovation policies, and is
composed of relevant ministers, heads of public and private bodies,
universities and non-governmental organisations. The Scientific and
Technological Research Council of Turkey (TUBITAK) is affiliated to the Ministry
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of Science, Industry and Technology and acts as the secretariat of the
Supreme Council of Science and Technology. The Ministry of Development
and the High Planning Council are two other important actors in the design
and implementation of science, technology and innovation policies. The
Ministry of National Education and the Higher Education Council design and
implement education policies, and integrate them with research policies. The
Turkish Academy of Sciences determines and recommends scientific priority
areas and proposes legislation to the government on issues related to
scientists and researchers. At operational level, the leading actor in the
system is TUBITAK. It designs and implements programmes to increase R&D
activities of the public and private sectors, and universities.
Research Funders
Both institutional and project-based funding is available for universities and
public R&D centres. The Ministry of Development approves as part of their
yearly budget the personnel and large infrastructure needs of universities and
public R&D centres. For project-based funding, they apply to the
programmes carried out by the Scientific and Technological Research
Council of Turkey (TUBITAK). These programmes finance bottom-up / free
funding projects. Nearly half of the state funding is allocated for competitive
programmes. The only mode of funding available for the private sector is
project-based funding which finances bottom-up / free funding projects.
Research funds also come from the participation of Turkish entities in FP7
projects, EUREKA projects, EUROSTAR projects and through the IPA status of
Turkey with the EU.
International S&T cooperation
Based on a decision of the Supreme Council of Science and Technology,
TUBITAK in co-operation with the relevant stakeholders prepared the
‘International Science, Technology and Innovation Strategy 2007-2010’. This
sets the strategic framework and the vision of the strategy, towards having
Turkey as a competitive, respectful, reliable and active country in the
international arena of science, technology and innovation. The
‘Implementation Plan for the International Science, Technology and
Innovation Strategies 2007-2010’ adopted in 2007 aims at conceiving policies,
designing tools and building relations in order to improve and highlight the
science, technology and innovation capability of Turkey to a global scale
within the perspective of international relations. The International Cooperation
Department of TUBITAK is responsible for the implementation of international
research measures. These programmes are divided into three general
categories: Bilateral Cooperation, Multilateral cooperation activities and
Cooperation with the EU. TUBITAK has signed 24 bilateral cooperation
agreements on research. The EU Member States with which Turkey have
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bilateral research agreements include Bulgaria, Germany, France, Greece,
Hungary, Italy, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia. Turkey has also signed
cooperation agreements with several other countries. As of May 2010, total
number of ongoing projects supported under bilateral agreements was 338.
National Policy and European Research Area
Turkish entities have been involved in 150 COST actions. Turkey is also an
active participant in EUREKA projects, being involved in 120 projects. Turkey
participates in 42 ERANETs.

5.2.16.

Ukraine

Research system and governance structure
According to the current structure, the President, the Government, the
Parliament and the Parliamentary Committees constitute the highest political
level of research policy decision-making. Ministries involved include the
Ministry of Education, Science, Youth and Sports and the Ministry of Industrial
Policy. The second level of research policy decision-making is associated with
operational functions, such as the Cabinet of Ministries and other state
agencies that provide funding for research. The third level consists of the
recipients of research funding, including state-supported academies of
science.
Research Funders
State budget is the main source for research funding. Three key forms for
funding of research activities are used: Direct financing of R&D organisations,
state R&D and development programmes allocated on a competitive basis
and individual grant schemes or state-sponsored foundations for the support
of basic research.
International S&T cooperation
Russia remains the main partner of Ukraine in international R&D cooperation,
with the cooperation with EU becoming more important during the last years.
Ukraine has signed bilateral agreements with several states, most of which are
EU countries.
EU – Ukraine Bilateral Agreement
On the 12th of February 2003, Ukraine and the European Community agreed
on joint scientific and technological activities by signing a bilateral
agreement (L36/31). This bilateral agreement has been renewed on the 17th
of October 2003 (L267/25) and again during 2011. The objective of this
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agreement has been to encourage, develop and facilitate their cooperation
in scientific and technological fields of common interest and mutual benefit.
National Policy and European Research Area
Besides the EU-Ukraine bilateral agreement, an Action Plan has been signed
between Ukraine and the EU (2005). Individual bilateral agreements with EU
member states also exist. In total, Ukrainian entities have participated in 64
FP6 projects and 150 FP7 projects. Ukrainian scientists participate also in 3
ERANET projects.

5.2.17.

United States of America

Research system and governance structure
The Office of Science and Technology Policy is located in the Executive
Office of the President and has a mandate to advise the President and others
on the effect of science and technology policy on domestic and
international affairs. It also acts as an inter-agency coordinating body. The
Executive Branch of the government includes 12 federal departments and 18
federal agencies that fund and/or conduct research. Funding through the
federal departments and agencies in the executive branch occurs as a result
of authorisation by the US Congress. Several agencies operate research
laboratories. The US Congress initiates legislation, performs oversight over
federal agencies and appropriates funding. The US Congress operates
through a committee structure, with the House Committee on Science,
Space, and Technology and the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science
and Transportation being important. Other major actors include state and
local governments and public and private research performers and funders.
State and local governments also provide funding for research that impacts
their local economies through various mechanisms such as tax credits and
bond issuance. Research is performed by universities, private firms, federal
laboratories, and other non-profit organisations. Sources of funding for
research include the federal government, private sector firms, state and local
government, and private non-profit foundations. The balance between
public and private R&D spending indicates that private R&D accounts for
more than two-thirds of US R&D.
Research Funders
The federal government provides the majority of non-privately funded
research. Research budgets are guided by the President's proposed budget
and are established annually. Awards are typically made by executive
departments and agencies through solicitations, which can either be
regularised through annual requests for proposals or distributed on a special
ad hoc basis. Distribution to R&D performers through agency solicitations and
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bottom-up competitive and merit-based proposals is the most emphasised
funding mode. This approach represents a combination of project and
bottom-up merit-based modes of funding distribution. Still, multiple and
diverse modes exist and are supported, including networked approaches that
typically work through the creation of centres of excellence. , Most public
R&D funding in the US system is awarded by mission-oriented agencies and
other research bodies (such as the National Science Foundation) in response
to competitive solicitations. The private sector is by far the largest research
performer.
International S&T cooperation
Europe is a primary science and technology partner for the USA. Research
linkages between the US and Europe are deep, multiple, and longstanding,
and this is reflected in an array of research policy activities involving multiple
programmes and actors. These activities include formal science and
technology cooperative agreements with individual European countries and
at the European level, networks that promote US-European scientific
cooperation, science and technology presence within diplomatic offices,
academic exchange programmes, and cooperative actions of individual
organisations and researchers. US science and technology policy encourages
the further strengthening of ties with European counterparts. USA has a series
of Umbrella Science and Technology Agreements with individual European
countries, including agreements (in force or in the final stages of approval)
with Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece,
Hungary, Italy, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain and Sweden. These
agreements provide frameworks for science and technology cooperation,
intellectual property protection, research access, and related topics.
EU – USA Bilateral Agreement
On the 22nd of October 1998, the Government of the United States of America
and the European Community agreed on joint scientific and technological
activities by signing a bilateral agreement (L284/37). The objective of this
agreement has been to encourage, develop and facilitate their cooperation
in scientific and technological fields of common interest and mutual benefit.
National Policy and European Research Area
Through May 2012, US participants were involved in 4.106 FP7 proposals of
which 1,014 (26%) were awarded.
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5.3. Concluding remarks on governance and
programming issues
As regards the structures for research system governance, as well as for
research programming, we note that overall, in most of the countries
surveyed the governance of the research system is entrusted to special
bodies and/or Agencies directly linked to the highest level of governmental
authority – usually the prime minister’s office. Overall programming and
planning of research is done “centrally” by one or more of these research
governing bodies or Agencies.
Sectoral research, e.g. in maritime or railways, if done at all, is usually
programmed, and governed (as well as funded) by the interested Ministries.
This overall structure exists in most countries irrespective of their status of
development. What changes is the degree to which this structure is evident
and the degree of “central” planning as regards the programming of
research.
There is a tendency – mainly associated with the more advanced,
economically, countries or regions - to “disperse” the research governance to
various Agencies or government departments and rely on such
“independent” Agencies and Organisations for research governance and
funding issues. Even, so, overall research funding and conducting policies are,
again, formed by special governmental Agencies attached to the highest
level of government (normally the prime minister’s or the President’s office).
At the more “dispersed” model of research governance falls, for example, the
USA where there are 12 federal departments and 18 federal agencies that
are involved in research programming, funding, and/or conducting. On top
of this structure is the Office of Science and Technology Policy which is
located in the Executive Office of the President and has a mandate to advise
the President (and other levels of government) on the relevant policies to
follow and on the effect that science and technology (research) policy will
have on domestic and international affairs. This Office also acts as an interagency coordinating body. Research funding at federal level always occurs
as a result of authorisation by the US Congress. At the individual states level,
each state has its own research programme whose governance is performed
by the relevant state government departments and coordinated by a central
office usually attached at the governor’s office.
A similar “dispersed” model also exists in Australia and a handful of other
countries. In Australia, for example, science policy advice is provided by the
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Prime Minister’s Science Engineering and Innovation Council, as well as by the
Chief Scientist, the Innovation Australia, the Industry Innovation Councils and
by several government Departments with key one the Department of
Innovation, Industry, Science and Research. So, again, a “dispersed” model.
At the other end of the scale, there are the totally “centrally controlled”
systems of research governance, and in between the degree of
concentration of governance and programming activities usually depends
on the overall system of governance of the country under consideration. Most
of the so called BRICS countries follow the “centrally controlled” model to a
greater or lesser degree with the highest level of “centrality” seeing in China,
and the lesser one in India whose research governance model resembles that
of Australia76.
Research funding takes place by the government and the private sector.
Here a clear distinction exists between the developed and lesser developed
countries or regions. In the first, the more advanced economically countries or
regions, most of the research funding is done by the private sector to a
percentage that reaches the level of 70% (i.e. 30% public / 70% private). This is
because in these countries the private sector is well developed, interested in
producing innovation for its products, and hence ready to commit funding for
research in order to stay competitive at National and worldwide level. In the
lesser developed countries the picture is reversed and the public sector is the
one funding most of the research done (in certain cases the government is
the only source of research funding). The reason is that the private sector in
these countries is weak and underperforming and it is usually “importer” of
innovation rather than producer.
In most of the cases of the lesser developed economies, the research
budgets are rather low (below 1% of the National GDP). Although, almost in
every case examined for this project, policy makers pledge always an
increase in the annual funding for research programmes such funding
remains low and stagnant, with the exception of the BRICS countries (and
most notably China) where research funding demonstrates high rates of
yearly increase.

In India research governance is executed by: The Planning Commission, the Ministry
of Science and Technology including the Department of Science and Technology,
and the Principal Scientific Advisor (the Science Advisory Council to the Prime
Minister). The Prime Minister’s Office has also constituted a National Knowledge
Commission acting in an advisory role for issues of research policy and governance
for the prime minister.
76
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Normally, the system of research governance is the one that takes the
decisions on the funding levels, the distribution of this funding in the various
sectors, and its administration (including auditing and evaluation)77. The
Transport sector tends to be ignored, as regards research funding, in most of
the lesser developed countries whose research priorities are more oriented
towards medical, socio-economic, and technical research. However, in
almost all cases transport is impeded in socio-economic research.
Research funding is awarded through a process of bidding in almost all cases
of countries surveyed. But here again, there are degrees to which such
procedures are implemented depending on the evaluation procedures that
are followed. The distribution of the funds to the various sectors or agencies is
almost invariably done through a block-funding mechanism, with decisions
taken at the highest level of decision making. This is usually a complicated
procedure that appears as not very rational but it is reflecting – presumably –
the National policies and priorities. In the US, the federal system of
government, which provides the majority of non-privately funded research,
shows a typical structure of research funding and allocating, in which
research budgets are guided by the President's proposed budget and are
established annually. Awards are typically made by executive departments
and agencies through solicitations, which can either be regularised through
annual requests for proposals or distributed on a special ad hoc basis. In the
EU, the research funding and allocation in the various sectors follows a more
complex system of decision making that is due to the system of governance
in general within the EU. The planning, funding, and allocation of the funding,
is done in 7-year blocks – called, until 20012, research Framework Programmes
and from 2013 “Horizon 2020”. The research programming and awarding,
within these time periods, is done on an annual basis.

A noteworthy example of research funding (and governance) is that of Israel. This
country which has one of the highest (if not the highest) rates of research funding as
a percentage of its GDP (4.3%) has three main recipients of research budgets: the
Planning and Budgeting Committee of the Council for Higher Education (Vatat), the
Ministry for Industry, Trade and Employment, and the Science and Technology
Ministry. Some research funding is also provided by some other ministries. On the
executive level of activity, the main players are Vatat and the Office of the Chief
Scientist. The former distributes funds to universities through a block funding
mechanism that awards a certain proportion of funds to research, and to local and
international competitive research frameworks. The Office of the Chief Scientist
operates a broad framework of activities, the R&D Fund, which directly funds R&D in
companies in return for future royalties, the Magnet program that encourages
research-university collaboration in consortia, the Incubator Program, the FP7 bureau,
Matimop (which is in charge of international activities) and other programmes.
77
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With the exception of a few developed economies, there does not exist a
specific framework for International S&T cooperation in the various countries
surveyed. The funding for such activities is usually very low if it exists at all. Most
of the international cooperation work in the lesser developed economies is
funded through participation in research programmes formed and funded by
the more developed ones. Such cooperation takes place within international
multilateral research programmes like the FP7 of the EU, or – in most of the
cases examined – within bilateral (or regional) programmes specifically
designed for the specific country or region. Indeed, one of the major
international cooperation activities that take place now is the postgraduate
level scholarships given to students for studying in countries abroad. Bilateral
agreements for scientific and research cooperation exist almost everywhere
we surveyed i.e. all countries seem to have now a number of such
agreements with other countries (and most of them with the EU too).
International cooperation is mentioned in almost all cases where there is a
specific strategic framework for the conduct of research and / or innovation
production. However, specific frameworks for international cooperation exist
in the more developed economies and only in very few other cases. Besides
the well-known cases of the EU and the US where international cooperation
activities and funding are quite evident for many years and take on
increasing momentum recently, Japan seems to have devoted considerable
resources and attention to such cooperation. International cooperation forms
an important part in the Japanese science and technological system. A large
number of funding programmes and new initiatives exist, in order to
strengthen cooperation with overseas partners. One of the major instruments
to support international cooperation in Japan, is the Strategic International
Cooperative Program, operated by the Japan Science and Technology
Agency78.
A most notable example of specific provisions for international cooperation in
research in an economy outside the scale or level of development of the US,
the EU, Japan, and the likes, is Turkey. In Turkey, the Supreme Council of
Science and Technology - TUBITAK, in co-operation with the relevant
stakeholders prepared the ‘International Science, Technology and Innovation
Strategy 2007-2010’. This sets the strategic framework and the vision of the
strategy, towards having Turkey as a “competitive, respectful, reliable, and
active country in the international arena of science, technology and
innovation”. There is also an “Implementation Plan for the International
Science, Technology and Innovation Strategies 2007-2010” adopted in 2007

No bilateral agreement between the EU and Japan exists. However, an Action Plan
for EU-Japan research cooperation is under preparation.
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which aims at conceiving policies, designing tools and building relations in
order to improve and highlight the international science, technology and
innovation capability of Turkey.
Finally, a new development worth mentioning here, is the emerging new
impetus and interest which is evident in recent years for RD&I cooperation
between developed economies. Europe is becoming now the primary
science and technology partner for the USA. Research linkages between the
US and Europe are deep, multiple, and longstanding, and this is reflected in
an array of new research and policy activities that are being materialising
and involving multiple programmes and actors. These activities include formal
science and technology cooperative agreements with individual European
countries as well as the EU, installation of common programmes and networks
that promote research cooperation between the two sides, and gradual
installation of a more open and friendly research funding frameworks.
Similar trends are evident between Russia and the EU, and our interviews and
workshops confirm this trend. For the past decade or so, and if trends hold for
the next decade too, the main partners and focus of Russia’s research
internationalisation policy are the EU, its Member States and the Associated
Countries to the FP7. The European Research Area is an important concept
for the Russian research policy. The current EU-Russia roadmap on scientific
and technological cooperation for the years 2011-13 covers thematic fields
and sub-programmes of the FP7 and is expected to continue along the same
lines in H2020.
In conclusion, our search of the current situation and policies as regards
research governance, programming, and funding in all major countries and
regions of the world shows a diversity of regimes and practices but also a
common positive attitude towards international cooperation and
achievement. Government to government agreements and framework
setting is and will remain the main vehicle initiating such cooperation.
However, as in all other issues, it is some active individual “champions” - in the
form of individual University research teams or research centers – that are the
ones who materialise, set the pace, or initiate such cooperation in practice.
The existing research governance structures which tend to display a multitude
of involved levels of authority and involved agencies and Organisations do
not always help international research work but they do not seem to be the
deciding factor.
In all our surveys and interviews it was more the levels of funding and – most
important – of co-funding, the required complicated administrative
requirements, and the luck of timely and accurate information that seemed
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to be mentioned as the main impediments to international research
cooperative work.
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6.

RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURES AND THEIR
NETWORKING - INFORMATION AND DATA
SHARING ISSUES
6.1. Introduction

The objective of this chapter is to summarise the status concerning Research
Infrastructure (RI) in the different countries. For the purpose of EUTRAIN,
Research Infrastructure is defined as large scale laboratories that can be used
collaboratively (hard infrastructures), as well as libraries and data bases (soft
infrastructures).
The following information has been collected for the different countries, and is
summarised in this report.
1. The current situation per region with respect to RI and international
cooperation involving RI.
 Topics of interest, priorities, capabilities for quality research, the
barriers/gaps/diversions
 Relevant work that has been performed in this field
2. Existing RIs involved in international collaboration, including experience
from such collaboration
 Description of existing cooperative agreements
 Completed and ongoing international projects involving RI
3. Data sharing issues
 Example of how they have been resolved
 Description of project documentation and data exchanges that
are already in existence
4. Networking around RI
 National legislations and practices which enable or impede
international collaboration
 Drivers for networking
The objective was to summarise information obtained from the following 10
countries; USA, Japan, Tunisia, Egypt, Ukraine, China, Russia, India, Australia
and South Africa.
However, it was soon realised that the collection of information from country
reports, from having held regional seminars and/or from direct contact with
country champions was less than satisfactory and that the amount of
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available data obtained as such was limited. Actual experience with
international cooperation around research infrastructure was found to be
limited. Although all countries expressed interest in international cooperation,
thus far the main form of cooperation seems to be sharing knowledge
through seminars and conferences. Hence the project team has only been
able to capture a few examples where international cooperation around
research infrastructure has taken place.
In view of the above limitations, this chapter will provide a more general
perspective on the possibilities related to international cooperation around
Research infrastructure. As part of the ongoing work on the EUTRAIN project,
the intention is to find more detailed information for at least some of the
countries.
It should also be noted that, based on the available information, this chapter
tends to be biased towards road infrastructure. More information from rail and
aviation is needed to obtain a more general picture of the situation regarding
international cooperation around research infrastructure in the transport
sector in general.
This information will be collected in parallel WPs of this project and will be
included in the final deliverable.

6.2. Drivers
and
needs
cooperation around RI

for

international

The following main drivers for an increase in cooperation and networking
around existing and new RI can be highlighted:
The Grand Challenges, such as ageing population, climate change issues,
limited resources, congestion and sustainable transport, are not restricted to a
local/regional level. The challenges are global and hence there is a need to
address them at an international level. To be able to address the challenges
effectively there is also a need for a number of new world-class research
infrastructures, developed with the aim to be used as a hub for international
cooperation.
Finance - The possibility to obtain financial funding for research infrastructure is
limited, even though it is well known that both investments in upgrades and
the maintenance costs of the assets are substantial. In many instances, the RI
is expected to be self-financed by funding obtained from research projects.
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Hence the possibility of having access to a number of different research
infrastructures, but only have the financial responsibility for a few, should be
attractive. Through cooperation between organisations with complementary
facilities, the use of resources will be optimised. Instead of reinventing the
wheel, the wheel could be invented in one place and steered from another
place.
High quality RI - It is not viable from an economic and financial perspective to
keep up-to-date equipment and qualified personnel operational in all
countries to solve high priority research questions. Hence it is important to
build a network that enables researchers from different parts of the world to
cooperate, and to open up and facilitate the use of each other’s equipment.
Innovation - The infrastructure itself is the tool for creating a research
environment where researchers can meet and exchange knowledge,
experiences and new ideas. In this environment, the creativity thus stimulated
will enable new ideas, methods, materials and products to be developed into
implementable solutions, in line with the definition of innovation (mind-tomarket).
Development – Through international cooperation, researchers will have
access to facilities that would otherwise not have been available in their
countries. Together, researchers and staff from different countries will be able
to share knowledge, and enable them to further develop equipment and
methods, which will result in the development of new knowledge and
implementable solutions.
Scientific excellence will be achieved if world-class research infrastructures
are open to international cooperation – it will attract top-level researchers. A
critical mass for scientific excellence will be created while also enhancing the
prestige of a specific scientific area.
Next generation researchers – International cooperation around research
infrastructure will enable young researcher programmes to be aligned with
world-class infrastructures, and hence increase the possibility to attract the
next generation of top-level researchers who will further develop the transport
sector and solve our common challenges.
Economic development – for a specific region hosting an internationally
recognised research infrastructure, cooperation could actually be a key
driver for economic development in the region.
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Even though the list of drivers for international cooperation around RI is
extensive, the number of examples specifically involving RI is limited. Hence,
the question is could we expect an increase in cooperation in the near
future? The project teams’ opinion is that considering that a number of our
future challenges need to be solved on a global level, adding the above
listed drivers for cooperation, all point towards a growing tendency for
international cooperation around research infrastructures in the future.

6.3. Experience from international cooperation
related to RI
This chapter give some examples of international cooperation related to
Research Infrastructure. The first examples are specific projects that have
involved Research infrastructure (Atlantic, TRID, Druid, PIARC skid resistance,
Hermes, COST 347). The second group provides examples of networking
around research infrastructure, where the common interest in a specific type
of research infrastructure provides the stimulus for networking (HVSIA, IBEC,
Driving simulator). The last examples are related to research infrastructures
that are shared between different partners/countries (MAST, MnRoad, HVS
Nordic).

6.3.1. ATLANTIC project – an example of infrastructure for
research cooperation
ATLANTIC was a ‘Thematic Network’ of professionals, researchers and
decision-makers from Europe, the USA and Canada in the field of Intelligent
Transport Systems. The objective was for network members to work together
to identify and research key problems in ITS in a coordinated and structured
way, and to communicate results to stakeholders. Within this overall objective,
there was an aim to identify opportunities for future international cooperation
and research.
The project was funded by the European Commission under the 5th
Framework Programme (DG INFSO), the Federal Government of Canada
(Transport Canada) and the US Federal Highway Administration.
The project set up a common research infrastructure in the form of a web site
with a series of discussion fora. The discussion fora provided the basis for joint
working on specific topics such as defining priority requirements for future R&D
programmes in key areas of interest. In addition, a ‘virtual concertation
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meeting’ was launched for projects funded by the European Commission
which were working in similar fields to share experiences and findings. Time
spent by convenors and moderators of the discussion fora was funded, but
participants took part voluntarily (without funding), some of them in their own
time.
The project produced a series of technical reports, which included
conclusions on the operation of the web fora as a mechanism for sharing
information and generating ideas. One of the key conclusions from the point
of view of research infrastructures was that participants need either a
common reason to come together for discussion, or some additional funding
to contribute to the cost of participating; contributors working on a voluntary
basis did not generate as much content as had been anticipated.
Collaborative work needs to be targeted and structured to provide a benefit
to all participants. Another conclusion concerned the timing of funding from
different sources: in some discussion groups, funding for the convenor and
moderator did not cover the same time period, which reduced the
effectiveness of the group.
A major success was the establishment of the International Benefits Evaluation
and Costs Working Group (IBEC) based on two years of active support from
ATLANTIC participants to increase European involvement and demonstrate to
experts elsewhere that Europe is actively involved. This led to a series of
separately funded activities on avenues of on-going or planned trans-Atlantic
research collaboration.

6.3.2. TRID - the TRIS and ITRD database
TRID is the world’s largest database that offers online access to global
transportation research information covering all transport modes. It was
launched in February 2011 and is an integration of the Transportation
Research Information Services (TRIS) database and the International Transport
Research Documentation (ITRD) database. TRIS is produced and maintained
by the Transportation Research Board of the US National Academies with
sponsorship by State Departments of Transportation, the various
administrations at the U.S. Department of Transportation, and other sponsors
of TRB's core technical activities. ITRD is produced and sponsored by ITRD
member organizations under the sponsorship of Joint Transport Research
Centre (JTRC) of the International Transport Forum and Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).
The aim of this cooperation is to manage transportation information and
knowledge better and more cost effectively. Information and knowledge are
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key ingredients for creativity and innovation and the database is an
important tool when looking for solutions to problems and challenges or for
competence in a specific area. It can also be used for identifying areas
where research is needed, when preparing material and presentations for
meetings, for supporting working groups and for facilitating international
cooperation and partnership. The overview of transportation research that
TRID offers also helps avoiding duplication of work and funding. Preservation is
an important aspect and in the database the information is stored in a
sustainable way.
The database is continuously being developed to be as easy to use as
possible and the number of links to open access documents is growing. Multilingual records are supplied by members of TRID/ITRD, i.e. renowned institutes
and organizations in more than 20 countries and the content is controlled by
information professionals. Records in TRID are indexed with a standardized
vocabulary from the Transportation Research Thesaurus (TRT) or the ITRD
Thesaurus, depending on the source organization.
Members are part of the global TRID/ITRD knowledge network and can use
the database to promote and market their own organization, its projects and
results. ITRD members can use the ITRD’s quadrilingual (English, German,
French and Spanish) list of search terms, the ITRD thesaurus, even for their own
organization’s and research needs.
There is also cooperation with international organizations and projects like
FEHRL, the Transport Research & Innovation Portal (TRIP) and HERMES.
TRID is available free of charge at http://trid.trb.org . See also www.itrd.org for
more information.

6.3.3. Druid - measurement vehicle for driving tests
In the European Project DRUID (Driving under the Influence of Drugs, Alcohol
and Medicines), driving tests were conducted by different research facilities
across Europe. Among others, BASt and the University of Maastricht
conducted driving tests. The University of Maastricht conducts research on the
impairments caused by alcohol. Research on changes in brain activity of
drowsy and drunken drivers is done there too. Since the instrumented vehicle
of BASt was equipped with a device for the assessment of EEG, the study was
done in collaboration.
Therefore, BASt allowed the University of Maastricht to use the car in a joint
study. A contract was drafted for the terms of leasing. This contract allowed
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the University of Maastricht to transfer titles to it and to re-register the vehicle
in its name. The car and its equipment remained the property of BASt. In order
to be able to re-register the car, the car had to be imported to the
Netherlands. Import taxes had to be paid. The University of Maastricht was
responsible for comprehensive insurance of the vehicle and for an insurance
that covered all costs in case of an accident caused by participants involved
in the driving tests as well as professional liability insurance for staff engaged in
the study.
Due to insurance protection, an employee of BASt who was involved in the
joint study was given a contract of employment by the University of
Maastricht. This was necessary because after the car was registered to the
University of Maastricht, the employee of BASt was not insured while driving
the car.
The study was completed within a very short time period and delivered
interesting results. Through this cooperation, the extensive experience of the
University of Maastricht in the field of on-the-road driving tests and the
technical equipment of BASt were brought together.

6.3.4. PIARC experiment on skidding resistance
The skid qualities of pavements play an important role in road safety. Road
surfacing must ensure an adequate level of friction at the tire pavement
interface to provide safe operation of vehicles. It is recognized that methods
and systems used throughout the world for measuring texture and skid
resistance vary significantly. It is for this reason that the PIARC Technical
Committee on Surface Characteristics decided to undertake an international
experiment to compare and harmonize texture and skid resistance
measurement.
The overall objective was to compare the different measuring systems to
develop tools that would enable converting the results from the different
measuring systems into a common scale. This would be called the
International Friction Index (IFI) and should provide a basis for international
harmonization. This in turn should promote exchange of road research results
between countries.
Forty seven different measuring systems participated representing sixteen
countries (Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Great
Britain, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, and United States) These systems measured 67 different
parameters (33 texture parameters and 34 friction parameters).
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A large amount of data was collected in the project database for further
exploitation of the results in future research.

6.3.5. HERMES – Harmonisation and standardisation
The aim of the pre-normative FEHRL founded project HERMES –
“Harmonization of European Routine and research Measuring Equipment for
Skid Resistance” was to lay the foundations for consistent European
standardisation of skid resistance measurement on roads and runways.
The key-point was that the project should be the start for implementation of a
common scale of friction, the so-called EFI (European Friction Index). This
included an associated harmonised calibration procedure, in all European
countries.
The project tested the procedures proposed by CEN for establishing and
maintaining harmonized skid resistance, prEN 13036-2. The practical aspects
were tested but the possibility to improve the models used for calculating the
index was also considered. In addition alternative approaches were
considered. 15 skid resistance measuring devices and eight texture measuring
devices from 8 countries were used during the tests.

6.3.6. COST 347 – resulting AFD40 group for cooperation
COST 347 was established in October 2000 under the European Commission
with the main objectives to develop a common code of practice for
optimising the use of Accelerated Load Testing (ALT) facilities in Europe and
to develop a climate that will lead to a more harmonized approach to
accelerated load testing of pavements in Europe in order to accelerate our
understanding of pavement behaviour and thereby bring about
improvements in pavement design, maintenance and materials.
A total of 17 European countries participated in COST Action 347, together
with the Transportation Research Board (TRB) Committee on Full
Scale/Accelerated Pavement Testing, and close links were made with ALT
centres in South Africa, Australia, and New Zealand. Among the direct
outcomes of the work were regular newsletters, and an email-based
discussion forum.
COST 347 has produced a number of specific technical results, which are
expected to be very helpful in practical ALT work. Among the results are:
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A database of European ALT facilities, instrumentation, and pavement
condition evaluation procedures;
A database of more than 70 previous and current ALT research
projects in Europe;
A suggested structure for a future database for ALT research results;
A database with ALT related literature containing more than 700
references from all parts of the world;
A common code of good practice (guidelines) for the use of ALT
covering 12 specific topic areas;
A catalogue of pavement research topics which preferably should be
investigated using ALT.

Although Cost Action 347 has been completed, further cooperation is
continuing within the structures of the TRB through Committee AFD40.

6.3.7. HVSIA – networking around research infrastructure
One successful example of networking around a specific type of research
infrastructure, namely the Heavy Vehicle Simulator (HVS), is the HVS
International Alliance (HVSIA).
Although Accelerated Pavement Testing (APT) is generally recognised as one
of the most effective methods of evaluating improvements in pavement
design and performance, it is expensive relative to other, more typical
pavement research activities. As a result, collaboration between APT
programmes, as well as other research efforts, is often discussed as a potential
to improve the efficiency of APT research. HVSIA was formally established in
2003 in an attempt to achieve this objective.
Since 2003, the following HVS programmes / countries became members of
the HVSIA:
 The CSIR and the Gauteng Provincial Department for Roads and
Transport in South Africa;
 The California Department of Transportation through the University of
California Pavement Research Center (UCPRC);
 The Engineering Research and Development Center (ERDC) of the US
Army Corps of Engineers;
 The Cold Regions Research Engineering Laboratory (CRREL);
 VTI in Sweden;
 The Florida Department of Transportation (FDoT);
 The Central Road Research Centre in India, and
 China.
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Other organisations/countries who will be joining HVSIA in the near future are
the Federal Aviation Agency (FAA), Costa Rica and Indonesia.
The objectives of the HVSIA as outlined in their constitution are:
 To promote and share knowledge related to HVS technology;
 To establish a structure for ongoing interactions on topics related to
pavement engineering with a specific focus on the HVS technology;
 To establish mechanisms for funding, monitoring and completing
studies of common issues through the optimum participation of
members;
 To provide expertise so that studies of interest can be expeditiously
defined, managed and results reviewed;
 To optimise the use of resources through the coordination of HVS
related research.
 To discuss and document HVS-related research practice and
implementation of results, and
 To identify new technology and upgrades desired by the group.

6.3.8. Driving Simulators – networking
Even though there are no formal groups similar to those associated with
Accelerated Load Testing, there are a number of informal initiatives within the
area of driving simulation. These initiatives have the aim to share knowledge
and experiences, and to further develop the area of simulating techniques.
The following examples could be mentioned:
 There have been several EC-projects that have brought together users
of driving simulators across Europe, with the specific aim to
improve/investigate driving simulation (e.g. TrainALL, SIMTEB).
 A number of informal groups have been created by simulator users.
However, some of these groups tend to be less collaborative since
competitors are involved.
 There has been progress in the development of “standards” for this
domain such as road database description formats. This has enabled
groups to be formed that actually meet for discussion.

6.3.9. IBEC – an
infrastructure

example

of

an

ongoing

research

The International Benefits, Evaluation and Costs (IBEC) Working Group is a
cooperative working group set up to coordinate and expand international
efforts, to exchange information and techniques, and evaluate benefits and
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costs of ITS. IBEC brings together the best knowledge and experience and is
the focal point for discussion and debate of interest to the international ITS
evaluation community. IBEC encourages more effective use of ITS evaluation
information so that decision-makers can make more informed ITS investments.
IBEC was established in 2002 as a result of four sessions at the ITS World
Congress in Chicago which were jointly organised by ITS America and the
ATLANTIC project (see Section 6.6.3.1). Initial funding for a Secretariat from the
UK and US governments enabled a Charter and web site to be developed,
and an active recruitment process to be carried out, creating a world-wide
membership base. IBEC is now unsupported, but self-sustaining. A
management committee organises events and oversees the work of the
group, supported by the Secretariat. IBEC has recently become a legal entity
to make its operation administratively more convenient.
The group has organised workshops at each annual ITS World Congress since
2002, and at many other events. Training sessions on benefit cost evaluation
have been provided in several countries, based on material and time
contributed by members. The website provides a growing library of material
such as evaluation guidelines, training material and reports on results, and
regular newsletters are distributed to members. A ‘yahoo’ group enables
members to communicate with each other, helping them to solve problems,
obtain feedback on ideas and share results, by identifying experts who can
answer questions and provide references to relevant ITS schemes.

6.3.10.
Heavy Vehicle Simulator – sharing a RI between
countries
The Heavy Vehicle Simulator (HVS), which is used to perform accelerated
pavement testing, is a unique testing device available in the United States,
South Africa, Sweden/Finland, India, China and Costa Rica. The equipment
can simulate real loads from heavy vehicles, and thereby study how various
types of road structures perform under heavy traffic. The equipment makes it
possible, in many cases, to simulate a year of heavy traffic in less than a
week. Wheel loads can vary from 3 to 11 tons (30–110 kN), corresponding to 6
to 22 tons axle load. The tire pressure, speed, load direction, lateral position,
and temperature can also be varied according to existing need.
By cooperation between Finland and Sweden, it was possible for Europe to
obtain their own HVS, a testing facility that can be transported to any test site
throughout Europe. VTI (Sweden) and VTT (Finland) decided to invest in the
equipment together, and for a number of years the equipment was
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transported between the countries every second year. Hence, the partners
could share both the economic costs and risk, but also have the possibility to
perform high-level research. The cooperation was facilitated by a long-term
good relationship between the partners, built on a number of years of
cooperation on different topics. There are some legislation differences and
cultural differences between the countries, but since both partners are aware
of the differences, they are handled in a smooth way.
Over the past few years, VTT changed their direction of work, and today the
HVS is owned solely by VTI in Sweden.

6.3.11.

MnRoad – using a facility in another country

The Minnesota Road Research Project (MnROAD) was constructed by the
Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT) in 1990-1993 as a full-scale
accelerated pavement testing facility, with traffic opening in 1994. MnROAD
is one of the most sophisticated, independently operated pavement test
facilities of its kind in the world. The facility includes asphalt, concrete and
composite pavements and incorporates thousands of electronic in-ground
sensors and an extensive data collection system that provide opportunities to
study how traffic loadings and environmental conditions affect pavement
materials and performance over time. MnROAD consists of two unique road
segments:
 A 3.5-mile Mainline interstate roadway carrying “live” traffic averaging
28,500 vehicles per day with 12.7 % trucks.
 A 2.5-mile closed-loop Low Volume Road carrying a MnROAD-operated
18-wheel, 5-axle, 80,000-lb tractor-semi-trailer to simulate the conditions of
rural roads.
Several key partners participated in the initial development and construction
of the facility including the Federal Highway Administration and the
Minnesota Local Road Research Board. Through formal and informal
partnerships with other state DOT’s, academic research universities, industry,
and international entities, the MnROAD test sections and research conducted
on them have expanded to address issues outside of Minnesota. A key
feature of MnROAD is the open availability and wide use of the data
collected at the facility. This data has been used by many international
researchers in pavement engineering and materials.

6.3.12.

MAST Laboratory – A shared-use research facility
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The Multi-Axial Subassemblage Testing (MAST) Laboratory gives researchers at
the University of Minnesota and across the country an exciting tool to
investigate the effects of earthquakes, high winds, and other extreme events
on structures several stories tall. MAST is one of five large-scale structural
testing facilities of the NSF George E. Brown, Jr. Network for Earthquake
Engineering Simulation (NEES).
MAST is the largest facility of its kind in the world. It features a sophisticated sixdegree-of-freedom controller that allows simultaneous loading, bending, and
twisting of bridge and building components. Other key features include a
high-capacity data acquisition system and state-of-the art telepresence
capabilities that enable access and collaboration from anywhere in the
world.
Research collaborators using the MAST Laboratory from remote locations are
able to participate fully in experiments with a high-speed Internet connection.
Using the laboratory’s telepresence tools, researchers have the ability to:
 Control and monitor the MAST crosshead position
 Visually monitor and listen to experimental activities through the use of
remotely-controllable cameras and microphones
 Receive live data streams; view and analyze data synchronously in the
MAST control room; and access archived data and videos
 Discuss experimental results with colleagues at remote locations
through video teleconferencing.
Construction and initial operation of MAST was funded by the National
Science Foundation. Since it became fully operational in 2004, over 30
researchers and students from more than a dozen universities across the
United States have conducted experiments in the laboratory. Additionally,
researchers from New Zealand and Japan have successfully participated
remotely during testing activities.

6.4. Overview of initial responses
The original objective of this chapter was to provide an overview of the initial
responses received from all countries. However, information was not obtained
from all countries, even though they were positive to cooperation around RI.
One of the reasons for not providing information could be that the
experience of international cooperation around RI is limited. Hence it is
difficult to respond to the questions. However for the countries that had
provided information the following issues are highlighted: main areas of
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interest for cooperation, available world-class RIs, previous experiences in
cooperation, drivers for collaboration and obstacles.

6.4.1. USA
The main topics of interest for USA are, as for many other countries, related to
the grand challenges, and there is an interest from the USA for cooperation
on these topics.
A number of world-class RIs could be highlighted in the USA. One example is
both the NCAT and MnRoad long-term pavement testing facilities, both with
experience in cooperation with actors from abroad. The MAST earthquake
simulator is another example of a facility that has collaborative experience,
with internet access to the facility enabling researchers to participate and
lead the test from another location. More information about these facilities
can be found in the annexure.
With respect to barriers and obstacles for cooperation, the following can be
highlighted:
 Being objective - There is always the issue of being objective when
doing research. Hence, it is important to have well defined roles for
each participant in the research project.
 Limited funding - might be an obstacle that needs to be overcome,
otherwise it might lead to competition instead of cooperation.
However, there are positive sides to competition as well, such as
ensuring high quality, driving the development forward and bringing
new ideas forward.
USA has a number of cooperation agreements with different partners
internationally. However, to our knowledge, very few of these are directly
linked to cooperation around a specific RI.
The national legislation could be highlighted both as an obstacle and a
benefit:
 Obstacle – time consuming process to finalise agreements due to
regulations. To facilitate cooperation (especially international
cooperation), there is a need to develop common and effective
administrative rules for cooperation. Currently it can take years to
actually get the paperwork done, in order to be able to start working
together.
 Benefit – when an agreement is finalised, all details are clear
concerning the cooperation.
The following drivers could be highlighted:
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One of the drivers for cooperation is that the expertise is not readily
available within one’s own organisation, or that the facilities (RI) are
not available.
Financial issues - it is difficult to find funding for facilities and staff.
Hence, the expertise is centralised into fewer research facilities, but the
actual needs are still decentralised.
There are distinct and complementary roles for academic, industrial
and public laboratories that perform research. However, all share a
similar need for facilities (RIs).

To facilitate cooperation, the main requirements is the development of highspeed internet and other modes of communication that actually bring
researchers together to work on the same project, without necessarily sitting
at the same location.

6.4.2. Japan
The topics of interest highlighted by the EUTRAIN contact with Public Works
Research Institute (PWRI) person in Japan, in addition to the grand
challenges, is cooperation around bridges, tunnels, road pavements and
winter roads.
The list of world-class research infrastructure in PWRI includes:
 A 3-Dimensional Large-scale Shaking Table;
 A Test Facility for a Full-Scale Tunnel Lining;
 A Pavement Test Track;
 A Cold-Region Test Track in Tomakomai
 A 30 MN Universal Testing Machine;
 A Blowing-Snow Test Field in Ishikari.
More information about these test facilities can be found in the annexure.
There are a number of PWRI cooperation agreements with international
partners, but thus far they have not specifically included cooperation around
RI. Inter-nation cooperation mainly assumes the format of information
exchanges through seminars and workshops.
The following obstacles and barriers have been reported:
 Need for international research cooperation has been satisfied by
information exchange through, for instance, seminars and workshops.
 The differences in conditions such as climate, topography and geology
have made it difficult for PWRI to find common research themes with
foreign countries.
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The physical distance between Japan and European countries as well
as the USA has made research cooperation difficult.
Decreased budgets and the decrease in the number of researchers in
recent years have made research cooperation difficult.

The national legislation could become an obstacle, since the technical
export or provision such as programs may become an object for the security
trade management by the Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Control Act.

6.4.3. Egypt
The EUTRAIN report on Egypt provides some useful information on cooperation
around RI but more in-depth information on RI and related issues are still
required.
A number of topics of interest are highlighted in the EUTRAIN report on Egypt.
The ones mentioned below could benefit from cooperation around RIs:
 Intermediate technologies for pavement recycling;
 R & D in improving unpaved rural roads in farm lands;
 Urban mobility and modal shift to environmentally-friendly modes;
 Measurement of truck emissions in Greater Cairo.
Regarding cooperation around Research Infrastructure, the report highlights
that there is a scarcity of “Global” (i.e. commonly usable) research
infrastructures due to the following facts:
 Research Infrastructure is scattered and sometimes obsolete;
 Laboratories are not upgraded due to high costs;
 Laboratories are not maintained and lack spare parts;
 In some cases, laboratory equipment is duplicated;
 Lack of good cooperation between different laboratories operating in
similar fields.
Other issues that hamper cooperation around RI are problems with the
interoperability and transferability of research results, including:
– The need to resolve standardization issues;
 The creation of a captive market that is interested in research results;
 Addressing the lack of dissemination of research results;
 Addressing the need to align research topics with actual needs;
 Strengthening facilitator ship between research and industry.

6.4.4. China
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Initiated in the 10th Five-year Plan period, the “R&D Infrastructure and Facility
Development Programme” served as a major component of the national S&T
planning system to adjust, enrich, and strengthen the S&T capacity of
national S&T research bases of different kinds. It will also rationalize the
distribution of and efforts to build up S&T capacity. It conducts basic S&T
activities involving basic data and national standards, resource specimens,
etc. The programme also provides shared resources and conditions for
scientific research and technical development, and gives powerful support to
national S&T development.
The programme contents include the following sub-programs:
 State Key Laboratories Development Programme
 National Key Science Projects Programme
 National Engineering Technology Research Centres Development
Programme
 S&T Basic Work Programme
 Programme on Research for Public Good
 Programme on Key International S&T Cooperative Projects.
Major tasks for this Programme are to strengthen activities involving basic S&T
and public interests and to promote international S&T cooperation along with
the development of a national S&T base.
The barriers for cooperation that are high-lighted in the national report are:
 Lack of equality
 Lack of concerns on local interests and issues
 Lack of common priorities
 Lack of continuity
 Limited funding opportunities
 Cultural and language barriers

6.4.5. Russia
The available information from Russia suggests that the following topics are of
great interest:
 Adaptation of European guidelines in Russia,
 Maintenance and traffic engineering/improvement of traffic flow,
 Construction of roads, bridges and tunnels,
 Harmonization of load impacts on roads and bridges,
 Security of persons and roads/bridges/tunnels,
 Environmental questions.
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Russia has a number of examples of cooperation agreements but so far
focused mainly on conferences, exchange of knowledge (mainly one
direction) and exchange of scientists. According to our knowledge, there has
been no cooperation on RI in the field of road research thus far. Because of
the lacking comparison, it is difficult to define world-class RI in Russia. In the
past, international collaboration in the field of traffic infrastructure has often
been conducted by road construction companies, by investment businesses
or by foreign companies working in Russia. This means that there is an
innovation backlog at the research organizations operating in this field.
The problems and benefits of cooperation to be highlighted can be
summarized as follows:
Benefits - a network of contacts and a strong willingness of the experts to
cooperate already exist.
The following problems and barriers for cooperation are mentioned:
– Discontinuity – control mechanisms for the continuation of the ideas that
are generated on conferences or in other forums are actually missing.
– Strong hierarchy within the organizations that makes it difficult and time
consuming to develop joint agreements for cooperation on RIs.
– Participation in European projects – it is not always possible to participate.
This complicates the identification of potential joint research
opportunities.
– Language skills – some but not all of the younger scientists are able to
communicate in English at a sufficient level, which makes
correspondence difficult.

6.4.6. India
For India the following topics of interest could be highlighted:
 Intelligent Transport System in Urban Centres as well as on National
Highway Network
 Interoperability for Electronic Toll Collection on the National Highway
Network
 Multimodal transport system by integrating various public transport
systems
 City mobility planning focussing on Congestion Management
 Pavement management systems
 Sustainable Roads through innovative technologies for utilization of
waste and marginal materials, improved design methods and
materials/mixes to reduce pavement thickness and produce long
lasting pavements
 Asset management
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In India the following world-class Research Infrastructure could be
highlighted:
 The Accelerated Pavement Testing Facility (APTF) that is used for
research on innovative technologies for utilization of waste and
marginal materials, improved design methods and materials/mixes
through evaluation of performance of various materials and mix
designs for pavements
 Pavement and asset management using Network Survey Vehicles
(NSV) for asset condition data collection
 Traffic Flow Modelling and Microscopic Simulation processes
addressing the Heterogeneous Traffic Conditions on the Indian Road
Network
From India’s point of view, the following items can be considered as barriers
to participate in international research activities:
 Low levels of funding available for international research programmes
 Goals and objectives not being clearly defined
 Need to undergo many formalities and approvals
 Lack of clarity on, and inadequate assessment of, the value addition
of the proposed research for the Indian industry or research community
 Lack of interest of key stakeholders in R & D
The main issues that need to be addressed in order to optimise the use of RIs
are described below:
 Clearly defined objectives and scope of the work
 No ambiguity in assigning the tasks to respective individuals or
organisations
 Finalisation of clear and ambiguity free MoU between the
organisations
 Proper approvals from the administration to avoid any issues related to
data sharing and IPR
 Recognition of the contributions made by the individual scientists
 Timely and hassle free funding to the participating organisations
From India’s perspective, the main drivers for networking around RIs are as
follows:
 Organisation of research area meetings
 Brain Storming sessions/workshops
 One-to-one networking / Social media networking
 Dissemination of outputs/benefits emerging from international
cooperation among the researchers, stakeholders as well as
administrators
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Hassle free formalities and procedures to formulate the international
collaborative projects

India has been involved in a number of EU-project and has also cooperation
agreements with both Kenya and Japan.

6.4.7. South Africa
The list of topics of interest for South Africa includes:
 Traffic safety (road primarily);
 Efficient and integrated transport infrastructure networks (inclusive of
rural areas);
 Interoperability and harmonisation of transport infrastructures (also visà-vis neighbouring countries);
 Port efficiency (improving efficiency and capacity);
 Greening of transport (all aspects of transport-related environmental
impacts);
 Asset management in the field of transport;
 Labour enhanced construction of transport infrastructure (i.e. job
creation);
 Pavement engineering.
The following world-class research infrastructures could be highlighted:
 Coastal and port modeling facility
 Gerotek vehicle testing facility
 Heavy Vehicle Simulator
 Geotechnical centrifuge laboratory
 Wind tunnel
South Africa has experience in international cooperation around knowledge
sharing, but thus far not direct cooperation around RI itself. However, the
HVSIA (Heavy Vehicle Simulator International Alliance) should be highlighted
as a good example of networking around RI. This alliance facilitates the
knowledge sharing around the assessment of pavement performance using
the Heavy Vehicle Simulator, and hence facilitates further development.
Concerning obstacles and barriers the issue of data sharing could be
highlighted. One of the South African Acts that has to be considered when
conducting Research, Development and Innovation (RDI) activities that are
partially or fully funded by the South African public sector is the Intellectual
Property Rights from Publicly Financed Research and Development
Regulations Act (Act 51 of 2008). The objective of this Act is to make provision
that intellectual property emanating from publicly financed research and
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development is identified, protected, utilised and commercialised for the
benefit of the people of South Africa, whether it be for a social, economic,
military or any other benefit.
The drivers for cooperation that are highlighted can be summarized as
follows:
 Creation of economies of scale: the development/procurement and
operation of large RI is expensive. Collaborative efforts aimed at
sharing RI or the formation of networks around RI, such as the example
of HVSIA presented in Section 6.3.7, should be promoted so as to
reduce costs;
 Sharing of resources and capacity building: exchange of R&D staff
between organisations or seconding of staff to an organisation owning
large RI should be encouraged so as to build capacity, develop skills
and broaden the knowledge base;
 Minimising duplication in research: all too often research studies of
similar nature are duplicated elsewhere. Apart from wasteful
expenditure, opportunities for pooling resources to achieve a common
goal and a better research outcome are often lost. Established and
well-functioning R&D networks would allow for better sharing of, and
access to, international (and often also national) research
programmes, thus enabling potential areas of synergy to be identified
and R&D efficiency to be improved;
 Harmonisation of standards: sharing/exchange of data and
incorporation of such data in R&D studies are often hampered by
differences in standards and specifications in general, and differences
in test protocols in particular. If international harmonisation of standards
could be achieved, this would facilitate data exchanges and, again,
improve R&D efficiency.

6.4.8. Summary conclusion
Topics of interest
The common topics of interest for all countries seem to be the Grand
Challenges, such as climate change, aging population, efficient transport
system/congestion, and sustainable transport. These challenges are global,
and hence there is an interest in collaboration to find sustainable solutions.
World-class research infrastructure
There are a number of research infrastructures that could be classified as
world-class infrastructure. However, to actually become a resource for the
international transport sector, the awareness of the different RI needs to be
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higher. There also needs to be a common understanding about how these
world-class infrastructures could be used to solve the Grand Challenges.
Examples of cooperation including RI
Examples of cooperation around RI on an international level are limited but
there are some exemplary projects where international cooperation has
worked very well. These projects show the great benefit of international
cooperation – without this, the aims would not have been reached. The
examples further show that hurdles can be overcome if there is real interest.
Most of the countries can provide examples on cooperation agreements with
other countries, but usually these agreements are limited to knowledge
sharing (publishing of research results), working together on common projects
and workshops/seminars. However, it would appear as if there is a great
willingness to cooperate. There is one problem, however, in that the number
of “sellers” are much larger that the number of “buyers” (at least thus far). It
should also be noted that cooperation around RI is to take the cooperative
effort one step further than just knowledge sharing (see further discussion in
section 6.Error! Reference source not found.).
Obstacles and barriers
The obstacles highlighted are related not only to national legislation and
financial issues, but also cultural differences. For some countries, it is difficult to
actually perceive the benefits and drivers for cooperation around RI. One
reason could be that the cooperation within the countries on these issues is
limited. Hence, the “global” scale seems to be too big. It is the authors’ belief
that the advantages of international cooperation, and particularly the main
drivers for cooperation, have not been marketed adequately and have not
been emphasised sufficiently.
In addition to the obstacles and barriers recognised for all type of
international cooperation, the following issues could be highlighted since they
are more specific to RI:
 There will be extra costs to the project if researchers have to travel to
the RI, if the possibility to participate through internet links cannot be
established. This of course is to be seen in relation to the savings of not
purchasing RI.
 There might be an issue with insurances, since a number of the large
research facilities are owned by government who usually does not
carry insurances. This could impose a restriction in that national staff
would have to be used to operate the facility.
 The implementation issue. R&D outcomes from one country are not
always easily transferrable to another country and often also not
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readily accepted by another country (the “not-invented-here”
syndrome).
It is necessary to fully understand one another when sharing or
cooperating around RI to achieve high-quality outputs and outcomes.
Hence both language problems and cultural difference could pose
obstacles.
Practical issues, such as the transfer of funding between different
partners, could in some cases be an obstacle.
Legislations in some countries could put a restriction on information
sharing.

6.5. Facilitating cooperation
6.5.1. Overcoming obstacles and barriers
The obstacles and barriers for cooperation around research infrastructures are
in many ways similar to those for research cooperation in general. It is
necessary to find the levers and tools for cooperation, to build trust between
partners that would be willing to cooperate, and to find win-win concepts.
To be mentioned here is the success story of the ERA-NET ROAD project. ERANET ROAD (funded under the 6th and 7th European Framework Programme)
focused on information exchanges between national owners of road
research programmes and on defining and preparing joint activities. The
programme has been based on the motto “Trust – understanding – commit”,
and from 2008 till 2011 annual calls with a constantly increasing budget and a
constantly increasing participation have been released. In 2012, the success
story of ERA-NET ROAD has been taken over by the Conference of European
Directors of Roads (CEDR). The annual calls are now released under the
auspices of CEDR.
To be able to overcome the obstacles and barriers, a strategy for a step-wise
increased cooperation, based on the motto “Trust – understanding –
commit”, was established within the EU-project DETRA (DETRA, 2012). This
strategy involves three levels of cooperation, each level involving a higher
degree of commitment between the partners.
The three levels of networking around research infrastructure are:
1. Sourcing of partners through database searches (Awareness)
2. Sharing knowledge and experience (Knowledge Sharing)
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through
Cooperation)

common

Research

Infrastructures

(Formal

The obstacles and barriers associated with level one could be overcome by
the implementation of practical tools for raising the awareness of available
resources in different countries. The first step towards the development and
implementation of such a tool was made within the DETRA project, creating
the first embryo of a database for research infrastructure within the transport
sector. However, this tool needs to be further developed to create an easyto-use tool that actually includes all the main research infrastructures from
around the world. This is an essential first step that needs to be taken. If
researchers around the world are not aware of the existence of RI that could
service their needs, there will of course not be any cooperation.
For the second level of cooperation, the main issue is to bring people
together, overcome cultural differences and create common trust, and thus
establish a basis for knowledge sharing and joint development. This is a longterm task, where relationships and partnerships need to be built over time
through targeted activities. Tools that could be employed include
seminars/workshops, working on common projects and exchanges of staff.
The third level of cooperation is probably the most challenging one, often
with several obstacles and barriers that need to be overcome. National
legislation, questions related to intellectual property rights and economic
issues are some of the main obstacles and barriers that need to be
addressed. Cultural differences and questions related to how equipment
could be shared (responsibilities, cost-sharing, authority) are the more
practical day-to-day issues. There may also be several technical issues that
need to be addressed, such as the creation of an internet link to the facility,
enabling researchers to participate in the research from a remote location.
To be able to reach a level three cooperation around Research
Infrastructure, one needs to gain experience with cooperation at Levels 1 and
2. There is also a need to outline the tools necessary for developing formal
business agreements between potential partners, in which some of the main
issues highlighted in previous chapters and the issues related to intellectual
property should be addressed.

6.5.2. Issues relating to Intellectual property
Questions about intellectual property issues relating to cooperation around
Research Infrastructure would be similar to those raised about any other form
of cooperation (see chapter 10 for further information). However, some of the
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issues that are of particularly relevance to Research Infrastructure include the
following:
 Patents: Collaboration around research infrastructure invariably will
lead to the generation of new knowledge and lead to new
discoveries, some of which might be patentable. Hence, it is important
that intellectual property ownership issues are resolved a prori and that
they are clearly outlined and specified in the contract agreement.
 Collaboration around common Research Infrastructures between
partners who do not have a strong commercial interest in the outcome
of research and those that do have: it is important that objectivity and
especially research ethics are not compromised in the pursuit of
commercial gain. Also, and in line with the previous bullet, the
conditions and modalities for sharing in the profits after the
commercialisation of the jointly-developed research products (e.g.
through license fees, royalties or selling and transfer of IP) should be
clearly defined upfront and contained in the cooperative agreements.
 The main issue is ownership of data. Upfront, there needs to be a
common understanding whether the results from a specific research
performed at a RI facility will become common property (available to
all partners or even for free (open-access)) or whether they will be
owned by the partner who has paid for the testing. The latter may
cause some difficulties if there are a number of partners involved and
where diffusion of information becomes difficult to control. This said, the
right to use the results could still be restricted to a specific partner if
specified as such in the contract agreement. Also important to note is
the difference between sharing raw data and sharing the final
published results, where usually the raw data is owned by the
researcher, but in some cases it might not. Hence, it is again important
that these issues be clarified in a contract agreement. It should be
noted that it is usually easier to share processed and published data
than to have open access to raw data.

6.6. Summary as regards RIs
Good examples of existing international cooperation around research
infrastructure seem to be limited. Hence, the recommendations need to be
based on the few existing examples, and a more general approach needs to
be adopted.
The drivers for international cooperation around Research Infrastructure,
identified during the preparation of this deliverable, point towards a tendency
for greater cooperation in the future. The main drivers are;
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The Grand Challenges – the need of large-scale unique RIs used as a
hub-facility to solve our common global challenges
Finance – sharing the economic risk
High quality RI – it is a basic requirement for performing high-level
research, but it is unaffordable to duplicate the RI in every single
country
Innovation and development – new ideas and new knowledge will be
the result of improved cooperation around RI
Scientific excellence – the best researchers will be attracted to worldclass RI
Next generation researchers – the possibility to work with high-quality RI
will attract the next generation of researchers.

Comparing the responses from the different countries, most of the obstacles
highlighted are related not only to national legislation and financial issues, but
also cultural differences. There are also more specific issues related to the RI
itself, such as additional costs if ICT issues and data-sharing issues cannot be
resolved. For some countries, it is difficult to actually perceive the benefits and
drivers for cooperation around RI. One reason could be that cooperation
within countries on these issues is limited. Hence, the “global” scale seems to
be too big. It is the authors’ belief that the advantages of international
cooperation, and particularly the main drivers for cooperation, have not
been marketed adequately and have not been emphasised sufficiently.
Hence there is a need to further discuss the development of tools and models
that will address obstacles and barriers, and facilitate fruitful international
cooperation around RI. The three levels of cooperation presented in Section
5.2 will be further analysed.
1. Sourcing of partners through database searches (Awareness)
2. Sharing knowledge and experience (Knowledge Sharing)
3. Linking
through
common
Research
Infrastructures
(Formal
Cooperation)
It would appear that additional experience is needed concerning
cooperation on levels 1 and 2, before more extensive cooperation on level 3
can be achieved.
Additional information is needed about this topic from different national
perspectives. Hence, the intention is to source more detailed information from
some of the targeted countries.
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7.

RESEARCH TRAINING AND HUMAN
RESOURCE ISSUES – MOBILITY AND
NETWORKING
7.1. Introduction
main
education and training

challenges

for

There are six main challenges affecting the education and training system
that would affect international transport research work79:
1. The internationalisation of the production of goods and services that
leads to ever more complex supply chains and to more transport,
stronger cross-border traffic and inter-modal transport. Multi-skilling,
languages, and intercultural skills are emerging as important, and in
particular so for the higher- and medium-skilled jobs in the transport
sector;
2. Fierce international and European competition in the transport sector
leads to low profit margins and little resources for staff training. This
problem is particularly acute for SMEs in the road and inland waterway
transport sub-sectors and lower skilled occupations in general. This
trend also implies a stronger need for soft skills such as social and selfmanagement and problem solving skills;
3. Stronger European standardization of legislation and regulation in the
transport sector combined with the creation of a common transport
market will raise, in the transport sector, the importance of language
capabilities and intercultural skills as well as a European standardization
and recognition of skills and competences;
4. Technological development will require training of staff in all transport
sub sectors to adapt to these developments and will have substantial
impact on lower skilled occupational functions in quality and quantity;
5. A workforce consisting predominantly of ageing experts is a handicap
in a labour market that is becoming increasingly diverse in terms of
gender, race and nationality;
6. A poor image of some occupations in road transport and in some
countries for train and sea transport is already causing skill shortages in
Europe. In some countries there is already a shortage of skilled road
drivers, especially LGV drivers.
79 According to the SKILLRAIL project, “Education and Training Actions for high skilled
job opportunities in the railway sector”, 7th Framework Programme 2009-2011.
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Ongoing technological change and severe competition in the transport
sector make it necessary to combine early on, theoretical, academic and
vocational knowledge at all education levels and in all forms. The
transferability and connectivity of the different education and training
systems should be enabled within the framework of international cooperative
environments being studied in this project. At the same time it will be
necessary to keep up high training standards in generic and soft skills to
enable people to adapt to the expected growing internationalisation of the
transport sector and its specific demand for language skills.

7.2. The need for specialised content and new
approaches
in
international
research
training
The expected changes in the growth of international research cooperation
assume the existence of skilled and properly trained work force i.e.
researchers in business strategies and occupational functions. The education
and training system for such researchers has to cope with, and adapt to, the
transition to a flexible training (e.g., modularisation) of subjects and training
sessions as well as to new content.
Training institutions are unable to face this challenge on their own. In order to
keep up pace with sector developments they need to provide the latest
technology, the latest knowledge about emerging business possibilities and
training for the skills of tomorrow.
This challenge cannot be met by one actor alone. It needs cooperation and
planning at international cooperative level. This leads to several implications
for education and training systems on the level of both, the nature and the
contents of the trainings to be provided.
Therefore, the initial training system that is important for most of the transport
research related professionals has to be expanded at the initial postgraduate educational level (Universities), and maintained throughout the
professional lives of researchers.

7.3. Post-graduate training: further developing
existing pathways
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Training for international transport research collaborative project work, as for
all other occupational functions in the transport sector, has a need for both
initial post-graduate training as well as continuing vocational training. The
overall implication is to develop new as well as keep the traditional skills of
transport researchers needed for international transport research cooperation
and to provide for new skills arising from technological developments,
regulative change and changes in the degree of internationalization of
businesses and its organizational models.
The above, considerations lead to a number of steps and possible immediate
measures for international transport research cooperation training and job
functions:
 Preparing for multi-skilling;
 Development of specific career paths for skilled transport researchers;
 Special training offers and support for `lower´ skilled researchers;
 Raising awareness of the utility of training in transport research
especially for SME research entities and their employees;
 Organisation of special courses and seminars for young transport
researchers ;
 Enhance flexibility in learning forms (modularisation); and
 Cooperation to improve information regarding skill needs and
(research) job opportunities.
The internationalisation of transport, the growing depth of the value chain,
technological development and regulation concerning transport in Europe
makes multi-skills necessary not only for managers, business professionals and
logistic professionals but also for the researchers as well. Additionally, soft skills
in order to quickly adapt to the coming changes as well as to keep up
employability through continuing vocational training are becoming more and
more important in the transport research sector in future years.
New technology and the growing depth of the value chain will enhance
efficiency in international transport research performing and will increase the
importance of multi skills for handling the transport chain and applying the
relevant technology. This also implies that transport research professionals will
have to gain specific knowledge about the functioning of transport systems in
practice.
Training, up-skilling and re-training of lower skilled and “endangered”
researchers should be stronger supported by education and training
institutions. This could also help to attract high quality researchers in the
transport sector in countries which are already facing shortages in this
qualification level.
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Promising career paths can also attract researchers to the transport sector if
they show that employment as a researcher is not a dead end. In this respect
it is recommended that some “generic transport research skills” are promoted
as a minimum for “employability” in the sector (of transport research).
Generic skills can be vital in this respect for international transport research
work too.
For SME research entities it will be quite difficult to keep up with the needs in
training of its researchers. They face specific problems when confronted with
skill developments. The main barriers to adequately train its researchers for an
SME, are high fees plus the loss of earnings during participation and to a
certain extent a lack of information about content and quality of training. In
general, there is either no time to release employees for training or a lack of
sufficient financial resources.
In order to enhance training in the transport research sector, the image of
training has to be improved – especially for SMEs - as well as for their
awareness of the value of continuous vocational training for business
development. Still, training today is only acquired in a piecemeal way, that is
to say, “on-the-job” and mainly for the purpose of adapting workers to new
equipment available.
To minimise costs of transport research training, joint vocational training
networks can be established between research Organisations and firms. As
such, common training is a requirement and jointly organised trainings offered
by external training providers is a necessary structure that should be seriously
be promoted by all (transport) research Organisations. In some countries (e.g.
Austria) training networks are supported by the public employment service
when they are specially targeted at certain groups, e.g. the older workforce.

7.4. Towards a blueprint of educational courses
in international transport research
The following recommendations can be made for setting up and supporting,
by fully cooperative action at European level, of educational and training
courses aimed at transport researchers with a distinct international
cooperation sense80.

These recommendations draw to a substantial part by the previous work of the EC
granted project EURNEX (FP6 2004-2008) where educational courses of EURNEX
partners have been identified and analysed.
80
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1: Financing
Regarding the financing of the training there are two possibilities – it is either
financed by the employers or the participants themselves. Financing the
training on their own could influence people who would have chosen a
career path in the transport research sector to pick another path if the costs
are too high. On the other hand the education is very expensive and
especially new and small research entities might not be able to raise the
resources to finance the training of new staff.
Another approach could be to organise cooperatively the training courses by
a number of research performing Organisations and “lease” the trainers to
the training centres as a contribution to the common effort.
2: Recruiting new researchers
The recruitment of new researchers has to overcome certain image as well as
real income problems. A blueprint for the training of researchers would
therefore need to include approaches to increase the attractiveness of the
sector through focusing on some specific dimensions of the training aimed at :
 “Sandwich training” – e.g. combining training and work;
 Strengthening the cross border / international dimension;
 Rigorous advertising by means of websites and exhibitions, etc.
3: Utilise University programs
The bulk of the efforts aimed at researcher training lie in utilising University
Transport programs. A concerted effort towards such programmes should
aim, therefore, at:
 More international transport research specialisation in the standard
curricula.
 Specialization courses in research provision.
 More attention to educational needs of research Organisations’
personnel training.
 Acquisition of General knowledge as well as Transport specific one.
Naturally, the content of the university courses has to be aligned with industry
needs:
 Qualified and experienced lecturers should be involved;
 Teaching material should be up-to-date with a market value;
 Practical relevance should be established;
 Group work and seminar papers should be due on a regular basis and
made public;
 Admission restrictions to the courses (numerus clausus , examinations,
etc);
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“Sandwich training” – combining school and work;
E-Learning is also a possibility.

4: Take into account previous work
The European Commission has assigned several projects and consultations
aiming at understanding the current and future needs of education and
training in general. For example, the Rail sector alone, several research
projects dedicated to educational issues can be mentioned:
EURNEX - European Rail Research Network of Excellence, 2004-2007, 6th Framework
Programme. IST partner in Pole 10 - Training and Education,
FUTURAIL - Job Opportunities for the Railway Community of Tomorrow, 2008-2010, 7th
Framework Programme. IST is the project leader,
SKILLRAIL - Education and Training Actions for high skilled job opportunities in the railway
sector, 2009-2011, 7th Framework Programme. IST is the project leader.
TRAINER - System for Driver Training and Assessment using Interactive Evaluation Tools
and Reliable Methodologies, 5th Framework Programme,
RRTC - Regional Railway Transport research and training Centre foundation, 6th
Framework Programme,
2TRAIN - Training of Train Drivers in safety relevant issues with validated and integrated
computer-based technology, 6th Framework Programme.
PORTAL - Promotion Of Results in Transport Research and Learning, 5tf RTD Framework
Programme.
Taking into account of these projects’ recommendations will enhance the
applicability of the training courses and will strengthen their appeal to
potential attendants. In this light it is of interest to note (based on results from
the above projects) that using the concepts of competence and knowledge,
and analyzing them from two perspectives: industry (demand) and
educational institutions (supply), an assessment framework can be presented
for covering the gaps identified in training and lifelong learning, i.e. :
 Gap 1 - Competence Gap - Gap between the competencies that the
employees need and the actual competencies of the students (i.e. to
what extent are the students' competencies actually useful in their
working daily activities?);
 Gap 2 - Gap between the knowledge that the companies expect to
receive and the actual proficiency the employers perceive on the
employee (i.e. to what extent do the employees' competencies
actually fit in the companies' requirements?)
 Gap 3 - Gap between the knowledge that the universities generate
and the actual competencies of the students (i.e. is the knowledge
generated in the research transferred in the courses?)
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Gap 4 - Gap between the knowledge the companies need and the
knowledge the universities have (i.e. is the universities' research and
teaching activities of relevance for the companies?)

5: Analysis of the competence needs
The competence needs of the training courses must be evaluated and an
analysis of the needs per participant must be made in defining the curricula.
6. Preparing the appropriate training material
Training of transport researchers will require compilation of appropriate
training material which will feed the curricula and make the courses
attractive and valuable. Such material will be largely based on experience
from past research projects clustered around thematic areas, in order to shed
light on the current availability and distribution of information and knowledge.
Transport research is a future-oriented industry and is striving to offer
innovation as a key success factor for the European and international
Transport supply industry.
Its training courses should therefore be in line with the realistic objectives in
view of the establishment of new and innovative forms of international
transport research for further cooperation between the transport industry and
academia.
Based on knowledge, experience and people from "real" universities in
Europe, the appropriate training material should be compiled.
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8.

DIFFERENCES IN INSTITUTIONAL CULTURES
AND RESEARCH GOVERNANCE REGIMES
8.1. Introduction

This chapter aims to analyse, synthesize and present in a concise and uniform
way the results of the information collected from the EUTRAIN questionnaires
and bilateral meetings, the regional workshops and the reviews of previous
projects and reports on the specific issue of assessing the current differences
in institutional cultures and research governance regimes in the regions
examined. Furthermore, it aims to assess the impacts that these differences
may have on the design and implementation of international transport
research programmes.

8.2. The role of institutional cultures and
governance regimes in transport research: a
conceptual framework
This section provides a conceptual framework for the analysis and
characterization of institutional cultures and governance regimes in the
different countries and regions considered.
In a wide sense, institutional cultures and governance regimes can be
considered to refer to the same broad concept: "the totality of interactions of
governments, other public bodies, the provider sector and civil society aiming
to solve societal problems or creating societal opportunities". This broad
definition (Meuleman, 2010, p.49-50) would include institutions, instruments,
processes and the various actors' roles.
However, in the context of EUTRAIN, it seems more practical to make a
distinction, and to reserve the term "institutional culture" to refer to the norms,
rules and practices within a particular public policy domain (in this case
transport research), and to use the term "governance regime" to refer to the
particular distribution of roles among actors and the complex grid of
relationships among them within that public policy domain. In such case:
 Institutional cultures would include items such as: the influence of
tradition, the particular national context, and the capacity of the
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particular bureaucratic environment of a country to cope with
emerging challenges.
 Governance regimes would mainly refer to the particular relationships
of hierarchy, collaboration and mutual adaptation among those
actors involved in one particular public policy domain.
A transnational review of transport research policies must take into account
the increasing consideration of research as an element of a broader
"innovation" policy, rather than as a stand-alone sector. Innovation is a
broader concept than R&D, and is crucial for addressing international
cooperation. The Oslo Manual81 defines innovation as "the implementation of
a new or significantly improved product (good or service), or process, a new
marketing method, or a new organisational method in business practices,
workplace organisation or external relations. Innovation may refer to "business
innovation" to "public sector innovation" or to "innovation for social goals".
(OECD, 2010a). The importance of innovation has been highlighted within the
2011 consultation process of the "Common Strategic Framework" launched by
the European Commission, and has resulted on a new focus on the whole
innovation cycle within the inception papers of the new EU's framework
programme for research and development, Horizon 2020.
Whereas the principal rationale for government funding of research and
development has been the existence of "market failures", which lead to
under-investment in research, the new focus on the whole innovation cycle
takes into consideration the presence of bottlenecks or other failures that
impede the operation of the whole research-to-market innovation system.
Under this perspective, the usual focus on strengthening public research and
providing incentives for firms to invest in research and development is
important, but it is not enough. A more strategic approach to fostering
innovation is needed, one which considers the full spectrum of policies to
create, diffuse and apply knowledge. (OECD, 2010a, p.2 and 9).
Under this perspective, the OECD recommends governments to improve
international scientific and technological cooperation and technology
transfer (including through the development of international mechanisms to
finance innovation and to share costs). Furthermore, it encourages national
governments to ensure policy coherence by treating innovation as a central
component of government policy, with strong leadership at the highest
political levels, and to foster evidence-based decision making and policy
accountability by recognising measurement as central to the innovation

OECD; Eurostat. (2005). Oslo Manual. Guidelines for Collecting and Interpreting
Innovation Data. Third edition.
81
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agenda. Two concrete priorities linked to these recommendations would
include the application of innovation to address global and social challenges
(which has a clear international dimension), and improving the governance
and measurement of policies for innovation OECD, 2010a, p.4).
Taking into account this wider framework of the "innovation" concept, the
approach within EUTRAIN to the analysis of institutional cultures and
governance regimes will make a combined use of:
 A set of "basic traits" or attributes, which should facilitate the analysis of the
country, regional and project information available.
 A taxonomy or classification of institutional cultures and governance
regimes, which should serve to facilitate the comparison among countries.
Institutional cultures are typically "exported" or "adapted" from other related
public policy sectors, such as industrial policies, education and research
bureaucracies or transport bureaucracies, and they evolve and become
more specific as the particular sector (transport research) matures. The
institutional cultures can be characterized (Di Maggio, 1983; Scharpf, 1997;
Zurbriggen, 2006) by the relationships between the institutions and the actors.
The rules and norms of one particular institutional culture empower the actors
to choose among different strategies, in order to attain their goals. The main
differences in institutional cultures are thus related to the prevailing rules,
which shape the involvement of those actors and their relationships.
Institutional cultures can be characterised by the following four major traits or
attributes:
 Networking versus excellence: institutional cultures may favour wide
partnerships (consortia) or focus on individual excellence, or somewhere in
between.
 Consensual versus assertive/competitive cultures: institutional cultures may
fluctuate among the search of wide consensus among actors in the
definition and implementation of the transport research priorities, or
facilitating responses to a variety of problems/requests from "final users".
 Policy versus technology driven. Institutional cultures may be better suited
to deal with policy-related research or to technology-related research, to
the development of general concepts (to be used primarily by policymakers) or to the development of concrete technological tools (to be
used primarily by transport stakeholders and the industry).
 Modal versus integrated. The institutional culture may move among highly
fragmented structures (addressing the different transport modes, and
even the different transport stakeholders separately: e.g. infrastructure
managers and transport operators) or look for an increasing degree of
integration (eventually considering the transport sector as a whole or even
as a part of the socio-economic system).
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Global versus local challenges. Institutional cultures may be better suited
to address global challenges or to cope with the particular problems of
the national transport system and community.

Differences in these traits may help to understand why international
cooperation is given different priority, or raise different expectations, from
country to country. Those attributes facilitate the classification of institutional
cultures with the following typology:
 Strategic: focused on global challenges, with an integrated vision, and
looking for extensive networking.
 Pragmatic: focused on concrete, short term, local problem-solving, local
challenges, identifying researchers on their individual merits and
competitiveness.
 Flexible: avoiding direct involvement in research agendas and priorities;
focusing on addressing perceived "market failures".
Governance regimes and governance would refer to "the totality of
interactions of governments, other public bodies, the private sector and civil
society aiming to solve societal problems or creating societal opportunities". In
this broad definition, institutions, instruments, processes and the roles of actors
are included. (Meuleman, 2010). A more contained definition, limited to
"governance regimes" would focus on the processes, and more particularly,
on those processes that take place within the public sector. "Governance
regimes" would thus refer to the paradigms and instruments of administration
within one particular public policy (transport research). Four major traits or
attributes may help to characterize governance regimes:
 Bureaucratic tradition. Sectoral, applied research may typically follow two
different bureaucratic traditions: one based on fundamental, basic
"science and high education" policies; the other one, based on applied
studies and research, directly supporting transport policy or industrial,
transport-related policies. It can also evolve to something in-between, in
accordance with the respective political relevance of the competing
bureaucracies and the penetration of the new innovation paradigm in the
governance structure.
 Professionalization. This is the assignment of particular tasks and
responsibilities within the governance structure to particular educational
and training backgrounds. Those within the governance structure for
transport research may consider themselves as experts in transport, in the
administration of public policies, in the deployment of innovation
structures, etc.
 Coherence within the various levels of governance. As regional and local
governments typically complement the national government in transport
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research and innovation, the mechanisms to foster complementarity and
cooperation among them may be crucial for a efficient policy.
Accountability: monitoring and assessment of policy results. This can be
based on input indicators (investment), output indicators (completion of
projects) or outcome indicators (attainment of targets linked to major
global and national challenges: energy efficiency, emissions, etc.).

Following Meuleman (2010), three governance paradigms (hierarchical;
network and market) may serve to create a typology, which should facilitate
the description of the potential conflicts and synergies within and between
governance approaches. The typology refers to the particular structures put
in place for the conception and implementation of the transport research
policy. In this particular context, the following categories of governance
regimes/styles will be used:
 Hierarchical regimes: traditional bureaucratic structures. Reluctance to
uncertainty: detailed definition of the transport research policy, including
objectives, topics, and instruments. Limited stakeholder participation in
policy design.
 Market-based regimes: the transport research policy is handed over to the
market forces of providers and consumers of research. Resources and
priorities are distributed on the basis of individual merits and excellence.
There is a preference for short-term projects, with capacity to solve
immediate problems and good prospects for quick market acceptance.
 Network regimes: focus on network building and expansion, and
promotion of cooperative projects involving different perspectives. Based
on long-term strategies, with a focus on global problems. Difficulties to
properly conduct, from the governance system, an adequate monitoring
and ex-post evaluation of research projects.
In some policy sectors, particular national cultures prevail and impose
particular governance styles. In other sectors, with highly differentiated traits
(for example, high exposure to international interaction), governance styles
may present similar characteristics in countries with otherwise wide
differences in their national cultures (Meuleman, 2010, p.53). Concrete
policies may present a mix of governance styles, particular for solving critical
challenges. A predominantly hierarchical organisation may adopt a network
governance style to conduct a strategic reflection, or a market style to
address one emerging regulatory concern.
In relation to the institutional cultures and the governance regimes, there are
two working hypotheses that can be made:
Hypothesis 1: there is a certain correlation between institutional cultures and
governance regimes in transport research, as illustrated in the table below
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GOVERNANCE REGIMES
INSTITUTIONAL
CULTURES
Hierarchical
Market
Strategic
X
Pragmatic
X
X
Flexible
x
X: Primary association.
x: Secondary association.

Network
X
x

Hypothesis 2: Strategic institutional cultures with network governance styles
are those more open to permanent international cooperation. Hierarchical
regimes face serious barriers from their rigidity, although they can successfully
identify and address critical topics, which need international cooperation.
Market governance regimes have difficulties to establish a satisfactory
environment for the development of international cooperation, although can
be successful in helping private actors to do so in particular areas.

8.3. Lessons learnt from previous research
The review of the results and recommendations of previous projects and
reports that was made in section 2.3, but also consideration of other sources
as shown in this section, highlights the fact that there are significant
differences in institutional cultures and governance structures among
countries. These differences make it unrealistic to achieve any
comprehensive "top-down" international coordination and planning among
transport research agendas. It seems more realistic to build up an incremental
approach, based on improving the mutual understanding of each other's
limitations, motivations, and framework conditions. This would serve to better
identify which specific countries may be interested in joining an international
collaborative transport research effort within one specific area, and how they
could reasonably react to the collaborative efforts in terms of funding
contribution, rapidity of deployment, mobilization of key stakeholders, etc.
Different countries (and national stakeholders) may provide comparative
advantages and disadvantages in terms of flexibility, capacity and ambition,
and a better mutual understanding could facilitate an optimal use of the
scarce international collaborative opportunities and resources.
The DETRA project, for example, focused on the development of the
European Research Area (ERA) concept in the field of transport, i.e. within the
EU, and does not provide much detail on collaboration with non-EU countries.
The CETTRA project makes a similar effort, focused on the European rail
sector.
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The STADIUM project is focused on the planning and management of urban
mobility in the context of large events, including implementation of ITS
applications. The project included 3 demonstration sites: the South Africa
World Cup (2010), the India Commonwealth Games (2010) and the London
Olympics (2012). No relevant issues in the field of institutional cultures and
governance regimes were reported within the Task 2.3 report.
The SIMBA project aimed at increasing road transport research cooperation
between Europe and a number of emerging economies (Brazil, China, India
and South Africa). It has been continued by the follow-up project SIMBA II.
The working groups established by both projects have largely contributed to
strengthen the networking among stakeholders of the countries involved and
those of the EU, and to get a better understanding of the respective research
programmes in the area of road transport, with a focus on ITS applications. No
particular conclusions have been reported concerning the potential barriers
derived from different institutional cultures and governance regimes.

8.4. Analysis of the country reports and the
regional workshops as to institutional
cultures and governance regimes
The challenge in this review is twofold:
 To identify and categorize the institutional cultures and governance styles
in the countries surveyed.
 To analyse whether barriers and opportunities for international
cooperation are associated to particular governance frameworks.
A general description of the institutional culture and governance regimes in
each country is made. All countries are subsequently plotted in one diagram.

8.4.1. Institutional cultures and governance regimes in the EU
The Research, Development and Innovation (RDI) policy in the European
Union has in itself a unique and long-lasting experience of international
cooperation based on a strong and evolving institutional framework. The
European RDI policy has been basically successful at both, cooperating with
the national RDI programmes of the member states, and expanding the links
with an increasing number of non-EU countries.
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The European RDI institutional framework has deeply evolved for more than 20
years, in order to adapt itself to a rapidly changing environment: a growing
number of EU member states, emerging scientific and technological priorities,
a growing and ever more complex network of stakeholders, and new global
challenges. The EU institutional culture and governance regime have kept a
high degree of formalization (linked to the general standards of
accountability for the implementation of EU policies, set up by the Treaty and
the bureaucratic tradition of the EU), while trying to adapt to a quickly
changing environment, and to give responses to perceived new needs. An
original combination of high formalization with non-negligible flexibility
characterizes the EU RDI institutional culture and governance regime.
International cooperation in RDI has received a particular focus in the last
years, following globalization trends and the economic downturn. The 2008
communication of the European Commission (A Strategic European
Framework for International Science and Technology Cooperation,
COM(2008)588) proposes a general strategy with two major objectives:
 promoting European policy goals and
 Promoting European technologies worldwide.
Following this Communication, the European Union set up at the end of 2008,
under the umbrella of the European Research Area (ERA) committee, a
specific body for developing the international dimension of ERA and
strengthening international scientific and technological (S&T) cooperation:
the Strategic Forum for International S&T Cooperation (SFIC).
Transport is not explicitly mentioned in COM(2008)588. The SFIC pilot initiatives
currently in progress with India, China and the US do not explicitly include
activities in transport research. However, FP.7 has included many
opportunities for cooperation with non-EU partners, focused on two general
objectives based on those set up by the COM(2008)588: global markets for
transport technology and promotion of transport policies based on the
principles of sustainable mobility.
The characteristics of the EU RDI institutional culture in the transport sector can
be summarized by the following main traits that are also applicable to other
domains:
 An increasing focus on excellence; while initially focusing on networking of
research stakeholders, the European institutional culture is now
emphasizing the need for excellence at the EU and at the global level: the
existence of already efficient networks are now largely taken for granted,
and excellence is becoming more relevant for the selection of topics and
teams in the various EU research funding calls.
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A consensual approach to RDI policy making. However, the focus of
consensus-building is also moving, from a governmental perspective to an
industry-perspective: European technological platforms are being a key
instrument for this trend.
Modal, technological topics claim most of the FP7 budget within the
transport theme. However, the EU institutional culture is strongly influenced
by an integration perspective and an interest in decision-making and
policy design within the transport sector. The traditional involvement of DG
MOVE in the administration of the framework programme has probably
helped to preserve this focus on policy.
An institutional culture mainly focused on global, long-term challenges,
and as such, looking at international cooperation as a necessary
condition to move forward the EU transport research agenda.

The EU institutional culture in transport research could therefore be
characterised as evolving from a "strategic" tradition, to an increasingly
"pragmatic" profile. This evolution could be explained by the perceived
maturity of the EU research system (in terms of stakeholders and their
networking), the increasing protagonism of the industry (through the
European technological platform) and the focus of the transport research
agenda from research to innovation and market applications.
The EU transport research governance regime is characterized by a longstanding cooperation among the services in charge of research (currently
DGRES) and transport (DG MOVE) for the administration of the transport
theme. This framework has consolidated a strong bureaucratic tradition,
which may seem somehow imposing for newcomers (bureaucratic
complexities are often mentioned by third countries interviewees as a major
barrier for international cooperation), but which facilitates accountability,
formalised stakeholder participation and dialog with other governmental
layers (member states and, to some extent, regional governments with RDI
programmes). There has traditionally been is a significant degree of
professional specialization within the transport research governance structure,
although the strong initial focus on transport policy making is now balanced
by less specialized professional profiles. The result is the gradual consolidation
of a complex network-oriented regime, evolving from an originally highly
hierarchical tradition.

8.4.2. Institutional cultures and governance regimes in the
countries surveyed
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8.4.2.1.
The US
US transport research is characterised by a number of basic choices as shown
below:
-

-

-

-

Consensual versus assertive/competitive cultures. Topics are identified
primarily on a competitive basis, and research contracts are provided
in a market environment. There are complementarity instruments to
this, based on consensual, medium to long-term partnerships (e.g. the
transport university centres programme, or the partnership between
the University of California and CalTrans).
Policy versus technology driven. Most of the research efforts are
focused on technological issues. Policy driven research refers mainly to
assignments made to TRB by the executive or legislative branch of the
Government.
Modal versus integrated. Modal research is largely prevailing. The
institutional structure is organized according to the various transport
modes, with limited (although apparently increasing) space for
transmodal or systemic topics.
Global versus local challenges. A strong tradition in giving answers to
local, concrete demand; global issues (such as energy and climate
change) are gaining visibility.

The institutional culture prevailing could be defined as evolving between
flexibility and pragmatism. Research activities largely rely on a market of
suppliers, with a strong capacity to satisfy quite precise requests from
"research users" (providers of financial resources to fund research), and action
from the government seems to address perceived "voids" or "market failures".
This is combined by a pragmatic approach to give answers to perceived
emerging challenges and needs. This pragmatism gives some room of action
to research providers to balance their activities among market-driven
research and some medium-term programmes.
The transport research governance regime is primarily market driven, with
some supporting elements of networking. The involvement of the government
is limited, and is focused on providing some networking structures, which
should provide for answers to the "market failures" of the system.
Relative to the notions of institutional culture and governance regime, the US
transport research scene shows the following barriers and opportunities for
international cooperation:
Opportunities:
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-

-

-

-

-

The US transport R&D system has been able to achieve considerable size
and robustness under this model. This is certainly a necessary precondition
for effective international cooperation, particularly under a marketoriented governance system.
Raising awareness from key institutional stakeholders (such as the U.S.
Department of Transport, DoT) of the benefits of international cooperation
thanks to EU-US exchanges; this should result in strengthening the case for
collaborative international research (and public funding provision).
Modal international cooperation of critical long-term topics supported
under the form of "international cooperative agreements", generally with
neither specific funding nor an predefined research agenda.
Basic research may act as an enabler and facilitator for international
research cooperation. This has been the case of open-source algorithms
on travel modelling, initially developed under US research programmes,
which are now bringing together researchers from different countries,
which make use of them and share their experiences and results.
Availability of state-of-the-art testing facilities in the US, which could be
used by other countries, offering an incentive to international
cooperation.

Barriers:
- The transport administration is organized in mostly modal agencies, with a
hierarchical style. The degree of flexibility is limited by a general research
agenda set up by US Congress's guidelines: each modal administration
receives specific authorization and appropriations guidance from the
relevant Congressional Committees, which limits the capacity to further
develop intermodal as well as international activities.
- Lack of funding sources. Difficulties to convince final users (industry,
government) to implement international research results. This is not
surprising under a market style governance regime, as international
research is often generated by research providers, not necessarily as a
response to an actual market demand.
- Current DoT research contracts set a limitation to international research, as
there is a limit on the funding allowed to non-US partners through them. A
similar limitation is set for the activities within the University Transportation
Centres' (UTC) funding agreements.
- Under the currently prevailing modal structure, the attention received by
trans-modal and international topics is limited. Modal structures seem to
be less concerned by strategic challenges, and less active in seeking for
radical change.
- Bureaucratic barriers: lack of a basic framework for international
cooperation through bilateral or multilateral agreements. However, some
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-

-

stakeholders, including the FHWA and TRB, have moved forward on this
with initiatives such as the FHWA Advanced Research Program.
Protection of intellectual property rights (IPR issues) is perceived as
cumbersome and uncertain. The lack of a DoT policy stressing the
protection of IPR, or the complexity of filing an international patent
application are examples of this situation of uncertainty for researchers.
Lack of success stories clearly proving the benefits of international
research collaboration.

8.4.2.2.
South Africa
Transport research in South Africa is characterised by:
- Consensual versus assertive/competitive cultures. The list of transport
research priorities is quite wide, well aligned with South African transport
policy priorities, and apparently more "pragmatic" than "strategic". It
seems coherent with an assertive/competitive culture, where transport
policy priorities are directly translated into research lines. However, the
information provided by the questionnaire is not detailed enough to reach
a conclusive judgment.
- Policy versus technology driven. Some policy themes are mentioned (e.g.:
transport economics, transport and economic development), but the list
of priorities is overwhelmingly technology-driven, and with more a
significant presence of infrastructure- related themes.
- Modal versus integrated. Modal culture, with a strong dominance of road
transport. Although the questionnaire includes some mentions to transmodal topics (access to ports, freight transport modelling, urban
transport…) these are not clearly linked to an integrated approach.
- Global versus local challenges. There are no references to major global
challenges in concrete terms (beyond the vague concept of "greening of
transport"). The research agenda seems to have a strong focus on local
issues, closely linked to transport policy priorities and to general objectives
of economic development, inclusion, etc.
A pragmatic institutional culture, for transport research seems to exist in SA,
led by the public sector (DoT, DST, CSIR, SANRAL82…), and open to the
participation of some small research teams at the Universities. The major role
for research funding is played by DST, rather than by DoT: this could facilitate
some flexibility and strategic thinking, but there are no details on how DST
resources are assigned to research projects.

DoT: South African Department of Transport. DST: Department of Science and
Technology. CSIR: Council for Scientific and Industrial Research. SANRAL: South
African National Roads Agency.
82
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International sources provide for a significant share (20%) of total research
funding, which is largely based on public funding (60%). These conditions
suggest that the research system could be quite open to international
cooperation (at least to increase its funding opportunities), but it is not clear
whether these general conditions of the research system also apply to the
transport research sector.
As regards the governance regime, the information gathered from the
EUTRAIN questionnaire does not provide a clear picture of the South African
governance regime for transport research. The high involvement of the public
sector and the lack of input from the private sector would suggest some kind
of hierarchical governance style, however, although public actors seem to
have a good deal of autonomy.
A hierarchical style may have problems to bring innovation to markets. In SA a
public agency has been created for this: the Technology Innovation Agency
(created in 2007).
Relative to the notions of institutional culture and governance regime, the
South African transport research scene shows the following barriers and
opportunities for international cooperation:
Opportunities:
- Existence of framework agreements and new funding opportunities.
- IPR concerns (particularly with "certain Asian countries").
- There are a number of international networks for research collaboration
and cooperation, which are being exploited by South African
organizations. Institutions such as the African Union, the India-Brazil-South
Africa Dialogue Forum (IBSA) or the World Association of Industrial and
Technological Research Organizations (WAITRO) can play a significant
enabling role for developing international research.
- Collaborative schemes without money transfer are a useful alternative
mechanism to increase international cooperation, based on technology
and know-how transfer.
Barriers:
- Red tape in general, particular for funding requirements, auditing and
reporting. It is worth noting that, as the geographical and thematic scope
of a research programme widens, it is only logical that the bureaucratic
formalities become less familiar to local research groups. In fact, this is a
significant argument in favour of subsidiarity: regional and national
programmes are typically better suited to the characteristics of local
research teams: this is also in line with the OECD innovation strategy
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recommendations (OECD, 2010b). The case for international cooperation
should be grounded on its added value, considering the research topics
addressed: those widely shared- such as urban mobility and road safetythose closely related to global international transport- such as
standardization and transport facilitation- or those with a clear strategic
nature- such as climate change or electrification.
Difficulties to implement research results coming from international
cooperation. These may be an indication that international cooperation is
based on the "research supply" side, with no major involvement of the
demand- government and private sector- side.
Lack of capacities to effectively compete at the international level,
including training and human capital, access to calls and to potential
partners, administrative service support to cope with red tape
requirements.
In spite of the EU effort to facilitate international participation with ad hoc
instruments such as SICA, EU programmes are perceived as not toofriendly, particularly due to their long turnaround times (from proposal to
contract signature).
Surprisingly, international cultures and governance regimes are not
perceived by most of the respondents as a major difficulty for research
collaboration activities.
CSIR is more worried about the lack of adequate institutional/governance
instruments such as bilateral agreements, IPRs, access to research
infrastructures and a key institutional question such as the lack of interest
of key stakeholders and "champion" organisations".

8.4.2.3.
Egypt
There is a perceived lack of transport research "users" in Egypt: it seems to be
limited to the MoT, who has a rather reduced budget for research activities
(mainly studies).
International initiatives are seen primarily as funding opportunities by small
research actors with few funding sources. A dependency culture: the
emergence of global research actors (TRL, INRETS) and cooperation projects
(EuroMed, etc) creates weak links, limited to the completion of particular
tasks within the technical assistance of research project. The main role for
Egyptians partners is limited to providing knowledge on the local situation
(which is important for applied, policy-oriented research). This results in a
culture of "dependency and survival", in which bilateral and multilateral
cooperation programmes may offer some funding opportunities, even if
marginal, for transport research.
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The perceived need for training and capacity building (in terms of expanding
the current small research community) is another indicator of the weak,
preliminary stage of the transport research community (in spite of their
probable individual capacity).
Networking is based on personal contacts between Egyptian researchers and
researchers and institutions abroad.
Networking problems are particularly obvious in the lack of involvement of the
industry, and its lack of interest in implementing research results (as reported
by researchers). Limited contacts with the international transport research
community.
The institutionalization of the research sector is recent (2007) and does not
cover the transport sector. Therefore, the transport research sector is lacking a
consolidated institutional framework. This is coupled with a weak network of
transport research providers, limited to some university teams.
There would be a "pragmatic" institutional culture, but its limited scope and
lack of networking makes it difficult to characterize an "institutional culture" at
all.
Developments in research policy in general (transport is not a priority) with the
support of ENPI (RDI-1 and RDI-2) and the new Higher Council for Science and
Technology (HCST) and the Science and Technological Development Fund
(STDF) suggests an evolution towards a pragmatic, highly hierarchical
structure, as a first step towards the consolidation and growth of the research
sector (excluding transport).
Under the current circumstances, it seems that a pragmatic approach should
naturally emerge as the prevailing institutional culture, but there seems not to
be a clear leader in the public sector to move forwards a structured transport
research policy (backed with some resources). Obviously, the EU cannot itself
play this role, even in the context of the ENP, and could at most support a
national strategy. Furthermore, it is difficult to see how the EU strategicallyoriented institutional culture could efficiently interact without contractions
with a national context oriented towards a pragmatic approach. At any rate,
transport research stakeholders in Egypt are in much need to move forward
towards a more articulated framework.
The existing governance regime for research policy (which includes the
transport sector) is dominated by a hierarchical style. In the transport sector,
funders (MoT, international organizations) request for specific activities, in the
context of, and as a direct support to, their transport policies and projects.
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Suggested research themes are generally in line with this context: topics with
immediate application, which should be of the interest of transport
authorities/policy makers. There are also more strategic topics (e.g. urban
mobility and modal shift), but defined in quite vague and general terms
(which indicates a limited background/experience or lack of action/interest
from policy makers): in this last case, researchers may see themselves as
intermediaries between global trends in transport policy and local policy
makers (an advisory, TA, supporting role, not necessarily research).
Data quality may be a relevant problem and barrier to develop effective
governance (and also for research development). Furthermore, data
provision is probably a typical task for Egyptian partners within current
research projects, and is difficult to undertake in the absence of decent
national data bases.
Relative to the notions of institutional culture and governance regime, the
Egyptian transport research scene shows the following barriers and
opportunities for international cooperation:
Opportunities:
- International networks (in particular those provided by bilateral and
multilateral-EU cooperation programmes) are seen as efficient and
positive preconditions for strengthening the Egyptian research actors.
Barriers:
- Under the current lack of supporting institutional culture and governance
regime, bureaucracy and “understanding of the others" becomes a big
challenge for Egyptian transport research actors (.
- The lack of interest of the industry (and research users in general) makes it
difficult to adapt to each other. This favours an attitude of isolation and
lack of self-criticism in the part of researchers.
- IPR is an additional problem, although not a priority under the current
circumstances.
- Extremely fragmented research themes; limited capacity to provide stateof-the-art knowledge, although they claim to have high quality human
resources.
8.4.2.4.
China
Transport research in China can be described by:
- Networking versus excellence. Mainly focusing on excellence. However,
some big projects are carried out by a big consortium, and partnership
between research institutes and industry is particularly encouraged. Some
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research projects are granted to certain industry partners in order to
strengthen their competiveness, particularly when competing with foreign
companies.
Consensual versus assertive/competitive cultures. There are many
research institutes participating in transport research. It seems to be an
assertive process, led by the (public) industry and the government within a
top-down culture, consistent with the existence of a strong central
government. Competition may exist at the research level, but it does not
reach the market, as the central government prefers to adopt single
solutions, making use of its power to publish standards and enforce
implementation of the standardisation. It is rarely seen in China, for the
same subjects, a number of technologies exist in market. When few
technologies emerge, the government will select one as a national wide
technology. A typical example is Electronic Tolling Collection (ETC). In
China, only one type of on-board unit (OBU) is in use.
Policy versus technology driven. Strong focus on technology-driven
research. Priorities are somehow "strategic" (e.g. batteries and e-mobility;
next generation of HST…), but within a technological perspective; no
"systemic" research or "out-of-the-box", radical innovation seems to be
likely here. Traditionally, research projects are technology driven only.
Particularly the main funding programs, e.g. 863 and 973 programs,
provide funding to technology driven projects only. However, policy
driven research has been increasing in the recent year since there is
increasing attention on understanding of impacts of different transport
policy. For example, much research into Beijing’s ‘drive one day less per
week’ has been carried out to understand impacts of the policy, such as
behaviour changes, socio-economic impacts, environmental impacts, car
ownership etc.
Modal versus integrated. Modal research, with clearly established topics.
Operators from different modes rarely cooperate. There is particularly lack
of cooperation between rail and other transport modes. Since, in China,
Ministry of Transport covers road, air and waterborne transports but not rail,
rail is governed by Ministry of Railway, often rail transport does not
cooperate with other modes. The lack of cooperation results in few
interchanges linking railway with other modes. However, even operators
from the same transport modes may not cooperate. This results in
fragmental structures. One example is that it’s difficult to operate
multimodal journey planner to be able to access data from different
modes.
Global versus local challenges. A clear focus on local (meaning national)
challenges. Significant differences among national priorities and local (i.e.
cities) priorities. This means that national research may not be addressing
local mobility issues (is this so?) or that there is some kind of subsidiarity
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mechanism working here (although it is doubtful that local governments
can support substantial transport research on their own). As a dimension of
the CN poor opinion of demonstration projects, exchange of good
practices, etc, they raise the need to take into account "local aspects",
which would make these practices useless. This results in poor attention to
networking, or to global challenges. A highly "national perspective", which
is at odds with fair international collaboration except for very concrete
topics with a clear win-win situation. Most transport research addresses
local challenges and focus on specific topics related to one city. China
still sees itself as a developing country; therefore, China does not take
many responsibilities in activities addressing climate changes in the
transport sector. However, China does spend effort in improving local air
pollution. Such research into environment issues is often for improving local
air pollution rather than reducing greenhouse emission.
Transport research is clearly conceived as a direct support to transport policy
(examples: high speed train, e-mobility, innovation in engines and vehicles)
and its related to industry. The local priorities (congestion and air quality) are
not clear how and if they are addressed. The Chinese government funds
research mainly for economic growth and strength of competitiveness.
As regards the perceived role and risks of international cooperation, it is clear
that in China "technological penetration of foreign products" are perceived
negatively, and they are looking for international collaboration as an
intermediate step to produce their own solutions (eventually in partnership).
"Introducing technologies and good practices in China" is seen as an
objective of many EU projects, and not accepted. In this sense, they propose
to move towards joint calls EU-CN with a balanced participation, based on
"fundamental studies" rather than demos and pilot projects.
In the prevailing institutional culture, transport seems very relevant within
Chinese R&D policies, linked to current policies to expand the system (5-10%
of total R&D funding). Public funding for transport research is coming from the
Ministry of Science and Technologies and, eventually from the MoT and other
ministries.
International cooperation is seen in a quite pragmatic way (as a tool for
technology transfer and capacity building), and not really for networking; the
interests of foreign industrial partners are not well accepted: China is looking
for long-term, strategic technological partnerships in those areas were the
country is not competitive yet. This is linked to a different understanding of IPR:
in fact, this issue is not even raised in the questionnaire.
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A particular institutional culture highly focused on precise objectives: it could
be characterised as mainly pragmatic, although with a medium-term
perspective due to the fact that it is driven by the governmental
bureaucracy, not by other actors. In fact the lack of relevant interactions
among actors (or the lack of transparency if they exist) is a major trait of the
Chinese institutional culture.
The governance regime, for transport research, is characterised by the same
traits of the bureaucratic structures in charge of transport policy making and
implementation services are highly professionalised in the sense that all
people who work in transport sectors must have engineering degrees and
must have specific professional training. People who work in the
administration of public policy bodies often are experts (particularly high level
staff) and have good scientific background and years of experiences. It’s not
possible for people who don’t have a degree in transport related subjects to
have a job in the (primarily government sponsored) transport agencies.
There is a limited interaction among government layers. China has a strong
central government, and local governments must follow guidelines and
instructions from the central government.
In general, public policies (including transport research) are monitored and
carefully evaluated. Such results will be used to review the policies and the
government will then decide to terminate, modify or expand them.
The governance regime for transport research in China involves few policy
makers: decisions are taken by few government agencies. This is
characteristic of a highly hierarchical model, with a limited role for
international collaboration and for strategic issues. It results in a preference for
bilateral government agreements, focusing on particular topics, with high
priority and perceived lack of development in China.
Relative to the notions of institutional culture and governance regime, the
Chinese transport research scene shows the following barriers and
opportunities for international cooperation:
Opportunities:
- Quickly expanding transport and transport research sectors.
- Relative simple network of actors, easy to effectively mobilise.
Barriers:
- Scepticism towards key instruments of networking governance styles, such
as pilots and demos, and networking activities (seminars, workshops…).
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Lack of interest about IPR questions. Not even mentioned in the EUTRAIN
questionnaire, whereas technology transfer seems to be a high priority.
Lack of concern about global challenges, strategic issues. A nationalfocused approach.

8.4.2.5.
Ukraine
In a similar approach to that followed in the previous cases, we note:
Consensual versus assertive/competitive cultures.
Considering the stated fields of interest for transport research, it seems that a
consensual culture prevails, although limited to a quite reduced number of
public stakeholders working in close collaboration (transport agencies and
authorities, technical universities and public research centres).
Policy versus technology driven.
Short-term technological topics are cited the most within the fields of interest
for transport research (and limited to road infrastructure issues). This is
consistent with a national transport policy focused on the upgrading and
expansion of transport infrastructure.
However, a reduced number of policy-oriented and more strategic, longterm topics are mentioned in the country report: road ecology (probably
meaning environmental impacts from road infrastructure projects), intelligent
traffic management, and innovative maintenance strategies; development
of logistic centres (freight multimodality), and improvement of ITC
technologies applied to transport.
Modal versus integrated.
A modal approach prevails; this is coherent with the difficulties of the
interviewers to include the perspectives of non-road modes in the country
report.
Global versus local challenges.
There is virtually no mention to global challenges within the country report.
Local priorities (short-term, linked to concrete technological challenges
associated to the plans to upgrade the transport infrastructure system) are
getting most of the attention of Ukrainian transport researchers. The best
practices included in the country report refer also to international
cooperation projects focused on road infrastructure or urban mobility issues.
The prevailing institutional culture in the transport research sector in Ukraine
seems to be highly static, virtually monopolized by a reduced number of
mainly public stakeholders and oriented towards the stated priorities of the
national transport policy. This could be characterized as a pragmatic
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institutional culture, which builds mainly upon the existing conditions and
focuses on short-term needs, with difficulties to promote and even to adapt
to change, as the number of actors involved is limited, and there are no
indications on how new stakeholders may emerge carrying with them a more
dynamic culture. In this particular context, international cooperation could
play a role in introducing a more dynamic pattern, but its limited impact in
terms of resources and researchers involved significantly reduces this
potential.
The governance regime seems to be a particular version of a network regime,
with a quite reduced number of stakeholders, all of them within the public
sector. There is no evidence of a formal hierarchical structure within the
system, and the various actors seem to evolve with a lot of autonomy within a
framework of changing relationships among them.
The barriers and opportunities that emerge relative to the institutional cultures
and governance regime in Ukraine, can be stated as follows:
Opportunities:
- The combination of various institutional cooperation mechanisms in the
field of research between Ukraine and the EU is a potentially valuable
opportunity. This offers a unique combination of political commitment,
funding and institutional challenges to strengthen bilateral cooperation in
transport research.
- The current institutional culture and governance regime in Ukraine will
likely have to evolve to accommodate an increasing number of
stakeholders, as the current public-dominated system with a reduced
number of stakeholders includes new entities better suited to address
particular topics. This situation of transition is a unique opportunity to
promote further convergence among the Ukrainian governance regime
and the models prevailing in other European countries.
Barriers:
- The current priorities of the Ukrainian transport policy, and their high
influence on research activities is a major limitation, as they are not close
to the EU's transport research priorities. Further dialogue on transport
policies and strategies among Ukraine and the EU would be helpful as a
preliminary step to identify some common policy guidelines, on which
transport research cooperation could be built.
- The current lack of long-term research strategy in Ukraine, identified by the
interviewees as a major barrier, could be faced through the transport
policy dialogue mentioned above.
- As described by the interviewees, there is a lack of formalized channels of
cooperation among research organizations in Ukraine (and probably also
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with foreign organizations). Building up this system is a major challenge, as
it would require, as a prerequisite, the inclusion of new stakeholders within
the system; otherwise, the international cooperation effort would merely
strengthen the current dominance of the few public stakeholders active in
transport research.
8.4.2.6.
India
The institutional culture and governance regime that appears to exist in India,
as regards transport research can be described by the following:
Consensual versus assertive/ competitive cultures.
Transport research seems to have a reduced degree of development, as it
only accounts for 1% of total research funding in India. Research (included
the transport sector) is dominated mainly by stakeholders from the public
sector, although private research laboratories linked to private companies
and NGOs (think tanks) are becoming more relevant. This is consistent with an
assertive, top-down culture. For example, the research roadmap in the
transport & highway sector is being prepared by a "Sectorial Innovation
Council", and develops the vision 2020 of the Science Advisory Council
(attached to the Prime Minister) to make India a global leader in science.
Within a strong political leadership, most stakeholders are still consolidating,
and play a limited role in a largely government-dominated environment.
Policy versus technology driven.
Policy-oriented topics are very relevant in the transport research agenda.
Non-governmental research institutions and think-tanks are particularly active
in this field, in transport as well as in other areas. Technology-oriented topics
are focused on the implementation of the ambitious government's investment
plans in the transport sector, and are not particularly innovative: pavement
management systems, roadway capacity estimation, asset management,
bus and mass rapid transport systems. Nevertheless, some more innovative
technological topics are included within the current areas of research, such
as ITS and (mainly urban) multimodal transport systems. This is consistent with
the limited role played by the industry and by the private sector at large in
transport research.
Modal versus integrated.
Following the existing national transport policy guidelines, transport research
remains mainly structured in a modal way, with a focus on road transport.
Some integrated research topics are mentioned, particularly for urban
mobility.
Global versus local challenges.
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Not surprisingly, the transport research agenda and most of the research
efforts are focused on local challenges. Contributing to the improvement of
the transport system, and particularly to the upgrading and expansion of the
country transport infrastructure, is at the core of the research effort. Global
challenges (climate change, aging, energy efficiency, the environment,
accessibility optimization and mobility optimization) are virtually not
mentioned within the country report.
The prevailing institutional culture within the transport research sector can be
characterized as pragmatic: there is a strong leadership from the public
sector side, and a strong focus on short-term technological topics, as well as
on policy-making topics, in connection with the national policy priority on the
modernization of the transport system and its infrastructure.
Similarly the transport research governance regime, within the current political
initiative in favour of research and innovation (re: the 2010-2020 decade of
innovation), is characterised by the traditional hierarchical model, focused on
the public sector. This model has recently been strengthened. Transport
research is embedded as a sector within the overall transport policy
formulation context. The current top-down strategy (roadmap prepared by
the Transport Sectorial Innovation Council) aims at improving the existing
research capacities in terms of human resources, public service delivery and
promotion of innovation opportunities within the transport sector.
The barriers and opportunities that emerge relative to the institutional cultures
and governance regime in India, can be stated as follows:
Opportunities:
- Current funding needs and the lack of strategic topics within national
transport research are both powerful stimuli for Indian partners (particularly
those more scientific-oriented) in getting involved in international
cooperation. On the other hand, it seems difficult to get the Indian
industry (with currently limited interest in research) or even policy-oriented
and infrastructure-oriented Organisations to get actively involved in such
cooperation.
- Since 2001, existing cooperative efforts EU-India have resulted in the
promotion of networking and synergies among research organizations,
and are moving forward now to the more challenging area of mobilising
industrial partners.
- Efforts in progress for streamlining the governance of Indo-European
cooperation by facilitating the alignment of funding mechanisms and
harmonizing critical issues such as ownership and access rights to the
results of cooperative research.
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Barriers:
- The prevailing "pragmatic" institutional culture is more likely to focus on
short-term, national priorities than on international cooperation, generally
more focused on strategic issues.
- The relative weakness of non-governmental stakeholders reduces the
opportunities for bottom-up cooperation.
- Lack of specific national resources to fund international research projects.
- Major differences with the EU and European national transport research
governance regimes. The best suited structure for international research
cooperation under the Indian governance regime would be "organised,
centralised and institutionally driven research", whereas the European
regimes have moved away from that model long ago and would prefer
more flexible structures, giving a more relevant role to the industry and its
technological priorities.
- The EU's transport research agenda gives priority to topics found as not
quite relevant or of clear value to India.
8.4.2.7.
Tunisia
The information provided through the EUTRAIN questionnaire and interviews
on Tunisia, offers a picture of an extremely interesting situation, characterized
by the transition from a highly centralized, hierarchical governance style to a
more decentralised one with existing and emerging stakeholders developing
new relationships and alliances.
Transport has not been a priority area for the research policy, for many years,
and there are no indications that this could be changing anytime soon. As
such, transport research has not got much benefit from the significant public
investment in research (up to 1.25% of GDP in 2009). Particularly in the last
decade, the transport sector played a significant role within the national
development plans, with major investments in the road network, the
metropolitan mass transit system in Tunis, ports and airports. However, this
investment effort has not been associated with a significant research activity
in transport.
Under this environment, small research groups have survived (in part
benefiting marginally by the Government's financial support to the
consolidation of research units since the late 1990s), developing a
competitive culture for the identification of the few funding opportunities in
the country and abroad. Generally lacking solid relations with the industry, the
expertise of these groups focus on policy rather than technological issues.
There are no indications on the relevance of integrated rather than modal
perspectives in the activities of these research groups.
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Traditional limitations to national research activities in the field of transport
seem to have forced these groups to become active in international research
projects, with a focus on regional (i.e. Maghreb, Mediterranean and Africa)
and global issues. The relatively few funding opportunities at the international
level constitute a serious barrier for the continuation and development of
these research groups.
The lack of active research “leaders” within the transport research sector
constitutes a major constraint for the consolidation of a consistent network
among the stakeholders involved in transport research. Transport has not
been a priority area for the government's research authorities, whereas the
Ministry of Transport has no clear competences on transport research. The
existing research providers (mainly from the Higher Education and University
system) face an extremely competitive environment, searching and
competing for scarce funding opportunities. The transport industry does not
seem to have the necessary muscle to undertake a significant research effort.
The resulting "flexible" institutional culture, with limited, if any, governmental
intervention is unlikely to thrive under these unfavourable circumstances, but
has a strong potential for quick development if these conditions change:
research teams are familiar with current research activities abroad, and
international projects constitute a significant part of their activity. They are
well aware of the sharply competitive environment of international transport
research and should be able to react positively to any growth in transport
research demand.
This particular culture in the transport research sector is not shared by the
research sector at large. The general institutional research culture seems to
have a highly strategic approach: priorities are primarily identified by various
governmental agencies (such as "Agence nationale de promotion de la
recherche en Tunisie").
The governance regime in Tunisia (for research in general) seems to be highly
hierarchical and centralised, with the government services identifying
priorities and distributing resources to the different stakeholders. This typically
correlates with strong bureaucratic traditions and high professional
specialization within those governmental organizations, and limited
accountability.
However, transport research is largely marginalised from these structures. The
transport research sector operates closer to a market-based governance
regime model. A certainly small market in which many small transport
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research providers (most of them from University units) compete for funding
opportunities that apparently pop up without a clear and coherent strategy,
depending on the short-term priorities of the various funders.
The current transitional situation of the institutional framework of transport
research in Tunisia should be considered as a major opportunity for
strengthening and expanding the system in harmony with its international
environment. Many research units benefit from international contacts, some
of them formalized, such as the Mediterranean Network for Engineering
Schools, and this would certainly facilitate the expansion of the transport
research capacities in Tunisia. Informal networks are also very active,
nationally and internationally, and would be useful to strengthen the system.
However, the relative weakness of existing stakeholders is a major challenge
and limitation. A revision of the current national research priorities, with the
inclusion of transport, would probably be a required prerequisite for a
successful transition.
The relations of Tunisian research providers with the local transport industry are
currently rather weak, in spite of the researchers' efforts to increase them in a
context of scarce public funding. To facilitate a more relevant role of the
local transport-related industries in research activities, a revision of industry
(and transport) policies seems necessary, in order to stimulate the
consideration of innovation within these companies' strategies.

8.4.3. Institutional cultures and governance regimes in the
Regions of interest
8.4.3.1.
The Mediterranean Region
The Mediterranean Regional Workshop, held in Athens on July 16th, 2012,
showed a degree of similarity among Mediterranean countries. With some
national exceptions (particularly Israel), transport research is characterized by
the following traits throughout the region:
- Fragmented and not-yet consolidated institutional cultures, with a sparse
network of generally weak stakeholders. The national government (usually
the Ministry of Transport) seems to be a major player, sometimes in
association with the EU in the framework of bilateral or multilateral
cooperation projects. Research providers are generally confined to small
University teams. The lack of relevant technological stakeholders (and
most significantly private ones) is another shared limitation.
- This institutional framework is consistent with a lack of differentiation
between transport research and technical assistance activities. As the
national government (generally the Ministry of Transport) is generally the
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main research consumer, the activities of research groups are focused on
the national transport policy agenda, with a relevant attention to
infrastructure upgrade and development, and to the particular needs of
major infrastructure projects.
Governance regimes that leave transport research in a "grey area", not
covered (or at least not being given enough attention) by neither the
research policy administration nor the transport policy administration: for
the former, transport is not seen at the top of the research priority fields; for
the latter, research activities are not clearly linked to pressing transport
challenges.
Transport research is not seen as a relevant priority by many governments
in the Mediterranean region.

In this context, a pragmatic institutional culture prevails. The limited number of
transport research activities at the national level is focused on local priorities,
with a modal approach and a focus on policy rather than technological
topics. Furthermore, priorities are identified primarily at the MoT level (or
eventually by international programmes), rather than within a consensual
dialogue among stakeholders; research providers do not enjoy permanent
networking, and have to thrive in a highly competitive environment to answer
to the MoT requests. The governance structure is dominated by the language
of transport professionals, in many cases with a strong infrastructure/civil
engineer perspective. The dominance of the MoT as the main actor, and the
limited development of multilevel governance structures favour a top-down
approach to transport research policies, with limited explicit and formalised
strategies and management structures. This could be close to the
"hierarchical" governance model defined above.
It seems reasonable to consider that a regional institutional framework like the
one described above is a transitional one, and should rapidly change
following the evolution of the transport systems and the societies in the region
at large. As a matter of fact, some likely trends were mentioned during the
Mediterranean Workshop, such as:
- The model of cooperation between the EU and its Mediterranean
partners. Research in a number of fields (including transport) has been
identified as a priority area for cooperation in the next years, in the
context of Horizon 2020 and of the Euro-Mediterranean partnership, and
this could have a significant impact on the existing governance regimes,
to accommodate to this new context. Whether this opportunity will
materialize in future will depend on many variables, but it will certainly be
critical the capacity of existing transport research stakeholders to
effectively lobbying national government services in charge of both,
research (in order to include transport as a priority field within the national
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research policy) and transport (to make transport administrations more
aware of the need to expand their agendas from short-term problems to
more strategic ones).
The capacity of the EU to accompany the transition towards the
consolidation of denser institutional structures in transport research. The
current EU agenda was not seen by many workshop participants as
coherent with their countries' priorities: there was a call for research
focused on current local needs and for research with a capacity to
deliver results well suited to the Mediterranean region context and with a
capacity for immediate application. This could be seen as a typical
"transition" challenge, rather than as a permanent situation. The objective
of increasing international cooperation remains, but under the current
circumstances, transport research cooperation should help to build up a
more solid institutional network rather than integrating Mediterranean
partners within particular EU projects. There is a need for establishing a
Mediterranean research agenda, as a critical instrument within the
strategy to empower the various stakeholders and to initiate the
convergence with the EU vision. The perception of the current EU transport
research agenda as too far away from the regional priorities and
capacities can only be changed with an incremental approach.
The role of technological stakeholders, and particularly of the private
ones, was also raised as a major concern. Currently, private stakeholders
are virtually absent from transport research in many countries, and they
would be critical for achieving relevant socioeconomic impacts from
transport research. This is closely related to broader EU-Mediterranean
cooperation strategies addressing socio-economic and industrial issues.
The involvement of private stakeholders, and the consolidation of friendly
cooperative frameworks, could be facilitated by shaping the future
research agenda in conformity with local needs, immediate application
and current capacities.
At any rate, dependency on the EU research policy, and particularly on
EU institutional cultures and EU-shaped governance regimes, is not a
sustainable option. Many participants at the workshop emphasised the
increasing bureaucratic complexity of EU research programmes, and the
subordinate position of Mediterranean partners in virtually all the projects,
partly due to this barrier, and the subsequent dependency on
experienced EU partners. Mediterranean countries need to develop their
own institutional and governance models, but exchange and dialog on
these issues could be a welcomed support during the transition process.
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8.5. Conclusions as regards institutional cultures
and governance regimes
The diagram below summarizes the main characteristics of the institutional
cultures and governance regimes analysis in the countries examined within
the EUTRAIN project.
It general terms, it is consistent with the hypotheses proposed at the end of
sub-section 8.2 above. It shows a highly diverse situation, so that establishing
efficient cooperation schemes in transport research with all these countries
will be a major challenge for the EU.
INSTITUTIONAL
CULTURES
Strategic
Pragmatic
Flexible

GOVERNANCE REGIMES
Hierarchical
Market
CN; IN; SA
EG

US
TU

Network
UE
UA

In spite of this complexity, the EU has some winning cards to succeed:
1. A major asset of the EU institutional culture and governance regime is
its high flexibility and the maturity of the network system already
established; a system that has proven to be effective in interacting with
the research systems of its member states and those of the countries
associated to the EU research programme.
2. The EU prevailing strategic approach, with a focus on global
challenges. Whereas most technological issues may be better
addressed at the national or regional level, and may raise relevant
competition and IPR concerns, global challenges are primarily focusing
on shared concerns, with a critical influence on national transport
policies. Subsequently, global challenges also help to identify those
technological areas better suited to international cooperation.
The current lack of priority to transport within research policies in some of the
countries is a major barrier for international cooperation in transport research.
On its own, the EU initiative cannot substitute the necessary national
leadership, and bilateral collaboration on transport research cannot
realistically flourish without solid national research networks and governance
structures. A way forward to overcome this barrier could be the integration of
the research dimension within existing transport policy dialogs at the regional
and bilateral level. This is particularly the case for countries within the ENP, as
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transport policy is already a key element of both, multilateral and bilateral
dialogs.
Transport research is an area in transition in many countries. As such, the
institutional cultures and governance regimes are evolving, offering new risks
and opportunities for collaboration with the EU. As such, any future EU
strategy should consider how it can influence these transition processes,
favouring the consolidation of more strategic institutional cultures and more
flexible, network-oriented governance regimes in partnership countries, while
being able to interact with the existing multiplicity of governance frameworks
in the world.
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9.

PRE-STANDARDIZATION AND MEANS OF
HARMONIZING APPROACHES AND
PRACTICES
9.1. Introduction and background

The present chapter aims to summarise the different perspectives on
standardization and harmonization based on experience from international
transport research cooperation.

9.1.1. The history of standards and why they matter
Standards are a vital part of human life, and have been so from the
beginning of mankind. They facilitate and mandate how we as humans
interact with one other and how we jointly can come to an agreement about
for instance, a method, measurement or technology.
In the early days, creating a standard might have been as easy as the tribe
agreeing to hunt in a formation, forcing the prey into a trap or ambush.
During the time of kingdoms, standards were often created by royal decree,
e.g. when King Henry the 1st of England in the year 1120 introduced “the ell”,
which was a length measurement set to equal his arm83.
Over time and as our human society has evolved, creating standards has
become a way to manage the increasing complexity in the world we all live
and act in.
Today, standards are just as important in our personal as in our professional
lives - without standards, chaos would prevail. For example, without a
standardized technology and interface for bank and cards, cards from one
issuer would only be useable in that issuer’s cash withdrawal machines. The
format for sending e-mails is another area where standardization has played
an important role, or when we refuel our cars, just think how difficult life would
be if each car brand had its own filler cap dimensions.

83http://www.ansi.org/consumer_affairs/history_standards.aspx?menuid=5#.UD9vC8Fl
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9.1.2. What is a standard?
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) defines a standard
as84:
“… a document that provides requirements, specifications, guidelines or
characteristics that can be used consistently to ensure that materials,
products, processes and services are fit for their purpose.”
Most international standards are associated with technical content, e.g.
defining the format of wireless network communication to allow different
gadgets to be able to communicate regardless of brand, or the example
above of the dimensions of a fuel pump. An example of a process that has
been standardized is the security control at airports, where the process starts
with controlling boarding cards, x-ray of bags and coats/jackets, then
continue with a metal detector search of the traveller him-/herself, and if an
alert is given, the traveller’s person is searched using a handheld scanner by a
same-sex attendant.

9.1.3. How is a standard developed?
To offer an insight into the different stages of developing a standard we are
using the ISO process85 as an example since that represents the international
approach, minor deviations might be the case for other standardization
bodies. The international standards developed at ISO are the outcome of
agreements between ISO’s different members. An ISO standard can be used
as a standalone standard, or might be included in a country’s national
standard. The standards are developed by the Technical Committees (TC)
and Sub Committees (SC), using the following process:
1. The Proposal stage includes:
a. Confirmation that there is a need for a new International
Standard.
b. Majority vote on the proposed new work item.
c. If accepted, a project leader for the new work item is
appointed.
2. The Preparatory stage includes:
a. Preparation of a working draft, by a work group of experts.
b. The working draft is sent to the parent committee for consensusbuilding.
3. The Committee stage includes:
84http://www.iso.org/iso/home/standards.htm
85http://www.iso.org/iso/home/standards_development/resources-for-technical-
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a. Distribution of the working draft for comment, and if required,
voting.
b. Iteration of the working draft until consensus is reached.
c. Finalization of the text regarding technical content before
submission as a draft International Standard.
4. The Enquiry stage includes:
a. Circulation of the draft International Standard to all ISO member
bodies, for voting and comment (time limit 5 months).
5. The Approval stage includes:
a. Final yes/no vote from all member bodies within 2 months from
receiving the final draft International Standard.
b. Registration of any technical comments given at this stage, to
be considered at future revisions of the International Standard.
c. Voting among members of the Technical Committee and Sub
Committees to approve the text as an International Standard.
6. The Publication stage includes:
a. Publication of the final text as an International Standard by the
ISO Central Secretariat.
During the process, the text is iterated and refined within a stage until the
draft or final text is approved in the voting procedures. After the publication
stage, the standard will be reviewed and if necessary, revised, using a similar
process. The review and revision of a standard is vital in order for it to continue
to be useful, and thus used. If not, other standards.

9.2. Standardisation organisations
9.2.1. Standardisation organisations in general
The field of standardisation is very large, as can be understood in previous
sections, and as a result, the organisations, committees and groups working
on developing, publishing and maintaining standards are numerous.
Official development of transnational standards is done on three different
levels:
 Global, where there is a need to coordinate and standardise products
and practices between countries and continents.
 Regional, where there is a need to coordinate and standardise within
a specific geographical or trade area.
 National, which includes both strictly national standardisation activities,
and coordination of work in the regional and global standardisation
committees / work groups, etc.
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The most commonly known international standardisation Organisations are:
 The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)86
 The International Organization for Standardization (ISO)87
 The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) 88
 The European Committee for Standardisation (CEN)89
In 2001, the first three of these Organisations co-established the World
Standards Co-operation (WSC)90, whose purpose is “to strengthen and
advance the voluntary consensus-based international standards systems of
IEC, ISO and ITU”.
Over time, the standardisation organisations, their work and responsibilities
evolve to adapt to changes in technology etc.

9.2.2. Standardisation organisations in the transport area
Today transport systems carry a significant degree of complexity, where
different modes of transport, vehicle sizes, and vehicle speeds have to
interact with one another within the same (or partially same) infrastructure,
either on the links (roads, railroads, flight routes or sea routes) or in the nodes
(terminals, stations, airports, seaports). In order to secure efficient and safe
transport systems, high demands are placed on both standards and data
relating to the technical interoperability, the transport carriers (vehicles, load
units), transhipment technology as well as information interchange,
integration of transport services and planning, tickets, etc.
A large number of various organisations, consortia and groups are thus
involved in the work to develop and update standards relating to
transportation. Those organisations etc. can be categorized as91:
 Formal standards development organizations
 Other international bodies developing definitive core specifications
 Other important international bodies
 Other national bodies developing definitive core specifications
 Other important national bodies

http://www.iec.ch/
http://www.iso.org/iso/home.html
88 http://www.itu.int/en/Pages/default.aspx
89 http://www.cen.eu/cen/pages/default.aspx
90 http://worldstandardscooperation.org/about.html
91 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transport_standards_organisations
86
87
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As the transport area is truly cross-functional, spanning diverse technologies
and user applications, it is impossible to list all organisations working on
standards in the transport area. However, this report lists the ones most
commonly referred to. A detailed list of standardisation bodies and working
groups is included in Annex XIV.
9.2.2.1.
Formal standards development organisations
Split on global, regional and national levels, the following ones are active in
the field of transportation:
 Global: International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO),
International Telecommunications Union (ITU), Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers92 (IEEE).
 Regional: European Committee for Standardisation (CEN), European
Telecommunications Standards Institute93 (ETSI)
 National: Various, e.g. British Standards Institution94 (BSI), SAE
International95 (SAE), and national Standards Development
Organisations (SDO).
Both ISO and CEN have various working groups relating to different aspects of
the transport system, including communication technologies, vehicle onboard systems, access control and road tolls, vehicle identification, public
transport, navigation systems, transport emissions reporting, etc.
9.2.2.2.
Other international bodies developing standards
Although much international standardisation work is carried out through the
formal standards development organisations, important contributions to the
standardisation work in the transport area are made by other international
bodies, such as:
 Transport mode organisations, e.g. International Air Transport
Association, International Union of Railways.
 Broadcasting and communications organisations, e.g., European
Broadcasting Union World Wide Web Consortium,.
 Data specifications and data exchange organisations, e.g. GS196,
OpenTravel Alliance, Organisation for the Advancement of Structured
Information Standards.

http://www.ieee.org/index.html
http://www.etsi.org/WebSite/homepage.aspx
94 http://www.bsigroup.com/
95 http://www.sae.org/
96 http://www.gs1.org/
92
93
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9.3. Situation report in pre-standardization and
means of harmonizing approaches and
practices
9.3.1. The standardization procedures in the Volvo group
The Volvo Group can be considered as a good model to study –as an
“extract of the world”. The Volvo Group has several different companies at
several sites around the world. If the working methodology at Volvo is scaled
up, it corresponds to the way ISO or any other worldwide organisation is
working.
At Volvo most standards are technical ones (approximately 95%), whereas
the others such as method or process standards are rather few. The
difference between these two is that technical standards must adhere to a
very clear and strict template. The method or process standards are more
descriptive but both of them are to be regarded as a “mandatory” or
governance document.
To emphasise the importance of standards within the Volvo Group, the
department of Corporate Standards was started in 1944, and constitutes a
corporate function responsible for standardization within the Volvo Group:
Corporate Standards manages 11 different databases containing
approximately 2 800 Volvo Standards, 12 000 standard part drawings and
other documents, e.g. design guidelines.
9.3.1.1.
The Volvo Corporate Standards development process
The Volvo Group Corporate Standards development within the Volvo group
(life cycle) for product development and production standards is depicted in
Figure 16.
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7. Revision of standard

Request for new standard

• Determine necessary updates
• Editorial changes: go directly to 3
• Major changes: go to 1

6. Standards deployment
• Follow-up on compliance
(e.g. in internal audits)
• Input to changes, updates

1. Planning

Life cycle characteristics:
- Request for standards can be initiated
from all Volvo Group OUs
- Communication between users of the
standards and Corporate Standards.
- Collaboration continuously in crossOU working groups.
- OUs to manage implementation and
follow-up of compliance.

5. Standards implementation
• Communicate standard internally
• Provide training when necessary
• Refer to standard in valid
documentation or make a plan for
implementation (phase-out of
legacy standards)
Organisational Unit (OU)
responsibility
Corporate Standards’ responsibility

• Motivate needs and objectives
• Identify stakeholders
• Resource needs
• Time plan

2. Decision
• Identify working group members
(experts)
• Planning Committee approval

3. Standards development

4. Establish & Communicate
• Establish standard
• Publish on intranet/internet
• Communicate to OUs (and suppliers)
• Provide training when needed

• Establish working group and plan
work
• Write standards draft according to
set routines. Report on progress.
• Send out draft proposal to identified
stakeholders
• When necessary write design
guidelines and plan for training

Figure 11: Standardisation development process
The process consists of the following steps:
1. In the planning stage, needs and objectives of a new standard is
motivated by those concerned.
2. The department Corporate Standard makes the decision whether the
new standard is to be implemented or not.
3. A working group is set up and they are writing a draft according to
instructions sent out by Corporate Standard. The standard proposal is
sent out to representatives at all Organisational Units (OUs) who are
given the possibility to “approve without comment”, “approve with
comment”, or “Not approve” the proposal.
4. When the new standard is approved by all OUs, the new standard is
published on the intranet and is thereafter mandatory to use.
5. The new standard is implemented at all OUs concerned and all
references to the standard are updated.
6. The deployment of the new standard is followed-up and eventual
comment regarding changes or updates are handled.
7. If major concerns are discovered, the standard is revised and if
necessary a new updated standard is to be written.
9.3.1.2.
The Volvo Group’s rules in development of standards
When writing a standard, the following rules are to be applied:
 The standard is a mandatory document that has to be written and
considered as this.
 The working group receives strict instructions on how to write the
standard and how to use the template for new standards.
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There is a delivery note that follows the new standard from the draft to
the finalized, approved and published standard. The purpose of the
note is to be able to trace and view all changes and issues discussed
and implement or discarded during the development.
A Technical Advisor Group (TAG) receives the new draft of the
standard and it is their responsibility to send out the standard to all
concerned. The TAG group is a network within a specific subject field
and is chosen depending on the subject of the new standard. There is
a representative from these network groups in each OU and at each
site.
When the new standard has been approved by all parties concerned,
it is registered at Corporate Standards and is assigned a special
standardization number according to the Corporate Standards
documentation system.

9.3.2. Pre-standardisation procedures – some experiences
from current transport research
As described above it is clear that standards development is supported by
well-defined development processes.
Pre-standardization and harmonization are somewhat more abstract notions
hence there are no explicit process definitions to lean towards. However we
believe that some valuable approaches and practices could be
recommended in these areas as well with inspiration from common practise
processes for product and service development.
Development work of any kind suffers from an element of catch 22; in order
to succeed, you should ideally know what and how to accomplish, already
before the development work has started. This is of course not possible but
those who come closest to the ideal are the ones that have a successful track
record from previous development work.
Without specifying a specific process for pre-standardization and
harmonization work we would like to highlight the following points, as
important to keep on the agenda to facilitate and improve collaboration:
 Start with the problem, not the solution
 Involve key stakeholders early on and keep them in the loop during the
execution of the project
 Specify the final goal in as explicit terms as possible
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Implement guided by roadmaps i.e. complicated problems call for
complex solutions which need to be divided in partial solutions for
stepwise implementation to make it manageable.

Based on the experience from research work we were able to distinguish
three useful “case studies” as examples in which pre-standardisation and
harmonisation of approaches and practices took place within specific
transport research projects97. These case studies, which have been chosen to
show both successful and unsuccessful pre-standardisation and
harmonisation approaches, are described below.
9.3.2.1.
Case Study 1: Car2Car consortium
A relevant example in this case is the Car2Car communication consortium
with the purpose to develop and deploy a European cooperative Intelligent
Transport System based on inter-vehicle and vehicle to roadside
communication. As the picture below depicts the Car2Car consortium is
positioned in an area where pre-standardization and harmonization play
important roles.

Figure 12: Car2car overview

The case studies have been selected from Volvo’s experience and involvement in
a large number of research projects within EU’s research framework. Research topics
covered are; Traffic information, Maps, Communication, e-Call, Road tolls, Transport
information, Road safety, Automation, Vehicle structures. Examples of Volvo Group
projects participation that this EUTRAIN report has been based on include: RDS-TMC,
RCI, CVIS, SAFESPOT, AUTOSAR, PRE-DRIVE, CITYLOG, SARTRE, HEAVYROUTE, GST/3GT,
ACTMAP/FEEDMAP, SOLVI, HAVEIT, INTERACTIVE, COSMO, EVALUE, INSTANT MOBILITY,
NS FRITS, EFREIGHT, MSI (SV), INTERACTIVE SURFACE and FMS.
97
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By nature, projects like Car2Car are fuzzy and riddled with uncertainty, but
clear and defined structures, roles and organization already from the start
means the consortium can work and function efficiently in spite of those
difficulties. The clearly defined structure etc. also facilitate the collaboration
when the stakeholders are both numerous, and often direct competitors on
the market, and face technical and societal challenges of serious
magnitude.
Clear and defined structures, roles and organization already from the start are
important enablers for the Car2Car consortium. It makes it manageable to
handle the fuzziness and uncertainty which by nature is a reality in this kind of
large collaborations with many stakeholders who often are competitors on
the market but still need to collaborate on technical and societal challenges
of serious magnitude.
The problem is understood – The European Commission still forecasts a heavy
increase in vehicle kilometres. To secure future mobility, the European
Commission has initiated the e-Safety Programme and a number of research
and development programmes to contribute to reduction of road fatalities
and further improve the efficiency and ecology of road traffic. As the future
potential of passive safety measures is limited, new active safety measures
are needed to open up the additional safety potential that will be required
e.g. preventing accidents.98
Key stakeholders are involved at an early stage, represented in the
consortium by most of the European vehicle manufacturers, many of the
large suppliers and some of the most renowned academic institutions.
Expected final results were defined at an early stage.
Technical Working Groups were organized already from the beginning to be
able to manage challenges that could be foreseen (security and privacy,
communication, standardization coordinator, architecture, simulation,
roadmap for deployment).
9.3.2.2.
Case Study 2: Road Charging Interoperability project
Another example where, however, the project did not manage to reach a
harmonisation on pre-standardisation issues, is the Road Charging
Interoperability project, funded by the 6th Framework Programme, and
running between 2005-2008. The project set out to develop technology that
would make it possible to collect road tolls electronically across Europe,
reducing the need for separate road toll on-board devices to only one.
98

http://www.car-to-car.org/index.php?id=19
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However, the project consortium soon discovered that whereas each
participating country had envisaged huge markets for their road toll system,
so had all the other countries done too. To add to the difficulties, different
participants (countries) had different motives as to why they were looking to
implement road toll systems. One country aimed for all road toll charges to be
transparent and visible to the driver before passing through a road toll, giving
the driver the option to take an alternate (free-of-charge) road. While others
were looking to maximize the profit from the road tolls, meaning they were
not necessarily interested in giving the drivers the opportunity to opt-out of
passing through the road toll.
Roughly, the project passed through three stages, on its way to develop the
solutions presented at the end of the project, see the figure below. First the
consortium tried to agree on one system, meaning everyone fought to make
the others accept their own system. This was not doable, as everyone had
already made large investments in their own systems. The next phase focused
on choosing the largest system, but at the consortium vote, the largest system
lost out, and another solution had to be found. Finally everyone agreed to
use the lowest common denominator between the different systems, which
resulted in two solutions being developed: A fat client and a thin client.

Start

One system

Largest system

Lowest Common
Denominator (LCD)

Fat client
solution

End

Thin client
solution

Figure 13: RCI project system development
The fat client solution was built by one of the participating road toll system
providers. This solution could interact with all other systems, and the road toll
calculations were made in the car itself. The client was based on an existing
system and only had to be modified. The thin client was built by another
participating road toll system provider. This solution only included a small onboard device with RFID, which sent the information about the vehicle and its
owner to a back-office application, which did all the road toll cost
calculations. However, this solution was never implemented, but only built to
show that it would be possible to use, i.e. that the device could communicate
with the various road-side toll equipment in some of the participating
countries.
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At the end of the project, it turned out that the solutions, developed by
private solution providers, could only be used by them, contrary to what had
been the intention at the start of the project. The fat client solution could not
be disseminated due to that solution provider’s contract with the country they
had installed road toll systems in. For the thin client solution, only the interface
between the vehicle device and the back-office was shown. The back-office
solution that would manage all the calculations was never shown outside of
that solution provider.
Lessons learned from this case study, include:
 Make sure the consortium has a common view of what to be done,
before the application is sent. In this project, the word “interoperability”
was never clearly defined together, but each partner had his own
definition and assumed it was the same as the others’.
 The project evaluation process and funding decision process should
place greater demands on securing that the project results will be of
use to those outside of the consortium as well. In this case, it was
possible for the solution providers to build the solutions in a way that
suited their own systems, resulting in the fact that only they could use
the solutions afterwards.
 “There’s no such thing as a free lunch”. All participants were very
excited about the project, and identified great potential for their own
systems, but no one realised the others did too, and no one saw the
potential problems and pitfalls.
9.3.2.3.
Case Study 3: e-Call
The e-Call is an automatic safety system that calls the emergency services in
case of a serious accident. An immediate alert and a correct location in case
of an accident will help emergency services to respond faster and more
accurately. The safety system will also result in faster treatment of injured
people which will enhance victims’ survival chances and facilitate their
recovery after an accident.99

99

http://www.heero-pilot.eu/view/en/ecall.html
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Figure 14: e-Call overview
At Volvo, the idea of vehicles connecting themselves to a call centre in case
of an emergency arose more than 15 years ago. Since Volvo has been
implementing telematics in the vehicles for several decades, this was
completely in line with the company’s scope and vision. Volvo was at that
time involved in testing different technologies that could manage these kinds
of services and so did other car manufacturers.
Consequently, Volvo and several other vehicle manufacturers had already
implemented their own emergency call system when one of the first EU
funded research projects in this area - the project e-merge - started in 2002.
Thus, the industry knew that the technology itself was working. The big
question was how to make a system that could be used all over Europe100.
How could a car drive through Europe and be able to connect wherever it
was situated? The results of the e-merge project were taken further in the
shape of e-call101. Today, the project is still running, but now in the name of
HeERO102 (Harmonised eCall European Pilot) and e-call will be compulsory in
all new cars by 2015.
For a car manufacturer like Volvo, this project was well in line with the
company’s scope, but it has taken too long time to go from an idea to a
result and several issues affected the lead time. First of all, the PSAP (Public
Safety Answering Point) who is the user of the service has not been involved in

100

http://www.ertico.com/e-merge

101http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/activities/esafety/ecall/index_en.htm
102

http://www.heero-pilot.eu/view/en/home.html
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the development of the service. Therefore, the key stakeholders had not
been involved and since it has been driven by the automotive industry, the
project scope had the wrong focus.
The e-call service was already developed and implemented by several
vehicle manufacturers before the project ended and there was no interest in
redesigning it. Instead, two standards were approved that built on these
already existing services.
Lessons learned from this case study include:





Before the call is announced, decide whether the project is to be PanEuropean or if it is to be narrower.
Decide from the beginning whether the project is to be a
technological demonstration and pilot, or if the focus is on research
collaboration.
Make sure to involve key stakeholders throughout the project in order
to get the right focus.

9.3.3. Means of harmonisation approaches and practises
Different issues need to be considered to enable and strengthen the
opportunities for harmonising approaches and practices in pre-competitive
research for the development of common methodologies and standards for
the transformation of research results to marketable products. These issues
can influence the research governance and legislation in the different
countries so as to achieve better and quicker deployment of research results.
A. Information sharing
Initially the most important issue of concern is the management of information
and its dissemination and sharing. Collaborative research is normally based
on a signed Consortium Agreement (MoU) which regulates the exchange of
information and dialogue among the partners until the end of the research
project. This MoU should facilitate not only the initial need for information
exchange but also create a (win-win situation) where sharing of knowledge
could be enabled and extended beyond the end of the project. In a
collaborative research environment, this can be very difficult to create and
will require a level of trust between the participating organizations together
with a contractual framework as a platform. The step after the MoU is usually
considerably more complicated to take since this requires a clear definition of
the scope and objectives for the exchange of information and its
dissemination to third parties. This could be very time consuming.
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In addition it could be important to highlight available background
knowledge, intellectual property and standards to have a clear
understanding of the starting point. It is by this stage important to develop
strategic national and international networks according to the Triple Helix
model “Industry - Authorities – Academia” to secure both vertical and
horizontal dialog between and within all relevant stakeholders.
B. Post-project knowledge development through exchange activities
When the overall framework for the exchange of information and further
collaboration has been established and it is in place, then the some postproject knowledge development and research results harmonisation and
information exchange activities can start. In this step it will be necessary to
leverage research and innovation resources for emerging technologies and
secure competence development. Exchange activities will be required to
enable experts and researchers to meet and work together.
In international collaborative research it is important to create an openminded atmosphere where trust and curiosity is nurtured. The challenge is that
the experience level could differ dramatically between the participators, e.g.
mature research organizations in fully industrialised transport cultures to
collaborate with just started research organizations in emerging countries that
experience a rapid development. It is a great challenge to create a win-win
situation in post-project knowledge development.
C. Create post-project harmonisation activities through coordinated calls for
proposals
Research funding is normally directed towards original research or
demonstration activities. It is also difficult to secure. However, it is even more
important to drive the collaborative objectives in the joint collaborative
research programmes towards deployment activities. By considering the
results from several projects in a post - collaborative research result
harmonisation activity research results may go way beyond the individual
project contribution. Yet the public funding is very important to enable the
academia and public participants to participate and contribute to this kind
of activities.
Well coordinated international research programmes are of particular value
in this respect as they can leverage national research programmes with
international efforts and focus more of implementation and harmonisation of
research results.
D. Promoting collaboration in the Innovation process from research through to
deployment
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The research phase is the natural beginning to increase the understanding
and identification of the specific issues and topics. Yet it is of outmost
importance now to promote the post project necessary activities to promote
in the most efficient and secure way the information and knowledge sharing
that is necessary to build upon the existing results in order to deploy new and
innovative products to the market. Elicitation, checking, analyses and
synthesis are important steps and to also to utilize the full potential of an
international collaborative research environment could also be very
rewarding – but also very challenging.
In the concept development phase of a new research project it will be
important to also develop methods, tools and concepts to address the needs
and opportunities for deployment of the results to the market. The
advantages of an international collaborative environment are quite obvious
as the possibilities to utilize different disciplines, experiences and
competences are greater.
The demonstration and field trials possibilities are of key importance to link the
research activities, the concept development and the users’ response to
enable future deployment. The concepts of naturalistic field tests and field
operational tests (FOTs) in the international environment could be very
rewarding but also very resource demanding. Thus it makes sense to perform
this phase in an international collaborative environment, where joint efforts
will minimize the burden for the individual participant and the collaborative
multi-culture environment can be utilized to broaden the experiences and
enhance the end results.
It is also of great value to demonstrate the end results in the collaborative
environment to enable that all levels in the international community jointly
presents the results thus strengthening the argumentation to bring the results
into the final deployment stage.
The deployment phase is the final phase in the innovation process and could
greatly benefit from an international collaborative approach.
Another aspect, in favour of international cooperation for the deployment of
research results is the fact that market introduction of new technologies will
often require subsidies to increase pick-up speed by the end users, and this
may take place better in a socio-economic environment that is different than
the one in which the research results were developed.
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10. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY REGIMES AND THEIR
APPLICATION IN INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT
RESEARCH
10.1. Background
10.1.1.

Intellectual Property (IP)

Intellectual property (IP) is a term referring to a number of distinct concepts
recognised in law through which owners of IP are granted certain exclusive
rights to a variety of intangible assets, such as discoveries and inventions; and
words, phrases, symbols, and designs.
The four main types of IP are:
 Patents, which protect what makes things work – e.g. steam engine,
hovercraft
 Trademarks, which are signs (like words and logos) that distinguish
goods and services in the marketplace
 Designs, which protect the appearance of a product/logo, from the
shape of an aeroplane to a fashion item
 Copyright, which is an automatic right which applies when the work is
fixed, that is written or recorded in some way
The scope of patent protection can vary from regional, national or European
to worldwide.
Patent protection is available for inventions which can be demonstrated to
be new and innovative, and which are not excluded due to the subject
matter. (Some countries define the types of subject matter which cannot be
covered by patents – for example the European Patent Convention lists
scientific theories, mathematical models, computer programs and
presentations of information among the examples of the types of invention
which cannot be patented.)
Initially, patent protection may only be National. Patent protection has to be
applied for separately for different regions. Owners of IP may licence its use
and thus derive benefit from their idea and the investment in IP protection.
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10.1.2.

International context

Trademarks and design rights are largely harmonised at EU level. Copyright is
partly harmonised, although the European Commission’s “Digital Agenda for
Europe” highlighted the need to simplify copyright licensing across the EU (EU,
2010).
At European level, the conditions for granting patents operate through the
European Patent Convention (EPC) under which patent rights granted by the
European Patent Office (EPO) become a “bundle” of national patents by
national patent offices. This contrasts with the single unified markets of the
USA, China and India.
Beyond the EU there are two key global fora which specialise in IP:



The World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO). This is the United
Nations (UN) agency which administers most of the global IP treaties.
The Trade Related aspects of Intellectual Property rights (TRIPs) Council
which is part of the World Trade Organisation (WTO). The TRIPs
Agreement includes dispute resolution such that IP violations can lead
to trade sanctions within the WTO framework.

10.1.3.

Analysis of stakeholders

Innovation has an impact on macro-economic level as well as on microeconomic level and thus impacts on the lives of everyone. There is therefore a
particular range of individuals with a role to play in economic matters to
whom innovation management is of direct concern and interest - these we
refer to as stakeholders and they are more fully identified below.
For policymakers in particular, it is important to monitor and assess how
innovation changes. Governments are key stakeholders in national innovation
systems. They directly fund research and provide incentives for firms to invest
in innovation – including through the protection of intellectual property.
Building awareness about the steps that together the stakeholders can proactively engage in to harness the maximum benefits from innovation is
recognised as a crucial exercise. To do this, it is necessary to find ways of
obtaining more development funding in order to weed out technologies that
truly have no commercial application, thus ensuring that if the proof of
principle does work there is a greater likelihood of an industrial partner
running with the development (see Figure below) (European Commission,
2004; WIPO, 2011).
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Figure 15: Stakeholders of intellectual properties

10.2. Situation report
This section aims to summarise and briefly discuss some key issues around IP
ownership and how this might affect R&D and Innovation, particularly in an
international context.
Much of the background and statistics is based on the World Intellectual
Property Report (WIPO, 2011) released in November 2011. This was the first
world IP report and it has a particular focus on innovation.

10.2.1.

Importance of R&D

R&D along with education and investment in infrastructure (both tangible and
intangible) are key drivers of national economic performance. About 70% of
global R&D spend takes place in high-income countries. They spend around
2.5% of their Gross Domestic Product (GDP) on R&D. Overall, global R&D
spend is estimated to account for about 1.9% of global GDP (2009 figures). In
high-income countries it has been estimated that up to 80% of economy-wide
growth in productivity arises from innovation. Low- and middle-income
economies increased their share of global R&D expenditure by 13% between
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1993 and 2009. China accounts for most of this increase – more than 10% –
making China the world’s second largest R&D spender in 2009.
Governments are key stakeholders and funders of research.

10.2.2.

International issues

Clear evidence exists that R&D is becoming increasingly international in
nature. Factors include:

Greater mobility of students, scientists and highly-skilled workers has
increased the international exchange of knowledge

Increase in the proportion of peer-reviewed science and engineering
articles with international co-authorship

Increase in the proportion of patents with inventors from more than
one country

The rise in international companies with R&D facilities in multiple
countries

Some increase in international R&D co-operation and alliances
As well as “Horizontal” collaboration with similar organisations, there is a trend
to “Vertical” collaboration with suppliers and customers – and this also has
international dimensions.
There are some examples of “open innovation” using crowd-sourced ideas or
organisations electronically posting challenges and organising external
informal collaboration. Such electronic means of communication do not
have National or Regional boundaries. The scale of such practices is relatively
small at the moment but difficult to quantify.
It is not clear how developments in IP will affect economies of different sizes.
For example, as publicly funded research by higher-income countries is
increasingly protected (e.g. by patenting), free access to this knowledge and
ideas by poorer countries may decrease.
The evidence suggests (Hargreaves, 2011) that developed economies benefit
from effective IPR and enforcement regimes. Similarly, for middle income and
emerging economies such as China, improved enforcement regimes may
support domestic innovation and returns to foreign firms through foreign direct
investment and technical cooperation. However, for low income countries
with a weak scientific and technological infrastructure, stronger IP protection
has a small or possibly negative effect on their own economic growth. In
recent years, this has led to friction between the developed and developing
world with developing countries often feeling that the developed world is
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seeking to impose an approach to IP which preferentially serves the interest of
advanced economies.

10.2.3.

Intellectual Property ownership

IP ownership appears to be becoming more important. For example, patent
applications have risen from 800,000 worldwide in the early 1980s to 1.8 million
in 2009. This increase has occurred in different waves, with Japan driving filing
growth in the 1980s, joined by the United States (US), Europe and the Republic
of Korea in the 1990s and, more recently, by China.
Demand for other IP rights – which firms often use as a complement to
patents – has also seen marked growth. Trademark applications worldwide
increased from 1 million per year in the mid-1980s to 3.3 million in 2009.
Similarly, industrial design applications worldwide more than doubled from
about 290,000 in 2000 to 640,000 in 2009.
This growth can be partly explained by increasing internationalisation. Indeed,
approximately 50% of growth in patent applications has been in the area of
“subsequent filings” where applicants seek to protect their patents abroad.
Similarly, trademarks are likely to be more important in an international
context.
International royalty and licensing fee receipts increased from USD 2.8 billion
in 1970 to USD 27 billion in 1990, and to approximately USD 180 billion in 2009 –
outpacing growth in global GDP. There are far fewer data on domestic IP
transactions, but selected company information confirms this trend.
There is also a clear trend in IP-based “knowledge markets” such as licensing
and the emergence of new technology market intermediaries. Such
intermediaries have existed for a long time. However, new “market makers”
have emerged, such as IP clearinghouses, exchanges, auctions and
brokerages. Many of them use modern ICTs for valuing IP rights and matching
buyers and sellers. Another rapidly growing form of intermediation over the
last decades has been the establishment of technology transfer offices (TTOs)
at Research Institutes and Universities.

10.2.4.

Impact of IP on innovation

IP protection has a complex impact on R&D strategies and innovation
behaviour
of
both
private
companies
and
public
research
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institutes/universities. A key question is what effect IP law and its enforcement
has on market dynamics and, particularly, competition.
Some surveys have shown that published patents are an important
knowledge source for firms conducting R&D – more so in Japan than in the US
and Europe. Yet, the patent literature represents a valuable source of
knowledge for creative minds anywhere in the world. In addition, the easy
availability of millions of patent documents to anyone connected to the
Internet has arguably created new catch-up opportunities for technologically
less developed economies.
On the one hand, the protection afforded by IP ownership can stimulate
further investment in R&D; on the other hand, innovation, which is typically
incremental (building on previous work), may be hindered by complex
ownership issues. In situations of discrete technologies, where patentable
inventions are sparse, IP ownership is likely to be a positive force for
exploitation of market opportunities and a stimulus for further R&D. By
contrast, in complex markets where there are numerous separately
patentable inventions and widespread IP ownership, further R&D may not be
viewed so positively.
Research which originally focused on the semiconductor industry has shown
that private companies proactively build up large patent portfolios. One
motivation is to ensure freedom to operate in its innovation space and to preempt litigation; a second being to strengthen their bargaining position by
credibly threatening to countersue competitors. In addition, they are in a
better position to negotiate favourable cross-licensing arrangements which
are often needed to commercialize new technologies.
In addition to semiconductors, patent portfolio races have been
documented for other complex technologies – ICTs in general and, in
particular, telecommunications, software, audio-visual technology, optics
and, more recently, smartphones and tablet computers.
Even though these portfolio races often take place in industries making fast
technological progress, there is concern that they may slow or even forestall
cumulative innovation processes. In particular, entrepreneurs facing dense
webs of overlapping patent rights – or “patent thickets” – may forgo research
activity or shelve plans for commercializing promising technologies due to the
cost of negotiating with multiple parties, and where failure to agree with one
party results in overall failure.
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10.2.5.

Impact of IP on commercial collaboration

Commercial companies can derive benefit from collaborative R&D with their
competitors, such as:
 Learning from the experience of others
 Reducing costs by dividing efforts
 Sharing risks
 Helping communication and coordination with suppliers.
Society also usually benefits from collaboration as it enhances the efficiency
and effectiveness of the innovation process and, for this reason, European
Government support is also provided as an incentive. Prime examples in the
European automobile market are the Prometheus programme of the 1980s
and successive EC Research programmes where competitor companies
(BMW, Mercedes etc.) collaborate on R&D.
In general, in Transportation, collaboration at the R&D stage where IP is initially
generated, appears to work well (competition for EC funding is fierce and
project calls are generally over-subscribed). Participants usually accept a
fairly standard model contract such that:
 Background IP is retained but licensed on fair & reasonable terms
 Foreground IP is shared in proportion to the contributions in its
production
However, conflicts of interest may reduce collaboration in the R&D stage or in
later commercialization of IP. Examples of potential conflicts include:
 Differences in business strategies
 Fears of free riding or risk shifting
 Opportunistic behaviour.
It is not clear if collaboration in pre-competitive research always leads to
collaboration at the exploitation stage. Vehicle OEMs appear very happy to
collaborate in IP generation such as research projects and field trials yet
remain highly competitive in their main markets. Perhaps collaboration in
exploitation follows more easily in a Vertical sense where Tier 1 suppliers will
then assist OEMs by providing hardware and software into new products.
One strategy to cut through the “patent thicket” is for enterprises to pool their
patents and sometimes to licence them as a package to third parties. Such
arrangements can be beneficial to both the patent holders and to society
more generally where they promote the interoperability of technology. This
may be particularly important where technology adoption requires standard
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setting. On the other hand, collaborative arrangements may be anticompetitive where they seek to exclude third parties from entering a market.

10.2.6.
The role of public funded universities and research
institutes
Universities and Publicly funded Research Organisations (PROs) undertake the
majority of basic research and account for a substantial share of total R&D
spending. This is especially so in middle-income countries; for example, the
share of universities and PROs in total basic research is close to 100% for
China, 90% for Mexico and 80% for the Russian Federation.
Commercial organisations benefit from close cooperation with Universities
and PROs as it helps them monitor scientific advances and identify new
products and services. This knowledge transfer is facilitated by conferences,
joint projects etc., sometimes with National or Regional funding. Agreements
concerning ownership and licensing of IP have to be agreed at the outset of
the cooperation. Universities and PROs are generally keen to retain ownership
of their generated IP and to publish their work; the degree of open disclosure
sometimes being a source of friction between organisations.
Government policy and funding has a profound effect on research and
particularly that undertaken by universities and PROs. Reforms aimed at
incentivizing university and PRO patenting and licensing have multifaceted
effects on research institutions and firms but also, more broadly, on the
science system and on economic growth.
One general trend has been for universities and PROs to put in place
Technology Transfer Offices to help patent ideas and then pursue
commercialization of IP. This trend began in high-income countries and is
spreading. National patent statistics shows the prominence of university
patenting in China with substantial developments in India, Malaysia, South
Africa and Brazil. However, currently, licensing revenues are a very small
proportion compared with research grant incomes.
Not surprisingly, there are concerns that entrepreneurial activity, if taken too
far, can negatively impact on academic performance. Issues include lack of
openness and ideas sharing, reduction in basic scientific endeavour, and
over-specialisation.
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Analysis by the World intellectual Property Organisation – mostly focusing on
high-income countries – prompted them to draw the following broad
conclusions:
 Developing ideas from publicly funded research into innovation often
requires substantial private investment and patenting can assist in
broadening the opportunities for commercialisation.
 Researchers in universities and institutes need to be incentivised both
for scientific achievement and for entrepreneurial activity and there
should be clear regulations concerning IP ownership and individual
rewards.
 Setting up successful frameworks for technology transfer that deliver
tangible benefits takes time and resources. In particular, it not only
requires legal reforms, but also cultural change and the creation of
new institutions.
 Technology Transfer Offices, operating at a sufficient scale, can help to
standardise relationships with commercial stakeholders (such as patent
licensees), lower transaction costs, and increase commercialisation.
 Although there has been a trend towards institutional ownership of IP,
there is no clear evidence concerning which ownership models best
promotes innovation.

10.2.7.
The role of standardisation
production and linking to IP

in

innovation

Standardisation can speed up innovation by helping to create larger markets
for goods and services. However, some commercial enterprises seek to use
standards development for competitive advantage by influencing the
standard towards a technology or process where they already have an
offering or where they think they will have a competitive advantage. Of
course, a standard does not become legally binding just by being a standard
but it may do so if it is quoted in legislation or contracts. A standard may also
provide the basis for subsequent developments or laws and it may also be
used as an example of “good practice” or as representing the “state of the
art”.
Some research projects will claim a link between EC funded projects and
standardisation. In practice, however, the timescale of formal standardisation
and the specialist language and modus operandi usually means that those
involved in standards are only effective after several years of involvement. So,
to substantially influence standards requires sustained efforts and the impact
of a single research project may be limited.
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The EC does have the possibility of establishing “Standards Mandates” to
request activity from the standardisation bodies. The EC can also use public
funds for “Project Teams” (often comprising individuals already involved in
standardisation activities) to accelerate specific standardisation items.
Standards may include elements where there is existing IP ownership;
however this has to be clearly signposted both in the standards development
process and in any subsequent final standard. A recent example of this in
transportation is the use of a specific in-band modem technology as part of
the e-Call (automatic crash notification) standard.

10.2.8.

The role of Intellectual Property institutions

IP institutions ensure the quality of patents and provide dispute resolution
services. With increasing number of applications, many offices have backlogs
of pending applications. The increasing size and complexity of patent
applications have added to the “examination burden” of offices. In 2010, the
number of unprocessed applications worldwide stood at 5.17 million. In
absolute terms, the patent offices of Japan and the US as well as the
European Patent Office account for the largest office backlogs.
The choices made by IP Institutions and their Governments can have farreaching consequences on incentives to innovate. These include the fees to
charge, how to involve third parties in the patenting process, how best to
make use of ICTs and the level and type of international cooperation. Some
governments promote collaboration through incentives such as discounts on
patent renewal fees if patent holders make their patents available for
licensing.

10.3. IP management models
Innovation has always taken place in the context of institutional and other
linkages between various innovation actors. Yet another transformation in the
much discussed new innovation paradigm is the increasingly collaborative
nature of innovative processes. According to this view, businesses increasingly
seek valuable knowledge and skills beyond their own boundaries, in order to
enlarge their capabilities and enhance their assets. Joint innovation activity
involves formal cooperation modes such as R&D consortia, research ventures,
IP-based forms of collaboration, co-production, co-marketing or more
informal modes of cooperation.
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Lastly, collaboration also occurs between universities, public research
organizations and businesses. Such collaboration has been facilitated as
innovation processes and activities have become more easily fragmented.
Moreover, the expansion of markets for technologies that allow for
knowledge exchange via patent licenses and other IP-based forms of
exchange have been a driver of collaboration (see Figure below).

Figure 16: Intellectual property life cycle management model
(source: Martin A. Bader et. al. (2008)

Examples of increased cooperation include:
 Increased cooperation on scientific publications - about 22% of all
peer-reviewed science and engineering articles in 2007 were
published with international co-authorship, which is about three times
higher than in 1988. About 42% of articles are co-authored
domestically, up from about 32% in 1988.
 Increased R&D outsourcing and contract research, outsourcing of R&D
– either to other private or to public organizations such as universities –
has also become complement to in-house R&D.
 Increased national and international collaboration in innovation –
however collaboration in less developed economies tends to proceed
on a different basis in such R&D constrained environments, such as the
need to simply adapt products for local consumption.
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10.3.1.

Main IP management options

Overall, there is thus an inverted-U-shaped relationship between competition
and innovation, whereby investment in innovation first increases with the level
of competition, and then declines as competition intensifies beyond that
level. Although intuitive, formally incorporating these relationships into
theoretical models of industrial organization has turned out to be difficult.
(European Commission, 2004; WIPO, 2011).

Figure 17: Intellectual Property management
(source: Yokohama City University Research Promotion Centre)

10.3.2.

How IP is managed by PROs

There are three key ways in which Intellectual Property is managed by public
research organisations (PROs):
 Open Science Model
 Licensing Model
 Innovation Model.
Open Science Model
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Although there is a long tradition of interaction between industry and
academia, it can be stated that traditionally, Public Research Organisations
have been recognised as sources of innovation through two main routes:
 Publications of research results in scientific journals. As soon as
published, they enter the public domain and can be used by anyone.
 Contract work from industry in which PROs have contributed to the
development of new technologies. In most cases, industry contracts to
acquire ownership of the results and files patent applications to
protect its development.
These are illustrated schematically on the top panel of the figure below.

Figure 18: The Innovation Model of Knowledge Transfer
(Source: EUROPEAN COMMISSION (2004)
In both cases, no intellectual property rights are retained by PROs (other than
moral rights linked to the authors). We call this model the “Open Science”
model because it is comparable in many ways with the open source model in
software development. The only moral obligations from the users are to
acknowledge credit to the source and to share the improvements. There is no
need to manage intellectual property rights, since PROs do not retain them,
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and there is correspondingly no need for technology transfer offices.
Innovation is entirely left to the responsibility and diligence of private industry.
The Open Science Model is very appealing to scientists because it accords a
universal value to science and the unrestricted flow of new information. The
quality and reputation of researchers is measured by the number and quality
of peer-reviewed publications. (European Commission, 2004). It is very
common in the EU.
Licensing Model
Inventions based on University discoveries funded by public money have
traditionally belonged to government, which had the policy to grant only
non-exclusive licenses. In practice, there was little incentive on the part of
researchers to file patent applications and little incentive on the part of
industry to take non-exclusive licenses from the government. PROs were
encouraged, as a condition of receiving research funding from the
Government, to establish a technology transfer function (European
Commission, 2004). This approach is used in the USA.
In Europe, the experience has been that traditional technology transfer by
PROs has always sought to ensure that potentially exciting new technologies
were offered to industry. But in reality, while there have been successful
examples of new products arising from PRO research, there is evidence to
suggest that the volume of actual research on-going in European PROs
should be leading to a far greater number of technologies being developed
in an industrial context. Studies in Europe have shown that there is a
correlation between levels of research activity and opportunities for new
technologies. It appears that without some pro-active management by PROs
there is simply no way that industry is able to find out about and invest
development funding in all the opportunities available (European
Commission, 2004).
Innovation Model
There are two main routes available to PROs to demonstrate proof of principle
i.e. that research results have identified a potentially useful invention:
1. Collaborative research with industry. In exchange for attractive license
option rights on the university background technology, which may
contain not only patents but also know-how, the industry partner will
fund the incremental research leading to the proof of principle, often
with public development grants.
2. Creation of Spinout companies. PRO technology may form the basis
for creating a new activity. The technology is then made available at
attractive conditions under license for consideration of shares and/ or
royalty stream. (European Commission, 2004)
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These two processes are illustrated on the left and right side of the innovation
stage panel illustrated on Figure 18. In both cases, PROs are contributing
directly to bridging the gap between research and development, hence the
reference to the more comprehensive term of “innovation” model. The
Technology Transfer Offices (TTOs) need to master a wider range of tools and
services beyond patenting and licensing, including business development,
coaching, incubator facilities, seed capital funds, science parks, etc. Their
staff need to be more experienced and should include professionals with
industrial experience.
Thus the Innovation Model describes the process wherein there are policies
and resources in place to enable PROs to navigate IPR through the wide
range of exploitation avenues that are possible.
There is an additional dimension to this process. The Open Science and the
Licensing models can be characterised as “linear” models, viewed as a
continuous processes from discoveries to useful applications, either driven
from the Science or from Industry needs (contract research). The recent
theory of innovation shows that effective innovation is not a linear process
and should involve feedback and frequent interactions at different levels
between Science and Industry. This is one of the goals of the Framework
Programmes sponsored by the European Commission (Loet, Philip, Mikel, 2002;
Kline, Rosenberg 1986).

10.3.3.
Connections between IP regimes management
models
While there is a wide divergence of statutory legal regimes governing
ownership of inventions across Europe, we can see several trends and
practices as follows. The ownership of the results from public funded research
is governed by three different types of regime, namely:
1. employment and IP related legislation,
2. Government Research regulations, which of course vary from country
to country and
3. contractual arrangements with industrial sponsors.
Evidence shows that IP regimes usually evolve with production
transformations, with requirements dictated by the production side. Pioneer
countries, particularly the US, use IP regimes strategically as mechanisms to
protect certain accumulated capabilities of national production and
research agents. IP laws are mechanisms to preserve dominant positions in
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given fields, and the means of creating them. Asymmetries in technological
capacities (between businesses and countries) are likely to persist over rather
long periods of time, beyond the legal mechanisms which act as a boundary
defining the similarity and transferability conditions of technologies. Legal
mechanisms, i.e. prevailing intellectual property norms, can be classified as
second order influences in shaping innovation, after production and
technological capabilities (Mario Cimoli et. al., 2008).

10.3.4.

Example IP options

Three examples of approaches to managing IP have been identified as being
relevant to international transport research; these are discussed below:
 Flexible IP provision;
 No IP ownership;
 Develop open arrangements for sharing IP.
Flexible IP Provision - EC/US Cooperation Agreement
A Bilateral ITS Task Force was established in 2009 to promote enhanced
collaboration between US and EU in research and deployment of Intelligent
Transportation Systems [EU/ US research cooperation 2009]. The IP agreement
incorporated dates back to a broader agreement on scientific and
technological cooperation between the EC and the USA in 1998 [European
Union 1998].
This contains rather “loose/flexible” IP provisions broadly summarised as
follows:
o No proprietary information to be disclosed
o Automatic free licence to use and translate non-proprietary reports,
papers etc. arising from the cooperation
o For new IP, the Parties agree to seek protection and to jointly develop
a technology management plan (TMP)
o The TMP “shall consider the relative contributions of the Parties, the
benefits of licensing by territory or for fields of use, requirements
imposed by the Parties’ domestic laws and other factors deemed
appropriate”
o Non-agreement or dispute to be resolved through the United Nations
Commission on International Trade Law via the UNCITRAL Arbitration
Rules [UNCITRAL].

Option of no IP Ownership
INTERREG IIIC is an EU-funded programme that helps Europe’s regions form
partnerships to work together on common projects. The programme offers a
model contract to projects but without any explicit IP arrangements.
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INTERact [INTERact a] is an organisation co-financed by the European
institutions and Member States to offer specialist guidance to the European
Territorial Cooperation programmes. Its model contract offers the following
[INTERact b]:
The Lead Partner and the project partners shall ensure that all products
developed within the framework of the project are, subject to the provisions
of national laws regarding intellectual property, kept free of all rights. They
explicitly commit to giving up all patrimonial rights on teaching material,
methodologies and other products of any nature resulting from the project.
Open option proposed by ISTAG
ISTAG (Information Society Technologies Advisory Group) recently produced
a report on international cooperation. ISTAG is supported by DG INFSO’s and
its main role is to provide the Commission with independent advice on the
overall strategy for ICT research and development and the content and
direction of research work in ICT undertaken in the EU Framework Programme.
The report quotes BusinessEurope which is of the opinion that requiring IP from
EU-funded projects to first be exploited within the EU is incompatible with the
way European companies operate in the global environment. It also cites a
press release from the EUROTECH Group within EARTO which stated that
optimal protection of European interests should preclude the grant of
exclusive licenses to non-European entities, while fully encouraging
productive engagement with leading global players through active
knowledge partnerships.
The ISTAG report (ISTAG, 2012) concludes that:
Protection and enforcement of intellectual property are crucial for the EU's
ability to compete in the global economy. At the same time, EU growth and
jobs are hampered when European ideas, brands and products are pirated
and counterfeited. The aim in international cooperation in Science,
Technology and Innovation must be to develop win-win partnerships with
non-EU countries. This must include not only the sharing of resources but also
the exploitation of results. In order to allow such kind of collaboration an open
innovation scheme must be developed which not only protect the
background IP of the partners, but also makes the sharing of new foreground
IP possible. In addition, it must be allowed that IP from EU-funded projects can
also be exploited outside the EU if this is beneficial to the European partners.

10.4. Specific experiences and IP related issues
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Specific experiences of IP issues which have been explored are discussed
below: these are:
 Road pricing;
 OEM views on choke points; and
 Views and experiences identified in response to the EUTRAIN survey
and consultation with experts outside Europe.

10.4.1.

Road pricing example of patent thicket

Road pricing/tolling provides an interesting example of patent thickets.
Technologies in the field are used to determine, for example, position of a
vehicle, distance travelled and vehicle classification. Other technology is
involved in antenna design, communication between a vehicle and the
roadside or back-office and there is also technology involved with financial
payment and authentication such as smart cards and digital signatures.
Trademarks are used for branding commercial systems and software can
have copyright protection. However, it is in the patent area that the
landscape is most complex and this can affect the commercial success of
individual companies and, particularly, new market entrants.
Patent searches on tolling technology have identified more than 1500 patent
families that have been filed in the past 20 years (Maguire and Segal, 2012).
The field is growing and there are many active stakeholders. According to
Maguire and Segal, the tolling patent landscape reveals patents concerning
antennae, licence plates, cameras, terminals, payment systems and parking
space readers. Also, in many cases, patents from a particular patent-holder
are dispersed across the landscape creating a complex situation that has to
be negotiated for any new developments. In such a crowded landscape,
new entrants to the area and those involved in R&D projects could easily
infringe third party patents.
Clearly some of the patents in the field will be of significant value and a key
endeavour is to estimate the “distance” of any new development from those
that exist and to map out the patent landscape. Databases of published
patent information are publicly available and there is commercially available
software to assist in searching but many organisations will feel the need to
employ professional advisors. This aspect of IP is rarely considered during R&D
projects.

10.4.2.

Choke point issues from an OEM perspective
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In order to investigate the so called “choke-points” i.e. factors that impede
collaboration (especially as regards IP requirements), the perspective of the
“industry” is important. We used in this respect the participation in EUTRAIN of
Volvo Technology (VTEC) which is also an Original Equipment Manufacturer –
OEM. VTEC undertook a consultation internally within its global branches and
subsidiaries with the objective to identify “choke points” that impede
international collaboration with a focus on problems and issues with research
management including research governance, and particularly concerning
IPR and patents.
Using background information and a pre-prepared questionnaire, VTEC
requested information to discuss, within Volvo’s context,: Current practices,
priority areas of R&D research, barriers, gaps, and diversions for international
transport research cooperation including:
 OEM – OEM research projects?
 Gov’t – OEM – Academia?
 OEM – Academia?
 OEM – Supplier?
 Other combinations.
Information was obtained mainly through phone conferences (per
country/site), personal interviews and written correspondences with each site.
The site areas consulted during March 2012 were:
 North America (Greensboro, NC)
 Asia (India and Japan)
 China.
The results from this VTEC survey show the following as “choke points” and
issues:
a) Legal process in general
Various forms of contracts are written and followed although Volvo tries to
have same framework in any site.
Some adaptations are needed to conform to local regulations and
processes; Results vary mainly depending on partner contractors, i.e. local
government, academe, local suppliers.
b) US
Government-funded projects (government contracts):
The agreements grant ownership of the results to the government, with the
contractor having a right to use the results.
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“Patent Waiver” – the government waives its ownership rights in any patents
resulting from the research, but, the government retains a non-exclusive
license to practice the patent.
EXCEPTION: when an academic institution (“University”) is a contractor. There
are special provisions in the government contracting regulations that make
the default position of University ownership of work done by the University.
There is a similar exception for small businesses.
Corporate (OEM)-funded projects:
No government money involved. University technology transfer office is
usually involved in creating the agreement.
CHOKE POINT: In every University contract we’ve had, the University demands
ownership of the results, and gives the sponsor the right to negotiate a license
(sort of a first refusal). We have been able to get the original agreement to
include a license on rare occasions.
Public universities are usually required by state law to contract in this manner.
The private schools do this on their own authority.
OEM-OEM collaboration projects, including international ones:
Not as common or prevalent in the US heavy vehicle industry as in EU; more
common model is government (federal or state)-single OEM-academic
partnerships.
CHOKE POINT: Starting pre-competitive research among several OEMs will be
quite a challenge if we wish to pursue this in the US as we have it in EU. We
need to look deeper on how to agree, then implement IPR and patent
agreements in the US context.
c) Japan
Research projects can be funded/sponsored by government or private sector
(i.e. vehicle OEMs). Japan is viewed as having very advanced vehicle
technology and R&D, especially in transport safety, driver comfort and
telematics. This is mainly true for personal vehicles but not for heavy vehicles
(trucks)
Most OEMs have preferred academic partners (universities, academic
research institutions). This is also true for Volvo.
Quite common for Corporate-funded research in universities to have results
mainly owned by OEM; thereby ensuring secrecy and exclusivity of use of
results
Government research projects have become abundant but application and
management of patents and IPR can be quite complicated
Choke points:
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 OEM-OEM pre-competitive collaboration projects occur but are not as
common as in EU, especially in truck industry; rarer even at
international level in commercial vehicle industry
 EU-Japan programs are still viewed as quite new. Processes and
procedures are not always clear-cut; need experts to understand how
it works
 Network building with major universities in Japan is still greatly needed
especially in area of heavy vehicle transport research. ”We are still in
the process of learning which university and research institutions are
best to work with/collaborate in different heavy vehicle research
areas.”
 Language (English) – still remains a major concern.
d) India
Large multinationals and OEMs generally respect IPR and patents. IPR and
patent infringement problems are not seen as pervasive problem as in China.
Transport industry.
Government starting to focus more on environment, sustainability and safety > soon coming out with long-term plans (e-mobility, sustainability focusing on
electro-mobility, green transport solutions, etc.)
Bilateral agreements with EU countries and US are out and increasing
Main academic partners in research are government-run IIT’s and IISc’s
(Indian Institutes of Technologies –Sciences)
Rising experience in international collaborative research projects but
competence and quality vary a lot among the institutions
Also perform OEM-contracted (private) R&D work; very common with local
vehicle OEMs
Choke points:
 Private contracting (e.g. OEM funding research project within a
university)
 Academic institutions will generally tend to claim ownership of the
results, and just give the contractor the first refusal to negotiate a
license
 In our experience, this can be negotiated with the university and
amended. It is possible but very difficult especially for a foreign OEM
 A proven strategy for us in India is to go into “Joint Ventures” where IPR
and patent concerns are easier to tackle due to the nature of JVs
themselves (“equal partners”). But concerning collaborative research
with local automotive OEMs as we have it in EU, this is still relatively
new. There is a gap of knowledge and experience here.
e) China
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In general, China is developing in the area of patenting from a very low level
but the number of applications to the State Intellectual Property Office (SIPO)
2006-2011 is increasing rapidly.

Figure 19: Patents granted in China
Choke points:
 Working with Joint Ventures (JV’s´)
 Using non-Chinese technology, performing R&D in China for the
Chinese market and also for the global market
 The above require more thoughts since the group are generally
market-oriented (relatively short-term) and IPR is often more long term.

10.4.3.

Issues identified during EUTRAIN consultations

The views and experiences identified in response to the EUTRAIN survey and
consultation with experts outside Europe, which are relevant to IP, are
summarised here based on country reports for China, Egypt, India, South
Africa, Tunisia, Ukraine and the USA.
 In Egypt, differences in IP regimes and securing IP rights were two of the
difficulties named which affect international research cooperation; this is
seen as being because there are no clear rules on IP and researchers do
not have enough awareness of IP issues
 India already has some arrangements in place for cooperation with the
EU. Some aspects for improvement have been identified. These include
improving the coherence of cooperation rules and principles, such as
ownership and access rights to the results of collaborative research.
 In South Africa those consulted reported that differences in IP regimes and
securing IP rights are among the difficulties affecting international
research cooperation, with two of the five organisations consulted rating
this difficulty highly, and two reporting that the influence is low. A
particular problem was noted with attempts at cooperation with some
Asian countries.
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In the USA some positive examples were identified. The US DOT is issuing
technology licences to international technology development countries.
There is also support for open source software for transport modelling,
which is leading to increased interaction between researchers in different
countries. However there are issues arising from the fact that the US DOT
lacks a centralised policy on patents and IPR. Differences in IP regimes
between the US and Europe are not seen as a major issue. Other factors
are thought to present greater barriers to research collaboration, such as
funding for international travel, limited funding and differences in research
priorities.
Questionnaire results for Ukraine identified legal frameworks such as
Intellectual Property as having some influence on the size or frequency of
involvement in international collaborative research, but this is thought to
have less of an influence than maximising funding, the existence of
research cooperation agreements and convergence of research interests.
One of the organisations surveyed reported that differences in IP regimes
pose a high degree of difficulty for international research cooperation
(but the other two organisations consulted perceived such difficulties to
be relatively low).
IP issues were not mentioned in the report on the EUTRAIN meetings in
China or Tunisia.

10.5. Identification of key issues and concluding
remarks
The overall objective of this section is to better understand how Intellectual
Property should be addressed within a framework for international transport
research cooperation.
To do this, it is necessary to understand how different approaches may
impact not only on the R&D collaboration itself but on the (hopefully)
subsequent innovation which will provide economic and other benefits to
society.
Although it is too early to complete a full analysis, it is possible to identify a
number of key issues which could be used for discussion during later stages of
this project.
Impact of IP protection on innovation generally
Does the increasing amount of patenting represent a threat or opportunity to
poorer countries?
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Arguably, the early pioneers of transport found themselves in the discrete
area but 21st Century transport – with greater integration and use of ICT – is
now in the complex technology area. Are there examples of “patent
thickets” that have impeded innovation in transport?
Possibly because of increased internationalisation, national public funders of
research are seeking to increase patenting by universities and publicly
funded institutes. Is this trend heading in the right direction?
Collaboration between commercial enterprises
As greater technological complexity and more fragmented patent
landscapes have increased the need for collaboration, is there scope for
creative policy thinking on how best to incentivize the licensing or sharing of
patent rights?
Collaboration in basic R&D and for pre-competitive trials seems to work well –
how can this be developed to promote collaboration in exploitation?
Can we identify good examples of Vertical collaboration (e.g. Tier 1 – OEM)
and Horizontal (OEM-OEM) collaboration? e.g. cooperative systems?
Collaboration between Public Research Institutes and the private sector
How best to encourage technology transfer and the development of
industry-university collaboration?
What is the role of intermediaries such as Technology Transfer Offices at
Research Institutes?
What is the best ownership model for IP generated from public funds?
International Research Collaborations
When collaborating internationally, under what circumstances does an IP
barrier exist? Is the “model contract” approach sufficient?
How should ownership of IP be divided or shared between stakeholders in
international research collaborations? Stakeholders include national/regional
governments or other public bodies providing financial support.
National Governments and patent offices have considerable independent
flexibility. Is the patent process too fragmented and how could it be
reformed? Do different national approaches put some collaborators in
international projects at a disadvantage?
What is the relationship between international standardisation and
international R&D projects?
Potential areas for IP Development (outside brief of current work)
To what extent does the lack of a single unified patent system within Europe
create problems for innovative firms attempting to operate in the European
market compared with the unified markets of the US, India and China. E.g.
need for duplication of litigation.
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Would an initiative like the international Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) be
useful overall (or only to high-income developed countries). This could
provide a means of making a single patent application which can then
progress into patents in up to 142 different contracting states.
As a concluding remark the following can be suggested:
1) IPR are complex issues and there is a dearth of research concerning the
consequences of the different approaches.
2) The appropriateness of an approach also depends specifically on the
technology area and the specific market dynamics associated with the
products or services involved in collaborative R&D.
3) The relevant IPR issues need to be discussed in workshops and with
broader stakeholders. It is recommended, where possible, that specific
examples are sought to support the points being made in this chapter.
4) Following the remaining workshops and analysis of questionnaires, it may
be possible to refine some of the issues raised above and to draw some
tentative conclusions as a contribution to international R&D frameworks.
5) Governments are key stakeholders and funders of research. The ultimate
outcome of this research could also include a series of recommendations
for national and regional government action.
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Annex I - Questionnaire on International Transport
Research Cooperation issues
Part 1. Description of the Organization
Full Name, acronym:
Country:
Representative:
Name and position
responding person:

of

Address, phone, fax, email,
website:
Main activity (tick all that
apply):

Drafting National research policy :

☐

Research procurement :

☐

Work plan preparation :

☐

Evaluation of proposals :

☐

(Research) contract signature :

☐

Monitoring of research
(financial management,
oversight) :

☐

contracts
research

Drafting and monitoring International
multilateral or
Agreements :

bilateral)

research

Representation
of
country
international Organisations :

☐
to

☐

Other (please specify):
.......................................... ........................................
.......................................... ........................................
.......................................... ........................................
Please
indicate
the
(approximate) % of total
national funding given to
each of the following
general fields of research
during the last three- year
period for your country (if
applicable
to
your
organization)
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%

Science (Physics, mathematics, etc)

%

Social sciences

%
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Is TRANSPORT one of your
subjects?

Humanities

%

Biotechnologies

%

Medicine

%

Environmental sciences

%

Transport

%

Interdisciplinary fields

%

Other (specify)

%

Yes

No

If Yes, specify in which
...................................................................................
general
field(s)
is
it
included? (e.g. science,
engineering, environment,
specify
name).
If
NO
proceed to the following
section.
Total budget of national ...................................................................................
funding
for
TRANSPORT
research in the last 3 years
(2008 – 2010) for the whole
of your country
Total budget of funding for
TRANSPORT research in the
last 3 years (2008 – 2010) ...................................................................................
made
through
your
Organization (if applicable)
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What is the size of your
country’s
involvement/
participation in international
research projects?
(if
actual
figures
available, provide
estimate)

not
your

Less than 10 projects / year
Between 10 – 20 projects / year
Between 20 – 50 projects / year
More than 50 projects / year
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Part 2. Activities and experiences of your Organization in
international research cooperation
2.1 Does your Organization fund research projects involving international
partners (in all research fields – not only transport)?
Yes

No

If YES, please give main characteristics of such activities:
Main fields of international collaborative research (e.g. engineering,
biotechnology, medicine, transport, health):
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Mention up to five countries, whose partners appear more often in your
international cooperation projects:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
How do you determine the countries with which you issue collaborative calls
(mention criteria) :
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Is any of your international cooperation research projects in the field of
TRANPORT?
Yes

No

If Yes, please give (all or some indicative) project titles for the last three years
(2008-2010) – if NO proceed to 2.2:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
2.2 Please specify the types of international cooperation that your
country/organization have experience on (i.e. have specific examples of
cooperation) – tick more than one as necessary:
Organized, centralized and institutionally-driven collaborative research
(usually through bilateral or multilateral agreements
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Investing in (i.e. providing funding for) Research Programmes in other
countries
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Procurement of research programmes jointly funded and administered
with other countries (joint programming)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Scientist-to-scientist exchanges or similar “individual researcher driven”
collaborative activities
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Distributed collaboration between countries that involves several
governmental entities
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
One-way (or two-way) information exchanges on technologies and best
practices involving one or more host countries and an information
seeking technical delegation (e.g. as in “scanning” tours, or fact finding
missions)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
International Information Exchange through Technology Assistance
Programs
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Creating a unified environment for research and development involving
many countries and research Agencies through a multilateral
agreement providing a common legal framework and common funding
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Sharing of/ networking on research infrastructures, both hard (physical)
or soft (databases)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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2.3 If your country is eligible for funded participation in EU research projects
please explain your experience from such cooperation by answering the
following questions:
A. Do you find the current framework (legal, operational) satisfactory?
Yes

No

If NO please specify why
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
B. Are the research topics/objectives mutually beneficial?
Yes

No

If NO please specify which topics you are interested in
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
C. In the field of TRANSPORT, which fields are of interest to your country
(specify by name or description numbering from 1 onwards) ?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
2.4 Please rate the following factors that may affect the size / frequency of
your country’s involvement or your country’s interest in international research
collaborative projects (1=minimum relevance - 5=maximum relevance):
Maximising the levels of funding available
Existence of bilateral / multilateral agreements for research
cooperation
Existence of other legal frameworks (e.g. concerning for
intellectual property rights, standardisation issues, etc.)
Existence of clear value added for the country’s industry or
research community
Convergence of individual (researcher or research Organisation)
or collective scientific interests between the collaborating sides
Existence of clearly articulated goals and objectives
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Existence of some simple ground rules (e.g. MoU)
Interest of key stakeholders
Interest of “champion” organizations
Existence of transnational networks that serve as enablers
Existence of basic framework for cooperation related to
Research
Infrastructures
(data
sharing
issues,
sharing
equipment/staff, risk sharing, national and/or organisation
requirements, financial issues)
Other (please specify) .………………………
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
2.5 Please rate the following Influencing factors affecting your international
research cooperation policy and activities (1=minimum to 5=maximum):
Response to outside invitations
Promotion of national goals for economic development
Promotion of national goals for scientific development
Maximization of the value of own research funds
Technology and know-how transfer
Sharing of the use of research infrastructure (optimise the use of
Research Infrastructures from an economical and technical point
of view, win-win concept on national/international level)
Other (please specify) ……………………....
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
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Part 3. Problems and difficulties faced in your international
research cooperation activities
3.1 Please list the factors that hinder your cooperating with other countries or
Organizations (number from 1 onwards starting with the most important)
A. In all research fields:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
B. In the field of transport:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
3.2 In the following, we list a number of difficulties that are usually faced in
pursuing international research cooperation activities. Please rate the
difficulties according to your national experience with a scale from 1 to 5
(1=lowest degree of difficulties, 5=highest degree) and then please specify as
much as possible your views and experience regarding these difficulties in
plain text (optional):
A.
Difficulties
in
countries/organizations.

Information

and

data

sharing

between

Rate (1-5):
Specify problems: (e.g. language barriers, administrative difficulties etc.)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
B. Scarcity of “Global” (i.e. commonly useable) research infrastructures.
Rate (1-5):
Specify problems and list to the extent possible examples (or all) of such
“Global” research infrastructures in your country:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
C. Difficulties in exploitation of research results (transferring the results of
research to market exploitation and uptake).
Rate (1-5):
Specify problems:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
D. Problems with the interoperability and transferability of research results –
solving the various pre-standardization issues.
Rate (1-5):
Specify problems:
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………
E. Differences in Intellectual Property Regimes.
Rate (1-5):
Specify problems:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
F. Differences in Institutional cultures and research governance regimes.
Rate (1-5):
Specify problems:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
G. Conditions of disparity in human resources (training, work conditions,
‘culture’).
Rate (1-5):
Specify problems:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
H. Lack of properly funded (international) research programmes.
Rate (1-5):
Specify problems:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
I. National regulations that impede international networking
Rate (1-5):
Specify problems:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
3.3 Do the above apply equally to research in the field of Transport? – Please
add any comment or observation here, as regards specifically TRANSPORT
research
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Part 4. Best practices in international research cooperation
activities
What are the successful examples of international research cooperation
according to your experience (best practice examples - taking into account
also the factors mentioned in 3.2 above, particularly in: research
infrastructures, information and data sharing, human resources exchange and
coordinated or joint programming and funding) ?
Best practice no.1
4.1.1 Short description of the case (scientific subject area, countries /
Organizations involved, year)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
4.1.2 Please explain the main reasons (policy, legal, scientific, other) for the
success of this activity:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
(Taking into account also the areas mentioned in 3.2 above)
Best practice no. 2
4.2.1 Short description of the case (scientific subject area, countries /
Organizations involved, year)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
4.2.2 Please explain the main reasons (policy, legal, scientific, other) for the
success of this activity:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Best practice no.3
4.3.1 Short description of the case (scientific subject area, countries /
Organizations involved, year)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
4.3.2 Please explain the main reasons (policy, legal, scientific, other) for the
success of this activity:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Best practice no.4
4.4.1 Short description of the case (scientific subject area, countries /
Organizations involved, year)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
4.4.2 Please explain the main reasons (policy, legal, scientific, other) for the
success of this activity:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Best practice no.5
4.5.1 Short description of the case (scientific subject area, countries /
Organizations involved, year)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
4.5.2 Please explain the main reasons (policy, legal, scientific, other) for the
success of this activity:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Part 5. Cooperation with the EU and the ERA - Future
prospects
5.1 Coming to your country’s cooperation with the EU in research, please
specify to what extend this cooperation has developed in the last three years:
A. Our103 research teams participated in FP7 projects
Yes

No

If Yes, how many (approximately) ..........................................................
B. We have signed a research cooperation agreement with the EU
Yes

No

If yes, please specify briefly what this agreement included and how it has
materialised.
........................................................................................................................................
C. Individual researchers from our Universities / research centres cooperated
with EU research organisations
Yes

No

If Yes, please specify briefly the types of this cooperation:
........................................................................................................................................
D. What are the main scientific areas in which this cooperation took place?
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
E. What are the areas (Topics) of interest to your country as regards research
cooperation with the EU (in the field of Transport but generally as well)
........................................................................................................................................

103

Please clarify here if you refer to:
Your
or the country as a whole
organization
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........................................................................................................................................
F. Any further comments you would like to make:
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
5.2 What are the proposals you would like to make in respect to cooperation
with the EU:
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
5.3 What are your country’s future goals as regards international research
cooperation (special reference to the field of transport would be
appreciated):
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATION !
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Annex II - USA Country Report
a) Record of Meetings and Interviews
(All workshops and interviews were conducted by Caroline Almeras, ECTRI,
coordinator of EUTRAIN project, Evangelos Mitsakis and Prof. George A.
Giannopoulos, Hellenic Institute of Transport)
A. EU – US Bilateral Meeting at US Department of Transport
Date: 27.01.2011 (10:00 - 11:30)
Location: United States Department of Transport (US DoT), RITA Administrator’s
Conference Room #37-302, New Jersey Avenue and M Street Southeast,
Washington DC, U.S.A
Participants:
Last Name
VALDES
STEINICKE
TUNNA
WOMACK
ALMERAS
JAHANMIR
BOILE
MALLEJACK
ELSTON
ALASDAIR
HOMAN
MITSAKIS
GIANNOPOULOS
PHILLIPS
MEDEVIELLE
PUTMAN
KLIEN

First Name
Vincent
Wolfgang
John
Kevin
Caroline
Sean
Maria
Patrick
Debra
Cain
Tony
Evangelos
George
Steve
Jean Pierre
Lori
Matthew

Organization
FTA
EURNEX
FRA
RITA
ECTRI
RITA
CERTH-HIT
IFSTTAR
FHWA
RITA
US DoT
CERTH-HIT
CERTH-HIT
FEHRL
IFSTTAR
RITA
US DoT

Country
USA
Germany
USA
USA
Belgium
USA
Greece
France
USA
USA
USA
Greece
Greece
Belgium
France
USA
USA

Organizations that completed the EUTRAIN Questionnaire:
a. Bureau of Transportation Statistics, RITA-BTS
b. Research & Innovative Technology Administration
c. U.S. Department of Transportation
d. Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA)
e. Research and Innovative Technology Administration (RITA)
f. Federal Highway Administration -FHWA
B. Meeting and interview with NSF representative
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Date: 24.01.2011 (16:30 - 17:30)
Location: Transportation Research Board Annual Meeting 2012, Washington
Hilton Hotel, Columbia Hall 3 & 4, 1919 Connecticut Ave, NW, Washington, DC
20009, U.S.A
Participants:
Last Name
HARRISON
MITSAKIS
GIANNOPOULOS
BOILE
ALMERAS

First Name
Graham
Evangelos
George
Maria
Caroline

Organization
NSF
CERTH-HIT
CERTH-HIT
CERTH-HIT
ECTRI

Country
USA
Greece
Greece
Greece
Belgium

C. Meeting with Network of Related Entities (NRE)
Date: 24.01.2011 (17:45 - 19:30)
Location: Transportation Research Board Annual Meeting 2012, Washington
Hilton Hotel, Columbia Hall 3 & 4, 1919 Connecticut Ave, NW, Washington, DC
20009, U.S.A
Participants:
Last Name

First Name

ABDEL-RAHIM

Ahmed

ALMERAS

Caroline

BAGALY

Simon

BOILE

Maria

ELEFTERIADOU

Lily

GIANNOPOULOS

George

GRUBE-CAVERS

Annelise

HARRINGTONHUGES
HARRISON

Kathryn
Graham

KOTSIKOS

George

MALLEJACQ
MCLEAN

Patrick
David
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Organization
University
of
Idaho
ECTRI
Israel
National
Roads Company
HIT
Transportation
Research center University
of
Florida
HIT
Concordia
University
Harrington-Huges
Association
NSF
Newcastle
University
IFSTTAR
Washington State

Country
USA
Belgium
Israel
Greece
USA
Greece
Canada
USA
USA
UK
France
USA
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MEDEVIELLE
MITSAKIS
MUNRO

Jean-Pierre
Evangelos
John

PATTERSON

Zachary

PAULLEY
PENA-ALCARAZ
PHILLIPS

Neil
Maite
Steve

POLAK

John

SAM
ELRAHMAN

ABD

Ossama

SAUNIER

Nicolas

WATSON

Barry
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Transportation
Center (TRAC)
IFSTTAR
HIT
MPA
Interuniversity
Research Centre
on
Enterprise
Networks,
Logistics
and
Transportation
(CIRRELT)
TRL
MIT
FEHRL
Centre
for
Transport Studies Imperial College
London
NY DoT

France
Greece
USA

Canada

UK
USA
Belgium
UK

USA

Interuniversity
Research Centre
on
Enterprise
Networks,
Canada
Logistics
and
Transportation
(CIRRELT)
Centre
for
Accident
Research
and
Australia
Road Safety Queensland
(CARRS-Q)
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b) Data Tables
Tabular and Graphic Presentation of the US answers to questions 2.4, 2.5 and
3.2 of the EUTRAIN SURVEY

Figure II.1: Tabular and Graphic Presentation of the US answers to question 2.4
of the EUTRAIN questionnaire
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Table II.1: US answers to question 2.4 of the EUTRAIN questionnaire
2.4 question
BTS FMSCA RITA FHWA FRA FTA Mode Mean
data
Factor1:
Maximizing
5
5
3
4
3
5
5
4.2
funding levels
Factor 2:
Existence of Bi or
3
3
5
2
3
2
3
3
Multilateral
Agreements
Factor
3:Existence of
3
1
5
2
2
2
2
2.5
other Legal
Frameworks
Factor 4:
Existence of
5
4
5
5
5
5
5
4.8
clear value
added
Factor 5:
Individual or
5
3
5
4
1
3
5
3.5
organization
scientific interest
Factor 6: Clearly
articulated goals 5
5
5
3
4
4
5
4.3
or objectives
Factor 7
:Existence of
5
5
5
2
4
4
5
4.5
simple ground
rules
Factor 8: Interest
of "champion"
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
2.8
organizations
Factor 9:
Existence of
3
2
1
4
3
1
3
2.3
Transnational
Networks
Factor
10:Existence of a
4
5
5
3
2
0
5
3.5
basic framework
for cooperation
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Observations regarding the answers to the question 2.4 of the EUTRAIN
questionnaire:
1. The mode is a simple statistical measure of the rating with the greatest
frequency. As one can see Factors 1, 5, 6, 7, and 10 have a mode of 5
(1=lowest, 5=highest). Given limited resources, it may be prudent to use a
strategy for promoting collaboration between the EU and the U.S. that
focuses on factors with the highest modal score. Based on the mode, this
strategy includes the following factors:
 Factor 1: Any collaborative strategy has to maximize funding
levels for both sides.
 Factor 4: Any collaborative strategy has to add clear value.
 Factor 5: Any collaborative strategy has to be built on high
levels of individual or organizational scientific interest.
 Factor 6. Any collaborative strategy has to have clearly
articulated goals or objectives.
 Factor 7: Any collaborative strategy has to have simple ground
rules.
 Factor 10: Any collaborative strategy has to work from a basic
framework for cooperation.
2. In addition to the mode it is important to take into account the size of the
standard deviation from the mean which is an effective measure of
variability (consensus) from one agency score (mean) to the next. The
larger the SD, we can assume that less consensus exists between the
various DoT modal agencies that have been polled.
3. Note: where an agency does not respond to a question and receives a
zero that tends to increase the SD. Factor 10 is a case in point. The largest
SDs are related to factors 2,4,5,9, and, of course, Factor 10. Any factor that
has both a high modal score and also a large SD may suggest the need
for a more tailored strategy that fits the particular needs of a modal
agency. Again, the phrase “one size does not fit all” may be appropriate
to characterize this situation.
4. The factor “clearly articulated objectives” has both a high modal number
(5) and a relatively small standard deviation (0.8) which suggests that
there is greater consensus between modes regarding its importance.
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Figure II.2: Tabular and Graphic Presentation of the US answers to question 2.5
of the EUTRAIN questionnaire

FMSCA

RITA

FHWA

FRA

FTA

Mode

Mean

SD

BTS

Table II.2: US answers to question 2.5 of the EUTRAIN questionnaire

5

3

0

2

2

0

0

2

1.89

3

1

0

3

3

5

3

2.5

1.76

4

5

0

3

2

0

0

0

2.1

5

5

0

4

5

0

5

5

2.5

3

5

0

5

4

5

5

5

1.97

5

5

0

3

2

0

5

2.7

2.1

2.5 question data
Factor 1: Response to outside
invitations
Factor2: Promotion of national
economic goals
Factor3: National goals for scientific
development
Factor 4: Maximization of Value
Factor 5: Technology and knowhow transfer
Factor 6: Sharing research
infrastructure
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Observations regarding the answers to the question 2.5 of the EUTRAIN
questionnaire
1. RITA (the organization in charge of inter-modal research integration for
DoT) does not agree with any of the factors listed in Question 2.5.
According to RITA it is primarily internal Departmental and governmentwide policies that affect the level of international collaboration.
2. The Non-Response (NR) by RITA likely underscores the organization’s lack
of statutorily-based influence on the modes and also its lack of funds to
promote international collaborative research. While the individual
transportation modes are lower in the official Departmental hierarchy;
they often have more influence because of their association with
Congress and the nature of their authorized mission which is to distribute
funds for projects to Congressional districts.
3. Interestingly, while the FRA has a major facility in Colorado that is used to
test equipment from other nations, it provides no response for Factor Six
which pertains to sharing research infrastructure (2). However, these tests
are proprietary, commercial with no Federal funding or involvement. This
perspective is puzzling. It may be a result of government officials viewing
the Colorado facility as operated by the American Association of
Railroads rather than as a government facility. Nonetheless, there is a
counter-intuitive aspect to this NR.
4. The factor “Technology and know-how transfer” has a mode of 5 (3
organizations ranked it a 5) which suggests that more organizations agree
that technology transfer is clearly a motivating force of international
transportation research collaboration. It also has the highest mean score
(3.7) which would even be higher if RITA was not included in the process of
determining the mean. (Note: The use of zero as a place-holder also
distorts the size of the standard deviation to point of over-emphasizing the
variability between modes. The second highest mean score was received
for the factor “maximization of value” (3.2). The NRs from both RITA and
FTA also reduce the overall mean for this factor). Promoting the
technology transfer benefits of scientific collaboration should clearly be a
point of emphasis in developing future strategies to enhance
collaboration.
5. FMSCA clearly believes F3, F4, F5, and F6 are all related to international
scientific transportation collaboration and FMSCA has given these factors
a 5 rating.
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Question 2.5 (Figure B): Frequency of Ratings Received for factors
affecting international transportation research cooperation (1=
minimum rating, 5= maximum rating) Version 2.

Figure II.3: Tabular and Graphic Presentation of the US answers to question 2.5
of the EUTRAIN questionnaire

Observations regarding the answers to the question 2.5 of the EUTRAIN
questionnaire (Figure II.3)
1. Both “technology and know-how transfer” and “maximization of value”
received a rating of 5 (the mode) by three organizations (FMSCA, FHWA,
FTA104), followed by the factor “sharing of research infrastructure” which
received a 5 from two organizations (BTS and FMSCA). The top three
104

FTA ranked two factors using an x which is assumed to be equivalent to a 5.
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factors are maximization of value, technology transfer and know-how
transfer, and sharing research structure.
2. Only one organization (BTS) rated responses to outside invitations a 5; only
one organization (FMSCA) rated promotion of national goals for scientific
development a 5; and only one organization (FTA) rated promotion of
national goals for economic development a 5.

Question 3.2: U.S. DOT Administration’s Difficulties in Pursuing International Collaborative
Transport Research

Figure II.4: Tabular and Graphic Presentation of the US answers to question
3.2of the EUTRAIN questionnaire

Table II.3: US answers to question 3.2 of the EUTRAIN questionnaire
3.2 question data
Mode

Annexes

BTS

FMCSA

RITA

FHWA

FRA

FTA

Mean

Difficulties
in
information/Data
sharing
Scarcity of commonly
usable
research
infrastructures
Difficulties in exploitation
of research results
Problems
of

SD

2

1

3

1

3

2

2

2

0.8

1

2

1

1

2

5

2

1

1.55

0

1

5

3

2

0

1.83

0

1.94

0

1

1

3

2

0

1.2

0

1.2
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interoperability
and
transferability
of
research results
Differences
in
intellectual
property
regimes
Differences
in
institutional cultures
Conditions of disparity in
human
resources
(training,
work
conditions, culture
Lack of properly funded
international
research
regimes
National regulations that
impede
international
networking

0

1

1

2

2

0

1

0

1.2

0

1

1

4

2

0

1.3

0

1.5

0

1

1

3

2

0

1.2

0

1.2

4

1

5

4

2

0

2.6

4

2

0

4

1

4

2

0

2.7

4

2

Observations regarding the answers to the question 3.2 of the EUTRAIN
questionnaire
1. There are significant divergences in perspective between the modes as to
the most important factors limiting collaboration. These differences are
either the consequence of not thinking about international collaboration
in an in-depth manner or, alternatively, each mode has distinct barriers to
collaboration.
2. Only RITA ranked funding as the highest degree of difficulty (5) in
establishing collaborative international research. This ranking is related to
the restrictions on funding to RITA that are currently in place. Again, there
is competition over power and funding between the modes and RITA.
3. FHWA had the highest number of 4s (mode) which included lack of
properly funded international research regimes, national regulations that
impede collaboration, and differences in culture.
4. Given the lack of Departmental consensus it is difficult to pick the top
three factors that if removed would increase international transportation
collaboration. Each of the modes has a different perspective regarding
the primary barriers to collaboration in transport research.
5. Only RITA rated two of the nine factors a 5 (“Difficulties in the exploitation
of research results” and a “lack of properly funded international research
regimes.”)
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6. While FHWA emphasizes national “regulations” that impede international
cooperation (4), RITA does not share this perspective in accordance with
49 CFR 1.4, 1.23.

c) Conclusions related specifically to the assessment of the
data tables
There is significant diversity of opinions between organizations that could limit
the ability to make generalized conclusions. However, the high number of 5s
(the mode) in response to question 2.4 suggests a high level of consensus
regarding the factors necessary to establish collaborative international
transport research. The high number of modal scores (5.0) also helped boost
the means for each factor above 4.0. Based on the mode for a number of
DoT agencies that rated the following factors a 5, any effective strategy to
increase collaboration must include the following components:
 Factor 1: Any collaborative strategy has to maximize funding
levels for both sides.
 Factor 4: Any collaborative strategy has to add clear value.
 Factor 5: Any collaborative strategy has to be built on high
levels of individual or organizational scientific interest.
 Factor 6. Any collaborative strategy has to have clearly
articulated goals or objectives.
 Factor 7: Any collaborative strategy has to have simple ground
rules.
 Factor 10: Any collaborative strategy has to work from a basic
framework for cooperation.
More specifically:
1. Responses to Question 2.4 reflect the relatively little importance given to
the existence of bi- or multi-lateral agreements or existence of other legal
frameworks. RITA is the one exception and its position is likely a function of
the RITA’s position in the DoT hierarchy relative to the modes. RITA looks
down upon the modes from the Secretary’s office and is capable of
seeing ‘the forest for the trees” or to put it in a more formal manner: RITA is,
in principle, the only organization capable of taking a “systemic” or
broader perspective. As political scientists often say about bureaucratic
behavior: "where you stand depends on where you sit." in a policy-making
process105.

This statement was made by Dr. Graham Allison, Harvard University, He is renowned
for his contribution in the late 1960s and early 1970s to the bureaucratic analysis of
decision making, especially during times of crisis The previous quote is from his book,
105
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2. To evaluate the primary lesson from the data presented in these tables
requires the analyst to “read between the lines.” All the highly rated
factors point to the key causally antecedent factor that underlies all
enablers and constraints relative to greater collaboration between the
U.S. and the EU. This factor is the necessity to improve the communication
of information. Specifically without better, more robust, and dedicated
communication channels that take advantage of the new media as well
as the old there will not be sufficient information generated to encourage
policy-makers and researchers in the United States and the European
Union to reach out to collaborate on critical scientific and technological
transportation issues.
3. Without sustained and clear communications researchers and decisionmakers will not receive real-time, transparent information on how to
maximize funding levels, evaluate the degree of value added; nor will
researchers and decision-makers have the information necessary to
articulate clear goals and objectives. Moreover, to overcome specific
policy biases against collaboration requires the effective communication
of the intrinsic advantages of collaboration and how collaboration can
result to a net addition of jobs. Information of this type is necessary if
legislators and policy-makers are to craft authorizing legislation that
encourages greater collaboration. For specific barriers to be removed,
requires the more effective transfer of information through multiple
channels within and beyond the transportation research communities on
both sides of the Atlantic. Better communication is essential to funding
research infrastructures that are shared, to understand the true
technology and know-how value that can be gained through
collaboration, how particular projects will allow the maximization of the
value of particular projects, etc.

The Essence of Decision: Explaining the Cuban Missile Crisis (1971, updated with new
information, 1999)
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Annex III - South Africa Country Report
a) Record of meetings and interviews
(All workshops and interviews were conducted by Prof. G. Giannopoulos,
Hellenic Institute of Transport, on behalf of ECTRI, coordinator of project
EUTRAIN)
A. Workshop 1, Pretoria CSIR headquarters
Participants:
1. Mr. Themba Tenza, Chief Director, Research and Innovation,
Department of Transport, Republic of South Africa, TenzaT@dot.gov.za
2. Ms. Berenice Lue Marais, Group Manager, Contract research and
Development , CSIR, blue@csir.co.za
3. Louw Kannemeyer, Road Network Manager, SANRAL,
louwk@nra.co.za;
4. Wynand Steyn, Professor, University of Pretoria,
wynand.steyn@up.ac.za;
5. Johan Joubert, Professor, University of Pretoria,
johan.joubert@up.ac.za;
6. Sandile Ncanan, CSIR, sncanana@csir.co.za;
7. Happy Mathebuk, DoT, MathebuH@dot.gov.za;
8. James Maina, Chief Researcher, CSIR Built Environment,
jmaina@csir.co.za
B. Meeting and interview at the Department of Science and Technology
Participants:
1. Mr. Mmboneni Muofhe, Chief Director, International resources ,
Department of Science and Technology, Republic of South Africa,
Mmboneni.Muofhe@dst.gov.za
2. Mr. Benoit Verhaeghe, Competence Area Manager, Infrastructure
Engineering, CSIR Built Environment.
C. Workshop 2, Cape Town, Cape Grace Hotel
Participants:
1. Mr. Roger Behrens, Associate Professor, Director of Centre for Transport
Studies, University of Cape Town, Roger.Behrens@uct.ac.za.
2. Ms. Marianne Vanderschuren, Associate Professor, Centre for Transport
Studies, University of Cape Town, Marianne.Vanderschuren@uct.ac.za.
3. Kim Jenkins, Professor (SANRAL chair), University of Stellenbosch,
kjenkins@sun.ac.za;
4. Chantal Rudman, Lecturer, University of Stellenbosch,
rudman@sun.ac.za
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Organisations that completed the EUTRAIN Questionnaire:
g. South African Department of Transport
h. CSIR
i. SANRAL
j. University of Pretoria
k. University of Stellenbosch.

b) Presentation of the South African answers to questions 2.4,
2.5, and 3.2 of the EUTRAIN questionnaire

Figure III.1: Graphic Presentation of the South African answers to question 2.4
of the EUTRAIN questionnaire
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Figure III.2: Graphic Presentation of the South African answers to question 2.5
of the EUTRAIN questionnaire

Figure III.3: Graphic Presentation of the South African answers to question 3.2
of the EUTRAIN questionnaire
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Annex IV - Egypt Country Report
a) Record of attendance
(The workshop was conducted by Prof. G. Giannopoulos,
Hellenic Institute of Transport, on behalf of ECTRI, coordinator of project
EUTRAIN)

No Name
1
George
A.
Gianopoulos
2
Ali Huzayyin

3

Yasser
ElShayeb

4

Sherif
Mourad

5

Tarek
Reedy

6

Azza Saied

7

Emad
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El

Workshop in Cairo, Egypt
Held at the Faculty Council Room,
Faculty of Engineering, Cairo University.
E-mail
Affiliation / Organization
ggian@certh.gr
Professor, Director, Hellenic
Institute of Transport
ali_huzayyin@yahoo.com
Professor,
Transport
and
Traffic
Planning
and
Engineering,
Faculty
of
Engineering, Cairo University
and
Director
of
the
Transportation
Programme,
Development Research and
Technological
Planning
Center,
(DRTPC),
Cairo
University
Yasser.elshayeb@gmail.com Associate Professor, Mining
Department,
Faculty
of
Engineering, Cairo University
smourad@eng.cu.edu.eg
Professor, Vice Dean of
smourad2006@gmail.com
Graduate
Studies
and
Research,
Faculty
of
Engineering, Cairo University
telreedy0710@yahoo.co.uk
Senior Transportation Expert,
the
Transportation
Programme,
Development
Research and Technological
Planning Center, (DRTPC),
Cairo University
azzamseg@yahoo.com
Professor of Transport and
Traffic
Planning
and
Engineering,
Faculty
of
Engineering, Cairo University.
e.elsherbiny@gmail.com
Professor,
Architects
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Sherbiny
8
9

Mona
m1hassankotb@hotmail.com
Hassan Qotb
Ahmed
M. amsaleh011@yahoo.com
Saleh

10

Abdel
Latif elshafei@eng.cu.edu.eg
ElShafei

11

Magdi
Fouad
Abadir

12

Ahmed
Hassan

13

Amani
Ahmed
Youssef

amani.hho@gmail.com

14

Magda Riad
Nashed

magda.riad@stpegypt.org
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agdi.abadir @yahoo.com

E. aeahassans@yahoo.com

Department,
Faculty
of
Engineering, Cairo University
Senior
Transport
Planner,
Ministry of Transport
Professor
of
Structural
Engineering,
Faculty
of
Engineering, Cairo University
Professor,
Electric
Power
Engineering
Department,
Faculty of Engineering, Cairo
University
Professor,
Chemical
Engineering
Department,
Faculty of Engineering, Cairo
University
Professor,
Irrigation
and
Hydraulic
Department,
Faculty of Engineering, Cairo
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Annex V - India Country Report
a) Record of meetings and interviews
(The workshop was conducted by Dr Adewole Adesiyun – FEHRL and Dr
Errampalli Madhu – CRRI India and took place on 4 May 2012 at the premises
of CRRI New Delhi)
Participants:
1. Prof P.K. Sidkar, Intercontinental Consultants and Technocrats Pvt. Ltd
2. Prof P.K. Sarkar, School of Planning and Architecture, New Delhi
3. Prof Sanjay Gupta, School of Planning and Architecture, New Delhi
4. Prof Sewa Ram, School of Planning and Architecture, New Delhi
5. Prof M. Parida, Indian Institute of Technology Roorkee
6. Prof R. Kalaga, Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi
7. Mr Rakesh Jain, Delhi Integrated Multi-Modal Transit System, Delhi
8. Dr Manica Aggarwal, Delhi Integrated Multi-Modal Transit System, Delhi
9. Mr.Satish Kumar, Ministry of Road Transport & Highways, New Delhi
CRRI participants:
10. Dr S. Gangopadhyay
11. Dr Purnima Parida
12. Dr Errampalli Madhu
13. Dr K. Ravinder
14. Dr Ravindra Kumar
15. Dr C. Ravi Sekhar
16. Dr Mukti Advani
17. Dr Nishi Mittal
18. Dr S. Velmurugan
19. Mr.Subhash Chand
20. Dr J. Nataraju
Organisations that completed the EUTRAIN Questionnaire:
a. Central Road Research Institute (CRRI)
b. Delhi Integrated Multi-modal Transit System Limited (DIMTS)
c. Indian Institute of Technology Roorkee
Centre for Transportation Systems (CTRANS)
d. Indian Institute of Technology (IIT Delhi)
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b) Presentation of the Indian answers to questions 2.4, 2.5 and
3.2 of the EUTRAIN questionnaire
2.4 Please rate the following factors that may affect the
size/frequency of your country's involvement or your
country's interest in international research collaborative
projects
1 = lowest degree, 5 = highest degree
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Figure V.1: Graphic Presentation of the Indian answers to question 2.4 of the
EUTRAIN questionnaire
*“0” - Respondent did not answer the question
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2.5 Please rate the following factors affecting your
international research cooperation policy and activities
(1=lowest degree, 5=highest degree)
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Figure V.2: Graphic Presentation of the Indian answers to question 2.5 of the
EUTRAIN questionnaire
*“0” - Respondent did not answer the question
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3.2 Please rate the difficulties faced in pursing international
research coopearation activities, according to your national
experience
1 = lowest degree of difficulties, 5 = highest degree
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Figure V.3: Graphic Presentation of the Indian answers to question 3.2 of the
EUTRAIN questionnaire
*“0” - Respondent did not answer the question

c) References
1) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transport_in_India
2) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_research_and_develo
pment_spending
3) http://www.worldbank.org.in/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/COUNTRIES/SOUTHASIA
EXT/INDIAEXTN/0,,contentMDK:22927125~menuPK:50003484~pagePK:2
865066~piPK:2865079~theSitePK:295584,00.html
4) http://erawatch.jrc.ec.europa.eu/erawatch/opencms/information/co
untry_pages/in/country?section=Overview&subsection=StrResearchSys
tem
5) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dedicated_Freight_Corridor_Corporation_
of_India
6) http://dfccil.org/wps/portal/DFCCPortal
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7) http://indiatransportportal.com/event/surface-transport-2012/
8) http://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/india/eu_india/science_and_techn
ology/index_en.htm
9) COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, 12th EU - India summit, New Delhi,
10 February 2012
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Annex VI - Ukraine Country Report
a) Record of meetings and interviews
(The workshop was conducted by Dr Adewole Adesiyun - FEHRL)
Participants:
1. Petro Koval', State Academy of Architecture and Arts,
2. Vasyl' Nagaichuk, State Road Scientific Research Institute (DNDI)
3. Valeriy Vyrozhemsky, State Road Scientific Research Institute (DNDI)
4. Kateryna Krayushkina, State Road Scientific Research Institute (DNDI)
5. VolodymyrMozgovyi, National Transport University (NTU)
6. Artem Bezuglui, State Road Scientific Research Institute (DNDI)
7. Artur Onishchenko, National Transport University (NTU)
Organisations that completed the EUTRAIN Questionnaire:
a. State Road Agency (Ukravtodor)
b. State Academy of Architecture and Arts (HAOMA)
c. National Transport University (NTU)
d. State Road Scientific Research Institute (DNDI)
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b) Presentation of the Ukrainian answers to questions 2.4, 2.5
and 3.2 of the EUTRAIN questionnaire
2.4 Please rate the following factors that may affect the
size/frequency of your country's involvement or your country's
interest in international research collaborative projects
1 = lowest degree, 5 = highest degree
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Figure IV.1: Graphic Presentation of the Ukrainian answers to question 2.4 of the
EUTRAIN questionnaire
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2.5 Please rate the following factors affecting your
international research cooperation policy and activities
(1=lowest degree, 5=highest degree)
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Figure IV.2: Graphic Presentation of the Ukrainian answers to question 2.5 of the
EUTRAIN questionnaire
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3.2 Please rate the difficulties faced in pursing international
research coopearation activities, according to your national
experience
1 = lowest degree of difficulties, 5 = highest degree
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Figure IV.3: Graphic Presentation of the Ukrainian answers to question 3.2 of the
EUTRAIN questionnaire

c) References
10) http://www.st-gateukr.eu/en/196.php
11) EU/Ukraine Action Plan
(http://ec.europa.eu/world/enp/pdf/action_plans/ukraine_enp_ap_fin
al_en.pdf)
12) Joint Staff Working Document, Implementation of the European
Neighbourhood Policy in Ukraine - Progress in 2011 and
recommendations for action Brussels, 15.5.2012
13) Information Exchange in Science and Technology between the
European Research Area and East and Eastern European/ Central
Asian Countries
UKRAINE Country Report, 15 March 2012,
IncoNet EECA
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14) IIMS ERAWATCH
Country report: Ukraine
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Annex VII - China Country Report
a) Record of meetings and interviews
(All meetings and interviews were conducted by Yanying Li, ERTICO)
A. Meeting on 9th May 2012, Ministry of Science and Technology, China
(MOST), 15 Fuxing Lu, Beijing
Participants:
1. Ms. JIN Maojing, Director of High-tech research and development centre,
MOST
2. Mr. QIAO Jian, Project Officer for Cooperation with EU, International
Cooperation department, MOST
3. Mr. LI Hong Gang, Project Officer, High-tech research and development
centre, MOST
4. Ms. JIN Jing, Director of International Cooperation department, ITS China
B. Interviews on 10th and 11th May 2012
1. Mr. HU Zhongwei, Research Engineer, Beijing Transportation Research
Centre (BTRC)
2. Ms. CHEN Xuemei, Research Analyst, China Urban Sustainable
Transportation Research Centre, (CUSTReC), China Academy of
Transportation Sciences, Ministry of Transport (MoT)
3. Ms. DONG Wangli, Vice Director, Anhui Intelligent Transportation System
Engineering Research Centre
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Annex VIII - Tunisia Country Report
a) Record of meetings and interviews
(All meetings and interviews were conducted by Erik Bessmann and Patrick
Mallejacq, IFSTTAR)
ISTLS Transports & Logistics Institute, Sousse :
Pr Khlifa Selimi, Director
Hechmi Mabrouk, Deputy Director
ENISO, National Engineering School, Sousse:
Zoubeir Tourki, Director
Raouf Fatallah, Deputy Director
IPEM, Preparatory Engineering School, Monastir:
Pr Rachid Said, Director
ENIM, National Engineering School of Monastir:
Abdel Benamara, Director
Faculty of Science and Medecine, Sousse:
Pr Slah Gannouchi, Director
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Annex IX - Russia Country Report
a) Record of meetings and interviews
(The meeting was conducted by Wolfgang H. Steinicke and Frank Panse,
EURNEX)
Location:
Date & Duration of Meeting:
List of Participants
No Name
1.
Prof. Dr.h.c. Wolfgang
Steinicke
2.
Mr. Frank Panse
3.
Prof. DrSc. Valery
Kruglov
4.
Prof.
Dr.
Vladimir
Solovyev
5.
Prof.
DrSc.
Larisa
Chernyshova
6.
Mr. Artur V. Karlov
7.
8.
9.

MIIT Moscow
July 09, 2012, 10:00-17:30

Organization
H. EURNEX, CEO & General Secretary
EURNEX
M. MIIT, Vice-Rector
P. MIIT, Academic Secretary of Scientific
Council
A. MIIT, Head of the Chair

Adviser of Department of International
Cooperation, Ministry of Transport of RF
Mr. Artyem Voblov
Chief of Department of analysis and
planning of A-Trans
Prof.
DrSc.
Andrey MIIT, Head of research Department
Savrukhin
Dr. Yury Aksyonov

MIIT, Director of the Research Institute

b) Summary of ITS SIS 50; EU/ Russia workshop, 16-18 October
2012
Wolfgang Steinicke summarized the ITS relevant thematic issues and “maybe”
conclusions of the EU-Russia workshop. It was well organized, good
representation from industry, operators and research (mainly JSC VNIIZhT) of
course missing the EC as a real decision driver.
1. The R&I areas in Rail transport, infrastructure and services & operations
were well covered and there were naturally some ITS issues overlapping
between the different areas.


Transport: efficient, safe, RS & enabling technologies
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Infrastructure: safe, low maintenance, capacity slot optimization, modal
information & traffic management systems, demand management,
climate resilience
Services & operations: seamless and efficient services for pax and freight
transport, logistics & smart terminals (border points), integrated (real time)
travel and freight information and e-freight (paperless border crossing)

So these are the areas with cross cutting ITS relevant issues:
 Information and communication technologies for intelligent freight
wagons & trains, to improve traffic management, operational
performance and productivity as well as better interconnectivity in
advanced & demanding logistic solutions and travel chains ( pax and
freight to make rail transport operations more reliable & punctual).
 Safety & Security, important for pax transport & high value goods to be
carried by rail including EU-ASIA transport (counter cyber terror)
 Energy efficiency improvement in operations (ITS supported eco driving)
 Socio- economic incl. strategy & economic issues (societal/ human factor
as drivers for user behavior and acceptance, new strategies/ financing
methods / access charging / internationalization of the negative impact
of transport eg. through taxation and pricing to improve efficiency and
quality of service.
2.

Following these holistic & ITS relevant issues my detailed summary of the
conclusion/ discussion is the following
2.1 Agree on workgroup EU ASIA with involvement of researchers at equal
level playing field
 Intermodal corridors as seamless as possible
 Research & Innovation work on logistics services & operations based on
real time data, GPS/GLONASS and Galileo & supportive sensors
 Rqmts needs defined, practical solutions developed and implemented in
a
 Mutually agreed, profitable, beneficial
 Cooperation not idealistic but realistic
2.2 Efim Rozenberg. Automation of Rail management & Rail Safety
1. Revision of Rqmts including ERTMS and Revision (RZD) Management
Systems with broader use of technologies for Intelligent Systems,
Dispatcher, Operator, Onboard Navigation
2. Further development of diagnostic systems, freight and Pax trains,
Trackside & stations predicting defects which decrease operation
(preventive diagnostics for maintenance on demand)
3. Regulatory Framework to be harmonized for Europe & Russia
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4. Researcher to define priority areas, thematic issues in a special work
group, switch freight traffic from sea ports to border points (e-freight!)
EU Asian project need to be a win-win, mutually agreed mutual benefit, equal
level playing field
2.3 Add on issues from final discussion
 Updating to different climatic conditions to establish reliable & sustainable
corridors
 Lessons learned on Resilience to adverse weather etc.
 Update/ upgrade of existing tracks (Rehabilitation measures eg.
SMARTRAIL & Mainline)
 Optimize track & switches maintenance to reduce delays and cost
 Special network to be established for this activities
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Annex X - Turkey Country Report
a) Record of meetings and interviews
(All meetings and interviews were conducted by Steve Phillips, FEHRL)
29th June 2012 in Ankara
Participants:
1. Dr Sinan Tandoğan, Chief Expert, Scientific and technological
Research Council of Turkey, TÜBİTAK
2. Serhat Melik, Turkish NCP for Transport, Scientific and technological
Research Council of Turkey, TÜBİTAK
3. Ahmet Gürkan GÜNGÖR, General-Director, General Directorate of
Highways, Department of Research and Development
4. Fatma ORHAN, Division Director, General Directorate of Highways,
Department of Research and Development
5. Engin MISIRLI, Division Director, General Directorate of Highways,
Department of Research and Development
6. Mehmet Gusoy, EU Affairs, General Directorate of Highways
7. Gulay Malkoc, Asfalt Muteahhitleri Dernegi (Asphalt Construction
Association) -ASMUD
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Annex XI - Japan Country Report
a) Tokyo Workshop list of participants
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Figure XI.1: EUTRAIN experts convening at ITPS premises, Tokyo Sept. 04, 2012

Figure XI.2: EUTRAIN Japan workshop
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Annex XII - Mediterranean Regional WorkshopAthens
a) Agenda
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b) List of participants
Last Name

First
Name

1.

ALMERAS

Caroline

2.

APARICIO

Angel

3.

BENAISSA

Mohamed
Lazhar

4.
5.

BESSMANN
BOILE

Erik
Maria

6.

BOUGHEDAOUI

Menouer

7.

CHAFIK

Jilali

8.

CHRYSOSTOMOU

Katerina

9.

DJIDJELI

Zahir

10.

EL SHAYEB

Yasser

11.

FREIRE

Ana
Cristina

12.

GALTZUR

Ayelet

13.

GIANNOPOULOS

George

14.

HECHMI

Mabrouk

15.

LENZ

16.

MEDEVIELLE

Barbara
JeanPierre

17.

MICOZZI

Martine

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

MITSAKIS
OHNELL
PALACIOS
PAULLEY
PHILLIPS

Evangelis
Sofia
Alberto
Neil
Steve

23.

PROZZI

Jorge

24.

RAHHAL

Elie Muhsin

25.

SALAMEH

Walid

26.

SMIT

Frank

27.

SPYRIDAKI

Argyro
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Country

ECTRI
Universidad
Politécnica de
Madrid
Ecole Nationale
Supérieure de
Technologie
IFSTTAR
CERTH/HIT
Université Saad
Dahlab de Blida
Societe
Nationale d’
Etudes du
Detroit de
Gibraltar
CERTH/HIT
National school
of publics works
KOUBA ALGIERS
Cairo University,
National TEMPUS
Coordinator
Laboratorio
Nacional de
Engenharia Civil
Technion
University
CERTH/HIT
Institut Supérieur
de transport et
de la Logistique
de Sousse
DLR

Germany

IFSTTAR

France

Transportation
Research Board
CERTH/HIT
VOLVO
CETMO
TRL
FEHRL
University of
Texas at Austin
Université Saint
Joseph
Princess Sumaya
University for
Technology
DG Research &
Innovation
CERTH/HIT

Belgium

Acronym

Email

CA
AA

caroline.almeras@ectri.org

Spain

angel.aparicio@upm.es

Algeria

mlbenaissa@gmail.com

France
Greece

erik.bessmann@ifsttar.fr
boile@certh.gr

Algeria

boughedaoui@gmail.com

MLB

EB
MaB
MB
JC

Morocco

chafik@sned.gov.ma

Greece

chrysostomou@certh.gr

Algeria

djidjeliz@yahoo.fr

KC
ZD

YS
Egypt

yasser.elshayeb@gmail.com
AF

Portugal
Israel
Greece
Tunisia

U.S.A.
Greece
Sweden
Spain
UK
Belgium
U.S.A.
Lebanon
Jordan
European
Commission
Greece

acfreire@lnec.pt
galtzur@techunix.technion.ac.il

AG
GG
MH

ggian@certh.gr
hechmi_mabrouk@yahoo.fr
Barbara.Lenz@dlr.de
jean-francois.laurens@ifsttar.fr

BL
JM
MM

MMicozzi@nas.edu
emit@certh.gr
sofia.ohnell@volvo.com
cetmo@cetmo.org
npaulley@trl.co.uk
Steve.Phillips@fehrl.org
jorge.prozzi@Engr.Utexas.Edu

EM
SO
AP
NP
SP
JP
ER

muhsin.rahal@usj.edu.lb

WS

walid@psut.edu.jo

FS

frank.smit@ec.europa.eu

AS

aspiridaki@certh.gr
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28.

STEINICKE

Wolfgang

29.

STRULOV

Amiram

30.

YANYING
YOUSSEF ABDEL
MASSIH

Li

31.
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Dalia

EURNEX
Galilee
International
Management
Institute
ERTICO
Notre Dame
University

Germany

wsteinicke@eurnex.eu

Israel

amiramstr@gmail.com

Brussels
Lebanon

WS
AS

LY
DY

y.li@mail.ertico.com
dabdelmassih@ndu.edu.lb
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c) Minutes of Meeting
EUTRAIN
MEDITERRANEAN REGIONAL WORKSHOP
July 2012
Hosted by:
The Hellenic Institute of Transport
Centre for Research and Technology Hellas
(www.hit.certh.gr)
Organised and sponsored by: ECTRI & EUTRAIN project
Minutes of Meeting
Location:
Date
&
Duration
Meeting:
Recorder of Minutes
Version no. / Date:

Royal Olympic Hotel, Athens, Greece
of 16.07.2012 (09:30-17:30)
Katerina Chrysostomou (ECTRI CERTH-HIT)
v.1 – 31.08.2012

WELCOME, INTRODUCTION AND AGENDA APPROVAL
George Giannopoulos (GG), CERTH/HIT director and host of the workshop,
opened the workshop and welcomed the partners. He briefly introduced the
EUTRAIN project, its activities and its objectives and presented the aims of the
workshop. GG presented the workshop agenda, which was approved by all
partners. Finally, all workshop participants introduced themselves.
GG gave a special welcome to Frank Smit (FS), EUTRAIN project officer, who
had the opportunity to represent EU objectives on International Cooperation.
GG also noted that the EUTRAIN Mediterranean Regional Workshop is
organized as a joint event with the TRB International Activities Committee
meeting held on July 17th and it is a pleasure to host Mr. Jorge Prozzi, the chair
of the committee and the TRB representative Mrs. Martine Micozzi.
SCOPE AND CONTENT OF THE EUTRAIN PROJECT – SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES OF
THE WORKSHOP
Caroline Almeras (CA), ECTRI Secretary General and EUTRAIN project
coordinator held a presentation of the EUTRAIN project, introducing its
content, main activities and topics of interest. CA also presented the scope
and objectives of the workshop that was to collect data and experiences
related to international collaboration, assess the needs and topics of interest
and priorities for research cooperation of the Mediterranean countries the EU
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and discuss viable instruments and tools for international transport research
collaboration.
Menouer Boughedaoui
(MB), representative from Algeria, asked if the
participants of the workshop could contribute to WP3 of the EUTRAIN project.
CA answered that the first step is being done within the workshop where it is
expected that the participants will help identify issues of interest for
International Cooperation and that the work being done within the EUTRAIN
project will reach a broader audience.
Frank Smit (FS) mentioned the Barcelona meeting that was held a couple of
months ago and referred to article 185. The European Commission is trying to
set up region to region collaboration and it is important to identify the
important topics to include in this collaboration. The scope of the workshop is
to exchange information on what is important to each country in order to
define forthcoming research funding programs.
Zahir Djidjeli (ZD), representative from Algeria, asked about the framework
under which cooperation between EU and Med countries is going to take
place. GG answered that as a first step this networking that comes out of the
EUTRAIN project will go on for one more year, till the end of the project.
Hopefully it will also continue after the end of the project and will lead to
recommendations to the EU. FS also answered that since most of the
workshop participants have an academic background and in order to be
practical it is necessary that the participants of this workshop mobilize those
who are responsible for research policy in their countries.
MEDITERRANEAN PARTICIPANTS’ PRESENTATIONS
• LEBANON
represented by
Elie Muhsin Rahhal from Université Saint Joseph and Dalia
Youssef Abdelmassih from Notre Dame University
Elie Muhsin Rahhal (ER) presented current transportation situation in Lebanon
and Dalia Youssef Abdelmassih (DA) talked about transport research in
Lebanon, priorities related to transport research and actual research projects
related to Lebanon priorities in transport research.
GG asked for a clarification regarding the perspectives of the National
Physical Master Plan in Lebanon. ER explained that the perspectives of the
National Physical Master Plan in Lebanon put focus on the release,
reconstruction and preservation of the old railway lines for use as interurban
rail lines, on rehabilitation and maintenance works for national network and
on solving traffic problems in urban areas. However, he explained that, even
though the reconstruction and preservation of the old railway lines constitutes
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a strategic option, yet no work has been done. Regarding traffic problems in
urban areas, the focus of ER’s work is on geotechnical in order to change
roundabouts to multilevel interchanges.
Related to the above, Amiram Strulov (AS), representative from Israel,
commented that construction of infrastructure doesn’t always solve
transportation problems and asked if traffic management measures are
being considered. He also asked whether road safety is an issue in Lebanon.
ER answered that even though construction of infrastructure is a partial
solution it helps a lot and AS suggested more traffic management and less
construction.
GG intervened to remind the participants of the workshop that the objective
of the workshop is Transport research cooperation and not the various
transportation topics themselves.
Yasser El Shayeb (YS), representative from Egypt, put a question to ER asking
whether risk management and zoning for land slide is practiced in Lebanon,
mentioning that it is also an issue in FP7. ER answered that they do.
Li Yanying (LY), representative from ERTICO and EUTRAIN project partner,
made a remark, agreeing with AS, about infrastructure being a mistake. She
said that there are lessons to be learnt from Europe and stated that
disseminating methods for sustainable development should be an issue for
the EU.
Mabrouk Hechmi (MH), representative from Tunisia, reminded the participants
of the workshop that roundabouts can indeed facilitate traffic if traffic is not
heavy.
ER commented that Lebanon is a green country. No areas are being
destroyed; roundabouts already existing are being upgraded and a good
solution that has been identified in order to solve the country’s traffic problem
would be to also upgrade public transport.
Wolfgang Steinicke (WS), representative from EURNEX and EUTRAIN project
partner, talked about SMARTRail project that is dealing with similar issues,
considering the effects of changing climate on infrastructure. WS invited ER to
monitor the activities of the SMARTRail project and join one of the regional
workshops that will be organized during the project duration.
• TUNISIA
represented by
Mabrouk Hechmi from Institut Supérieur de Transport et
de la Logistique de Sousse
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Mabrouk Hechmi (MH) presented transportation in Tunisia and current
situation in research related to transport, identified problems and difficulties in
transport research and made some suggestions.
YL asked for a more specific elaboration on ‘legislation issues being too
complex’. MH answered that it is an issue not only in Tunisia. He gave an
example of a study office not being able to participate in a project if it
doesn’t have an authorization from the transportation cooperation office.
And because it is so complex to get an authorization most study offices give
up. Moreover ER mentioned that there are several logistics issues also related
to the experts’ reimbursement. The money is few and the procedures are
complicated. As a result they lose interest in working on research and they go
for consulting.
• ISRAEL
represented by
Amiram Strulov from Galilee International Management
Institute and Ayelet Galtzur
from Technion University
Amiram Strulov (AS), presented the Galilee International Management
Institute, being a management, training and capacity building center to all
levels of personnel and decision makers, from around the globe in which
Participants are exposed to the Israeli Experience and projects in Transport
Management. He also presented the Equility approach with application in
transport for initiating of large scale, transport research projects by using the
concept of “Equility”- Profitable public financed high employment based
activities, for the solution of real social, economic and environmental
problems like road safety.
Ayelet Galtzur (AG), presented Technion Transportation Research Institute,
being a crossroad of academy and applicative research, the main research
areas and some key projects of the institute focusing around sustainable
mobility and ITS. She also presented the expectations from an EU policy in
“International Cooperation” in the field of Transport, the themes of research
that should be considered and the barriers and factors hindering this
cooperation.
MH asked whether there is an action plan in order to achieve the 5%
decrease mentioned to have been set as a goal since it is a very ambitious
plan. AS explained that a lot of work is being done in urban areas (where 50%
of fatalities occur) with new bicycle lanes, education, drivers’ training with a
new driving centre, etc.
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GG noted that AG mentioned that there are complicated procedures when
cooperating with the EU and proposed to discuss the issue in the roundtable
discussion.
Menouer Boughedaoui (MB), representative from Algeria, asked about the
difference between the equality and sustainability concept. AS answered
that Equility is an on-going ‘project’ that has more social value.
Steve Phillips (SP), representative from FEHRL and EUTRAIN project partner,
mentioned that Israel puts emphasis on infrastructure with big PPP
construction projects and asked whether this policy allows opportunities for
innovation. AS answered that it is a matter of balance and each time all
alternatives have to get analyzed e.g. BRT vs underground trains. For sure
there is a need to move budget to innovation, taking into account all social
issues.
• ALGERIA
represented by Menouer Boughedaoui from Université Saad Dahlab de Blida
and Zahir Djidjeli from National school of publics works KOUBA ALGIERS
Menouer Boughedaoui (MB), presented current transport situation in Algeria
and future investment plans for transport. Major parts of his presentation
included research activities plans, barriers, research priorities in general and in
transport, and the current status of international research cooperation. Zahir
Djidjeli (ZD) presented Algeria and its infrastructure, research in the field of
transport, the need for cooperation and gave examples of research projects
in transport (MOSIPLIT université of BEJAIA). MR DJIDJELI presented the
structuring infrastructures of transport, as well as the areas of research in the
field of transport everything, he insisted on the questions of intermodality
(intermethod), congestion and road safety.
MH noted that there are the same issues in all North Africa countries. Most
investments go on infrastructure, but is there a plan for development? He also
asked whether rail infrastructure is in line with international safety standards.
ZD answered that there is a strategic master plan that is being updated every
5 years. Regarding rail infrastructure, projects can be validated only if they
are compliant with international standards so yes they are compliant.
GG noted that the terms of safety and security have been mentioned a lot.
He wanted to clarify whether it is safety or security that is being discussed
now.
MB answered that it is mainly safety but also security.
• MOROCCO
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represented by Jilali Chafik from Nationale d’ Etudes du Detroit de Gibraltar
Jilali Chafik (JC) presented an evaluation of Euro-Med cooperation and the
expectations from an EU policy in international cooperation in the field of
Transport. He also talked about scientific cooperation in the field of transport
and presented an evaluation of the Moroccan scientific research, current
scientific cooperation between Morocco and European countries, national
priorities and strategy for the development of a scientific research in Morocco
and proposed ways to develop the scientific cooperation in the field of
transport.
GG thanked for the very comprehensive presentation.
• JORDAN
represented by Walid Salameh from Princess Sumaya University for
Technology
Walid Salameh (WS), presented an overview of the EU Policy on International
Cooperation in Transport, identified important Jordanian priority research
themes, presented some obstacles to international research cooperation
from the Jordanian viewpoint and made some suggestions for future research
cooperation with EU
PRESENTATION OF THE NEW EU TRANSPORT POLICY 2011 – 2020 AND THE NEW
HORIZON 2020 PROGRAMME
Frank Smit (FS), EC project officer of EUTRAIN project, started his presentation
by advising the participants of the workshop to motivate national
administrations to participate and forward international cooperation.
Moreover, he noted, time and patience is needed till efforts form into a
program (it might take 2 years). Frank Smit presented an overview of
international cooperation in transport research in the EU and EuroMediterranean Co-operation in Research and Innovation. He presented the
opportunities for Mediterranean countries in transport WP2013 and the relative
topics of the WP2013 call as well as his expectations from the EUTRAIN project.
It was also mentioned that a dialog between the EU and the neighbouring
regions is necessary in order to compare the situation between EU and the
regions that will form into concrete for discussion when developing the EURegions policy.
GG added that the process of developing the EU-Regions policy is a movingon process with parallel activities. The EUTRAIN project, this workshop and
other calls for projects provide input but there is time needed in order to form
into a Work Programme.
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YS raised a question about Policy dialog versus product in this case Work
Programmes. There is too much policy dialog, but does it really make any
difference?
FS answered that yes, it is a long process but it does.
MH attended the Barcelona meeting and there Road Safety was mentioned
as an important issue. However, Road Safety is not included in EUTRAIN
priorities. Green Transport is, but it is considered to be a luxury for
emerging/developing countries. HM stated that first elementary mobility
needs should be met.
FS answered that during his presentation he just mentioned 3 main points and
it was not an exhaustive list. The EC is just suggesting but the cooperation will
be developed according to the needs defined by the countries. It is
important to identify the themes that are important for both the EU and the
Mediterranean countries in order to have mutual benefits.
JC asked about the procedure the EC is following to choose the experts that
will contribute in the identification of the needs for research. Moreover there is
an EU neighbouring research policy framework that was published 2 years
ago. JC asked if transport is going to be integrated in it.
FS answered that it is a challenge for the EC to integrate transport in this EU
neighbouring research policy framework. There is no magic way EU and the
neighbouring countries have to negotiate. And researchers have to try to
influence the agenda.
According to FS the EC is aware that things are not moving fast but there are
good intentions in order to move forward not to a general policy but to
concrete results.
CONTINUATION OF MEDITERRANEAN PARTICIPANTS’ PRESENTATIONS
EGYPT COUNTRY REPORT
Presented by George Giannopoulos from CERTH/HIT and Yasser El Shayeb
from Cairo University, National TEMPUS Coordinator
George Giannopoulos and Yasser El Shayeb presented some general data
and information about Egypt, the major factors affecting international
research cooperation that were identified during the bilateral meeting that
took place in Egypt, The country’s position vis-à-vis cooperation with the EU
and the transport related research themes of interest.
AS noted that the process that was presented was a very impressive one and
asked whether this information will be provided to the participants of the
workshop and whether similar bilateral meetings will take place in all
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Mediterranean countries. GG answered that this information is available to all
workshop participants and that unfortunately due to budget restrictions
bilateral meetings will not take place in all Mediterranean countries.
TUNISIA COUNTRY REPORT
Presented by Erik Bessmann from IFSTTAR
Erik Bessmann (EB) presented the context of IFSTTAR mission in Tunisia’s
presenting in brief some main results and suggestions for further development
and improvement of the EU cooperation with Tunisia.
He suggested setting a complementary mission in Morocco, which could be
a joint mission Ifsttar/UPM.
OVERVIEW OF RECENT TRANSPORT COOPERATION BETWEEN THE EU AND
MEDITERRANEAN COUNTRIES
Presented by Alberto Palacios from CETMO
Alberto Palacios (AP), presented CETMO, its mission and objectives and briefly
described recent transport cooperation between the EU and Mediterranean
countries.
HM noticed that in the Egypt country report it was identified that
nanotechnology is a research priority for Egypt. He asked how this priority that
has not been researched even in the EU was suggested instead of for
example agrotechnology. YS answered that it is an extract from the National
Egyptian development strategic plan. GG commented that apart from
national guidelines input from the research community is absolutely
necessary.
ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION ON INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION OPPORTUNITIES
IN THE MEDITERRANEAN AREA
GG started the roundtable discussion by bringing up the fact that several
difficulties in international cooperation have been mentioned and quoting
from what has been said referred to the “Rigid policy of EU contribution”. He
asked FS if something is foreseen to change in the next Work Programme.
FS asked to the workshop participants to elaborate a bit more on the
difficulties faced.
AG gave the example of submitting a proposal being a difficult issue. There
are complicated procedures to be followed, forms to be filled that require
familiarity. As a result, proposals get denied and authorities give up.
FS said that EC tries and announces simplifications for every Work Programme
but most times it ends up to get even more complicated. However, Horizon
2020 is expected to simplify several procedures and there are a number of
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steps made towards simplification. For example from now on information desk
questions can be directly asked to the EC representative and contact points
and the brokerage events that are being organized are very useful. FS
suggested networking with experienced partners since European research is
getting a specialization by its own.
AG suggested that the EC published successful and non-successful proposals.
FS responded that in the Info-Day events that are being held good and bad
practices are being presented and events are also available via web
streaming.
Steve Phillips referring to the bilateral meeting that was held in Turkey
mentioned some more issues that were identified. Daily allowance is not an
incentive, there is lack of networking and Visa can be a problem since it stays
valid for some days. Moreover, generally it seems that transport is not a
priority. However agriculture, economic development etc that are identified
to be main issues include an aspect of transport such as logistics, mobility, etc.
JC replied that transport itself is a priority but there are other priorities before.
Transport needs energy and energy is very expensive. For health and
agriculture it is the same. He mentioned that it is necessary to give emphasis
to transport by reducing transportation cost. Another important thing is to
decentralize EU-Mediterranean countries research administration from Brussels
to South Europe.
HM noted that there are several issues linked to transport, such as transferring
a patient to the hospital, transferring goods, transferring to school, etc. Maybe
it’s not priority No.1 by itself but is absolutely necessary for Health,
development, education.
LY asked about standardization issues and if countries’ representatives see
such a need and how. She also asked about challenges in Intellectual
Property rights. Moreover she noted that even though transport is not No1 in
the list, other topics that are related to transport such as ICT are No1in the list.
GG commented that standardization and Intellectual Property Rights items
are part of desk research but asked if anyone would like to contribute.
Mohamed Lazhar Benaissa (MLB), representative from Algeria, noted that
most countries in the South Mediterranean region identify priorities such as
road safety. Research Work Programmes should define topics that have
practicality. It is important not only to research but also to implement research
in countries of the South Mediterranean region. Often a project is not
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implemented due to barriers such as access to the right authorities or
stakeholders.
FS replied that the EC does not know the relevant stakeholders but the
research community should help to identify them.
Jean-Pierre Medevielle, representative from IFSTTAR and EUTRAIN project
partner, commented that the issue of administration participating in
implementing research is very important. No society can work without
transport and road safety has been a research problem for more than 30
years.
AG replied to LY that her question can only be answered by the decision
makers because it is another level question. She mentioned that she knows
that work is being done on these issues but she has no data. AG came
forward to address the relevant persons to answer.
Moreover, AG noted that it is important to have a Framework for RTD
cooperation and define responsibilities for each party. Most people
participating in the workshop represent academia and they should provide
input and mobilize authorities to participate in international research
cooperation. The authorities will then initiate the framework for international
research cooperation, work along with researchers for promoting
international projects and these projects will provide the basis for further
progress and development It is a closed loop.
GG mentioned that reducing research costs can be a reason to facilitate
international cooperation. This workshop is an instrument to facilitate
international cooperation.
FS explained the EC’s clear intention to promote EU-Med international
cooperation.
MB mentioned UNIMED, the Mediterranean Universities Union that would
maybe help on networking or another ‘tool’ from the EC.
GG noted that implementing is very important and mechanisms are needed
in order to enhance the result of research and to end up in marketable
products. Pre-standardization is an issue but there are several best practices
and it is important to learn from these successful cases. GG gave two 2
successful examples. Seven years ago an FP6 project worked on the
operation of intermodal freight terminals. The results were disseminated
through seminars etc and the responsible Greek ministry funded the
implementation of the results in the port of Thessaloniki, Greece. Another
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successful case was SMARTCM project that worked on enchasing the supply
chain. In a CEN workshop a mechanism to create harmonized approach was
presented and representatives of the industry discussed standardization in the
container security devices. GG underlined the importance of more research
resulting to products and faster.
AS also gave two successful examples; Research has shown that human
factor is the cause for most accidents and as a result training regulation has
changed. Also research has shown that 35% of cars circulate in the network
searching for parking and a phone parking application has been developed.
CONCLUSIONS AND CLOSING REMARKS
George Giannopoulos pointed out that it has been a very interesting day. A
very important objective has been fulfilled and this was to bring together
representatives from the Mediterranean countries and interact with them. A
channel of communication has been developed and it is extremely important
to expand this channel. GG expressed his wish that this small networking will
turn into something bigger. He summarized referring to the topics of EUTRAIN
and to the important key aspects that have been discussed. Concluding he
said that it has been a fruitful discussion and thanked all participants for
preparing their presentations and giving the opportunity to have this
discussion,
AS thanked GG for the focused summary and for organizing the event. He
expressed his hope that this event will be a starting point for cooperation.
YS also wanted to thank the organization team for the successful workshop
and hospitality.
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Annex XIII - South Asia and Asia-Pacific Regional
Workshop-Beijing
a) Agenda
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b) List of participants
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Annex XIV - Standardization working groups
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transport_standards_organisations
CEN Working Groups and leaders for Transport Standards
CEN Allocates responsibility for different areas of transport standardisation to
working groups
WG1 - Automatic Fee Collection and Access Control -CEN
WG2 - Freight and Fleet Management System - ISO
WG3 - Public Transport - ISO
WG4 - TTI – Traffic and Traveller Information - ISO
WG5 - TC - Traffic Control - ISO
WG6 - Parking Management - n/a
WG7/8 - Geographic Road Data Base: Road Traffic Data - ISO
WG9 - Dedicated Short Range Communications - CEN
WG10 - Man-machine Interface - n/a
WG11 - Subsystem- Intersystem Interfaces - ISO
WG12 - Automatic Vehicle and Equipment Identification - CEN
WG13 - System Architecture and Terminology – ISO
ISO Working Groups and leaders for Transport Standards
ISO Technical Committee 204 is responsible for Transport Information and
Control Systems. It has a number of standing Working Groups, which set up
Subgroups from time to time.
Current ISO TC204 Working Groups, Work programme & Countries that
provide Secretariat are as follows
WG1 Architecture - UK
WG2 Quality and Reliability Requirements - Japan
WG3 TICS Database Technology - Japan
WG4 Automatic Vehicle Identification - Norway
WG5 Fee and Toll Collection Holland
WG7 General Fleet Management and Commercial and Freight - Canada
WG8 Public Transport/Emergency - America
WG9 Integrated Transport Information, Management, and Control - Australia
WG10 Traveller Information Systems - UK
WG11 Route Guidance and Navigation Systems - Germany
WG14 Vehicle/Roadway Warning and Control Systems - Japan
WG15 Dedicated Short Range Communications for TICS Applications Germany
WG16 Wide Area Communications/Protocols and Interfaces - America
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Other international bodies developing definitive core specifications
As well as the formal SDOs, a number of other international bodies undertake
work that is important for Transport and Transport Information standards
 International Air Transport Association (IATA)
 International Union of Railways (UIC)
 European Broadcasting Union (EBU) - See TPEG
 World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)
 OpenTravel Alliance (OTA)
 Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC)
 Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards
(OASIS)
Other important international bodies
 Object Management Group (OMG)
 EuroRoadS
 Media Oriented Systems Transport (MOST)
 European Railway Agency (ERA)
National bodies developing definitive core specifications
German organisations active in Transport Standards development
 Verband Deutscher Verkehrsunternehmen (VDV)
 UK organisations active in Transport Standards development
developing definitive core specifications
 Department for Transport (DfT)
 Ordnance Survey (OS)
 Rail Settlement Plan (RSP)
 National Rail Enquiries (NRE)
 Integrated Transport Smartcard Organisation (ITSO)
 UTMC Development Group (UDG)
 Real Time Information Group (RTIG)
 Travel Information Highway (TIH)
 Other important UK bodies and initiatives
 Transport for London
 National Traffic Control Centre (NTCC)
 Association of Transport Operating Officers (ATCO)
 Royal National Institute of Blind People (RNIB)
 Royal National Institute for Deaf People (RNID)
 Journey Solutions
 Oyster card
 US bodies developing definitive core Transit Standard specifications
 National Transportation Communications for Intelligent Transportation
System Protocol or NTCIP
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